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GRT-Vanguard Plot
Massive Tape Issue
TRAIMAN

NEW YORK -In what may be
the largest single tape release for a
major classical label, GAT will offer
around 50 Vanguard catalog titles in
a reconfigured stereo 8 -track cartridge, backed by an extensive October promotion campaign.
The music tape division's move in
stimulating the classical 8 -Crack
market is pan of the firm's broadened marketing thrust, noted
recendy in an exclusive interview by
Bert Nordin, GRT president and
chief executive officer (Billboard,

July 6).
It will be the first major release under GRT's licensing agreement for
Vanguard product in 8- track, offer (Continued on page 10)

U.K. Piracy
`Not Waning'
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Expansion Seen
By Poly's Farr
By ROBERT SOBEL

NEW YORK- Wornall "Bill"
Fan, newly appointed president of
Polydor, Inc. (see Executive Turntable), sees the company broadening
its product base worldwide and the
expansion of artist and repertoire
activities in all music areas.
Stating that it would be "premature " to speak in detail on the direction the company would now take
under his helm, Farr nevertheless
says the company will give grease
emphasis to broadening the exchange of product between Polydor
affiliates worldwide and their U.S.
sister.

(Continued on page /0)

100 -Plus
FM Stations
Using Dolby
By RADCLIFFE JOE

NEW YORK -More than

FM
radio stations across the country
have shifted to use of the Dolby BType noise reduction system in their
transmissions since Dolby Labs received the green light from the FCC
for use of the equipment in broadcasting (Billboard, July 27).
Consumer audio equipment manufacturers are also rushing to include the Dolby system in their FM
receiver units. Maranta. Akai, Lafayette and Harman- Kardon already have the system included in
some of their receiver /tuner models,
and officials at Dolby predict that by
100

the 1975 Summer CES, most key

equipment manufacturers will be offering Dolbyieed FM equipment.
(Continued on page 10)
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Senate Approves
Copyright Change
Rock Concerts
On Vegas Strip
LAS VEGAS -Producer Gary
Naseef and the Sahara Hotel are
teaming to present the first regular
series of contemporary music concerts on the Strip in this city's
history.
Naseef has rented the Sahara's
Space Centerconvention facility and
has set Sly and the Family Stone for
the launching concert, Oct. 12. Two
shows will he presented at 9 p.m.
and 2 a.m. with a $5.50 and 56.50 admission charge, respectively.
Other acts mentioned by the veteran rock promoter for the series to
be called "Sahara Command Per (Continued on page 20)

By GERRY MULLIGAN
(Musa Week Si,5 Wnrer)

MILDRED HALL
WASHINGTON -The Senate
whipped through passage of the
copyright revision hill S. 1361 last
Monday (9), killing the record perBy

formance royalty in a discouraging
67 to 8 vote on the Ervin amendment.
After an opening icbate of one
hour, Sen. Sam Ervin (D -S. Car.)
won his battle to delete the right of
copyrighted recordings to collect
performance royalty from any commercial play by broadcasters, jukeboxes, cable TV, background services or any other profit- making users
of recordings.
Other action was better for the
record industry and for owners of
expiring copyrights. Sen. John L.
McClellan (D.-Ark.), author and
manager of the revision, won Senate
approval of an interim separate Senate antipiracy bill, containing the
(Continued on page 10)

Ann Arbor Fest
Good (and Bad)
By JIM FISHEL
WINDSOR, Canada - The

LONDON -Some 500,000 pirated tapes and approximately
50,000 pirate and bootleg albums
were sold in the U.K. last year, according to an annual repon released
by the British Phonograph Industry.

1974

Ann Arbor Blues and Jana Festival
in Exile staged here Sept. 6 -8 was a
total muscat success, but an over -all
financial bust with the promoters
losing an estimated $80,000-

Despite BPI's successful drive
against pirates -more than 100 cases
have been handled in the courts or
privately in the past 12 months -the
flow of illegal product has not
waned in the U.K., says BPI director
Geoffrey Bridge.

"The success of the RIAA's campaign in the U.S. means that the
American pirates are now busily
searching for export markets and the
U.K. and Europe are prime targets,"

This month, DARK HORSE RECORDS will release its first two albums.

he says.

SPLINTER 'THE PLACE

In conducting its fight, the BPI incurred total costs, including legal
(Continued on page 49)

FRIENDS" (SP 22002). Dark Horse has the exclusive producership of
George Harrison and will be distributed worldwide by OEM Records.

LOVE" (SP 22001) and "SHANKAR FAMILY AND

(Advertisement)

country welcome to "Little David Wilkins" De CAM ). MCA
Records proudly presents a debut album from "Lade David" a talented

A

" Giant' of

a

a hit country tune for others. Wire so
will
proud d him that September
be hs month for an intensive marketing
(Amerueement)
campaign.

song miter, who penned many

$100,000. As a result, the promoters
made themselves unavailable, and
most of the performing artists
weren't paid.
The festival began on a sour note,
when Canadian authorities cracked
down on the youthful audience and
began arresting more than 150 for
narcotic and alcohol violations.
"We really don't need these mob(Continued on page 12)
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MINNIE RIPERTON:THE VOICE OF AN
ANGEL. HER FIRST SOLO ALBUM ANDATOUR
THAT'S SET CITYAFTER CITYABLAZE HAVE
MADE MINNIE ONE OF THE YEAR'S FASTEST
BREAKING NEW ARTISTS. "PERFECT ANGEL:'
ON EPIC RECORDS' - AND TAPES
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7-11 Chain
RIAA_'Grateful' For
Senate Copyright Act n Tape
LOS ANGELES -The Recording
Industry Assn. of America (RIAA) is

"truly grateful" for the full Senate's
passage last week of antipirary.
copyright legislation, states Stanley
Gortikov, the RIAA's president.
In a formal statement, Gortikov
notes last week's action "paves the
way for the final legislative steps in

gaining permanent protection. The
Senate's action was paniculaely rewarding in view of the imminence of
the Congressional recess and the end
of the year lapse of the current law."
The RIAA was "understandably
disappointed but not surprised,"
Gortikov says of the Senate's refusal
to vote in a performance rights royally for musicians, artists and record
labels.

"But

the political pressures
brought by broadcasters were overwhelming. The issue remains very
much alive."

Gortikov notes that Sen. Hugh
Scott has indicated his intention to
launch a separate performance
rights bill in the Senate early next
year.

"Sen. McClellan has authorized
Sen. Scott to conduct extensive hearings to air fully the issues and
equities.

"RIAA

is

offering full coopera-

tion to Sen. Scott in assembling pertinent data and we shall vigorously
work for the issues to be resolved on
their merits, not their politics."

Imported Rock LPs
A Bloomin' Business
By BOB KIRSCH
LOS ANGELES -The importing
Rick Lawler, one of the managers
of rock LPs from England and Euof the flint, also points out that imrope has become big business over
ports seem to be playing an Maras the past few years. Key importer
ing role in convincing domestic laJEM Records, in S. Plainfield. NJ.,
bels to sign acts. If an artist can build
is helping its own cause along by
a good import track record, chances
servicing rackjobbers as well as dealare better than average that a U.S.
radio
label will pick him up.
ers, employing a
promotion
man, conducting its own in -store
Lawler adds that the import sin merchandising campaigns and own gles business is also good, and notes
ing half of Passport Records- the lathat he presently keeps some 1,000
bet which has Nektar.
LP titles in his catalog, most listing at

Injunction

NASHVILLE -For the second
time in

few weeks, a federal court
judge here has enjoined a major firm

from manufacturing and selling
tape reproductions of copyrighted
musical compositions.
This time U.S. District Court
Judge L. Clare Morton issued the injunction against the 7 -I1 Stores,
which operate in many states.
This suit, as the other against
Days Inn of America, Inc. (see Billboard, Sept. 7) was filed by Attorney
Richard Frank Jr. on behalf of
Acuff-Rose Publications and others.
Frank, as evidence, showed 3,600
tapes allegedly bought in the various
7 -11 markets, two copies each of
1,800 different tapes.

The store chain has been prohibited from disposing of any of its
tapes, either by sales to the public or
by return to the suppliers.
The firm was ordered to supply a
list setting forth the identity of each
tape performance to be found in any
stores operated by the defendant,
the total number of such tapes, and

of the stores.
Judge Morton again ordered that
within 30 days the copyright owners
file affidavits designating which
tapes were reproduced without permission of the copyright owners.
the identity

Sansui Protests
Everest `Quad'

57.98.

40% WB Sales
Is Rock -Smith
By NAT FREEDLAND

LOS ANGELES -Some 40 percent of total Warner Bras. record tape sales are now coming from rock
catalog titles, says label president
Joe Smith.
"Rock catalog sales from artists
like Deep Purple, the Allman Brothers and the Doobie Brothers have
been a prime factor in pushing this
year's grosses 20 percent over our
record breaking first three quarters
of 1973," says Smith.
Smith feels that there are two sig.
nificant trends to be drawn from
current WB rock catalog strength.
"It shows that today's best rock artists are as viable for long -term careers as the older generation of Sinatra or Dean Martin," he says.
"Also, rack catalog upswing demonstrates that WEA Distributing has
really got its marketing in this area
excellently organized," Smith adds.
"When we first organized WEA sev(Continued on page 12)

"The impon business is definitely
getting better," Lawler says, "though
it's hard to pin down one concrete
reason. We're picking up more dealers than we have had in our three year history, and we've been getting
some of the large chains like Discount Records. Our main business is

still with independents or local
chains, but we've also picked up
other distributors and within the
past year we've started working with
racks. We generally deal with the
racks only on product that has not
been released here, such as Elton
John's 'Empty Sky,' or product
where there is a long time lag between European and U.S. release."
Lawler adds that a lot of dealers
seem to want an import bin now.
even if it's only a single bin. "They
seem to find it important to draw
consumers," he says.
"As for the type of music selling,"
he continues, "there doesn't seem to
be any real trend. German rock sells
well, and so the British LPs with the
release lag. Also, we sell a lot of singles by artists like Roy Wood whose

(Continued on page 12)
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NEW YORK -A series of purported quad albums processed from
mono originals dating back more
than 20 years has been released by
Everest Records.
The move has impelled Sansui,
whose QS system is credited as the
encoding medium on the record
jackets, to disclaim any connection
with the enterprise and to remove
earlier references to the label's product from its promotional catalogs.
Everest claims the quad designation is a "goof' that will not be repeated on mono originals in the fatare. But current company policy,
says president Bernard Solomon, is
to issue "compatible stereo /quad"
product on all material available in
"true stereo."
Sansuï s concern is that unknowing consumers may confuse the
sound on these recycled oldies with
established QS standards of sound
and channel separation, according
to

a

spokesman.

Included in the quad release by
Everest, on its Olympic label, are a
number of LPs originally issued by
Oceanic Records. Among them are a
(Continued on page 10)

Japan Sees UD -4;
CD-4 Disks Grow

HIDEO ECUCHI
TOKYO -Music lovers, hi fi enthusiasts and buyers from overseas will be
able to compare the UD-4 system with CD-4, SQ and RM for the first time at
the23rd All Japan Audio Fair, Nov. 6 -10, if everything goes according to plan.
"Now is the time for all good men
By

of

4- channel,"
quips Takami Shobochi, president
of Nippon Columbia, joint developer and major proponent of the
UD-4 system -basically a combination of matrix and discrete systems.
"It may lead to some confusion
among consumers, but I'd like them
to choose the hebt," Shobochi says.
For the record manufacturer, the
UD-4 system means that a program
need only be produced in a single
format to cover all existing modes of
playback For the radio broadcaster,
it offers FM carrier signals of a limited band width.
Consequently. the UD-4 system
will play an important role in the future of high quality4- channel sound
reproduction and constitutes a major advance in regard to the feasibility of 4-channel stereo broadcasting,
its proponents say.
The "universal discrete 4 -channel" system was jointly announced
here Sept. 2 for the first time in Japan by Nippon Columbia and Hitachi, whose engineers developed
the system together with Dr. Duane
H. Cooper of the University of Illinois. It was demonstrated earlier
this year to members of the Audio
Engineering Society. also at the Berlin Radio/TV Exhibition and London Radio Show. It was shown last
May 14 to Billboard's Tokyo news
bureau by Dr. Toshihiko Takagi,
general manager of Nippon Columbia's research laboratories at Kawasaki. Most recently it was shown at
the Sept. 5,12 ASS in New York.
No comment on the UD-4 system
has been made by the Japanese industry to date, inasmuch as Nippon
Columbia has not openly made
comparison tests with CD-4, SQ and
RM so far. Also, the Japan Phonograph Record Assn. and the Electronic Industries Assn. of Japan
have adopted CD -4, SQ and RM as
the only three standard systems ever
since April of 1972 and the two manufacturers' associations are not in
the mood to approve a fourth. The
to come to the aid

MEMPHIS -Artist Isaac Hayes
has sued Stan Records and its subsidiaries, Birdee's Music and East
Memphis Music, for $53 million
in damages, charging breach of contract, among other things.

New Music Printer Saves Time and Money
tions.
Edgar Cohen, the inventor of the
device called the Music Phototype
Stave Board, says that the board has
several distinct advantages. It cuts
typesetting time in half, saves more
than 50 percent of the cost, vastly increases productivity, results in error proof print, and requires very little
training to operate.

Basically, the device is a grooved
music board which eliminates special tools, plate engraving and paper- stamping application. Music
notes are made to fit exactly in the
music stave, and once a note or
chord is made, it will fit in any spot
on the stave.
The stave board is marked by simplicity of operation, according to
Cohen, and after a few hours of instruction on the location of the music notes, chords, and adjuncts in a
specially designed cabinet, the operator can insert the notes in the

proper places and move them at will.
Errors can be adjusted by moving
the notes accordingly. On other systems, notes above and below the
staff have to be cut for engraving or
drawn by music typewriters.
The device enables the publications firm to engrave some 900-1,000
pages per month, according to Irwin
Robinson, vice president and general manager of Columbia Pictures
music operation, which encompasses the publications amt, obtainer of the patent.
Cohen says that he has also devel-

22

NARAS national board of trustees
has voted to form an antipirary committee to "educate all persons concerning the artistic and economic
abuses emanating from record piracy, and to cooperate with law enforcement and other governmental
agencies in their efforts to curb this
abusive practice."
The move, which won approval at
recent board member meeting in
San Francisco, is being viewed by
NARAS insiders as the strongest antipiracy stance in NARAS' 17 -year
history. Named to form and to head
the antipiraryy committee was Bill
Lowery, NARAS national president.
Lowery, who will announce the
names of those people he plans to
appoint to the committee within a
few weeks, says that "our committee
will be a powerful one because we've
really got to pitch in and fight what
seems to be turning into an outright
a

war."
Other topics covered during the
board meeting were: the NARAS institute and the possible absorption
of the San Francisco-based College
for Recording Arts by the Institute:
expanding voting procedures for
nominations to the NARAS Hall of
Fame; the creation of a NARAS
"Fact Book "; and next year's
Grammy Awards presentation.
The board also voted funds for the
taping of all previous Academy television programs for the Academy's
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archives and possible use in the
NARAS Hall of Fame.
Japan Audio Society is taking a neutral stand.
Although Hitachi and Nippon
Columbia are out to win universal
(Continued on page 34)

Hayes Demands $5.3 Million
In Stax Records Litigation

INVENTOR EMPLOYS GROOVED BOARD

NEW YORK -A new music print
invention which simplifies and
speeds the music compositing system was unveiled last week by
Screen Gems -Columbia Publica-

NARAS SETS
ANTI PIRACY
COMMITTEE
NEW YORK - The
-man

similar device, smaller and
portable in nature, which can he
used by individuals or by small companies. The board should be available in about two months. Composer Marvin Hamlisch helped in
demonstrating the device.
oped

a

Robinson says that the firm's print
sales would reach some $5 million
this year at retail level. The company
was formed in 1971. Total retail sales
for the print industry was estimated
at some $130 million for 1973: in
1972 it was $120 million.

He states in his suit, filed in Federal District Court here, that Stan
owes him more than SI million in
royalties alone.
The suit is aimed specifically at
Stax executive vice president Al Bell
who, Hayes claims, promised him
"equity in the firm and a feeling of
brotherhood" to sign a contract.
The suit, filed by attorney
McDonald Yawn, says that when
Hayes first signed his contract in
1968, he was told that he would
share in all of the firm's profits.
He first became aware of problems, he contends, when Union
Planter's Bank here on July 26 refused to honor a $270,000 check
from the company because of insufficient funds. At that point, he
states, he had an accounting made
and found that Stan had strongly
(Continued on page 11)

More Late News
See Page 62
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MIDAS TOUCH
LOS ANGELES- Everywhere
you turn these days some activity
owned by Hal Landers and Bobby
Roberts is achieving success.
Steppenwolfs return to recordings is on the duo's Mums label.
Stevie Wonder is being presented in
concert across the country by Dick
Griffey, Lou Robins and Alan
Tinkley under the Artist Consultants
banner. "Death Wish," which is
making motion picture boxoffice
records around the nation, is owned
by Landers Roberts Films.
The Landers Roberts Co. is the
parent firm for these divergent show
business firms and it has been in
business since 1967. Landers, a former film critic and Roberts, a former
lap dancer, have been associated
professionally 14 years.
The two have quietly built a multimillion -dollar show business empire, with each of the divisions operating separately and distinctly apart
from the others.
There is no intention of having
Mums artists record for Landers
Roberts films. In fact Herbie Han cock was hired to do the music for
"Death Wish" and that is the score
of the five films the company has
produced which Roberts is most
proud of.
The Artist Consultants concert division is a result of a merging between Lou Robin and Alan Tinkley
and Landers and Roberts three and
one -half years ago. Robin and
Tinkley were formerly associated
with Sight & Sound Productions.

Wonder in his
U.S.
concert
tour
since his alfirst
most fatal accident last year.
Another act just getting back in
front of audiences is Steppenwolf
be presenting Stevie

which is doing 30 dates on its upcoming tour which CMA is selling to
promoters all over the country.
While Wonder will play 18,000
seat stadiums or "the largest hall in
each community" as Hal Landers
puts it, Steppenwolf, is aiming at
3,500 -4,006 seat locations, including
colleges.

BOBBY ROBERTS: heknows how to
manage artist's affairs.

Dick Griffey, another veteran
Southern California concert promoter, specializing in the soul area, is a
partner in the presentation of the
Stevie Wonder 21 city tour. Griffey
is traveling with the 1 8-piece aggre-

gallon.

Billboard photos by Bonnie Tiegel

Artist Consultants does between
200 and 300 concerts around the
world and is particularly pleased to

I-EXecutive TUrntcable

Landers, Roberts Score With
Records, Concerts & Movies

HAL LANDERS: He moves easily in
the worlds of music, films and con-

carts.

Having remained a "hot property" the two admit they have had
offers to sell but aren't interested.
"We're really flat out enjoying our sevles," Roberts says. (They both recall the six months of negotiations
they went through in selling Dunhill
Records to ABC for $3 million seven
years ago and the idea of all that
complex dialog doesn't appeal to
them).
"We enjoy the spirit of going from
one media to the other," Roberts
says. `That's what keeps it fun for
us. We like the changeability of each
phone call."
They went back into the record
business one and one -half years ago
with Mums (distributed by CBS)
"because we had an opportunity to
build something and watch it grow."
The label's roster includes Albert
Hammond (whose song and first
disk, "It Never Rains In Southern
California," was the label's first release and first hit), plus Step penwolf, the Jackson Sisters and
Hubie Herd.
The latter is Billy Preston's pianist
and Roberts anticipates Preston producing Herd's first disk. For the
Jackson Sisters, Johnny Bristol has
written material and is the producer
of their debut disk.
Albert Hammond's next single is
his own composition, "Names, Tags,
Numbers And Labels" which ships
in one week. It was produced by
Hammond and Roy Halee in San
Francisco.

Hammond, Michael Hazelwood
(Continued on page 12)

Disk Performance Rights Killed
WASHINGTON

-

By

Speaking

through their elected legislators in
the Senate last week, broadcast and
jukebox interests wiped out performasse rights for copyrighted
recordings from the general revision
bill, leaving the recordings entitled
only to protection from piracy.
But the issue of royalty to record
performing artists and producers
from commercial users who make
most of their revenue (radio broad casters) or all of it (jukebox OperMors) from the playing-of records,
will come up again, possibly even
next year. So the industry should
know what arguments wem used by
the legislators to demolish the royalty right.
The principal defending salons in
the "Great Debate" held on the Senate floor September 6 and 9, were
Sen. John L. McClellan (D. Ark.),
author and manager of the bill, and
Sen. Hugh Scott (R. Pa.), a veteran
of 44 years of losing battis to get
record performance royalty into the
copyright law.
Sen. McClellan stoutly defended
the royalty principle, although he
said he was personally neutral on the
issue. He voted for it, although his
main object was to get the revision

bill

passed by a Senate
apparently ready to throw the whole
bill back to to the Copyrights Sub committee, unless the record royalty
was knocked out first.
S.

1361

The opponents who cosponsored
the royalty killer amendment were
Sen. Sam Ervin (D: N.Car.) and

(D:R.1.). They

had additional loud help from Sen.
Roman Hruska (R.-Neb.). and a
backup line of many other senators,
all ready to rescue broadcasters and
jukebox operators from the payment
of record royalty fees.
Sen. Pastore, a power in the

broadcast- oriented

Commerce
Committee, began the debate with a
tirade about the "many singers, male
and female who go to Las Vegas and
make $2,000 a week"
"More than that," chorused majority leader Sen. Mike Mansfield,
jest helping out. "More than that,"
Sen. pastore agreed.
Sen. Pastore reminded the Senate
sternly that "in this time of inflation,
many people in this country have to
live on $200 a month social sew city." It was somehow wrong, he felt,
that for a singer, "every time a radio
station plays his records, the station
has to pay him a royalty. I think it is
unfair ... when too many people in
this country are hungry."
(These problems of inflation, sosial security and hunger did not
come up during Sen. Pastore's approvat of réquiring cable TV systems
pay performance royalty for their

pickup of television station programs, in the bill.)
Sen. Scott argued, in his mild way,
that "performing artists are also capable of going hungry. Anybody can
go hungry- including a performing
artist who strikes it rich only once,"
and never makes it with another
recording. "He cannot live forever

on that tune, unless there is some
benefit to him."
Sen. Ervin offered quotes from
the constitution, which he said does

(Continued on page 12)
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MULHERN

WerneR "Bill" Farr has been appointed president of Polydor, Inc., replacing GII Behave who has resigned. Farr, who came to Polygram in February
1973 as vice president, marketing, was most recently president of Phonodiac,
Inc., a post he has held since November of last year. Named to replace Farr as
acting president of Phonodisc is Don England, who joined the firm in November 1973 as vice president, sales. Previous to that, England was New York regional branch manager for W /E /A.
* a a

Allen Cohen has been named vice president and treasurer of Larry Uttal's
Private Stock Records. Cohen was formerly vice president of business affairs
at Bell Records, where he worked with Uttal for seven years. Prior to that, he
was treasurer of Cameo /Parkway Records for eight years.

*

f r

Hank Talbert is appointed director of r &b operations for the Buddah
Group. He will be involved in all aspects of r &b operations, including sales,
promotion, artist relations, a &r and product coordination.
w

t

*

Bob Beckham, veteran publisher, has been promoted to the presidency of
Combine Music in Nashville, replacing Fred Foster, who becomes chairman of
the board of the company.... At the Sony Corporation of America, Joseph
Legere has been named vice president, consumer product division. He was
most recently with GTE Sylvania, where he was sales manager of national accounts, home entertainment product division.... Elizabeth Djerf has been appointed vice president of the Charles Snitow Organization. She had been executive manager for the firm with broad responsibilities for coordinating both
the winter and summer Consumer Electronic Shows.... James Oldani has
been named general merchandising manager for CMC Corp. He was previously merchandising manager, auto sound, for the 40 -store operation.... Glen
Goddard has been appointed to the newly -created post of vice president, support operations at Radio Shack. He is responsible for overseeing the operation
of the firm's national pans department, repair department and quality control
facilities.
a
* a

A new management team reports to Man Reveler at W /E/A Distributing
Corp., Laurel, NJ. Ron De Marino is sales manager, Philadelphia; Joe Dei
Medico is sales manager. Washington -Baltimore, and Al Westphal is operations manager. Others include Frank Jawerisak, controller; George Leone,
assistant operations manager; Tom Romano and Woody Riggs, credit managers: Mike Johnston, assistant credit manager. and Dick Taylor, credit assistant.

*

A

Jack Mass, longtime Warner Bros., music man who later served as professional manager of Stellar (BMI) and BNP (ASCAP) Music for Four Star International, has resigned the latter post.
A

MILDRED HALL

See. John O. Pastore

TALBERT

COHEN

FARR

4

er

James F. Novak, chief engineer at Jensen Sound Laboratories, has been
promoted to vice president of engineering. He recently received an Audio Engineering Society Fellowship award.... M. S. "Mike" Gritchen, former regional sales manager for Shure Brothers, Inc., joins ARAI America, Ltd., as
midwest regional sales manager.
e
* *

Motown Records, Los Angeles, has made Murky Sheppard and Stan Fan tich national field promotion managers. Stan Leeerke is the new Motown national album promotion manager.... Denny Martlnjoins Belin -Maduri Productions as national record promotion director working out of Cleveland....
A &M Records appointed Rob Wunderiich director ofcollege promotion in Las
Angeles.

*

Bill Mulbern

*

*

new director in charge of East Coast operations and sales for
ABC Records. Mulhern formerly was employed by A&M.
is

*

a

Jonathan Fricke is named general manager of Nashville operations for
Warner Bros. Records. He has a long record in radio. Also at Warners, Jim
Walter is the new comptroller for the label. He once worked with ABC
Records.
e
Gary Cohen joins Bell Records as sales coordinator in New York.... Norman Larson, sala manager of ABC Records & Tape in Los Angeles, has left
that position to open a 7 -11 superman in nearby Torrance. BM Freemen succeeds him.... Budd Hollinger, industry veteran last in marketing with UA
Records, now operates a theater in the San Fernando Valley of California.
w
:
*
James F. Novak, chief engineer at Jensen Sound Laboratories, has been
promoted to vice- president of engineering. He recently received an Audio Engineering Society Fellowship award for exceptional concepts in design and inventive performance of loudspeaker enclosure systems.
A
* A
Ira Blacker has resigned as executive vice president and director of American Talent International and will devote his time to his own management firm,
Mr. 1. Mouse Ltd. Greg McCWtcheon is promoted to vice president of All. New
agents include Marilyn Ford and Jimmy Opiner. Bill Hall moves to Lou Angeles.... Richard Loucks migrates from the East Coast to Los Angeles to open
a personal management division °flames Harper & Associates. Emphasis will
be in the rock field.
o
w
CBS announces the election of James H. Geer, vice president, finance, to
chief fmancial officer of the corporation. Geer joined CBS in 1959.

THE
PAWN OF A NEM/

JAZZ ACE.

We've been groundbreakers in jazz for a long time,and
we're glad to be around to see the beginnings of a new Jazz Age.
Jazz sells. Ninety percent of retail music stores reported an
increase in jazz album sales,according to a survey published in
Music Retailer (August 1974),It all adds up to make jazz THE
fastest -growing musical category around.
We have a jazz roster second to none,with artists who are
giants in every respect,and an all- inclusive program is now in
operation to back them up: extensive print and radio advertising
campaigns,point -of- purchase sales promotional tools,special
emphasis on the ever -expanding college and youth markets
all the merchandising essentials to bring our jazz acts home to
old and new fans alike.
Our new fall release features stunners from such incomparables as Miles Davis, Maynard Ferguson,Stardrive,the electric
and eclectic Weather Report, Freddie Hubbard's first Columbia
album,and a new effort from Herbie Hancock (whose last album,
"Head Hunters;' went very, very gold).
The company with the strongest jazz lineup in the business
makes the time for jazz right now.The place is here.

-

On Columbia, Epic & Philadelphia International Records
The home of jazz.

Tisis
Philadelphia International distributed by Columbia /Epic Records

i
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NAP Bid
For M'vox
Still Hot

`This Week's Legal Action'

NEW YORK -No final word on
North American Philips' (NAP) bid
Magnavox was expected
before the extended tender offer expires Tuesday (17). In a turnabout
from the first reactions (Billboard,
Sept. 14), an added SI per share (to
$91 by Philips and the Magnavox
board's subsequent approval make
the acquisition appear probable.
Since under SEC regulations neither Philips nor Magnavox can legally comment on the situation, and
with a funher extension of the offer
possible, depending on the volume
of shares acquired industry speculation covered virtually every possito take over
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Most observers concurred in the
observation that the real plum was
the 4,000 -plus Magnavox dealer network that has been enviously eyed
by competitive consumer electronics
firms for some Ume. The factory-direct approach of Magnavox and
subsequently higher profits made

for
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Jordan alleges that they verbally
agreed to give him a half interest in
the bus and its correlated Video Bus

Corp., and their word that they
would reimburse him $13,000 per
month for staffing the bus and all his
personal expenses for the first year.
The complaint claims that when
Jordan completed the bus in July,
1973, the defendants notified all
suppliers that he had no connection
with the corporation and refused to
pay him his retainer.
The suit seekse cumulative almost
$5 minion damages, an injunction to
halt the defendants from using the
bus and an accounting.
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$10 Mil Suit Filed In L.A.
ANGELES -A California
corporation, the Last Experience, is
LOS

suing Warner Bros. Records, Pol ydor Intl. and Ltd.. DGG and Jimi

Hendrix estate admmisirator Ken-

close manufacturer /dealer

Dear Sir;
The music awareness program here at

the

Institute has always at
tempted to have a supply of dear, coigne and
factual material involving all areas of music,
sound equipment, instruments and the related
Federal Correctional

$80,000 Asked
Of 3 Dog Night
LOS ANGELES -The steep price
of name rock acts for major outdoor
:vents is reflected in a Superior
Court suit here which seeks to regain
$80,000 paid to Three Dog Night for
its appearance at the Ootario(Calif.)
Speedway Nov. 24, 1973.
The còmplaint, filed by 13 individuals who state promoter Sonny
Lay of Tiki Enterprises, who staged
the all -star outing, assigned the
claim to them, charges the group
contracted to work two hours that
date belaveen 10 a-m. and 2 p.m.
Plaintiffs claim that the group
worked only 45 minutes and started
at 3:15 p.m., disrupting the day's
scheduled performances.

electronics.
found recently that our present materials on sound equipment operation and stu.
die technique are totally obsolete.
We have

desperate need of current material
on these subjects and seek your help in the farm
of materials, literature and specially awes.
We are in

on how la

obtain the same.

F.X. Webb e

ReereaSM Dept Supervisor
Federal CarnaBNUI IMtibdiae
Lompoc, Cann.

FBI Nabs 2 In L.A.

Tape Piracy Action
LOS ANGELES -Two

persons
at
Southern California swap meets
have been arrested by FBI agents
here.
Roger Miller Davis was arrested
Sept. 5 in Fontana. Agents seized
approximately 3,000 illegally reproduced tapes, according to Agent
William Sullivan. Davis pled guilty
accúsed of selling pirated
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a

bond.
Whether Philips will be able to
transfer this allegiance -should the
deal go through -for its many lines is
e moot point. But just the possibility
of another chance for the Dutch
giant to establish its firmest foothold
yet in the competitive U.S. market
has the fmancial community generally approving consequences of the
takeover for both companies

lions

Foams

LOS ANGELES -A multimillion dollar suit against Leon Russell
and Dennis Cordell- Lavalack over
their much publicized mobile television bus has been filed in Superior
Courthere by Robert StoneJordan.
Jordan alleges that he conceived
and presented the mobile video studio idea to the defendants after he
remote taped concerts by Russell for
the Shelter label from two sites in

bility.
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AUDIO /VIDEO: Radcliffe Joe (N.Y.)

mater. plawesend

Leon Russell, Associate
Sued Over Mobile TV Bus

tap.

before U.S. Magistrate Lek Von
Kaesberg and was sentenced to 60
days in federal prison.

Donald Niedelson, Van Nuys,
was arrested Sept. '7 at a San Fernando swap meet. Approximately
1,600 tapes were confiscated. He appeered before U.S. Magistrate John
R. Kroneoberg who set his bail at
$2.500. He will be arraigned Sept.
27.

Rustic Adds Three
LOS ANGELES -Three new distributors have been set by Rustic
Records here, including Apex -Martin, New Jersey; Eric -Mainland, San
Francisco, and Stan's, Shreveport,
La.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Snipes Fined on
6 Piracy Counts
GREENVILLE,
Snipes of Anderson,

S.C.- Curtis
S.C., has been

fined $650 on each of six counts of
violating copyrighted record performances in federal district court.
Snipes was convicted of selling pirated tapes to B &R Sales Anderson.
and of retailing illegal tapes through
his own Aladdin Music Center
there. The six pirated tapes were on
the Apache label.
Testimony during the trial indicated that Snipes was in 1973 engaged in unlicensed duplication in
Anderson. It was revealed that Anderson sold out his tape duplicating
operation late in 1973.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Henry M.
Herlong Jr., who pmsecuted the suit
for the government, said that originally eight counts of selling pirated
tapes were fded, but a representative
of Motown, which had two pirated
tapes among the eight, failed to
show during the trial to substantiate
the piracy.

neth Hegood and the estate of Mike
Jeffrey for $10 million damages in
Superior Court here.
Suit alleges that the defendants
appropriated without the plaintiff's
authorization the songs, "Little
Wing" and "Voodoo Chick" from a
motion picture soundtrack owned
by fast Experience and used them
in the album, "Hendrix In The
Wes:" An accounting of profits and
an injunction to halt manufacture
and sale of the LP is also sought.

Shelter Asking
$%r MA Damages
LOS ANGELES -Shelter Records is suing Phoebe Laub, aka
Phoebe Snow, her manager, Steve
Rand, and her producer, Dean Airale, for breach of contract in Supe-

rior Court here. Damages of
$565,000 plus an injunction to atop
the artist defendant from going with
another label are sought
The complaint alleges that Miss
Snow terminated her 1973 seven
percent royalty pact with Shelter in
July, 1974, claiming the pact was
void because of a disagreement over
money payments from Sheller.

claim which
Shelter rejected, claiming they owed
51,140. The matter was tamed over
to the American Federation of Musicians for arbitration and is still
awaiting a decision.
She asked 57,061, a

Webb Recovers
$211,129 In Suit
LOS

Jimmy

ANGELES -Songwriter
Webb has recovered

including royalties of
5186,075.10, and his Canopy Music
has recovered $56,042.61 from
Madden Baker and her Ja -Ma Music in a judgment handed down by
Superior Court Judge Julius M.
$211,129.413.

Tide.
The complaint was originally tiled
in September, 1971, over a pact originally signed by Webb with the defendants Sept. 1, 1966.

Seek $4,858 In Lawsuit
LOS ANGELES -Premier Record Corp., formerly named MGM
Record Corp.,and Dick Whitehouse,
former MGM financial officer, have
filed suit in Superior Cosn here,
seeking payment from the AFM of
$4,858.28, allegedly due Jack Willis
and Martha Goldin.
Willis and Miss Goldin previously

sued the MGM label in Superior
Court seeking the $4,055.28, which'
they charge is due them because
Bruce Palmer assigned that amount
of royalties to them. The AFM had

arbitrated a claim by Palmer against
MGM in the musician members favor and paid the pair 52,000 out of a
total of $6,858.28-

NU;c
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Wordlessly beautiful.
A motionless point in chaos

Juicier than all meat hamburgers.
Kooler than Kissinger.
Wilder than Evel Knievel.
It's one hell of an album.

Hergest Ridge Out Now
Virgin Records and Tapes
Distributed by Atlantic

.1914. Atlantic Recording Cerp.

n Warner

Comm...

an, Campan,

Copyrighted material
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Financial

Pickwick, Handleman
Reports In Contrast
Joel Whitburn's

Record
Reieorch
Report
'The Twist"
hit #1 on the

On January 13, 1962,

by Chubby Checker

"Hat 100" in its 27th week

on

the

charts. This same record also hit
#1 back on September 25, 1960.
This incredible chart performance
solidified "The Twist" as rod's all.
time #1 record and as the mast
exploited dance craze of all-time.
With the charts loaded with 'twist'
records for nearly 144 years, the
mask industry was looking for
something new to follow this tote.
Their searching could hare ended
with that same January 13, 1962
"Not 100" dirt, for entering at
position #95 that week was a
record tilled "Surfer's Stomp" by
the Mar -Bets. This signaled the entry of the soon-to-be 'surf' craze.
Flee weeks later a re% group debuted on the charts called 'Beach
Boys' with a record titled 'Swim"
with lyrics like "and when the surf
is down to take its place we'll do
the Sorter's Stomp as the latest
dance craze." Although "Surf in"
was not a major hit for the group,
the groundwork had been laid and
it wasn't long before The Beach
Boys and Jan & Dean were riding
the crest of popularity with

Ñ
CC

2

" Surfin USA"

and

LOS ANGELES -Wall Street
analysts are following two music industry companies with interest and
mixed emotions.
One. Pickwick International,
brings smilesand great glee to shareholders and analysts. The other,
Randleman Co., is of more concern
to traders.
Wall Street's love affair with Pickwick goes back many years, while
there have been some "up -anddowns" with Randleman, particularly in the last two years.
In its most recent reporting period, Pickwick posted earnings of
01,550,660, or 35 cents a share, on
sales of $53,698,762 for the first
quarter ended July 31, compared
with earnings of $1,235,804, or 28
cents a share, on sales of$33,630,912
a year ago.

For the year ended April 30, Pickwick reported earnings of
$8,975,485, or $2.01 a share, on sales
of 5193,365,452, compared with
earnings of $7,774,309, or $1.75
share, on sales of $146,044,806.

In contrast, Randleman reported
earnings of 2599,000, or 14 cents a
share, on sales of $23,223,000 for the
first quaver ended July 31, compared with earnings of $831,000, or
19 cents a share, on sales of $21,511,000 a year ago.

The company cut its quarterly
dividend to 10 cents a share from 17
cents, payable Oct
of record Sept. 20.

7

Trivia Qeestbn #23:
Chubby Checker has had the most
charted records (10) which deal
with a type of dance. Which artist
is second in this category with 5
different 'dance type' records?

to stockholders

B
ffffllll

POP '55'72
POP '40'55
C&W '49 -'71

R&ß'49-'71
LP's '45.72

SUPPLEMENTS:
TOP POP '73
TOP LP's '73
TOP C&W '72'73
TOP I0& ß'72'73,

S30.

$20.
S20.
$20.
$40.

By STEPHEN

NEW YORK -Behind Jewelcor,
Inc.'s disclosure of a 6 percent investment in Lafayette Radio Ele tronics Corp. and possible future ea'
quisitions for control is Lafayette's
excellent cash position and solid expansion.
In the disclosure statement filed
with the Securities & Exchange
Commission, Jewelcor, which operates a chain of discount catalog
houses, reported that as of Aug. 30 it
had acquired for investment purposes 145,400 of the 2,411,097 out-

sound business investment.
However, it is known that Lafay-

$7.50
$7.50
Sao.

Pickwick is reporting that its
yearly figures represent increases in
all three divisions: proprietary products, rack merchandising and retailing, with the retail division adding
24 free -standing stores and leased
departments and 19 stores gained in
the Transcontinental Music acquisi-

tion.

ating and overhead expenses, slowdown in the economy, inventory
adjustments and problems in the retail industry.
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Once every few yeas, perhaps only oncsen a decade. something truly new
and revolutionary comes along. In 1973. after two years and 3500.000
CIN.A -ROCK was created. Our Iull-lenglh Movie with special. slop action
was syynchronised to merge with our Original Live Rock MuskM. The CIN
50500K cast performed lye while the move Bayed en. 20000 cheered its
introduction. It soon gained nations publicity and acclaim and has been
paying in move theatres ever shrew. It opened up a whole new source
Of business for the movie theatre Industry. Now, additional promoters
are needed in many states to present Mis enlenainment rev0luD0n that
does not depend on big name -high cost pertormers. You ran bong It We
every sise movie theatre and college in your stare an an exclusive basis for
one year On a royally lo US. e0041 for both big cities and small towns. Wall
use your our IOrmula. uW POwedul promotion materials, our training, and
Ili¢ sensational CIN.a.ROCK show itself incidro our major movie, for
mass bookings in your state.
Certain states still open' Strike while its hot'!
MBIE -Fla NELEASMS COSPDHATIeN, BENT TENZER, l'reclMrd
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ABKCOInc.

merchandise at 19 catalog showrooms, plus another 17 in a Gran jewel joint venture with W.T. Grant.
The firm is also a manufacturer of
specialty jewelry, and a commercial
printer, with over 5 million catalogs
mailed annually.

en%
3%
2%
6%

COO

Cyw+p

Low Clove

3

has hiked prices 244 percent and designed an inventory control pro-

profits of $4.1 million.
Continuing its announced expansion plans (Billboard, Aug. 4), Lafayette will open its "official" 100th
hi fi retail store Sept 26 in Danvers,
Mass., along with two others at Warwick. R.I., and Indianapolis. The
firm has just bowed its first seven
California locations over the last
month, and another unit will open
Oct 3 in Dundalk, Md.
Jewelcor has three major areas of
income, selling jewelry and general

Mph

176

COURTIN

good cash position with a
short-term debt of about $1 million,
while Jewelcor with $30 million
equity also has a long -term debt
load of about $8 million. Jewelcor
sales for the fiscal year ended Jan. 31
were 580.6 million, with after -tax

tS

as

To offset the narrowing profit
margins of a year ago, Randleman

ette is in
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Members of the Randleman family hold 962,099 shares or about 22
percent of the outstanding common
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216

At Randleman, last year's problems were blamed on inflation, oper-

Thursday, Septembw

Ps none

210.

Address
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State

Aaolciosip
1174

Mil

NEW CONCEPT REPLACING ROCK CONCERTS

Name

P. O. Box

1965.

stock.

standing Lafayette shares as of
March 31.
At the same limo, Jewelcor stated
that although it has considered the
possibility of future purchases for a
controlling interest, it had made no
definite plans or entered into any
other arrangements with Lafayette.
A Lafayette spokesman reiterated
the firm's official position Math sees
purchase planned primarily as e
TOP
TOP
TOP
TOP
TOP

For the year ended April 30, Randleman reported earnings of
$2,177,000, dr 50 cents a share, on
sales of $105,721,000, compared with
earnings of $5,559,100, or $126 a
share, on sales of $101,338,000 a
year ago. In the last fiscal year, Han dleman posted its worst report since

Cash, Expansion Seen In
Jewelcor's Lafayette Buy

"Sort City."

Although the 'surf' craze was not
as big as the 'heist' craze, its timing was perfect.... N filled the
gap between two of music's biggest happenings: 'The Twist" and
"The Beatles."

a

Although Handleman's sales in
the fast quarter rose 8 percent, earnings in the same period were off 28
percent

Market Quotations

a

pprvvnnàaas

Waylon Jennings.
Where the grit of country meets the bite of rock.

RCA Records and Tapes
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Senate Approves Copyright Bill

Expansion Seen by Farr
Continued from page

Farr says that although packaging
and merchandising are important
factors in selling the artist, "it is the
artist -the creator -who is the key.
He must be chosen carefully and
with conviction. Merchandising and
packaging are the followers which
influence tastes but do not set trends
in buying."

J

"We will be getting more foreign
product here which we hope to develop and exploit," he says in an interview conducted in his office, "and
in return we hope to send more viable product overseas. Mike von
Winterfeldt, head of our international division here, is responsible
for screening and developing product emenating from overseas. We
have every confidence that he will
achieve our goals."

Farr took over the head spot at
Polydor when Gil Beltran resigned
at the beginning of last week. Beltran, in exiting the company, issued
a statement which said in part: "I
began my professional life in the
technical field. Circumstances look
me from it into the music and international business areas.

Farr also pledges expansion and
more activity in all music categories
and says that classical product will
be more youth -oriented on the artist
and conductor levels and in merchandising.

"But after long soul searching,
have reevaluated the role I want to
play in the future. And this has led
me to request that Polygram's top
management relieve me of my con tracture] obligation to them. They
have acceded to my request"

"We are looking for exciting
young performers. However, this is
our feeling regarding all the other
music categories as well, country
pop, etc."

Continued from page

J

three to seven year felony imprisonment sentences, and stiff fines. A bill
to extend expiring copyrights for
two years would make sure the owners will benefit by the new, longer
life -plus -50 year copyright term in
the revision.
The House cannot act on revision
this year, but is expected to pass a
general revision bill in 1975, in the
first session of the 94th Congress.
The two-year extension would cover
any possible carryover to 1976.
This package of interim bills has
gone over to the House, and action is
expected fairly soon. The House is
already partly through its Judiciary
Committee work on Rep. Robert W.

Kastenmeier's (D.-Wis.) antipiracy
bill H.R. 13364, but its lesser prison
term penalties may have to be reconciled with the Senate's stiff ones, if
the House okays the Kastenmeier

bill.

RECORD PROFITS

VG

The Senate bills (both the revision
and the separate antipiracy bill) to
assure permanent right of recordings
to protection under federal law, calls
for three years and /or $25,000 fines
maximum, or both, for a fast offense, and up to seven years and /or

$50,000 for repeaters. The House
bill, now before the full Judiciary
Committee, would keep the big
monetary fines, but lower prison
sentence maximum to one year for a
first offense, and two for repeated
willful offenses.
As Sen. McClellan has planned it,
there are now good prospects for
Senate and House to act concurrently next year on final passage
of revision legislation -the first general copyright reform in 65 years.
The Senate vote on the revision bill,
delayed by controversies for over
seven years, was unanimous except
for a single "Nay" by Sen. James
Abourezk (D -S. Dak.).
The Home is expected to hold
lengthy hearings next year on such
issues as Cable TV copyright (which
was deleted from the 1967 House passed bill), and will no doubt hear
testimony on the 3 cent mechanical
royalty in S.1361. which music owners want raised, and possibly an-

other round on the whole jukebox
situation, among other issues.
Broadcasters and jukebox operators were jubilant on the Senate
passage of the Pastore -Ervin amendment to kill the record performance

..

(R.-N.J.):
Henke

Cranston

(D: Ind.)

(D.- Cal.);

and Inouye

(D:

GRT- Vanguard Tape Issue
ig 41 titles from the popular Everyman Series plus other programs as
both single and two-cartridge sets,
with a suggested list of 54.95 each.
As explained by Herb Hershfield,
GRTs marketing vice president, the
basic idea behind reconfiguring the
typical classical tape with only one

Fî

program break instead of three is to
come up with a product that is compatible with both stereo and quad
equipment.
By lengthening the top -line duplicating tape to a maximum 52 minutes of playing time per cartridge,
GRT can record two simultaneous
stereo programs. Program A would
go on channels & 5 and 3 & 7, with
program B on channels 2 & 6 and 4
& 8. Any quad system will pick up
the program and play through four
speakers, and any stereo system will
get the "new" sound on existing
equipment. Hershfield emphasizes
the package will be clearly labeled to
minimize confusion with true quad
1

product
"We're gratified that ORT has de-

ARAGON VERTICAL EXTRUDER

cided to issue such a repertoire on
tape," comments Harold Lewis,
Vanguard's national sales manager.

#1 In The Industry For High- Speed, High -

"Any broadening of merchandising
will help boost classical LP sales
also, and the 8 -track mode will give

Aragon, a division of Certain -teed, is the originator of the
first, the finest and the only vertical extruder designed
specifically for production of vinyl phonograph records.
The Aragon vertical extruder has the widest acceptance
in the record industry, because it does the best job.
Aragon offers you the advantages of simpler operation,
greater output, less floor space and lower maintenance
than any other machine on the market.
For record profits, get the Aragon story. It swings.

as

Profit Production of Phonograph Records
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Son House Picture
Now In Production
ROCHESTER -Filmed

inter-

views with bluesmen Sonny Terry,
Willie Dixon, John Lee Hooker and
Brownie McGhee are among the
segments of a full -length documen-

House.

man and Reel Image, Inc. Scenes
from House's Toronto Island Blues
Festival appearances last July will
highlight the production.

: viéx,,:e.,

oóss. uses.w

as

Collaborating in the production
are House's manager Dick Water-

CORPORATION
ro

market

of Son

MACHINERY

' svaewée7.v: : i"7 :

terrific exposure in the autosound

tary motion picture now under way,
based on the life and musical career

CERTAIN -TEED

sa.

cents per song rate.
The eight senators voting against
the Ervin amendment's kill of record
royally were: Sens. McClellan (D:
Ark.); Scott (D.-Pa.); Baker (R:
Tenn.); Brooke (R.-Mass.); Case

Hawaii).

royalty.

Continued from page

o

Jukebox operators got a further
bonus by the approval of an amendment to freeze the 58 per box per
year music performance royalty in
the revision. The Hollings (D.S.
Car.) amendment, joined with the
Pastore-Ervin amendment, exempts
the $8 royalty from any review by
the Copyright Royalty Tribunal established in the bill to review all statutory rates every five years, and hear
petitions for changes. Only Congress
could alter the jukebox rate.
Sen. McClellan strongly objected
to this rate freeze for jukebox operators only, but had no support on the
floor. On the jukebox side, Sen. Ervin, Pastore and Hollings came
fiercely to the defense of the exemption.
Sen. McClellan pointed out that
nothing could prevent the operators
from charging whatever prices they
liked to the public without review
from anybody -while the $8 music
performance rate stays frozen. But
defenders of the operators said the
500,000 jukeboxes would be paying
$4 million a year to song writers and
publishers, plus "indirect" payment
of $4,500,000 in mechanicals at the3

. s.so

www.americanradiohistory.com

Josephine Inguanti, in charge of
licensing for Vanguard, is liaison
with ORT on the release list and
promotional campaign. Kicking off
next month, it will include a variety
of displays and aids for dealers serviced by the tape firm's 150 -plus dis-

tributors.
Among the better -known seleclions to be included are a two-cartridge set of Bach's "Brandenburg
Concerti' with Prohaska and the
Vienna State Opera Orchestra;
Dvorak's "New World Symphony."
Golschmann and the same orchestra; Tchaikovsky's 'Swan Lake,"
Abravanel and the Utah Symphony;
and Schubert's "Symphony No.9 in
C Major," Schurich and the Stuttgart SDR Symphony.

Sansui Protests
Continued from page 3
recording of Gluck's opera "Alceste," first released in 1952; Rossini;$ " Stabat Mater," dating back to
and Richard Strauss' "Salome," a 1950 Oceanic release.
Legends on the liners stress the
records' compatibility and state that
they "contain four independent music channels." No reference is made
to any enhancing process. The
record labels carry a 1974 P copyright notice.
Jack Moroi, head of Sansuï s QS
4- channel project team in the U.S.,
says "We will do everything possible
to insure the truthfulness of any
statements that refer to the QS system. The public has a right to correct
information and we will be jealous
of the integrity of our company and
anyone associated with our name."
1951;

100 FM Stations
Continued from page I
Plus factors to listeners of stations
using the Dolby equipment according to Dolby, are improved signal to
noise ratio, full program dynamic
range even at high frequencies, better reception in weak signal areas
and reduced likelihood of interference.

MOUNTAIN GRILL:"
A new Hawkwind, on United Artists

"HALL

HAWKWIND STRIKES AGAIN!
Hawkwind returns with a new musician and nine new songs in the
"Hall of the Mountain Grill"
their most powerful and

-

OF THE

Records and Tapes. Hawkwind has
also returned to the U.S. for a

national concert tour during
September and October.
Watch for the space
and time near you.

hypnotic recording. It's
like no other 'mountain' music you've
ever heard.
8

LP UA- LA328 -G

TRK UA.EA328-G

9/6
9/7
9/8
9/11
9/13

9/14

--Ch
-- Cl
-De

HAWKWIND TOUR DATES
'''',.,,,ppJi
+vrickigan

pe4epois

9/19
9/20

hio

9/21

1g.

Madison, Wisconsin

Cincinnati, Ohio
Dayton, Ohio

9/27

---

Aurora, Illinois

10 /11

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Hammond, Indiana
Toledo, Ohio

10/15
10/16
10/18
10/19
10/20

10/3
Nashville, Tennessee
10/4 -Atlanta,Georgia
www.americanradiohistory.com

----

Wichita, Kansas
St. Louis, Missouri
Memphis, Tennessee
Kansas City, Missouri
Lincoln, Nebraska
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
á
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General News

Ann Arbor Fest Good (and Bad) Imported Rock
Continued from page

1

lems that have plagued the festival
in Ann Arbor. So we are busting
these kids to set an example.' one
Windsor policeman said.
Sparse attendance was the crown ing blow to the promoters, the Rain-
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bow Multi -Media Corp. of Ann Arbor, Mich., as the totals were only
slightly more than one -third of the
projected 36,000 capacity.
"We had expected a larger ticket
sale before the festival, but a combination of distance, weather and
crossing the border killed us," a
spokesman said. "We were ready to
cancel the concerts on a day -today
basis, but stuck it out hoping for a
bigger crowd each successive day."
When the bigger audience didn't
appear, the promoters began bohncing payment.
St. Clair College, site of the festival, impounded much of the ticket
money as a protective measure and
several companies placed liens on
other assets of the corporation. Porta-Johns was one of these companies
and at one point the festival was
forced to run on a minute-to- minute
basis depending on whether this
company would pull out. If they had
removed their portable toilets, Canadian authorities would have cancelled the festival for sanitary violations.
Even with all of these financial
problems, the artists came through
with flying colors, playing complete
sets, even though they weren't going
to be paid. This was especially true
at the Sunday evening show.
Headliner B.B. King was surprised and upset that he wasn't going robe paid, but still went on and
gave it his all.
"My band and I were up here and
ready to go on, so why not give a
good show to the people who did
pay," he says. "It is really too bad
this had to happen, because many of
the performers really needed the
payment."

7"

LITTLE

-335

LP's

We also make big

LPs -45s -8 tracks

-

cassettes

James Brown, headliner of the
opening night show, fared better
than any of the other performers as
he received his front money, a reported 59,000. Several acts received

minimal token payments, but most
got nothing.
Included in the former group were
bluesmen Jimmy Dawkins, Robert
Jr. Lockwood, Sunnyland Slim, and
Luther Allison, jaumen Sun Ra and
Cecil Taylor, and The Persuasions.
Performers receiving no money
included B.B. King, John Nicholas
and his Blues All -Stars, and most of
the local Detroit blues artists.

Two performers, Albert Collins
and Hound Dog Taylor, arrived at
the festival, but refused to play under these conditions. Jazzman Gil
Evans, scheduled to perform Sunday evening, cancelled before making the trip to Canada.
Many of these artists, including
Lockwood and Slim, performed
their designated spots because they
felt since they had come that far,
why not play?
"1 came up here early and even
took time off from my job just to
play this festival, because I think it's
good exposure," Lockwood says.
"Still I would have liked to been
paid, especially since I flew saxophonist Fats Jackson up from At-

lanta."
Musically, this year's version of
the festival was superior to the past.
There were many outstanding per formances throughout.
Friday night's show featured an
outstanding set by the James Brown
Revue, and the only bad point was
the fact that he was forced to cut his
routine short due to a time curfew
imposed by Windsor officials.
The Persuasions offers a tightly
paced set of a cappella for the small,

mateu

Write for Price List
New York Ortica
160 East 56th St. (2121966-3185
Philadelphia Plant,
925 N. 3rd Street. Philadelphie
12151 MA 7 -2277

Continued from page 4
not give Congress "the power to give
a warranty to a performing artist or a
record maker. It only gives it to authors."
Sen. Scott did not agree. He had
previously cited court precedents,
Congressional actions and Copyright Office statements assuring that
recordings were properly creative
works within the meaning of the

40% WB Sales
Is Rock -Smith
Comtnrted from page

3

eral years ago, the three labels had
so many current chart hits it was impossible for a new branch system to
do more than fulfill all the orders.
Now WFA is at the point where it
can also effectively push back titles."

An older album like the Allman
Brothers Band twin -disk "Eat A
Peach" is still selling 20,000 units
monthly, says Smith.

of Warner's strength as
a record company that we have
turned over our roster of best -selling
artists twice. From Sinatra and Peter, Paul & Mary we went into the
first wave of rock -Jimi Hendrix,
Joni Mitchell, the Grateful Dead.
"IL's

Design, art, type, color
separations, printing,

fabrication. Let us work
for you and find out what
quality, reliability &
service mean.
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The surprise of the show was John
Nicholas and his Blues All -Stars.
The artist roster was cut short by the
cancellation of Hound Dog Taylor,
but still it featured some noteworthy
Chicago blues from the bands of
Jimmy Dawkins and Luther Allison.
Sunday afternoon was dedicated
to the Detroit blues scene and there
were some interesting performances
including welcome appearances by
veterans One String Sam, Little Junior Cannady, Johnnie Mae Matthews with Black Nasty, Boogie
Woogie Red and John Lee Hooker.
Although the audience enjoyed each
set, the standouts were Red and
Hooker.
The evening show was a blues
lover's dream. Opening the show
was guitarist Robert Jr. Lockwood,
who gave it everything be had. Featuring the saxophone work of Fats
Jackson, this ensemble swung from
the first note and got the more than
7,000 fans up and dancing.
Following his set was a nicely
structured presentation by legendary blues pianist Sunnyland Slim.
The best set of the festival was the final one by B.B. King. Led off by a
super tight, short set from his band,
Sonny Freeman and The Unusuals,
King took the stage and reached
back into his vast repertoire bag.
The festival drew to a close on a
strong musical note, but the financial situation raised doubts as to its
future. The two principal promoters.
John Sinclair and Peter Andrews,
were unavailable for comment.
Several booking agents have filed
complaints with the Musicians
Union, it was teamed.

Kill Disk Performance Fee

Constitution.

diíC

but appreciative audience, and jazz
artist Sun Ra took the audience on a
trip to space that was widely appreciated by all.

a

sign

Now we're getting consistent gold
records with artists nobody ever
heard of in those days, Seals &
Crofts, Maria Muldaur."
According to Smith, two years
without breaking a new act big puts
a label in trouble. However, the
great advantage of having strong
catalog support is that it can pay the
label's overhead and allow more selectivity in new releases.

Sea Scott pointed out that nearly
40 other countries (including Great
Britain, Japan. West Germany.
Italy, Spain, Denmark and Norway)
have long ago established performance royalty for recordings, while
the U.S. lags behind in rewarding its
creative performing artists.
Sen.

Ervin

moved on to the argu-

ment that the royalty was also economically unwise because of the "severe financial burden" it would
impose on broadcasters and jukebox
operators, while fattening the "bulging treasuries" of record manufacturersand the "personal fortunes" of
record stars.
Sen.

Ervin was apparently not too

well versed in the ups and downs
and sudden deaths common to the
record industry. He said the royalty
would in effect be "a tax for the benefit of sound recorders like the Columbia Record Co. I have never
known or heard of that record company or of any other record company being on the verge of failure."
Sen. Pastore, never out of it for
long, came up with the new argu-

ment that a performance royalty
fund for recordings (which the law
would require to be split 50-50 between performers and producers)
would be impossible to distribute

fairly.

Continued from page
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singles may not be released here, or
artists like David Bowie who have a
British flip side that is not released at

all in this country."
Jam's Passport label is distributed
by ABC. Nektar is doing a tour
soon," Lawler says, "and we will
help support that with posters, banners and other display product. We
also get help from some of the overseas firms we buy direct from. They
will send as display merchandise we
pass on to certain stores as well as
promotional records. We have a radio promotion man, and many stations are excited enough over a. decent import that they will go on it.
"Another benefit of having a good
catalog," Lawler adds, "is that if the

3 Shelter Acts
In Memphis Show
MEMPHIS -Don Preston, Mary
McCreary and JJ. Cole will perform
here Sept. 21 at Lafayette's Music
Room in a special Shelter Records
showcase co-hosted by Denny Cordell and Leon Russell of the label.
MCA Records executives will turn
out for the event; the label, which
distributes Shelter, has often used
such "showcases" to break acts, including Elton John.
Broadcasting live from the showcase will be WMC-FM in Memphis,
WZZK -FM in Birmingham,
WKDA -FM in Nashville, and
WZZQ -FM in Jackson.
New LPa by Preston and
McCreary will be unveiled and both
will share billing at local concerts
Sept. 18 and 19, then joined by J.J.
Cole for a Friday (20) show.

Midas Touch of
Critic, Dancer
Continued from page

4

and P.J. Sloane all write for Landers
Roberts Music, which is administered by April /Blackwood Music.
Roberts emphasizes that Mums
will be kept a small label so as to allow Larry Douglas the general man-

ager and his assistant Steve
McCormick, plenty of time for their
promotional activities.
What's next? Television, Landers
and Roberts answer. Roberts speaks
of developing dramatic series:
Landers of musical speciale
Among the films produced by the
two are "Bank Shot," "The Hot

Rock," "Monty Walsh" "Gypsy
Moths" and "Death Wish."
Upcoming is a film being written
by comic David Steinberg which
will take a humorous look at pirates.
Arlene Rothberg, manager of Steinberg and Carly Simon
on this film project.

is a

partner

Odyssey Prod.
Enters Deals
NASHVILLE -Lou Lofredo has
just concluded several production
deals for Odyssey Productions internationally. He has hired Jan Robin

Meurer as international coordinator
to handle new accounts overseas
such as EMI Records of South Africa, Marathon Records Canada,
Top Tape Musica Brazil, Discogra-

W -E -A Adds Space

ftcas Reunidas

PHILADELPHIA -The moving
of the Wamer- Elektm- Atlantic

Kingston Jamaica and Fermata Do
Brazil.

warehouse from Cherry Hill to Mt
Laurel, NJ., was effected last week.
New, larger space and facilities will
handle Philadelphia and New York
sales requirements.
www.americanradiohistory.com

of Spain, Jamaica
Record Manufacturing Ltd. of
Because

of increase of business of

production, jingles and general business, facilities for Audio Media and
Odyssey will be expanded to include
two fully equipped 24 -track studios.

LPs Boom

artist is picked up by a U.S. label,
they generally release the current
LP. If the artist's backlog is strong
enough, we can move a lot of imports then. Al Stewart is a good example. Chess picked him up but the
LP they released was his fifth album.
The other four have moved very well
for us. The same thing happened
with Budgie, which MCA picked

up."
Lawler says an import that can do
1,000 units a month is considered a
good seller, and certain singles like
the Bowie "flip," will also do a thousand.

[Companies
Artie Wayne has formed the Artie
Wayne Organization in Los Angeles
to operate in the areas of music publishing, creative consultation and
promotion. Wayne is a veteran of IS
years in the music business, including tenures as general manager and
director of creative services for
Warner Bros. and executive director
of publishing at Irving /Almo Music.
Also new is Artie Wayne Music
(ASCAP) and WayneArt Music
(BMI). Joining his staff is Sheilah
Kent as administrative assistant.
Gloria has been named professional
manager and promotion lady.
Whitehead & Thompkins Inc. has
been formed in Baltimore for record
production, management and publishing by Everett Whitehead and
Toni Thompkins.
a

It

Jonas Walker of Commonwealth
Productions in Norfolk, Va., and
Haywood Williams of Metro Productions in Washington, D.C,, have
joined forces to form C&M Produclions. The company will produce
masters on their artists to be leased
or sold to record companies.

*

t

Campus Grass, specializing in
bluegrass music concerts in the college market, has been formed in
North Brusnwick, N.J., by Max
Mandel and Al Hayward. The firm
is a full service operation involving
talent selection, staging, lighting,
sound and production assistance.
e

*

Down Yonder Records is formed
in New York for country music but
will use Nashville recordings. Fredd
Vee, president, says the first release
is scheduled for October to coincide
with Country Music Month in New
York. Label will be handled by independent distributors. Gabe Vee is
vice president and Little Richie
Johnson of Beten, N.M., is promotion manager.

Hayes Demands
Continued from page

3

understated the albums which he
had sold.
Hayes says the terms of his agreement with Stax gave him a guaranteed income of $1.89 million annually aside from royalty payments,
and that this money would come in
slices of 5270,000 each. He contends
that the company also billed him
599,000 in promotional expenses
which be did not authorize.
Hayes also seeks release from his
contract, which runs through Jan.
20, 1977, and he seeks an injunction
forcing Stax not to advise other firms
that he is not available for contract
talks. He specifically names ABC as
a company with whom such talks
would take place.

You've never heard The Jackson 5ive sound like this:

Their new album, "Dancing Machine," is like no other they've ever
recorded, lt reflects the phenomenal growth they've experienced
over the past year. And we think you're going to like it a lot.
Listen to Am Love," "Whatever You Got, !Want," and "lt All Begins
And Ends With Love."
The Jackson Five. ''Dancing Machine." Filled with new energy,
romance, and excitement.

&IBM Motown

11.0171 Corporation
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Rodio -TV Programming
THE GREAT AWARDS FUROR OF 74

`No Top 40 Station Good Enough? Hell, Yes, There
EDITOR'S NOTE: This article is by L. David Moorhead,
general manager ofKMET -FM is Los Angeles and a past chair man of the annual International Radio Programming Forum. It
reflects not only his own opinion. but also the general opinions of
several others in radio and explains the Awards Luncheon and the
non -existent Top 40 Sicilian of the Year award. It also indicates
directions the Awards Ceremonies will take in the future.
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LOS ANGELES
was akin to being told that your mother
wasn't of sufficient nodal grace to come to the luncheon.
There we sat, a partially integrated group of radio and
record persons, enjoying the camaraderie rarely found among
competitors in any business and especially in our ego -dominated industry. The verbal bomb was dropped around half past
one, and the surprise couldn't have been greater if the Japanese
contingent had attacked Pearl Schwartz.
Rod McGrew announced that no Top 40 Award would be
given because, in the judges' opinion, there was not Top 40 station that merited the award.
There followed a huge round of applause, not only from the
tables occupied by record personnel but also, lam sorry to say,
from some of the radio people. Unfortunately, in the heat of the
moment, Rod took a few more ad- liberties which gave the impression that awarding no prize was a blanket condemnation of
the Top 40 format by the judges and /or the advisory panel.
It wasn't. As a matter of fact, the advisors had no idea that
this was about to take place, and had we known, would have
protested.
To say that the Top 40 station representatives were upset is
an uderstatement. Claude Hall appeared to have just been
kicked in his Vox lox. Needless to say, stories about the act itself, the motivation behind it, and the "retaliation" of the Top
40 stations of this nation are legion.
Since lam involved with a station to which anything smack'
ing of Top 40 is supposedly anthems, Claude felt that I would

be able to write this article without bias. The fact that I disagree
with the judges' action motivates me to write it.
Under my aegis, last year the awards structure was changed.
We set about the business of giving awards to "the best' in every category of radio. We actively sought out the best air personalities and stations, nominated them, and the winners were
selected by their peers.
This year the structure was slightly different. Nominations
were not taken from the industry at large. Stations were submitted in various categories in diverse ways -a system that
many found confusing (me for one ... my station did not submit an entry for station of the year as a result). The consequence
of this year's misunderstanding was that few stations entered in
the various categories.
I hope and suggest that next year's George Wilson will return to the broader -based industry nominations. For, what Rod
McGrew should have said was that, of those stations which had
entered the Top 40 category, none was considered sufficiently
outstanding to win. I personally feel that one of those stations
must have been better than the others and than should have received the award. But it is easy to pen platitudes.
The feeling is prevalent that the Top 40 format was demeaned at our Plaza convention and that, whether by some
hippie freak weirdo plot or just plain bad judgment, Top 40 will
not get a fair shake at future forums.
This is not so!
George Wilson is next year's chairperson, and his Top 40
credentials are well known. Lest other formats decide that the
'75 convention will be the year of the tight playlist and format
long knives, let me paint out that George Wilson is versed and
experienced in several other audio entertainment structures.
In the 16 or so years George and I first worked together, he
has successfully engaged in MOR, talk, all -news, jazz and
rhythm and blues. His taste is eclectic. His interest is the betterment of the radio industry. Like Jack Thayer who succeeded me
as chairperson of the Radio Programming Forum, George

PAMS PROGRAM PLOY

Is'

works to educate the novices of the industry and help them to
advance themselves.

much for '75. What persists are the murmurings and
mutteringsabout'74, the year that Top 40 got (or rather, did not
get) theirs.
So

It is

sad that some radio people applauded the absence of a
Top 40 award. I hate to infer that some members of our industry are so dominated by ego as to be jealous of the recognition
accorded a fellow member. I hate inferences, no I'll just say A.
There are among us those radio people whose egos are larger
than either their talent or success and who resent the achieve-

ments of their industry brethren.

Unfortunately, a few have evolved a pat and comfortable
format which, though it satisfies their esthetic needs, achieves
little or no success in the rating numbers racket. Rather than dig
in, improve the quality of their product, and broaden its appeal,
they seem to believe the gospel according to Jiminy Cricket,
that is, wish away the competition, or, for those who watch TV
re -rum rather than listen to their radio stations, "Bewitch" it
away in the finest Elizabeth Montgomery tradition. (You can
always tell an unsuccessful radio man of this latter school ...
his nose is always twitching), Why these people persist, I don't
know. If nose work would do it, Nixon would still be President.
Top 40 is not dying. There are still stations making major
inroads in the established major markets by switching to the
Top 40 format. Ideally, Top 40 should be the most successful
format with the largest possible audience because it has the
lowest common denominator -the
Not hits, or
HITS -but
This is not an indictment of the Top

H1TS!!

HITSI!

40 concept.

It

is a fact.

Programming is both an art and a science. Top 40 Radio
evolved from an art form to the point today where it is essentially a science. Some of at prefer to labor in one format or an.
other where the art takes precedence over the science. This is
our choice. But those alumni of the hallowed halls of Store,

AUDIENCE COMFORT QUOTIENT

`Do It Yourself Kit'

Atlanta's WSB -AM Slick Mix Breaks Hits

For Smaller Markets

WSB -AM in Atlanta is an unusual radio station. In
general, it features an MOR format. Except that you'll
often find a rock record on the air. Or a country tune.
There are absolute no limitations on the type ofmusic.
Except that general manager Elmo Ellis rules all
records on the air have to meet an "Audience Comfort
Quotient." And "Why Me" by Kris Kristofferson met
the ACQ. Here, Dan Pinckard, representative in the
area tor Columbia- Monument Records, presents not
one, but two plaques to the station. One goes to WSB AM's afternoon personality Jim Howell, left, who, af.
ter a few weeks of playing the LP cut at home took it to
Ellis, who also liked the tune and put it on the air. Ellis,
right, accepts a plaque on behalf of the station. Because "Why Me" went on the air, it sold more than
500,000 singles and 100,000 albums in the Atlanta/
Southeast market alone. Interest in Kristofferson music zoomed and two of his earlier LPs were re-released.
All are million-sellers now.
The music policy at WSB -AM features a personal

DALLAS -PAMS

programming servW ice and a unique feature, according to PA MS executive Charlie Meeks, is that
ÿ the service comes in a "do-it -yourself kit" form for those broadcasters in
markets who can't yet afford the major service.
Wsmaller
At the low end, the radio station would buy a service that featured only a
single air personality.
However. the higher -priced version would feature three air personalities,
customjingls by PAMS, custom time clock, and a greater variety of oldies.
The lower -priced version comes at 5250 a month.
"But the higher -priced version is worth every cent," Meeks says. "For example, the oldies repeat pattern is arranged in mathematical order no that the
percentage of airplay of a particular country oldie corresponds to the popularity of that tune ... how high it went on the charts and how long it stayed
has Just completed its country music

there."
Customers will receive 60 tunes a week, holding tape reels two weeks and
shipping them back to PAMS. The
60 tunes will include the top 30 tunes
WJKL -FM Moves to
of the week, plus 30 comers. Each
station will be able to mix the curRock Format: Junks
rent tunes with the oldies in any ratio they desire. "And these are choice
Middle of the Road
oldies ... some not even available
today in record form." Meeks says.
ELGIR, III. -WJKL -FM has
Two of the staff announcers on
switched to a contemporary rock
the major service will be John Still
format, according to music director
and Paul Anderson: in addition, a
Jim Stone. The station previously
well -known Dallas country personfeatured MOR music.
ably will be featured.
"Our format will be pretty loose
The service will be completely
and our playlist large," Stone says.
available as of Oct. I, Meeks says,
"By this, I mean we will not be play-

(Continued on page l8)

combination of chart hits, oldies, promising newcomers, and a number of dark -horse songs that most
other stations overlook -as long as they meet certain
melody and lyric requirements (the ACQ). In the past,
WSB-AM has been saluted for helping make hits for
Les Crane, Bobby Goldsboro, and Dean Martin, i.e.,
"Desederata," "Watching Scotty Grow," and "Chapel
In The

Moonlight."

Not only is the station willing to play new records

that fit its unique "magazine' format, but the station

conducts its own amateur talent contest every year
and Chet Atkins has in the past judged the event.
Via As format, WSB -AM often plays In Its morning
hours the best -selling records in the city, regardless of
what they or the most -requested tunes in Atlanta, re.
gardless of what they might be- excelling in research
on both features.
By the way, Howell's plaque came with a personal
thanks from Kristofferson. According to Pieckard, the
"Why Me" tune almost didn't make the LP that landed
in Howell's hands; it was the last cut added and then
only because there were a few minutes left in the
recording session.
Ellis designed the station's music philosophy and is
guardian of its ACQ.

(Continued on page 33)

Bubbling Under The

Great Radio is...
ASTRO
CHICKENMAN FAME GAME
TOOTH FAIRY MINI- PEOPLE
ACE TRUCKING
COMPANY'S NEWS

101

ME

ME ON

CORNER DOWN AT 10E'S CAFE, Peter Nsone,

106 -WHEN WILL I SEE YOU AGAIN, Three legrees. Philadelphia Inter-

Casablanca 0106

national 83550 (Columbia)

102 -SHE'S GONE, Tavares, Capitol 3957
103
104

-IN

-i

MY LITRE CORNER OF THE WORLD, Marie Osmond. MGM 14194

WASH MY RANDS OF THE WHOLE DAMN DEAL, Nee Birth, RCA

105

107 -WATCH

-THE BALLAD

FOR LUCY, Dobie Gray,

158- FAIRYTALE, Pointer Sisters,

OF EVE'.

KNIEVEL John Mahoney. Amhurst 701

MG 40268

ABC /Blue Thumb 254

110- DORAVILLE, Atlanta Rhythm Section, Pulydor 14248

Bubbling Underrhe
-STARS

OIT

109 -AFTER THE GOLD RUSH, Prelude, Island 002

10017

201

For your The Chicago Radio Syndicate Two East Oak
free demo: Chicago. Illinois 60611
(312) 944-7724

-MEET

HOT 100

QUO, Que, ASH SP 3649

202 -V1551 CARR, One Hen O A Woman, Celumbú KC 32860
203 -GENESIS, From Genesis To Reveledoa, Landon PS 643
204 -BRYAN FERRY, These Foolish Things, Atlantic SO 1314
205 -HYDRA, Capricorn CP 0130 Wants &or)
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Top LPs

206 -NEBBIE HANCOCK, Treasure Chest, Warner Bros. 2141,2807
207 -T. RR, Light 0r love, Casablanca NB 9006
201- ensEKELA, An Rd Braid, ABC /Blue Thumb 8TS 6015
I

209- NI011AEL BONER

The Great Pretender, Fantasy F-9454
210 -ROGER M<GUIN, Pace On 01111, Columbia KC 32956

NOT BAD FOR US
PLAIN OL' COUNTRY FOLKS
II

CHART BUSTERS
THIS WEEK
INCWDING

A NUMBER ONE'R

FROM
MR. DON WILLIAMS
&Ilboord

Hot Country Singles
D -17516

D -17512

Wouldn't Want To Live
11 You Didn't Want Me
Don Williams
Who Left The Door To

12

D -17515

Heaven Open
Hank Thompson
111 Miss You Again

15

D -17518

ABC -12017

BT -254
D -17520

DOA -17522

D-17506

ABC -12001

ABC-12023
ABC -12021

1

Tonight
Tommy Overstreet
The Great Divide
Roy Clark
Don't Tell (That Sweat Ole
Lady Of Mine)
Johnny Carver
Fairytale
Pointer Sisters
11 You Want To Hold On
(Hold On To Your Man)
Diana Trask
Take Me Home To SomeWhere
Joe Stampley
You Can't Be A Beacon
Donne Fargo
Shea No Ordinary Woman
(Ordinarily)
Jim Mundy
Lucky Arms
Lefty Frizzell
A Room For A
Never Used
Fortin Husky

Boy...

30
39'
48'
49

51

53
02

88'
SV

THE ABC COUNTRY FAMILY
01)ot

Records
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Dealers: contact your local MCA rep. fora colossal 4 -COLOR "TWOFER" poster.

Armstrong, Benny
Goodman, Judy Garianzw,
Patsy Cline, Peggy Lee,
B uddy Holly, Bill Haley,
Loretta Lynn, Ernest
Tubb, Bill Anderson,
B renda Lee, Nat King
Cole, Rick Nelson,

and many, many more.

www.americanradiohistory.com

The awesome MCA Catalog presents a

staggering array of the country's most
popular musical talent.
59 2- record sets
40 years in the making

The MCA Catalog la on review.
The Best of Wayne King /MCA2 -4023
The Best of Lawrence Welk /MCA2-4026
The Best of Sammy Kaye /MCA2-4027
The Best of Jan Garber /MCA2 -4028
The Best of Russ Morgan /MCA2 -4029
The Best of The Four Aces /MCA2 -4033
Leonard Feather Presents Encyclopedia
of Jazz on Records, Vol.1 d 2 /MCA2 -4061
Leonard Feather Presents Encyclopedia
of Jazz on Records, Vol. 3 8 4 /MCA2 -4002
Leonard Feather Presents Encyclopedia
of Jazz on Records, Vol. 5 /MCA2 -4063
Singh' The Blues: A Treasury of Great
Jazz Singers of the 30's, 40'e, & 50's/
MCA2 -4064
The Ernest Tubb /Loretta Lynn Story/MCA2 -4000
The Bill Anderson Story/MCA2 -4001
The Best of Judy Garland /MCA2 -4003
Rick Nelson Country/MCA2 -4004

The Best of The Ink Spots /MCA2 -4005
The Billie Holiday Story/MCA2 -4006
The Best of Alfred Apaka/MCA2-4007
The Best of Fred Waring /MCA2 -4008
Buddy Holly: A Rock and Roll Collection /MCA2-4009
Bill Haley: Golden Hits /MCA2 -4010
The Wilburn Bros.: A Portrait /MCA2-4011
The Brenda Lee Story: Her Greatest Hits /MCA2 -4012
Louis Armstrong at the Crescendo /MCA2 -4013
The Best of Myron Floren /MCA2 -4014
The Best of Whoopee John Wilfahrt/MCA2 -4015
The Best of Ella Fitzgerald, Vol.11 /MCA2 -4016
George Russell: New York and Jazz In The Space Age
MCA2 -4017
Jazz Holiday: Benny Goodman & Others /MCA2 -4018
Art Tatum Masterpieces /MCA2 -4019

Nat King Cole: From The Very Beginning /MCA2 -4020
Freddy Martin: 54 Great Waltzes /MCA2 -4021
The Best of Wayne King /MCA2 -4022
The Best of The Andrews Sisters /MCA2 -4024
The Kitty Wells Story/MCA2 -4031
The Best of Pete Fountain /MCA2 -4032
The Best of Burl Ives /MCA2 -4034
The Best of Louis Armstrong /MCA2 -4035
The Best of Russ Morgan /MCA2-4036
The Patsy Cline Story/MCA2 -4038
The Best of The Mills Brothers /MCA2 -4039
The Ernest Tubb Story/MCA2-4040
The Best of Guy Lombardo /MCA2 -4041
The Best of Lenny Dee /MCA2 -4042
The Best of Bert Kaempfert /MCA2 -4043
The Best of Lawrence Welk /MCA2 -4044
The Best of Bing Crosby /MCA24045
The Best of Ella Fitzgerald /MCA2 -4047
The Best of The Trapp Family Singers /MCA2 -4048
The Best of Peggy Lee /MCA24049
The Best of Count Basie /MCA2 -4050
The Best of Jesse Crawford /MCA2 -4051
The Best of The Weavers /MCA2 -4052
The Red Foley Story/MCA2 -4053
The Benny Goodman Story/MCA2 -4055
The Best of Carmen Cavallaro/MCA2 -4056
Satchmo at Symphony Hall/ MCA2 -4057
Virgil Fox: Here Comes The Bride /MCA2 -4058
The Best of Earl Grant /MCA2 -4059
The Best of Liberace /MCA2 -4060

Everybody's Best, from MCA Recorde
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`No Top 40 Station Good Enough? Hell, Yes, There ls!'
McLendon or Burden shouldn't knock the old alma mater.
1, for one, owe much to the lessons learned in format radio,
and as enter the twilight of my mediocre career, I resent those
denizens of the record and radio industries who rejoice in this
assumed condemnation of Top 40 Radio.
I contend that if Top 40 did not exist, a record person would
try to invent it.
Remember the "good old days" when doing a recorded music
show entailed "protecting" every selection played on your
predecessor's program? And if the personality who preceded
you played a song you wanted to play, you might get away with
playing another version. Concentrated play meant getting your
song played on the same station twice in one day!
1

Those of as who watched from our vantage point of "old
fine" MOR stations the emergence of Top 40 resented this upstart and resolutely demeaned it at every opportunity. Then we
loved it when we got the chance to become hot shot disk jockeys

"PUNCHLINEI" has got 10 be
the best topical humor service
In the nation."

-Dick Whittington
"1973 MOR Air
Personality of the Year"
(Billboard Convention)
Published Weekly
Special Introductory Offer
Four issues410.00
Send check or money order to:

Punchline!
Dept. B
P.O. Box 48594
Los Angeles. California 90046
(If Outside U.S., send money
order only)

45 rpm RECORDS
MAIL

BY

All Original Artists
1949 th ru 1972
untry

rock
big band
cul
a0 -time feenden.
FOR CATALOG of 6000 titles
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THE ELECTRIC WEENIE
PRESENTS A DUMB QUIZ,
True Or Faker
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CHICAGO -Dick Orkin Creative

Services here has launched

LOS ANGELES -Bruns Media
Consultants here will syndicate a 12-

hour radio documentary called "The
History Of British Rock "The program was written and produced by
Digamae Pty. Ltd. in Sydney, Australia, and is hosted by John Torv.
Rod Muir, president of Digamae,
concluded the agreement for U.S.
syndication with George Burns,
president of Bums Media Consultants. Both Digamae and Bums
Media Consultants are radio programming syndication.
This marks the first major effort
by Digamae to invade the U.S. market with radio syndication since distribution of a documentary on the
Rolling Stones more thane year ago,
a project that died in infancy.
Bums directed the editing and
production of the U.S. version of the
British rock documentary. The show
features not only the music, hut
countless interviews with British artists. Bums said that demos of the
show are available to any radio station interested.

Two Radio
Services
Firms Join
DALLAS -TM Broadcast Marketing Inc. has been launched by
Jim Long, chief operating officer of
TM Productions here and Bill
McGee, president of Broadcast Marketing Consultants, San Francisco.
Reason for the alliance was in order to "provide broadcasters with
complete local station services," according to the joint announcement.
The new firm will be involved in
station automated programming
services, jingles. a new local market
radio and TV competitive advertising research service, a new radio and
TV co-op information system, retail
sales training programs, and production of commercials.
TM Productions is a subsidiary of
the Starr Broadcasting Group,
which owns several AM and FM stations.

gigan-

kitchen sink to celebrate America's
Bicentennial Celebration in grand oise radio style. The promotion is
called "The Great American Birthday Party" and Orkin says the promotion package will "give radio stations and their sponsors every
opportunity imaginable to join in
the spirit and excitement of America's Bicentennial celebration."
The package includes such items

your mouth

is.

Though they have proved that they do not need cognizance
accorded their gentlemanly attributes, I am proud that the representatives of the Top 40 stations, such as Paul Drew, Gerry
Peterson, George Wilson, Charlie Tuna and John Randolph,
maintained their professional aplomb and by their calm prevented a potentially distasteful scene from developing.
There are some truly great Top 40 stations in the United
States and hopefully we will award the "best" its deserved recognition at the International Radio Programming Forum in
Los Angeles, August 9, 1975.

»a

The countdown to July 4, 1976,
with George Washington, Ben
Franklin, Betsy Ross and others:
The Yankee Doodle Dandies,
singing customized Jingle ID's for a
stations call letters or fora sponsor:
A heartwarming and hilarious
children's view of American history;
The "Great American Birthday

Philly Jazz
Goes`Today'
PHILADELPHIA

Station
W WDB -FM, which has been oriented to jazz sounds ranging from
Count Basie to Ella Fitzgerald and
from Maynard Ferguson to Cannonball Adderley, is "finally taking
off the shackles," according to program director and disk jockey Sid
Marks, and for the first time is moving into contemporary sounds.
Marks admits that "it is difficult
breaking out of our mold," reminding that in the old days, prior to the
arrival of jazz on the FM landscape,
W WDB -FM had "all the ratings on
the band." After seeing hordes of
young people turning out for Freddie Hubbard, and noting the brisk
record sales for jan -rock artists like
Hancock, Byrd and McLaughlin,
Marks says "our future direction became obvious."
New programming is a mix of
high energy jazz and progressive
soul featuring about 60 percent new
product. Also changing the station
sound is the addition of Greg Hall,
taking over the all -night slot Hall
formerly conducted the popular
"free form" jazz programs on
WRTI -FM here, non -commercial
Temple University outlet, and is a
former national promotion man for
the CT1 label.

'Do It Yourself Kit'
and broadcasters have their choice
of three different versions, depending on what their market can afford
to pay.
"And, to far as know, this is the
first quality country music service
ever to be offered
1

McGEE

LONG

Song Contest" starring the listeners;
Red, white and blue intros and
outras so air personalities can do
drop -ins on local Bicentennial activities.

Dramatic and extraordinary
"Phone Calls to Famous Americans"
with an open -end design so local air
personalities can participate.
Orkin and company, noted for
"The Chickenman" comedy radio

"

www.americanradiohistory.com

Up by Orkin
series and "The Tooth Fairy" comedy series, among other things, claim
that the "Birthday Party" is the most

remarkable musical -comedy package of program aids ever offered. All
of the "features" are 10 seconds to
two minutes long. Syndication is
being handled by The Chicago Radio Syndicate Inc. here and is being
offered to one station per market exclusively.
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the movers and shakers of our business learned
their business in Top 40 Radio, and are proud of it.
Those of us in other formats are here because we do believe
there is "another way." To denegrate Top 40 purely because
our beliefs differ is unbecoming to our industry. The bottom
line is still the rating book, and Top 40 dominates many markets. Don't knock 'em- beat 'em! Put your radio station where
thee, most

Burns to Bicentennial Pack Served
Distrib
Rock Doc

1

Jae...

...)

or "Fun -lovin'
or any one of the

the music is
3,000 step children of Tod Store' encounter with a jukebox.
There are legends in radio ... Bernice Judice, Westbrook
VanVoorhees, Norman Brokenshire, Arch Obler, and many
others from the thirties and forties. But what about those whom
1 call de real legends -those who took an industry expected to
roll over and die as its audience was stolen by television and developed a format which made radio more fun, more exciting
and more accepted than ever.
There are the people who really made radio "your constant
companion" and your favorite station truly "your best friend."
By far, they were Top 40- oriented for a large portion of their
carters: the McLendon, Store, Burdon, Royce Johnson (a
great jock in any format), Tom Donahue (MOR and Top 40 before progressive), George Wilson (outlined earlier), Chuck
Blom (MOR, Top 40, LOVE), Jack Thayer (To 40- Talk -contemporary- listens toyou) -the list is virtually endless. And fur-
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KIMN" or 'Color Channel 98"

KRIZ" (King KRIZ, where
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BLUE NOTE RECORD SHOP

t.

on "Colossal

By CLAUDE HALL
Radio-TV Editor

Sometimes I think should have
stayed in bed last month. The lady
sitting next to George Wilson at the
Awards Luncheon during the seaenth annual International Radio
Programming Forum was Rochelle
Staab, music coordinator for the
Bartell Radio chain. I don't think
I've ever ran the photo spread about
the Forum without some kind of
1

mistake or

another- either

a

switched caption or something. Just
fate. And blunted out the girl beside
fndc Blom wasn't his fiancee. See,
it just wasn't my month.
+

+

*

Tony Scoty404- 687- 3598,islooking and says that Steve Fox, Jeff
Keyes, and P.J. Walker at the station
are looking, too. They're at WCGQFM in Columbus. Scott previously
programmed WAUG -AM in Augusta, GA, and wants a programming position. The others are open
for personality jobs and you can
likely reach them at the station-404327- 1217.... Gary Pealing is out as
program director of KSON -AM in
San Diego and looking; 7142925007. New program director of the
country station is Jim Duncan, music
director and a six -year veteran with
the station.... Tom Watson is still
looking for a personality position;
514933.5882.
+

*

+

Jay Cook, program director,

WFIL -AM, Philadelphia, writes
complaining that George Michael
was not a "secret" music director;
"George was, in fact, WFIL -AM
music director and held that title for
well over four years following my
appointment as program director."
And Coot addsthatJeel Deaver, the
9 p.m.-1 a.m. personality, has been
"officially" appointed music dime for and will be "available to promolion people by appointment and will
share, as did George, in the raponsibility for additions and deletions to
the playlist."
+

+

+

J, Michael Stewart has left KSEF
AM in Santa Maria, CA, and islook-

ing for programming or personality
work; 805. 922. 4468.... W YII -FM,

Williamsport, MD, is looking for a
country music personality. It's a 24
hour operation and Jim Copra is
program director and you can call
him at 301 -582 -1320. The lineup
now includes John Shank 6 a.m:
noon. Dan Campbell and Dennis
Munson in the afternoons, Dave
Phillips in evenings, and Chris Russell in the all -night slot. Copen says
he gets good record service from
MCA, but other labels aren't helping out so well.
+
+
+
Gary Whiter

is the

new program

director of KICA -AM in Clovis,
N.M. ... Phil Murphy, 805-527 (Continued on page 33)

19 Stations Airing `Music

Scene' Syndicated Series
LOS ANGELES -"Music SceneU.S.A." hit theair this past weekend,
(1415), according to George Savage, general manager of American
Radio Programs. The show is being
recorded in Whitney's Studio, Glendale, which has just completed a
new radio production unit.
Savage has a total of 19 stations
featuring the three -hour weekly
syndicated show. Wink Martindale,
air personality with KMPC -AM,
Los Angeles, ti host. The show is
based on Billboard Top 50 Easy Listening Chan.

Among the stations carrying the
debut show were KODY -AM in
North Platte, Neb.; KEX -AM in
Portland, Ore.; WGTO -AM in Cypress Gardens, Fla.; WEEU -AM in
Reading, Pa.; WTJS -AM in Jackson, Tenn.; and KDEF -AM in Albuquerque, N.M.
In all. some 125 radio stations in
the U.S. and overseas have "given
strong interest in the show,' Savage
says, "and we expect to have a lot of
those featuring the show in the future; all of them are considering iL"

On Tuesday, Sept. 3, 1974, the first annual American Song
Festival becamehi5tory as `` árnier;' combo nd by Tim Moore

of Woodstock, N on York was j udged thë:best of 36 eR4ries.
The song, sung by Etta James to the V.I:ß?- studded

audience, earned -a total of $30,500 in prizes and a
eforg;:apothcr one of Tim
concert gr rid piaño
we
oo
ongs "S
kveft
w s released -a his first single
um Records. nd now,
jdon r with ei ht other
yif his co
sit ions can be fo d on Tim's debut album, "Tim Moore!'
Listtti. We tj nkvöu'l1 find
i
the n inner is a charmer, too.

both

uci

On AsyItint Records and

Tapes.

çv
ilarris Goldberg & Johanan Vigoda.'Woodstock,
Publishing: Burlington Music, Inc./ Andustin Music Ltd.

Managen:

ni

:
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Talent
New on the Charts

Easter Release For `Tommy'
By NAT FREEDLAND

LOS ANGELES -Just completed
after six months before the cantees
preceded by four months of instrumental recording, the SS million film
of the Who's pioneer rock opera
'Tommy" is now being edited for

worldwide Easter release.

Distribution deals for each nation
are being made separately. In the
U.S., Columbia Pictures is releasing

"Tommy." Says Beryl Venue, filmTV chief of the Robert Stigwood Organization which produced it, "Criterion for selecting the releasing organisation in each country was their
enthusiasm and understanding of
the unique marketing requirements
of this project."
Fantasy photo

THE BLACKBYRDS

"Do It, Fluld, "Young sextette may well be first students at Washington D.C:s Howard
University to hit the Hot 100. But their former jazz studies professor, trumpet
great Donald Byrd, got charted with a single bearing the same name as the
group which first started touring behind him. The Blackbyrds are signed to
Fantasy and produced by Larry Mizell, former Motown stalwart now specializing in successful jazz crossovers (Byrd, Bobbi Humphrey). Group's debut
breakthrough downplays its soul-jazz instrumental prowess for a War -style
chanted basic- boogie lyric about liking to party, set over a mighty discotheque
beat Management by Blackbyrd Productions of Brooklyn and agented by
Queens Booking.

RCA Won't Release
A Third Imus Album

NEW YORK -Has WNBC -AM
E disk jockey and comedy recording
artist Don Imus finally gone too far
lies
with his offbeat material and zany

t-

characterizations?
RCA Records executives feel that
er he has, and are refusing to release
his third comedy album on the label

á
m

W

w
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PATSY D'AMORE'S

465-4148
6735 Yucca Street, Hollywood
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LSigningsJ
Andy Rim, riding

a

Capitol hit with "Rock Me

Gently." to Regency Mists. Los Angeles agency.
...Anson Williams of 1V's "Happy Days" series
to ABC /Dunhill.

Far tidies

songs

his cutting

will be heard on segments of the N slow.
Wayne Berry, RCA artist, is first client of the
U.S. d6'sion of Rolling Stones and Who manager
Peter Rudgis Sr Productions. Bury is booked
by IFA ... Paul Humphries to LMI Records. He
formerly recorded for Blue Thumb.

Chuck

to Chap-

North

to Joe Sut-

alfar long hit

Price,

a.

country artist, to Playboy
to Phmogram for distribution

Records.... lab
outside North America.... Susan Ards to

$120
res

A

Keith Moon, Who's legendary madcap drummer; as lecherous Uncle
Ernie in "Tommy" film.

Lou Rents to Bell Records

I

DON IMUS

(Continued on page 24)

Dan

Perry for management.
Andy Oies, Capitol

Imus, though, is quick to credit the
station, even when he calls it a
"chicken outfit" over the air, for allowing him the creative freedom and
latitude he deems necessary to have
a successful show. Also high on
Imus' list is WNBC executive Jack
Thayer, who, according to Imus,

around, that traumatizes young
Tommy into becoming deaf, dumb
and blind.

'The movie manages to be nonrealistic without losing its high

son.

RSO

photos

"TOMMY" SCENE -The Who's Roger Daltrey as "Tommy" astride shoulders
of well -wishers after winning title of "Pinball Wizard" (song sung by Elton
John on three -foot-high stilt boots) and just about to be spontaneously cured
of blind -deaf -dumbness.

Nasal, who previously booked

veer with Capitol and MGM.

ter

one significant plot change. Now it is
witnessing his mother's lover murder
his father, rather than the other way

formances" arc America, Guess
Who, Three Dog Night, Loggins and
Messina and James Taylor.

ment.

$175
000

sic to All out the screen time, plus

Continued front page I

Winn, Bob Todd and Don McGinn.... Gene
Cafta, Myrrh artist. to Ken Fritz for manage-

s14`°

collaboration are the addition of two
new songs and some incidental mu-

drama and touching qualities," says
Ms. Vertue.
It was filmed entirely in real locations-a church, a theater, a junkyard- rather than sound stages. Cast
is a blend of rock and film names.
From records come Roger Daltrey
and Keith Moon of the Who, Elton
John, Eric Clayton, Tina Turner.
From the movies come Ann -Margret, Oliver Reed and Jack Nichol-

Prep Las Vegas Concerts

ton's Shadyhrook Records, produced by Hal

PRINTS

COLOR LITHO

Only changes in the original prod.

America.... Cosmic Mad Orchestra

$85

CUSTOM

Lovers."

pell Music for all publishing outside

1000 LOTS

1000 POSTCARDS

"The Devils" and "The Music

Nd Merryreather, Mercury artist,

IN

EACH

Peter Townshend, Who leader
and writer of 'Tommy,' had not
found a satisfactory film deal despite many offers for his platinum.
selling album. Then Stigwood got
the idea of putting Townshend together with the controversial and
flamboyant film director Ken Russell, whose previous credits include

and not fitting corporate image, ". according to Imus, who is quick to take
issue with the turn of events.
"It's simple to resolve though,"
states Imus. "I don't want to record
for the label anymore. We'll let another company have the album."
While the final verdict on lmus'
label deal with RCA could very well
still be up in the air, what is clear is
that Imus' popularity continues to
surge in the public's eye with both
his early morning radio show here
and his recent excursions on the

about the way his career has been
taking shape And, as one the highest paid disk jockeys in the business -some $200,000 a year -he has
good reason.
Since coming to New York to
handle WNBC's morning slot a few
years back, the station's ratings have
taken healthy jumps -with Imus'
own market appeal, or notoriety,
keeping equal pace.

Rsssll- Townshend

RSO's overall concept is to assemble film projects with direct appeal to record- buying audiences, explains Ms. Venue. "Mr. Stigwood is
trying to put together movies that
people who listen to their records
over and over again will also go out
to see over and over again."

of being 'too dirty

nightclub scene.
During a recent stint at Jimmy's, a
local club, Imus drew over a six week period, some 7,000 people to
hear his brand of humor. Ina room
with a seating capacity of 450.
Notably, the RCA album in question wet recorded live at one of
Imus' performances at Jimmy's.
Nevertheless. Imus is optimistic

You and your guest
are invited to be
our guests for dinner,
any night this week!
Call Joe D'Amore at

GLOSSY

on the grounds

trot made by the

artist

to Regency Talent

agency....

Wayne Barry, RCA artist, first U.S.
client of Who-Rolling Stones manager Peter
Rudgrs Sir Productions.... Hew soul act, The
Satin Bros. to Philadelphia's Omega Records.
Suet Jacoby to Midland International
Records. He will be libel's first artist.... Singer
Rachel Faro to RCA

Records.... British rock

bud Babe Rath to New Directions Management.... Texas group Geeery Wheeh to London
Records.

www.americanradiohistory.com

rock concerts in the Las Vegas Con vendon Center, is involved in some
legal matters with the Convention
Authority and thus has been looking
for a new location for his activities.
He says the series could be the
start of Strip hotels taking rock or
contemporary musicians seriously as
headlining attractions.
With rare exception, Strip hotels
have eschewed the hard rock acts in
favor of middle of the road pop acts
which hit the charts.
The city's main musical thrust remains the established MOR act although soul music and a number of
easy listening contemporary acts are
readily engaged for showroom exposure.
But the Sahara's commitment to a
rock concert series is a major development. Naseef, who has lived here
14 years, indicates he has to book
acts who will draw an audience
which can feed into the casino.
The 9 p.m. show, according to the
hotel, should be geared for young
people with no hard liquor served.
The 2 a.m. show is designed for
adults and this is the group the hotel
hopes will spend time after the show
in the casino.

The admission price will vary with
the attraction, Naseef says. He is
paying the hotel 10 percent of the
gross for its facilities in what he calls
a very flexible room with a 7,000
seating capacity.
The two shows will involve 4,500
seats around tables. However, if the
attraction is only available for one
show, Naseef will arrange the seats
theater style. The hotel earns all
profit from drinks served at the early
morning show.
Naseef says the reason for two
shows is that one third of the city's
population is always working. Naseer, who will buy all talent for open

dares between conventions, says the
range of money he is offering acts
runs from a guarantee of 510000 to
$25,000 plus percentages.
Naseef feels the hard rock type of
act won't be able to play on the Strip
because it doesn't draw the monied
adults who are eyed by the casino

management
But there are enough young acts
which are "colorful enough and
have the range of audience to play in
the major hotel showrooms."
Naseef proved this point by booking Blood, Sweat and Tears with
David Clayton- Thomas into the
main room at Caesars Palace during
a dark period in a Christmas week
several years ago. The engagement
was a roaring, rocking success.
Naseef will provide rooms for certain stars at the hotel and will invest
in his own sound and lighting systems for she Space Center.

Rock Hassles
Vex Las Vegans
LAS VEGAS, Nev. -Legal
wrangling over rock concerts is eat ing up time and money vital to pro.
moting the tourist industry, a repon
presented to the Las Vegas Convenlion and Visitors Authority (VA) indicaces.

The study, presented by CVA legal counsel George Dickerson, eon tends lawsuits filed by concert
promoters and youth groups have
tied up the CVA legal staff for
"inordinate amounts of time."
His staff is presently engaged in a
suit filed by a local youth coalition
group charging the authority's eon curt policy of search and seizure is a
violation of constitutional rights.
A $10,000 suit filed by promoter
Gary Nassef charging breach of
contract concerning a July 27 date is
still pending in the courts, Dickerson
says.

The city fathers in this gambling
mecca have been consistently hostile
to rock concern.

Sonny Bono
"Our Last Show"
MCA -40271

MA

'See and hear Sonny perform his new single on

The Sonny Comedy Revue
Sunday night, September 22, ABC Television.
.MCA RECORDS
www.americanradiohistory.com
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THE BILLBOARD BOOKSHELF
A

Special Selection of Books for Billboard Readers

The
MUSIC /RECORD
CAREER
Handlkyoker>«v,,ew

tea.

T
Racket photo

ELTON MANAGER BIRTHDAY -For Elton John manager John Reid's 25th
birthday, N was a splendid Old Hollywood gala at Le Restaurant with just everybody there, from Alice Cooper to Peggy Lee. Elton gave Reid a yacht. Pictured here: (standing) Reid. From the left: Elton lyricist Bernie Taupin, Mae
West and starspectacied Elton.

NOW available in a NEW Revised and Enlarged Edition
MORE ABOUT THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC
By Sidney Shemel and M. William Krasilovsky (Authors of This Business of Music):
Edited by Lee Zhito
This book picks up where the widely acclaimed This Business of Music leaves off, covering
five "more" major segments of the music industry: (1) Serious Music (2) Production and Sale
of Printed Music (3) Background Music and Transcriptions (4) Tape and Tape Cartridges (5)
Live Performances. The authors have updated all the material in the book and have Included
two additional chapters plus 14 completely new appendices, making this the most comprehensive, timely publication In its field. 192 pages. 6 x 9. 10 line drawings. 32 appendices.
Index. $10.95

Talent In Action
URIAH HEEP
SUM QUATRO
Abobbing, repet0eus bass line, buzasaw gui'
tar chords, and a shrieking vocal coming from a

THE MUSIC /RECORD CAREER HANDBOOK By Joseph Csida
[he
"Cuida's credentials are impeccable and impressive -former music editor of Billboard
covers] virtually all aspects of song & music writing, royalties, publishing, etc. " -Downbeat
An encyclopedic guide to beginning and developing more than 30 different careers in the
creative, commentary, business, and educational areas of the music and record Industry. 376
pages. 51/2 x 11. $14.95

...

More...Important Books from the Billboard Bookshelf

ice smoke. Almost a cliche in heavy metal circles

those days, but the concept is still being pushed
to RS edrema by groups like Uriah Beep,
whose appearance on Sept. 4 was met with the
kind of ecstatic revelry in the audience usually
reserved for groups nestled

echelon.
Uriah Heep recently demonstrated an aware.

toss of melody and lyricism on its last Warner
Bros album, but for some reason, in ocncert
they choose to muddle these advancements in a
cacophony of sound which relegates numbers
like "Stealin'" and 'Wonderworld" to exercises
in

atonality.
Davy Byron's microphone acrobatics, Nick

Bois breakneck guitar runs

left wdh the impression that it the group was

better able to channel its energies it would otter
a we potent alternative to distinguish it as

jut

another entity

Bell Records artist Suai Quetta opened the

brined

illowtollsten
tothewafd

her

appearances

neennlAYIOR

rakers Sept

do

boted on their ABM album, "Nickelodeon." guitarist Richard Hudson and bassist lohn Fad's
new group proved to be one of the stronger
"warm up" acts to appear at this dub when
they were there Aug. 21.
The two former members of the Shawbs who
are

now

heading their own five-piece outfit

leaned heavily on their unreleased second

al

hum for most of the material, coming up with

crisp. competently executed numbers like "I
Dort Wanna Be A Star" and "Free Spirit."
Strong vocal harmonies. memorable rhythms,
and excellent guitar work from Micky Keen are

obvious strengths in the group's sound and were
presented to best effect during "Pick Up The
Pieces." and a strong closing number lined

"Roseblions."
The Incredible String Band is

a

group whose

sound has not changed very much in over six
years. As a result, it remains an

ended

of the

60s, still using instrumentation That includes si.
tar, crud, whistles, fiddle and mandolin to under.

that are al best (rile. and at worst, embarrass.
ing.
was

Odgiml members Robin Williamson and Mike
Reon remain the most intense and interesting
musicians in the group. playing score of different instruments between them, but what was
accepted as deep or meaningful when pesente4
by the group in the 60s appears stale and hokey

today.

BARRY TAYLOR

ORLEANS
MIRABAI

a

a

Max's Kansas Cdv, New York

young quintet from San

On the basis of one album which merely

at the potential of the group. Orleans continues

cially Johnny bemoan who handled most of the

to amass a following as evidenced Aug. 26.

had guitar wok. This gave Bishop freedom to
clown around and bop about the stage when he

The group, just signed to Asylum Records,
garnered considerable expertise playing on nu-

was not holding down the rhythm or adding a

merous sessions for other adieu. But the new

pungent solo of his own which sparked number
the "Hey Good Lookin , What You Got Cootir'"
and ''Stealiñ Watermelons."

material it unveiled should do something to give
it a more concrete identity of its own.

Bishop ended his

enclose payment $
Publisher pays postage. Include sales lax in the
states of New York, Ohio, Tennessee, California,
Massachusetts, New Jersey.

repeats from the audience.
set with 'Travelfp Shoes," his

recent single, where the group cooks in

tightly
knit groove yet allows for a loose interplay between Bishop and yemaua, who continue to
turn to the Traditional 12'bar blues framework
lore vital source of inspiration.
If a little bit of Elvin Bishop's onstage "hooky
lonkid "rubs peon the Average White Band al.
ter the three days that the group shared the bill,
the Scottish sedet could conceivably lick their
greatest drawback, their almost frigid stage
a

presence.
R;

CITY
STATE
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hints

muscles and step out from his shadow, espe-

In response to

BILLBOARD BOOKSHELF, 2160 Patterson Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45214

TITLE

With a fuller and richer sound than they

Francisco, is given ample opportunity to llex its

MAIL TO:

TITLE

Banton Line, New York

10.

His new group,

Biographies, discographies, commentary, analysis, photographs, miscellany
...the only reference Work available on rock and its roots. "Worth its weight
in gold to anyone concerned with the rock phenomenon. -an Invaluable aid
to researchers in years to come. " -Billboard. 812 pp. 51/2 x B. Paper. $3.95

ADDRESS

BARRY TAYLOR

INCREDIBLE STRING BAND
HUDSON -FORD

net of torrid blues numbers and biting uptempo

ROCK ENCYCLOPEDIA By Lillian Rearm

TITLE

on the stage of a disco as well.

from one of its first albums. "196g"
peeled with the best audience response of
the evening, but interest soon waned.

ELVIN BISHOP
AVERAGE WHITE BAND

draw material from, he paced him ell through

$9.95

NAME

soul idiom that would make them feel at home

est album of his career (Capricorn Records) to

use. " -Saturday Review.
Annual of the hundreds of reviews that appeared in High Fidelity Magazine.
Copies of the 1968, 1969, 1970 and 1971 Annuals are available. 544 pages.

TITLE

deh understanding of the American

score its mythological references with results

three

with the
Butterfield Blues Band and his own group which
followed. After having recently recalled the fin-

"Comprehensive coverage of each year's recordings..,reviews describe the
work as well as the performance, providing each annual with a permanent

I

city

to elude him through the years spent

RECORDS IN REVIEW

I

the

Drawing big, appreciative crowds to the Rol.
tom Line on weekday nights. Elvin Bishop s cur
redly envying the success that always seemed

companion volume to World Radio end Radio and TV Handbook this is the
only international radio and 4elevlslon book with articles by the world's
leading authorities In the field. 188 pp. 6 x 9. $4.95

I

in

Bottum Line, New York

A

Please send me the books listed below. understand they may be returned within ten days of
receipt for full credit or refund if am not satisfied.
Please print.

a

A song

HOW TO LISTEN TO THE WORLD 1974

.

the clan of

set, showing none of the vibrancy which charan

months ago.

x8r

in

heavy metal rockers.

.

51/2

and (tying leaps

Hensley's keyboard assault during

more than

WORLD RADIO AND TV HANDBOOK 1974
A Complete Directory of International Radio and Television. This handbook
is the authoritative source of complete and exact information about all
broadcasting and television stations around the world. 400 pp. 6 x 9. 97.60

rock's upper

in

"Suicidal Man" all lend to the leeling of total
abandon and impending chaos which was the
level maintained throughout the set, tel one is

THE DEEJAYS By Arnold Passman
This book is the first full story of the disc jockeys and how they Influence
popular taste. It also is a history of the national radio stations, the recording
companies and their role in the industry. 320 pp. 51 x 81/2 Index. $7.95

Oo" and their own

stage rapidly disappearing under clouds of dry

and lien

DANCING ON THE SEATS By Andrew H. Meyer
Today's most comprehensive guide to every aspect of producing rock concerts on the college campus and hailed by major booking agencies and
college buying services as the finest text on the college concert ever written.
96 pp. 516 x 819. $6.95

To

"Pick Op The Pieces" with polished ensemble

wok and

Felt Forum, New York

THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC Revised and Enlarged Edition
By Sidney Shemel and M. William Kraallovsky
Hailed by the New York Times as the "Bill of Rights" for Composers. Reveals detailed explanations of the legal, practical, and procedural problems encountered in the music industry.
Ralph Gleason of Rolling Stone refers to it as "The best way I know to teach yourself." 544
pages. 61/4 x 9%. 180 pages of appendices (Federal and International laws, statutes, contracts, applications, agreements, etc.). $15.00

Brothers" Work

Islay

Influences abound in the musk of the Atlantic group, most notably the sound of Al Green in
Alan Coffin's silken textured falsetto, hut the
group also churns out funkier numbers like the

With tarry Hopper on organ and John Hall on

guitar

lint

hall 011ie set, the group die.

tightly knit sound as it flowed through
spectrum of colon and moods. The puke of

played
a

fen the
a

the music quickened, homer, when Happen
strapped on his guitar and proceded with Hall to
weave the sound into new

texture with cansid

enable finesse during numbers like 'Two Faced

World" and "Let There Be Music."
Mkobai, who opened the show, awns the dis.
Unction of being the first American performer to
be signed to led Zeppel'in's Swan Song Records.
bouyent stage presence and a
sonorous voice while accompanying herself on
acoustic guitar which kept her on the same
She displayed

a

wavelength as he audience throughout. He
compositions ranged frm the caustic "Exactly

(Continued on page 24)

Isaac Hayes Scores Again

witliTruck Turner Third

of sound track albums written, prciduced and performed by Isaac Hayes.
Experience Truck Turner. Scored by Isaac Hayes tó score with you.
in a series

SHAFT-Music from the Soundtrack 2-RECORD

Composed and
Performed by

ISAAC HAYES

ISAAC HAYES

nucKnois

MUSIC FROM THE SOUNDTRACK OF
THE PARAMOUNT RELEASE

"THREE TOUGH GUYS"
Composed, Conducted and Performed
By

(,

.011711.PRIS.

Available on Enterprise Records and Topes A division of the Stox Organizoti%

www.americanradiohistory.com

ISAAC HAYES
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Talent

Who/

Pryor Roaring Back
After `Retirement'

New on the Charts

Where/

By BOB KIRSCH

When

LOS ANGELES -Until Richard
Pryor's current LP, "That Nigger's
Crary," hit the lop of the soul album
listings, began climbing the pop
charts and the comedian began fill-

entries for Who -WhereWhen should be sent to Helen Wirth,
Billboard I Astor Plaza New York.
N.Y. 10036.)

(All

ing auditoriums,

Capes

appearances by artists are
incorporated into the listings below.
Artists appearing on campus are
marked with my asterisk.

EAST
* HARRY CHOPIN (EIeMa): Canton, N.Y.
Sept. 20; Newark State College, N.J.
(28)
FLOYD CRAMER (RCA): Memorial Auditorium, Raleigh. N.C. Sept. 21; Wm.

Auditorium. Augusta. Ga (27)
"JOHN HARTFORD (Warner Bros.):
Kutztown Slate College. Pa. Sept. t9:
Franklin a Marshal College, Lancaster,
Bea

Pa. (2o)

O
O
m

'4
es
4.1

Ñ

w

î

to
W

e.
W

GEORGE JONES S TAMMY WYNETTE
SHOW (Epic): Klienhans Music Hall,
Buffalo. N.V. Sept. 21; Bushnell Music
Hal. Hartford. Conn. (22)
DICKEY LEE (RCA): Civic Center, Philadelphia. Sept. 21
RAMSEY LEM116 (Columbia): Univ. of
Bridgeport. Conn. Sept. 20; Baruch
College, N.Y. (27)
LITTLE FEAT (Warner Bros.): Bottom
line, N.Y. Sept. 17 -1e; Academy of Music. N.V. (21): Spectrum, Philadelphia
(28)
JOHNNY PAYCHECK (Eprc)c Proctor
Theater, Schenectady, N.Y. Sept. 29
JEANNE PRUETT (MCA): Proctor Theater, Schenectady. N.Y. Sept. 29
'RIGHTEOUS BROS. (Caplo): Villenova
Univ. Philadelphia. Sept.28
MINNIE RIPERTON (Epic): Citroens
Boro College, N.V. Sept 27
SHA NA NA (Buddah): Lowed Tech.
Mass. Sept. 19; RPI, Troy N.V. (20);
West Point Academy, N.Y. (21)
JEAN SHEPARD (United Artist): Erie
Co. Fleldhouse, Pa. Sept. 21; Reeds
Ferry. N.H. (29)
'TAVARES (Capitol): S.U.NN.. Albany,
N.Y. Sept 21; Sugar Shack, Beaton
(23 -29)
BILLY WALKER (MGM) Victory Bal room, York, Pe. Sept. 27
'WEATHER REPORT (Columbia): Wesleyan Uni. Middletown. Conn. Sept.
21: Symphony Hall. Boston (27)

Buddah photo

DiscReet photo

JIM WEATHERLY

"The Need To Be "He's had the composer byline on
practically every Gladys Knight
smash from "Neither One Of Us"
through "Midnight Train To
Georgia." Weatherly has over 200
different versions of his tunes recorded. sometimes getting both soul
and country his with the same song.

Originally from
Weatherly, 31,

Mississippi,
first came to Los An-

with a Sunset Strip disco band
called Gordian Knot and never
geles

turned back. He penned special material for the Jim Nabors variety
TVer for two-and- one -half years,
then signed with manager -publisher
Larry Gordon's Keca Music in 1971.
He had three albums on RCA before going with Buddah. "Need To
Be" is a rippling -piano ballad about
being true to oneself though in love.
Weatherly sings well enough to be
latest strong songwriter to cross into
artist success.

KATHY DALTON

"Boogie Bands And One Night
Stands" -81

Anybody who doubted Frank
Zappa and Herb Cohen's recently
reorganized DiscReet label was going al -out commercial needs only to
have a listen to their debut on the

Hot

100 with Kathy
"Boogie Bands And ..."

Dalton's

Written and produced by Greg
Dempsey, who did her entire album,
the single is a tailormade AM programmer seemingly created entirely
of attention -grabbing lyrical and
melodic hooks dealing with the bittersweet rock life.
Playing back -up are Little Feat,
Van Dyke Parks and Sneaky Pete.
Ms. Dalton is 24 and formerly from
Memphis. She also believes in keeping her private life a mystery and out
of her official bio. Manager is Zach
Glickman.

WEST
REX ALLEN JR. (Warner Bros.): Phoenix. Ariz. Sept. 27; Douglas, Ariz. (2829)
HERB ALPERT (AdM): Riviera Hotel,
Las Vegas. Nev. Sept. 11 -17
VIKKI CARR (Columbia): KMPC Show
of the World, Forum. Los Angeles,
Cam. Sept. 28

JERRY GLOWER (MCA): San Francisco. Sept. 21 -22
TOM T. HALL (Mercury): Central Wash.
Fair. Yakima. Sept. 27; Opere House.
Seattle. Wash. (28)
MAIN INGREDIENT (RCA): Hollywood
Bowl, Los Angeles. Sept. 27
THE STAPLE SINGERS (Stan): Warehouse. Denver. Colo. Sept. 17-22
RICK WAKEMAN (ASM): Coliseum,
Denver. Colo. Sept. 23: Hollywood
Bowl, Los Angeles (27); Wintewand,
San Francisco (28)
JESSE COLIN YOUNG (Warner Bros .):
(Continued on page 27)
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RONNIE MILSAP
"Please Don't Tell Me How
The Story Ends " -95
Still another multi -talented musicians' musician breaks out of his
progressive country base for long
overdue Hot 100 recognition.
Currently riding the no. 4 country
singles slot, Kris Kristofferson's
"Please Don't ..." is a sweet-but-sad
ballad classic that could stay around
as long as "Together Again." Mil sap, blind since birth, was born
sightless in a small North Carolina

farm community.
But in 12 years at the state school
for the blind, he mastered every orchestral instrument but the brass. He
started out in teen rock but never got
farther than fronting the successful
permanent house band at T.L's in
Memphis. When he decided to go
all -out to build on his pre- school
country mots, he moved his family
to Nashville and started from
scratch again. Manager is lack D.
Johnson and agency is William
Morris.

..

When Answering Ads
,
Say You Saw It In Billboard

KIKI DEE BAND

"I've Got The MUSIC In Me " -79
Kiki began recording in her native
England for Fontana in the mid 1960s and in 1969 was

Motown's

first white artist. But it has taken
many years and a switch to Elton
John's Rocket Records to hoist her
to the Hot 100. "Music In Me" is a
high -voltage AM natural picked in
Billboard Aug. 24 for its throaty. superb vocal and soulful hook chorus.
Elton is Kiki's producer and they
share John Reid as manager. Ike
Band opens for Elton on his upcoming U.S. tour.

Imus Album
Continued from page 20

"discovered" him at radio station
KXOA -AM in Sacramento, Calif in
the late sixties.
Today, much

of Imus' album and

nightclub routines are based on
characters introduced over the air.
They vary from his Billy Sol Hargis
shtick to his role of a disk jockey at a
Vatican radio station with the call
letters P.O.P.E.

Inns, himself, admits that

he
oftentimes is controversial, but at the
same time says that both on -the -air
and off be tries not to go over "line."
www.americanradiohistory.com

most people
seemed to remember him simply as a
very funny young comic who made a
lot of appearances with Ed Sullivan
and then seemed to disappear.
What happened, however, was
that Pryor went into retirement several years ago and moved back into
performing action shortly before the
album was cut.
Pryor was living in the San Francisco area and visiting Los Angeles
when he met current manager Ron
De Blasio at a party. Together, they
mapped out a strategy which was to
allow the artist to make it in a bigger
way than over without having to
compromise his own standards.
De Blasio had already enjoyed
considerable experience in the entertainment business. After working
at the William Moms Agency, he
had gone into management with
partners including Roy Silver and
Jeff Wald. He has also worked with
Amie Mogul) at Signpost Records.
His clients over the years included
Deep Purple, the Turtles (who he
took to the White House), Danny
O'Keefe, Oscar Brown Jr, Tiny Tim
and comedians including Bill Cosby
and George Carlin.
"Richard just wanted to get away
from show business for a while," De
Blasio Says, "because he felt he
really was not doing the things he
wanted to do. He moved up to San
Francisco, an area he always liked
and could relax in, and there he got
the ideas he used in scripting "Blazing Saddles." He also did some
movie acting.
"After I met him," De Blasio continues, "we decided we should get
together. He wanted to work more
free -form and he wanted to do a live
comedy album. We decided to do a
real live one, not a studio thing with
canned laughter."
De Blasio then set out to "have a
hit album and book Richard in concert almost as if he were a rock artist.
We decided to do things a bit differ-

Ed Sullivan days and his newer, club
and album audience.
"The response in concert has been
excellent, so far," De Blasio continues. "We're going to do one TV spedal at least this year, a Flip Wilson
show with Peter Sellers and Lily
Tomlin. We will probably limit our
TV to one a year, and our shows to
several each weekend.

"In addition, we will be doing pri-

marily auditoriums. We feel the big
thing is to keep Richard on the road.
The time is right for comedians now,
especially with things going rather
badly in the news ands* on. I'm sure
this accounts for some of the album
success"
As for the difference in managing
and working with musicians and comedians, De Blasts feels that there
are few, except that a comedian is
more likely to depend on a free flow
style of situation rather than a set
routine.
Pryor, who is now playing to audiences that are about equally divided between blacks and whites,
will also keep up his other activities.
These include primarily writing.
with several screen plays to his
credit, and acting ( "Lady Sings The
Blues" and "Uptown Saturday
Night "), both of which De Blasio
feels aided in sales of the record.
Al 33, Richard Pryor is well into
his second career, and one that looks
even more successful than he was
the first time around.

Talent
_In Action
Continued from page 22
What You Are" to lose songs including "Your Are
My Reason For

Living."

BARRY TAILOR

JON LUCIEN
BOBBI HUMPHREY
Avery Fisher, Non' York
A

largely black audience was completely

ently."

overwhelmed by ton Lucien's ability to create

The first thing was to cut the album, which was first tried at Los Angeles Comedy Stare. "It just didn't
work," De Blasio says. "There were a
lot of celebrities in the audience and
it went all right, but it was a bit too

different mood around each selection. A lull K.
chest's backed him Aug 16 and it provided just
the right punch. During this concert he sang,
hummed, clicked and sighed his way into the
hearts of his listeners, most notably the females
who looked at him axon upcoming idol. All of his
tunas are well written and have just enough of
his West Indian influence to make them original
without sounding native. Outstanding selections
that were particularly well received include
"Pleasure 01 Your Garden" and "So Little
Time." With a major push by RCA, Laden could
well be the next black superstar to emerge.
Opening the bill was flautist Bobbie Hum.
phrey and she was also very well accepted. After
she shook off her jitters, she look full control
and played some very exciting music. The only
bad point to the set was its short length, as she
did not really have a chance to let her backup
musicians develop their sounds. A very good up.

Hollywood.
"So we went back to San Francisco and did four concerts, out of
which came the LP. Haji Sound
taped the whole thing, 1 edited it
with Richard having final approval
and creative control and we released
it on Portee Records. a division of
Stax. We also made sure it was all
fresh material."

In the meantime, while the LP was
being finished up, De Blasio had
Pryor on the road. He returned to
the road following the release of the
LP, playing cities such as New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia, Atlanta,
Washington, Dayton, Detroit, CtncinnatL, Greensboro and Richmond.
"We booked him with people like
the Main Ingredient, Gladys Knight
& the Pips, Earth, Wind & Fire and
the Blackbyrds," says De Blasio.
"The idea was to book him with the
kind of groups people listen to and
the kind of groups that attract a
record buying type of audience."
De Blasio also points out that
Pryor has the advantage of having
two basic generations of fans, those
who remember him from the earlier

coming act.

a

XM F15HEL and ROBERT FORD

RUSH
Jaittt In

The Woods, Passaic. N.J.

Currently on its first American tour. Rush,

a

Canadian hard rock trio, showed that they had

much to offer an Aug. 30.
Playing before an intimate but receptive
gathering the band posed a formidable attack
with some stimubting guitar showmanship from

Mex Ileson who steered the group through

numbers like "In The Mood, "'Here Again," and
"Need Some Love." from their debut Mercury
album, with some heavy rock and roll chording,
while hasstt Gaddy Lee showed exceptional
range when handling the lead vocals.
There are no frills to the group's musk and it

(Continued on page 27)
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EW ALBUM
ANATIONAL

Sept. 13- Boston, Mass. Sept. 14- Providence, R.I. Sept. 13- Binghamton, N.Y. Sept. 16-New Haven, Conn. Sept 18-19- N.Y.C., New York
Sept. 21- Largo, Md. Sept. 22- Philadelphia, Pa. Sept. 23- Pittsburgh, Pa. Sept. 27- Tucson, Ariz. Sept. 28 -San Diego, Ca. Sept. 29Long Beach, Ca. Sept. 30 -Los Angeles, Ca. Oct. 2-3-San Francisco, Ca. Oct. 4- Fresno, Ca. Oct. 7- Denver, Colo. Ott. 11 -Oklahoma
City, Okla. Oct. 12 -Fort Worth, Tea. Oct. 13- Houston, Teo. Oct. 15-Tuscaloosa, Ala. Oct. 18- Atlanta Ga. Oct. 18- Bloomington, Ind.
Oct. 20-21-Detroit. Mich. Oct 22- Cleveland, Ohio Oct. 23- Cincinnati, Ohio Oct. 29-20 -St. Louis, Mo. Oct. 27- Chicago, III. Oct. 29Knoxville, Tenn. Oct. 30- Columbia. S.C. Nov. 1 -Orlando, Fla. Nov. 2-,lackacnvllle, Fla. Nov. 3-Tampa, Fla. Nov. 8- 8- Miami, Fla.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Talent

]Who/Where/When]

Studio Track

Continued from page 24

By BOB KIRSCH

At the Record Plant

in Los

An-

geles, Poco is cutting there next, pro-

ducing themselves with Mark Harmon engineering. Also at the studio:
Lou Rawls has cut a single with Norman Ratner producing and Sy
Mitchell at the control boards; Arthur Lee & Love have been in, with
veteran Chip Taylor handling production And John Stronach working
the boards; Joe Walsh finishing up
his next effort, producing himself
with Stronach engineering; Brit isher's Stray Dog have been in with
Austin Godsey producing and Gary
Olaradal at the engineering helm;
Diana Rom and the Temptations
have been reunited, with Stevie
Wonder handling production and
Olazadal engineering; and Deep
Purple has been in producing themselves with Martin Birch handling
the engineering.

*

*

Syreeta Wright, Peter noose, Harriette Schock, Mel Tillie, Sherry
Bryce and Don Gibson. Sessions
were engineered by Jay Ranellucei,
Ed Flaherty and Cecil Jones
In other Capitol activity, the Lettermen have been in Studio A working on a new LP with Hugh Davis
engineering. Dorsey Barnette has
been in Studio B finishing up his
next set with Ed Flaherty at the
board and Steve Stone producing
and Blue Swede is in rehearsing.
Danny O'Keefe was in Studio C
working on his next LP with John
Boylan producing and Paul Gnlpp
engineering.

*

*

*

The Beech Boys are set to go into
Jim Gaercio's Caribou Ranch in Nederland, Colo. in September, with
November release date net for the
new LP.

*

Traclutlaster Audio in Buffalo,
formerly an 8 -track studio has installed the city's first 16 -track
recording facilities. Recent TA activity has seen three concerts broadcast
over WPHD -FM: comedians Gabrile Kaplan and Franklyn AJaye and
blues singer Elvin Bishop The new
studio units include an MCI JH -16
deck and an MCI JH -416 console.

At Capitol Records recently, producer Sam Riddle brought the Pacific Mobile unit to tape 13 editions
of his "In Session" series. Artists included Kathi McDonald, Andy Kim,
Gene Redding, Tavares, Hoyt Axton,
Tompall Glaser, Billy Jo Shaver, the
Spinners, Dohle Gray, Natural Four,
Eddie Kerdricks, Roger McGuinn,

*

*

*

David Bowie's recent recording
stint at Philadelphia's Sigma Sound
Studios drew 10 "devotem" who

WANTED
EXPERIENCED RECORDING ENGINEER / PRODUCER WITH OWN FOLLOWING TO JOIN WITH
NEW FULLY EQUIPPED,
TOP -QUALITY RECORDING FACILITY IN THE LOS
ANGELES AREA. SALARY
AND %.

camped out outside the studio.
Many of them spent almost two
weeks on the sidewalk outside the
studio. Bowie did come out from
time to time to talk to the fans. The
vigil received enough attention to
make the front page of the "Sunday
Bulletin' in Philadelphia, with
photos inside as well. Sigma is, of
course, the home of some of the nation's leading soul groups and the location where Kenny Gamble, Leon
Huff and Thom Bell. Thanks to studio general manager Henry Chipetz
for sending along the newspaper
clippings. *
*
*
Joe Wlssert has booked time at
the Burbank Studios to do string
overdubs for the new Helen Reddy
LP, set for October release on Capitol. Producer Gary Klein and arranger Nick De Cam are at the studios now to do string sweetening on
the upcoming Johnny Cash LP, set

for release

soon on Columbia. Composer- conductor Elmer Bernstein is
due in to record the soundtrack LP

for "The Return of Billy Jack." Finally, the latest Frank Sinatra LP,
"Some Nice Things f Missed," was
cut at Burbank.

*

*

*

Country/rock band Slim Plckins
has been cutting the soundtrack for
Sandy Film Corp.'s "Shp Up," at
New York's Sear Sound, Denny Somach is producing

Talent In Action
Continued from page 14
a startling, just a straight'
that is used to bat effect on

ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL
Palomino, Los Angeles

ewers nothing new

forward approach

their original compositions, yet its arrangement
st Larry Williams' rock Classic, "Bad Boy."
proved one of the highlights of the set.

country swing re.
tamed to Los Angela Sept. in the presence of
Asleep At The Wheel. a young eight-member
group whose goal is apparently to maintain the
modem version

The

of

i

sound of Bob Wills and other country giants.
If fault is to be found with Rush. it is with its
failure to compensate la the inherent limits.

SEND RESUME TO
Billboard Publication Inc.
9000 Sunset Blvd.
L.A. 90069 -Box 1000

dons of the bask three man lineup, but their
sheer brzzennessand ability to

is

what they are

doing well withal compromise proved to be
their calling card, a commendable quality which
should not be overlooked.

BARRY TAYLOR

The duplicator you need!

authentic enough and has
interesting
some
original material. It also manages to be fun, which is unusual itself in this day
and age. Yet, there is something ticking in the
band. Perhaps it has a bit too hard to maintain
the originality of the material it has perfected,
and the result is a loch of originality within the
Doup itself.
Still, the band is a highly talented unit. Lead
guitarist and singer Ray Benson has a fine voice
and is totally al ease when bantering with the
The group sounds

audience. Chris O'Connell balances Benson well
with her harmony and lead vocals and drummer
Leroy Preston sings some excellent original ma.

... large or small ..
whatever your operating budget! A complete. prolesslonal line of lape
and cassette duplicating gear
reel -to-reel, real -to- cassette.
cassette -to- Cassette.
System 200 offers quality cassette /tape duplicating.
D -8 and RR-Series duplicators produce multiple reel -to -reel and
0 -track cartridge dupes for recording studios and professional
duplicating firms.
The Model 102 Cassette Copier ... for the office or library.
Produces two superb C -30 cassette duplicates in one minute!
Call !Monies Salas (219 879.8311) today ... or ores: felonies,
Visual Edueom Incorporated, 4333 S. Ohio St., Mlehlgen City, IN. 48380
We'll solve your tapa duplicating problems
.

lariat

in

a

geed, "country" voice.

Pianist Floyd Domino also plays well, and he
showed his skills best during the group's role

licking version of "Slompin' At The Savoy." Er.
cry member of the group is a thong talent, and
with a bit
original material under its belts
and perhaps a bit less intensity in loping to re.
capture the sounds of swing (though. again,
they are excellent at it), ff could easily develop
intoa lap young band on today's country scene.

we

BOB MRSCH

FRANKLYN AJAYE
CHARLES BEVEL
DEALER.
REP

Pirschel Players Cabaret.
Los Angeles

olsnol9nrna. ago

inDU, RIES INVITED

AAM comedian Franklyn Alaye is of

a breed of
successful job of
tickling the hinny hone without resorting to
overuse of *Decenilia. Not mat Ajaye's tales of
his youth. high school and college days is with-

new young humorists doing

a

out protons moments. it's just that the young
comic's material is mesningful without the said

fa

a scatalogical shock.
It's an easy, street corner form N prose Ajaye
employs which would probably be less effective

without the deliver.
And Sept. 9 at the lamer Ash Grove. A)aye
literally left the patrons rolling in the aisle.
Guitarist -singer Chales Bevel, also on AAM,
seemed

a

had choice because he has a bunch of

tell as welt This tool a lot
away from the music portion of the show sorely

states

needed

he likes to

la

balance.

SmPpaled by his guitar, and the bass work of
EricApye, Bevel offered his own extended songs

(Continued on page 29)
www.americanradiohistory.com

Ontario Motor Speedway. Ontario,
Calif. Sept. 21
NEIL YOUNG (Reprise): Ontario Motor
Speedway; Ontario, Calif. Sept. 21

MID -WEST
REX ALLEN JR. (Warner Bros.): Green
Bay. Wisc. Sept. 21 -22

DONALD BYRD (Un0ed Misty Cincinnati, Onto, Sept. 21; Columbus, Ohio
(22)
VIKKI CARR (Columbia): Front Row
Theater, Cleveland, Ohio Sept 17.22
HARRY CHAPIN (Elektra): Convention
Hall, Univ. of Toronto. CanadaSept. 25
MERLE HAGGARD (Capitol): Chic Center. Saginaw. Mich. Sept. 19; Civic Theater, Akron, Ohio (20X Veterans Memorial Center. Columbus. Ohio (21); Music
Hell, Cincinnati, Ohio (22)
TOM T. HALL (Mercury): Fairgrounds.
St Joseph City Fab, Centerville, Mich.
Sept.19; Dane Co. Fair. Madison. W oc.
(20); Civic Auditorium, Green Bay.
Wisc. (21h Sport Arena, Milwaukee.
Wisc. (22)
DOYLE HOLLY (Barnabel: Palos Hills,
III. Seal. 2a
GEORGE JONES A TAMMY WYNETTE
1E010 Taw Theater, Cincinnati. Ohio
Sept. 20; lvdlanapolle, Ind. (29)
*DAVE LOGGINS(Epk): Concordia College, Moorehead, ND. Sept. 21

'

JOHNNY PAYCHECK (Epk): Crystal
City High Auditorium, Mo. Sept. 21;
Ponderosa Park. Salem. Ohio (22)

DAVID ROGERS (Atlantic):
Opry. Montrose, III. Sept 28

Village

'BHA NA NA (Buddah): Nova Scotia.
Sept. 22: Iowa State Univ. (27); Notre
Uni. South Bend. Ind. (28)

JEAN SHEPARD (United Artist): London
Arena, London, Ont. Canada Sept. 18;
Watedoo Arena. Kitchener, Canada
(19); Civic Cerner, Ottawa, Canada
1201; Grandview High School, Columbus. Onto (25)
JIM STAFFORD (MGM): Dickinson
Stale College, N.D. Sept. 28
PORTER WAGONER (RCA): Centennial
Centre Hall, Winnipeg, Can. Sept. Is

RICK WAKEMAN (A&My Amphitheater,
Chicano, III. Sept.16; Auditorium. Kansas City, Kansas (22)

BILLY WALKER (MGM): Corollas Country Show Place. Appleton, Woo. Sept.
18: St. Joseph County Fair, Centerville,
Mich. (19)

SOUTH
REX ALLEN JR. (Warner Bros.).
Odessa, Texas, Sept. 25
JERRY CLOWER (MCA): Mouline, Ga.
Sept. 17; Lebanon, Va. (19); Myrtle
Beach, S.C. (25); Biloxi, Miss. (26);
Crossett, Ark. (27); Utes Rock, Ark.
(281 Opryl000. Nashville. Tenn. (29)
MERLE HAGGARD (Capltolx ConvenCenter. Hot Springs. Ark. Sept. 28; Coliseum. Jackson, Mas. (27); Coliseum.
Mobile. Ala. (28); Cbic Center, Lake
Charles. L (29)
DOYLE HOLLY (Bernaby): Athens, Ga.
Sept. 20-21

DAVID HOUSTON (Epic): Bryan Civic

Auditorium, Bryan, Texas, Sept. Is
Benton, Co. Fair, Bentonville. Ark. (20)
Sherif Posse Arena, Austin, Texas
(211 Bill Hammond Ford Co.. States
ville, N.C. (28); Valley Music Hall. Rich
mond, Ky. (27); End Teat's Country
Lounge, Sudlersvllle, Md. (28)
GEORGE JONES a TAMMY WYNETTE
(Epic): Spinningwheel Club. Huntsville,
Ala. Sept. 19

BRENDA LEE (MCA): Raleigh, N.C.
Sept. 20; Memphis, Tann. (21); Augusta, Ga. (27): Greenville, S.C. (28)
RAMSEY LEWIS (Columbia): Constellation Dock, Baltimore, Md. Sept 21
DAVE LOGGINS (Epic): Seven Seas
Amusement Park. Anington. Texas,
Sept. 27
MAIN INGREDIENT (RCA): San Antonio, Texas, Sept. 20; Dallas, Texas
(21); Houston. Texas (22)
JOHNNY PAYCHECK (Epic): Diamond
Ballroom. Oklahoma City, Okla. Sept.
20

JEANNE PRUETT (MCA): Hayride USA
Auditorium, Bossier City, La. Sept. 21
RED, WHITE A BLUE (GRASS) (GRCy
Cordele, Ga. Sept. 21
RIGHTEOUS 0005. (Capitol): Civic Auditorium. Jacksonville. Fla. Sept 20
MINNIE RIPERTON (Eolo): Washington. D.C. Sept. 20
DAVID ROGERS (Atlantic): Hayrlde
USA Audltonium, Bossier City, La. Sept.
21

UNA NA NA (Budder): Mid South Fair.
Memphis, Tenn. Sept 25
CAL SMITH (MCA): Philips Men Arena.
Austin, Texas, Sept 20; Burleson City
Fairgrounds. Ca/dwell, Texas (21); H.S.
Stadium. Kinston, N.C. (28)

JIM

STAFFORD (MGM): Morehead
State College, Ky. Sept. 26; Catawba
College. Salisbury, N.C. (27)
RED STEAGALL (Capitol): Henrietta.
Texas. Sept. 19; El Paso Came, Ca.,
Austin, Texas (22); Rodeo. Post. Texas
(28)
RICK WAKEMAN (AnM): Sam Houston
Coliseum. Texas, Sept. 19; Memorial
Auditorium, Dalae, Texas (201
BILLY WALKER (MGM): Virginia State
Fair, Richmond, Sept. 21
WAR (United Anlst): Doak Campbell
Stadium. Floods State Univ., TallaSassee, Sept. 28
WEATHER REPORT(Columbla): Frog A
Nightgown, Raleigh, N.C. Sept. 16-18;
Page Auditorium, Durham. N.C. (19);
Kennedy Center, Washington, D.C.
(28)
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Pocono Raceway
Rock Festival's
Permit Revoked
PHILADELPHIA

-

Township

commissioners, acting on area resident fears of public nuisance, revoked the permit for a scheduled
Aug. 31 rock show at Pocono International Raceway in suburban Long
Pond.
Over 12,000 advance tickets were
sold for the show featuring the
Allman Brothers Band, Edgar Winter and the Beach Boys. Electric Factory Concerts promoted.
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Campus

Latin Scene
MIAMI

making a hit with "Everybody
Knows" on the same label.
Los Chirales de Espana finishing
their long run at the Carillon Hotel
on Miami Beach.... Jose Fajardo
and Chlrino and his group continue
to pack them into the Huddle Rut
and Numero Uno Lounge, also on
the Beach.... Orch, Broadway (All
Art) has moved to Miami and is appearing on Saturday night and Sunday matinee dances for promoter
Enrique Gonzalez, along with Gilberto Diaz' conjunto.
Joueuses del Hierro (Sound
Triangle) LP due out this week following the smash hit of the single
from the LP "El Bilingue." ... Miis

Polo Marques ( Parnaso) now appearing at Centro Espanol, to be followed by Yolatdlta Monge (Tern).
., Luis Garcia (Audio Latino) just
finished his new LP in Peru, and the
single from that LP will be "Yo No
Sabia" b/w "Que Dolor." - Llsette
(Borinquen) and her Puerto Rican
Ballet show held over at Club MontMetre.
New releases locally include "El
Co late" by Enrique Lynch (Mate),
" Risas y Lagrimas" by Cecilia (ser).
"Fue Por Ti" by Gloria GII (Arco
Iris), and a new LP by Orcb. Biltmore on Velvet.
TR records is releasing a never before issued song by the late Tito
Rodriguez while his daughter Cindy
.

-

guel Estivi of Alhambra records, is
in Puerto Rico recording an album
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of Christmas country music with
Cundido.... Cafe (Vaya) picked to
promote the opening of a new Burger King with WQBA -AM's Alexis
Fad.
ART " ARTURO" KAPPER

HIRI Gala

Firmed For
N.Y. Hotel
NEW YORK -The Grand Ballroom of the Commodore Hotel here
will provide the setting for a gala
banquet to be held Sept. 28 under
auspices of the Hispanic international Research Institute.
Numerous awards will be made,
several of them to prominent Latin
music personalities.
Carlos Carillo is serving as banquet chairman, The International
chairman of the organization is Col.

Orville L. Rogers.
Latin music will be featured.
Some of the honored gnats will
come from as far as South America
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FR
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ANGELICA MARIA
'Tenlo." sonido Inlernacioml SI8006
LOS TREMENDOS GAVILAKES
"Lm Tremendos Cardenas," Ez 1088

LUCHA VILLA
"Pao None Vol. 3,"

12

On

iose

Figments,"

YOLANDA DEL RIO
"Pedeneoo A Ti "Arcano

OM 1626

Pick LPs
3235

of Latin Soul, Celia Gus and Johnny Pacheco

"A Ti." United Busts

Orch., have come up with

13

us

sensational first for
Vaya. Vocals and arrangements are of an ua

RAMON AYALA

Irsuto."

teoNes 1017

2

LOS ANGELES NEGROS

"Carlo

PA 1122

FREDDIE MARTINEZ
"ES La

6C 106

VICENTE FERNANDEZ
'Me Coo E Sabido.' Cantones

15

9
1405

IIOSFNDA BERNAL

10

Sala Vaciar' LIS 5006

Ocia Chicane," Freddy

4
5
6
7
8

iMmeonacional

1014

AUGUSTINE RAMIREZ
"É Tierra Chinni," ta 1085

R8a6

CONI. ACAPULCO TROPICAL
Carina 5127

12

LOS HUMILDES

ECO

germane

Dem /Ambiomn :'

Fame 51e

LOS BABYS
De

0ro ;'

Peerless 1709

25242

14

10E BATMN

'lsad,"

LITTLE JOE Si LA FAMILIA
"Noniron," euemsuerts 1041

"Album

Ill

ALBERTO VÁZQUEZ
"Uvada Lagrima

LARRY HARLOW

15

"Salsa," Pana SLP 00160

Tuya,'

"-

ANOR,

"ROSCANDO

-

A

Empanes Mas."
be

Na l

in all

stores

Recommended LPs
ROBERTO

ROBRA

Y

SO

SOUND

APOLLO

-

PYPuers- International SSLP- 00467. Another
excellent album by Roberto with good arrange'
nena and orchestrations. It should go on the
charts especially in Puerto Rim.
Bed cub: 'Tu Loco Loco," "Y

Yo

'Sonando Can Puerto Rico," "Can
Esrey," "Te Lo Voy A lunar."

Tranquilo,'

La

Pebres

OAS 4121

AZUQUITA

YOLANDA DEL RIO
"Perlenean

Te

Beaters Should

11

13

FELICIANO,

Tarde Ya," "Ro

JUAN TORRES
'VOL (A.' smart 1635

"Amor

CNEO

Rays OIS -32. Cleo Feliciano really outdid him

sell in this fantastk package. Arrangements by
Calandrelli are superb. With the combination of
both it should reach the lop.
Best cats: "Desconlbnta." "Michelle ;' "Es

"0 Mujeriego,'

LOS ANGELES NEGROS
"oeiemesifstw Mind," OA Let.135
ESTELA NUNEZ
"lagrimas Y Been" Aram 3264
LOS FREDDIE
"Llegue Tu Orel."

tride."
Habana." "0 Pregon del Pews.
El

Dealers: A must in Latin bins.
FR

3
nt

A Le

t,,' Bono

3235

A

Y

SU

MEMO -En Hollywood,

first for Aruquila

on the West

Cast.

EG -516

His vocals

are superb. A good combination of East and
West Coast musicians.

Best cuts "El Telefono: "Elise." "Que
seno, "Ro Horses Asi."

PRONTO
RECORDS
Presents

MANOLO
GALVAN
Featuring the hit single

i1Te quise,

te quiero,
te querre"
PTS -1010

Distributed by CAYTRONICS
"The Latin Music Company"
New York
California'

Texas

(212) 541 -4090
(213) 737 -0197
(512) 222 -0106

Florida
Chicago
Puerto Rico

(305) 822 -6967
(312) 521 -1000
(809) 725 -9561

Y

Te

En

20th Planning
Kung Fu Promo
LOS ANGELES -20th Century
Records has acgaioed U.S. rights to
"Kung Fu Fighting" by Carl
Douglas and will bow a nationwide
promotion via discotheques to
launch a Kung Fu dancing craze.
The record was acquired by 20th
Century Records president Russ Regan in England from Pye Records,
according to Tom Rodden, vice
president and general manager of
20th.
20th will stage dance contests in
five New York discos with 3100
prize to the winning couple in each
club to invent a Kung Fu dance
based on the record. Billy Smith will
handle the New York effort and the
same thing will be done in Chicago
and Los Angeles discos with Frank
Guiliano working the Chicago market.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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cub: "Quinbsie." 'Tango

Best

OM 1612

LOS HUMILDES
"Anee Eterno /Ambéón," Fame 518

V

a

*

a

A scholarship fund has been
started at Mercer University's Walter F. George School of Law in Macon, Ga., honoring the memory of
Otis Redding- Six black students will
benefit every year.

beatable quality.

IN LOS ANGELES
1

*

10S ANGELES NEGROS

"La Nueva

14

leedL"

LUCHA VILLA

"Lo Meier On."

LATIN BREED
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Less)

Mark Dodson, 22, is the winner of
the 1974 Henry Mancini scholarship
for composition. Dodson will use the
money to continue studies at New
York's Juilliard School of Music.

CELIA A IOHNNY -Vaya (1S -31. The Queen

FREDDIE MARTINEZ
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1105

SUNNY 8 THE SUNLINERS
"El Orgullo Or Tesas," Anne 3019

"Mn
8

La./

VICENTE FERNANDEZ
"Me Cam FI sabido;' Caytronin

"Pere Cow."

4

This

a

ELLINGTONIA- Boston's Berklee College of Music president Lawrence Berk,
left, extends best wishes to Edward Ellington II, a junior student at the school
and grandson of the famed composer, who along with three other alumni of
the College, joined the Ellington Orchestra under the leadership of his father
Mercer. Also joining the band are alto saxophonist Percy Marion, trombonist
Art Baron, and bassist Clarence Parker.

m.u,an,ea,

IN TEXAS
Tab

8erklee College photo

w

A new professor at the University
of California, San Deigo, School of
Music is former concertmaster of the
New York Philharmonic, violinist
Rafael Dalian, who joins the faculty
this week... An endowment valued
at $7.5 million will be used by Rice
University in Houston to establish
the Sallie Shepherd Perkins Music
School on campus.. -. New on the
Stanford University campus at Palo
Alto, Calif., is Mark Starr, ex-conductor of the University of Wisconsin Symphony, who this quarter
takes over as director of orchestras
and opera on the spacious SU
,

campus.

*

w

w

New York University's "Highlights In Jazz" at the Loeb Student
Center serves up a combination of
Latin and jazz Oct. 7 with Ray
Bryant, Ray Barreau, Herb Bushier,
Jon Faddis and the Farrell -Beck
Quartet participating.... In California, Cal Tjader's combo appears at
Sierra College, Sacramento, Oct. 10
and Skyline College, San Mateo,
Oct. 12, , Sonny Rollins is in concert Oct -4 on the University of Pittsburgh campus
.

.

-

w

w

w

Gary Burton crosses the border
Oct. 4 to play at the University of
Toronto.. -. Chick Corea and Return to Forever are booked Oct. 12 at
Kenyon College, Ohio, following a

Electronics Studies
Offered at UCLA
LOS ANGELES -A course in
electronic music will be offered on
the UCLA campus every. Tuesday
evening starting Sept. 24 through
Nov, 19 under the tutelage of Dr.
Philip Springer,
Students will hear and analyze
compositions by Varese, Stockhausen, Xenakis and others and
there will be demonstrations on an
Arp 2600 synthesizer.
Climaxing the course will be a
concert of electronic music performed by Eddy Lawrence Manson,
one of Dr- Springer's pupils

..-

Veteran guitarist
Charlie Byrd will be in concert Oct.
9 at Mt. St. Mary's College in Maryland and two nights later, at Randolph -Macon College in Ashland,
Va.
Texas tour.

8 NEC Parleys
Begin Sept. 19
COLUMBIA. S.C. -NEC has released the locations of its right Fall
unit meetings and the first one will
be held Thursday (19) through Saturday (21) at Eastern Kentucky University in Richmond, Ky. Each of
these meetings will include full exhibits as well as live, video and film
showcases.
Other sites include Concordia
Teachers College, River Forest, 111.,
Oct. 4-5; Kearney State College,
Kearney, Kan., Oct- 4 -6; Ramada
Inn- Downtown, Des Moines, Iowa,
Oct. 10.12: Civic Auditorium, Sa-

vannah, Ga., Oct, 12 -15; Gros singers, Liberty. N.Y., Oct. 27 -29:
University of Wisconsin. Stevens
Point, Wis., Oct- 31 -Nov- 2; and
Dunfrey's Hyannis Resort, Cape
Cod, Mass., Nov. 6-9.
NEC's 15th annual national convention is planned for Feb. 8-12 in
Washington, D.C. More information on this event will appear in a future issue.

Atlantic Folk Fair
ATLANTIC

CITY- Student

Government Assn- at Atlantic
County Community College kicked

off

the new school term with a Fall
Folk Fair last Friday (Sept. 6) at the

suburban Mays Landing Campus,
offering noonday and evening folk
concerts free to both students and
the public.
With 10 acts on the bill, the lineup included folk singers Barbara
Sipple, Jim Albertson, Sonia Mal kine, and Jane Voss; country music
of Tracey & Eloise Schwartz, and the
bluegrass music of Del McCoury &
the Dixie Pals; Lew London, guitarist; Paul Codwell, 85- year -old banjoist; Dan Smith, gospel harmonica;
and the John Wesley Chorus. gospel
ensemble.

Folk Acts to UCLA
LOS ANGELES -Four acts are

booked for Royce Hall on the
UCLA campus here in the university's series of folk attractions.
Tom Paxton begins il Oct. I followed by the Earl Scruggs Revue
Nov. 16, Odetta on Jan. 14 and Josh
White Jr. on April 8.

-

Billboard
Top50
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a faulty sound system and Bevel's failure
articulate more clearly.
LEROY ROBINSON

MGM Grand Hotel, Las
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SAW A MAN AND HE DANCED WITH HIS
Cher, MG 40273 (Senor, ASCAP)
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Charlie Rich,
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brought cheers from the pecked lounge. "Satisfy
My Soul" resulted in a handclapping audience.
He had fun with a medley of marriage songs.

TIN MAN
PM LEAVING IT ALL UP TO YOU
Donny and Mate Osmond. MGM 14735 (Vence, BMI)
NELLO SUMMERTIME
Bobby Goldsboro, United

then dug bath l0 1967 when he recorded "Love

Hurtin' Thing." His new recording of "Keep
the Faith" was well received.
LAURA DENT
is

Mists 52991 (Dada.

ASCAP)

a

WIEN CAME YOU

16
17

7

0
12
19

GIVE ME

00100
GONE
McGovern,
Century

CAREFREE HIGHWAY
Gordon Lightfoot. Werner Dos.

(A

Song/Sba6.

139 Obese.

ASCAP)

Wrens.

ABM

sponse for tickets was so groat that producer

12

DONT LET 111E SUN GO DOWN ON
Dann John, MCA 40259 Needs, ASCAPl

12

E)

Don Friedman scheduled two performances for
the same evening.

1602 (Nags. BMO

CALL ON ME
Chicago, Columba 46062 (Big Ell. ASCAP)

HVING MY

Columbia Records artist Freddie Hubbard
seems to be at the peak of his career. He has
matured into that rare artist who can jam in the

ME

traditional style and yet avail himself of the
newer electronic devices to further enhance his

BABY
154 (364na. BMI)

NOTHING FROM NOTHING

awesome talent Consider.

011y Preston. ABM 1514 (Wmo / Preston, ASCAP)

plays

19

14

5

STEPPIK' OUT (GONNA BOOGIE TONIGHT)
Trey Orlando And Dawn. Bell 43601 (Leine G Brown. BMI)

20

24

6

WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE
An Donaldson AM The Heyvoods. ABC 1296 (American mmm, ASCAP)
LOVE ME FOR A REASON
The Osmoses, MGM 14716 (lobene. ASCAP)

21

31

3

22

21

30

23

28

2

SAYE THE SUNLIGHT
Herb Mped. ACM 1542 (Low-Sal,

Bill)

IA2LIAN
Circle King. Ode 66101 (ABN) (Colgems, 650ÁP)

24

21

6

25

20

10

RINGS
lobo. Big Tree (500B (Atlantic) (heart. BMI)

26

30

10

YOU CAN TAKE MY LOVE
Oman McDonald. United Mats 436 (Unert /I.1. Gold,

27

29.

6

MEET ME ON THE CORNER DOWN AT 10Eá CAFE
Peter Name, Casablanca 0017 (Warner Brea) (Bane Mason /Mustard, BM))

WI)

REPS PUT IT ALL TOGETHER

29

22
23

9
12

RUB IT IN
Billy -Crash' Craddock. ABC 11131 (Ahab. EMI)
YOU TURNED MY WORLD AROUND
Frog Sinatra. Reprise 129 (Warner &a.) (Screen Gems/Columbia. BMD

20

33

4

BOOGIE BANOS AND ONE NONE STANDS
Kathy Dalton, Oncreel 1210 (Warner Boos.) (Fm /Abernathy /Eye, EMI)

31

32

5

TMIYEUN6 PRAYER
Billy Joel, Columbia 301915 (Rgpana /Higter.

ASCAP)

32

34

4

THE NEED TO NE
lion Weatherly. Buddah 120 (Iteta, ASCAP)

33

37

2

SECOND AVENUE
Garfunkel, Columbia 310020 (Bwlingtoo /Andatin, ASCAP)

34

35

4

CANT GET ENOUGH OF YOUR LOVE, BABE
Bury White, 20th Century 2120 (D.Vet1Nlanuaue. BM!)

35

41

7

36

23

17

37

-

1
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MORNING

38

35

3

39

Ii

BEACH BABY
rest Class, Ux 49022 (London). (Mainstay. BMO

2

TEMPTATION
Perm Como. RCA 10015 (Robbins.

40

47

2

ASP)

ANNIE'S SONG
lobo Denver, RCA 0295 (Chary Lane. ASCAP)

know

COP)

YY MELODY OF LOVE
Bobby Vinton, ABC 12022 (Pedro 6 Galahad, AMI)

4 N

5

111E

NIGHT CHICAGO

DIN

Paper Lace, Mercury 73492

(Pampam) (Moray /Callendx, ASP)

-

1

43

A

2

YOU LITRE TRUSTMAEER
The Teem. RCA 10022 (Dramalis /Baton Fat. BMI)

44

45

4

FOUR STRONG WINOS
Jim Dawson, RCA 1000 (M. WAmark 6 Sons, ASCAP)

45

44

5

BONAPARTES RETREAT

42

46

-

MICR HOME AGAIN
loam Denver RCA 1095 (Cherry Lane.

Glen Campbell, Capitol 3926
1

ASP)

(&tall /Rune, BMI)

YOU CAN HAVE HER
Sam Welly, AGM 1612 (Harvard /Big Billy. BMI)

47

48
49

50

43

-

9
1

TOUCH ME IN THE MOANIN6/THE WAY WE WERE
Lettermen. Capdal 3912 (Stein 8 Van Stick, ASAP)

NEW

'CHINATOWN"
And

1

0,

Columbia 10010 (Ensign, BMI)

MAT'S ENTERTAINMENT
Sammy Dam, b., MGM 11736 (Chappell.

1

Hubbard actually
fugue with himself using a tape repeat

echo during his turn on pianist George Cables

tune "Camel Rise"

He jams

try artist on Ovation label, considers
every one-stop and jukebox programmer so important that he calls
them for advice before cutting a
record.
Wasson, a tall, handsome gentleman with an easy smile-and direct
manner, says he discovered the importance of jukebox programmers
early in his professional singing career, when he stopped at Shaefner
Music in Alton, 111., with copies of
his first record, "Footsteps Through
My Mind. I was hoping to sell one,
but Harry Shaefner asked for 87
copies. I wasn't even sure I had that
many in my car."
Wasson immediately got a copy of
the MOA membership list and a list
of one -stops, 'and began sending
copies of his records to them all.
"In the final analysis, success is
determined by whether the song
rings on the jukebox. Operators and
one -stops tell me what the trends are
and what is playing for them, and as
a result, every record I make has broken into the black. Operators have
kept my career moving, as well as
making money for themselves."
Wasson says.
Feedback from these sources has
indicated to him that there is always
an opening for straight country that
is not aimed at the cross-over mar kei, and his new record to be released this month "Everybody's
Some Kind Of A Fool," was written

the wildly wowing Moog and Hubbard's own
technical wizardry. The hulk of ha selections
was taken from his new album, "High Energy"
and if this concert was any indication, it should
become a classic
Donald Byrd and the Dackbprds got off a bit
late in the first show. due to Hubbard slaying on
somewhat longer Than slated. He opened in typi.
cal Byrd fashion with a scorcher tilled "Flying
High," Byrd introduced hú group, a sextet of

sidemen on the openers rather than hìmsell. Be
that as it may, pianist Kevin Tony, waist Alan

Mart and guitarist Barney Grey were stened in
the beginning before Byrd Mob over with a Ilesty
rendering of "Miss Kay" from his latest album
"Street Lady" on the UA.distriboted Blue Note
JIM STEPHEN

ASP)

ANOTHER LONELY SONG
Aalde BHOom. Columbia 10029 (Ngee, BMI)

sources.

Some of the sources that Wasson
calls regularly for an analysis of the

market include Pat Belunda One Slop, SI. Louis; Roberts Distributors, St. Louis: Brown One-Stop,
Minneapolis; Davis One -Stop, Kansas City, Mo.; Evelyn Dalrimple,
Lieberman One -Stop, Omaha; and
Stan's One -Stop, Shreveport, La.

Are programmers surprised when m
an artist calls on them for their opinion? "Why wouldn't it be the natural
thing to do? Wouldn't any business
man want to talk to his customers.?'
Wasson countered graciously.

m
m

D
co

What's Playing?
arvekh .cuner of recent purchases and
torrent and oldie selections herring top ploy.

'NEW' PHONO
Ia.- Stereo

and quad industry giants to the contrary, 74-year -old Della Fidler has
invented a revolutionary phonograph which he prefers to modem
technology.
It's operated by steam.
Fidler keeps his invention out in
the garage. It takes time to get the
steam up to 60 on his pressure gauge.
But when that point is reached the
contraption suddenly starts playing
an antique Edison cylinder "turntable" and music squawks from the
tin horn speaker dating back to the
early 1900s.
Fidler and his wife Helen sit back
and enjoy the sound. Uncle Joyce
singing "Moving Day At Pumpkin
Center" is their favorite recorded
performance.
"I doubt that I'll seek a patent,"
says Fidler. '111e components involved are much too hard to acquire.
I found mine in junkyards, from.
friends' trash bins and in roadside
ditches."

www.americanradiohistory.com
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'Carefree Highway," Gordon Lightfoot.

All Together." Stylistics
Nothing LikeThe RealThing;

Reprise 1309
"Stop And Smell The Rosa," Mac Davis

"Leo's Put

Ain't

ÿ

SOUTH BEND, IND.: POP. COUNTRY
PURCHASES

"You Little Truste a k er,"Th e Tyma
"Higher Plane." Root & The O a ns,. DnLigh l
11

AneOha Frenklin, Atlenric 3200
"Don't Send Nobody E.." Ace Spectrum,
Atlantic 3012

AMES, IOWA: POP,COUNTRY
PURCHASES

ILD.Mtlea awrwt
4413 wawa,

STEAM POWERS
HAWLEYVILLE,

try lyrics and arrangement.
On jukebox play versus radio
play, Wasson feels that proof of
whether a song is commercial in the
Bnal ultimate is proved out by the
lasting quality of jukebox play.
"You can get initial response from
radio play, but jukebox play carries
it the rest of the way. It takes both to
make a solid hit."
Wasson feels so strongly about the
(inure of country music that he enticed Allis- Chalmers and White Motor Co., manufacturers of farm machinery, to use country music as
themes for their radio and tv commercials. "Dick Brown, of Brown's
One Stop in Minneapolis, predicts
that in a couple of years, as high as
70 percent of his stock will be country,' Wasson revels from one of his

flat out on "Ebony

Moonbeams," and seems to expand the range of
his horn on his lamiliar " Baraka Saga." During
Nis tune the full flavor Of his octet ìs felt with

label.

By ANNE DUSTON
Wasson, counforjukebox play, with straight coun-

walrar

RAtEN MABEL COMES IN TIE ROOM
Michael Men, Warner Bros. 1933 (lerryco /E.N. Morris.

YOU'RE

a

young players who blend well vocally and onus).
catty. For some reason, he chose to feature his

Stylistics. Awn 4640 (Arco Embassy, ASCAP)

28

Combine the technical brilliance of trumpeter Freddie Hubbard with the bravado of col.
league Donald Byrd and you gel one whale of a
show Sept. 6 for radio station WRVRFM. The re.

CAPACI

ANOTHER SATURDAY NIGHT

12

9

Avery Fisher Hal!, New York

YOU AND ME AGAINST ME WORLD
Helen Reddy. Capitol 3897 (Almo. ASCAP)

Po" Ana.. bo ted Mists
18

DONALD BYRD
FREDDIE HUBBARD

STOP END SMELL TIE ROSES
Mao Davis. Columbia 10018 (Screen GemsCMumbia/Song Painter. BMI)

Cat

15

show heavy on jazz or.

Rawls' personality is that of an easy going,
natural man with smiling eyes. "Natural Man"

FEEL LIKE MAKIN' LOVE
Roberta F4ú, Atlantic 3025 (Skylmest, BM)

Dionne Warwick. And Spinners. Atlantic 3029 (Mighty Three. BMI)

10

a

aspects due to the overpowering sound.

20008 (Columbia) (Ngee, BMO

America. Warner Bros. 7839 098. ASCAP)
7

with

Following an overture, which is unusual for a
lounge act, Rawls, clad in a white satin suit, took
command of the stage. Unfortunately, sitting
ringside, it was imposoiMe to appreciate certain

5

6

6

FREE MAN IN KRIS
IoM Mitchell, Asylum 11041 (Crary Crow. BMI)

2

13

Mange Aug.

rangemenls and selections Irons his "Live at the
Century Plaza" album.

8

3

Backed by five musicians Lou Rawls tilled the

HONESTLY DO
Davie Newtonlohn, MCA 10280 (IwinoMooloough /Er0000de. BAI)

LOVE YOU,

1

5

Vegas

29

Singer Records Only
After Checking Ops
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7
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to

LOU RAWLS
TITLE, Artist, Label & Number (Dist. Label) (Publisher, Licensee)
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You Ever Lost A Friond2,"

loot in

best selling middle -oRlhe -road singers compiled from
national retail sales and radio station air play listed in Onk order.
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"[Honestly Love Yoo,"Olivia Newton John
"Slop and Smell The Roses," Mae Davis
"W ho Do You Think You Are." Bo
Donaldson &The Heywoods
"Tin Man, "Amede, Warner Brothees7839
"TiaveDv Prayer." Billy Joel. Columbia
10015

"Can't Get Enough." Bad Corn pony
"You Linde Trmtmaker, "The Tyma
Tel Me Something Good," Rufus

"Sorppin awl "Tony Orlando &Dawn
"15aw A Man And He Danced With His
Wife," Cher, MCA40273
"Beach Baby." First Class
"Sweei Home Alabama," Lynyrd Skynyrd
'Wou Little Trmtmaker. "ThoTyma
Country
"I See The Want To In Your Eyes.. Conway
Twisty. MCA 40262
"Trouble In Paradise," Loretta Lynn. MCA
40281

"After The Fire

Is Gone:" Willie & Tracey
Nelson, Atlantic 4028
T Wanna Gel NemTo You," Paul Kelly.
Warner Brothcn 7823

"Dancing InTheSweets, "Swett Pete, RCA
0326

Ar.

WICHITA,KANBA& POP,OOUNERY
PURCHASES

maw..
Ia. x.....aa..l.
w.BUw

Country
"I Love My Friend," Charlie Rich
"Woman To Woman, "Tammy Wyoelte.
Epic 11151
"HonkyTonk Amnesia," Moe Bandy, GRC
2024

"1544 The WantTo In Your Eyes;' Conway
Twiny, MCA40282

t-21

0lmary-7lfe

Pop
Our For Lucy,. Dbee Gray, MCA
40268
Carole King, Ode 661 D I
Honestly Love You,"OlivieNewton-

"hum.,"
"I

lohn
JEFFERSON CITY, MO.: MIXED
PURCHASES
14.01. 0,ww

Da.Ownaatwa

11H6W1a19W

Omni' Lucy." Robe Gray. MCA
10268
"ClapFor The Wolfmao. "Gneao Who
"Another Tennessee Saarday Night," Ace
Cannon, Hi 2273

"Steppco Out "Tony Orlando &Dawn
Country
"T)rcnkcn' Th(og," Gary Slewan, RCA02aI
"Please Doti oTell Me How The Story
Ends," Ronnie Mihap, RCA 0313

"Watch

-Stennis' Oat,' Toay Orlando & Dawn. Bell
45601

..

.
When Answering Ads
Say You Saw It in Billboard

O

30
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Soul

Nostalgia?
`Mister B'
Declines It

Eckstine.
It's perhaps needless to remind
many of us that around 1940 Eckstine suddenly became as big a
household name as Frank Sinatra
through his ballad singing. It was a
special era for the music industry.
Eckstine refuses to be a part of
some of the nostalgic trips being
taken, and the mockery some are
making of it. "Some of it should be
laughed at," says Eckstine. "Maybe
this sounds a bit caustic, but I believe in nostalgia to the point of
making some money off of it.
"But exploiting nostalgia, bringing back somebody who has no talent at all, all you're doing is destroying the image they once had."
What about fans who want to hear
old favorites?
"Personally, I don't want to live
off my past laurels," he explains.
"That's why when I'm performing I
m put that nostalgia thing all together
so 1 can get it the hell out of the way.
-1
"But by the same token, you can
átake a guy like Basis who is nos talgia. But he's today, too! When he
m
plays 'One o'Clock Jump' that's nos- talgia, but it's moving. He's not
doing what he did then -he's movw ing, doing it to death."
One could say the some of EckStne. He, too, is not exactly standing
still these days. A recent album on
~a
tu Stax' Enterprise label,
She
os
Walked Into My Life," is one indication. Plans to share a part of music
history, of which he was responsible
for, by preparing an album for release of his historical big band of the
World War II years, is yet another
indication of Eckstine's day -today
activities.
When the band was disbanded in
(Continued on page 33)
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DACIGROUND
Music Spans Vast
Expanse of Geography

INTRODUCTORY
Industry Achieves
New Levels of Maturity
BY MARTIN

MELHUISH

To fully understand the motivations and day -to -day concerns that are unique to the music industry in Canada it is
necessaryf irst to look at the one major factor that dictates the
way in which business is operated in this country. Geography
is the keyword here. The vast expanse of Canada, its proximity to the United States and the relatively small population all
play a major role in defining this country's stance in the world

There is no arguing the fact that the Canadian music industry this year has had one of its most remarkable growth
periods in recent memory and it is a good indication that the
industry once referred to as being in its infancy has reached
new levels of maturity.
A look at some of the achievements of this past year certainly bear out this fact.
Terry Jacks. who has in the past proven that he had the
knack for having an ear for hits. formed his own label Goldfish
Records and produced an international hit "Season In The
Sun" as his first release. The record has already sold in excess
of eight million copies of the record worldwide and the fol.
lowup "If You Go Away' has just passed the 500,000 mark.
Bachman.Turner Overdrive were signed to Mercury
Records in the U.S. by Charley Fach and have so far produced
three gold albums and two gold singles. Their latest album
Not Fragile" was certified gold almost on the day of release.
Rene Simard won the Tokyo Song Festival and was
presented his award by Frank Sinatra. Simard who is 12 years
old has had spectacular sales success in the French -speaking
Quebec market in Canada and is now gearing himself for an
international assault.
Gordon Lightfoot's album "Sundown" and single of the
same name hit the top of the Billboard "Hot 100" and "Top
LPs & Tape" charts concurrently.
Anne Murray continued to extend her string of hits with
"Love Song" and managed to cross over strongly into the

_.

'rA ..

p

country charts with "He Thinks Still Care."
Ian Thomas signed to GRT in Canada hit the top of the Billboard charts with his single "Painted Ladies" and indicated
that he will be an artist to watch in the future.
The Band made an historic tour with Bob Dylan last winI

4

a

ter.

Wednesday made a surprise appearance on the international charts with their remake of "Last Kiss" as did Toronto band Southcote signed to Smile Records with their own
composition "She." Broadcaster Gordon Sinclair became a
recording star when an editorial that he read over Toronto radio station was picked up by Avco Embassy and released as a
single with a musical backing. Unfortunately Westbound had
the same idea and put out a version that became number one
with CKLW newsman Byron MacGregor reading the editorial.
Bill Amesbury hit the American charts with his composi-

~

tion "Virginia."
The DeFranco Family from Welland, Ont. picked up some
of thè Osmond Brothers and Jackson Five fans and were constant residents of the international charts in 1974.
The Guess Who added to their string of hits with "Star
Baby' and "Clap For The Wolfman." Guitarist Dom Troiano,
who had been with the James Gang and prior to that solo,

joined the band.
American country singer George Hamilton IV seta precedent by signing with RCA Canada and also Americans Jonathan Edwards and Ellen Mcllwaine moved to Canada to continue their careers.
Gino Vannelli, who signed directly to Herb Alpert at PAM in
the U.S. returned to Canada to find that his single "People
Gotta Move" and subsequent media excitement had established him as a star in this country.
The Stampeders made a record breaking tour across Canada grossing close to $300,000. The band was then signed to
Capitol Records in the U.S. and to Premiere Talent for booking. The band is currently in the middle of an extensive U.S.
tour that coincided with the release of their critically acclaimed "New Day" album. They were the only Canadians to
perform at the American Song Festival in Saratoga Springs in
August.
(Continued on page C -1(t)

g
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Anne Murray surrounded at Troubadour by (from Salt) John Lennon,
Nilsson, Alice Cooper and former Monkeas member Mickey Dolent.
2. Dylan with Canadian friends (from left): his old school Chum and per
sonal aide. Lade Kemp. Toronto folk singer David Barrett, John Donabie o
CHUM -FM in Toronto and Ronnie Hawkins. who put together the lianas,
later the Band.
3. Gordon Lightfoot with Bob Dylan and Dylan's son Jesse.
4. Randy Bachman of Bachman.TUmer Overdrive.
S Fred Turner.
6. Pere Juneau (left), Canadian Radio & Television Commission chairman.
with True North Records label chief Bernie Finklestein.
T..) Robert Wood, program director of Top 40 CHUM.
8. Terry Jacks. head of Goldfish Records. which recorded widely popular
"Seasons in the Sun."
9. Patsy Gallant. Columbia Records artist. and one of tap female singers in
the Quebec French market.
.
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market.
On the creative side, Homer Hogan in his book on the
songsand poems of Canada, entitled "Listen!" and published
by Methuen. finds the definitive feeling of "the Canadian
identity" in the words and music of Gordon Lightfoot. Says
Hogan: "... one key to the mystery of who we are may be our
peculiar relation to space-both the space that surrounds us
in this vast country and the 'inner' space in which we feel our
way toward personal significance and community."
He continues: "There is no more natural starting point for
this journey of self discovery than Lightfoot's famous 'Canadian Railroad Trilogy,' a song cycle that conveys in one
broad sweep the great expanse of our land that determines so
much of our culture."
" Lightfoot's 'Nous Vivons Ensemble' represents his attempt to deal with another kind of space that vitally effects
Canadian history and culture -the gap between Quebec and
English Canada."
Of course, with Canada's great size and sparsity of population -most of the population of this country is metered
around Toronto and Montreal -the problems of keeping stock
in the storesfrom coast to coast when a given record begins to
break is gargantuan.
Evert Garretsen, the president of Polydor Ltd. who worked
in the record business in Holland before coming to Canada
found himself faced with a market radically different from
what he was used to dealing with. Jokes Garretsen: "In Holland we could practically throw our records into the store from
the warehouse. In Canada it is not quite that simple."
The effect of Canada's proximity to the United States cannot be discounted as one of the major influences on the workings of the music industry here. To fully understand the
trauma that Canada has gone through in being in the great
culture shadow of the V.S. you have to consider that attitudes
that surround what is commonly refered to as "The Great Canadian Inferiority Complex."
For all intents and purposes, culturally, Canada pre -1970
was the 51st state of the United States. Canadians constantly
bombarded by American television, radio, movies, plays and
soon had convinced themselves that it was a waste of time to
develop talent in their own country because, they reasoned, it
could never be as good as that coming from south of the 49th
parallel.
In those days Canada had no domestic music industry to
speak of. All record companies were foreign -owned and they
could see no particular reason in wasting time and money try.
ing to develop Canadian talent when it was so much easier to
take masters from the U.S. and release proven hits. The companies acted only as distributors and had no creative departments. American charts comptetley governed what Canadians heard on their radios.
As time went on, Canadians became apathetic, self- deprecating and were labouring under the burden of an inferiority
complex that seemed to grow from month to month. Under
the surface though the pot had begun to boil.
In 1958. Arkansas rock-a -billy star, Ronnie Hawkins
crossed the border into Canada with his band, of which Levan
Helm was a member, to play a few dates in the Toronto area.
So impressed was Hawkins with what he saw of the country
that two years later he decided to make it his base of operalions. When the other members of his band -with the exception of Helm- returned home, Hawkins put together a new
(Continued on page C -15)
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Although the Canadian recording industry has come a
(Hong way over the past five years, the province of Quebec
with its own self .contained French -speaking "star- system "
remains the great success story for Canadian records. Not
only do more records sell in Quebec per capita than anywhere.
but Quebecers do not have to be told (by a 30% Can Con rul.
ing) to support their own talent.
It's a matter of necessity: Quebec is the last major franco.
phone society in the Americas, and native musicians and entertainers play a large part in the fervent cultural identity climate of the province today. Quebecers have a craving for
"glamor" and "show-biz" North American style, while Mon.
trealers-in the centre of media activity -are more cosmopolitan in approach.
Thus, the music emanating from Quebec is wide in variety
and possessing a certain difference from rival markets. There
are hundreds of established entertainers in Quebec who.
many unheard of elsewhere (least of all the U.S.), bask in the
ó local market, living a comfortable life of a star. The people of
Quebec, riding a wave of cultural nationalism,support theentertainment industry on all levels. The communications net work is loaded with pizazz and sophistication- consisting of
records, radio, television, the colorful, profitable local movie
m industry, and the advertisers (beer and cigarette companies
sponsor numerous local happenings).
Many of the popular stars of Quebec do not possess cross m over potential for the American market (although many enjoy
is considerable reputations in Europe), but there is a growing
number of musicians and singers who offer something
unique and of interest to all.
It is hoped that the following round -up (of supporters, established artists, rock bands, specialized fields, labels. and
studios, and media coverage) will give some indication of the
diversity of the robust disc scene in Quebec, as well as its
crossover potential.
Taking it from the top .. there's the curious case of the
"King of Quebecois Rock," Robert Charlebois, dubbed by
Rolling Stone as "The Dylan of Quebec," the man who broke
the popular market wide open with his 1968 hit, Lindburg.
He's been right in the thick of things over the past action.
packed year of the Quebec music scene: his most recent album, Solidaritude, attained platinum status in Quebec
(100,000 sales in a market of 5% million) and Europe, while
he was the talk of France in his two-month, 33-city tour there
p late last fall. He returned to give it one last whirl around the
province (as well as Toronto and Ottawa), and the annual stint
<
p at prestigious Place des Arts in Montreal, and then, with cusm tomary bravado. he announced a two-year "sabbatical" from
.a performing, vowing only to return for the 1976 Olympic
m Games in Montreal. Charlebois says he's going to act in movw, ies by Sergeo Leonne, which may be a convenient way to
e, watch his competitors nudge for the superstardom (and sub
sequent precariousness) he's attained.
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MONTREAL
French, Industry Supports
Viable Music Market
By JUAN RODRIGUEZ
There are several new musical heroes on the Quebec scene.
The youngest and richest of them all is 14- year -ofd singer,
Rene Simard, whose albums have attained sales averaging
100,000 each. Simard, who wears his hair like a Beatle -esque
choirboy, is popular with all generations (from sub -teens to
grandparents), and has a movie career to match. His latest
flick chronicles his voyage to Japan. where he sang a new
song in Japanese and walked away with first prize over 250
others in the recent international song contest. The hardworking little star prepared with a crash course in Japanese,
and his reward was receiving the kudos from Frank Sinatra.
Gilles Valiquette was 12 when the Beatles hit Quebec; to.
day, he is the biggest of the new -wave generation of singer songwriters to come after Charlebois. His second solo album,
entitled Deuaieme Arret (Trans World) sold 25.000 copies
while his singles abound on local radio. His biggest hit, Je Suis
Cool, was a poker -faced spoof of the popular dialect of the
young locals known as "joual," a mongrel slang of Quebecois
and American expressions. Valiquette's crisp sound owes as
much to James Taylor as it does the Beatles, and the younger
singer enjoys an intimate relationship with his young Francophone fans. He is also a gifted electric guitarist who used to
work sessions, among them by his contemporaries on the new
star scene:

-

-
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Ville Emerd Blues Band (rrow fart swing) ear Gagnon. Lisa Cousineau.
MkhelSeguin, Serge Yank:res, Marcel Moot. (standing) Michel Dion, Chris.
lane Robichaud, Christian St. Roch, roan Maslen, ryes Lalerriere, Bob
'Pieie" Stanley. Roger Gougeon. Ronald Montemeglle. Robert Lachapelle.
Pierre Nadeau. Carlyle Maier, Raen Benkley, Denis Farmer.
2. Diane Dufresne. She's shown in

a

different role photo

5.

Marie -Claire and Richard Seguin, 21- year-old twins whose
album for WEA Canada Ltd. sold over 21,000, and who feature a strong folkloric sound in their originals: Jacques Michel,
a young singer songwriter who takes strident political stances
(Zodiac disque). Other young singers to make a large dent last
year indude Priscilla (Trans World), Jim Corcoran et Betrand
Gosselin-(Trans World), sort of a bilingual local version of
Crosby & Nash; Francois Guy (Barclay), ea of Hair and Sinners
rock group whose debut album was produced by Charlebois;
Anne Anderson (Gamma), a Parisian lass whose debut singles
Romeo et Juliane and Je Su is an animal have been monsters.
Perhaps the most tangible holdover of the European tradition on the Quebec record scene is the success of solo singers,
as opposed to pop -rock groups. The solo "vedettes" (Quebecois for "stars ") are at home in all media and promotion
ventures comfortably, which is the reason for their ability to
reach the public. In Quebec, the vedettes are, with the hockey
players, the most public personalities around.
Amongst the biggest is the blonde-rock-shouter Diane
Dufresne, whose first two records (for Barclay) evoked sensational sales (over 100,000 each). Her numbers exploit the
heavy Quebecois pop -culture scene of Montreal, and she
screams and moans (in the primal manner) probably tke no
one else on any continent. She's equally well known for her
weird dancing, to a rock beat, as well as her wild futuristic cos.
fumes (inevitably topped by a top hat). She's loud, bold, vulgar, diminutive, and blessed with a talent for "show- biz" -all
characteristics of contemporary Quebecois life.
Another superstar who sells as many albums as Charlebois and Dufresne is monologuist Yvon Deschamps (Barclay
and recently KebecDisc), whose stinging and compassionte
skits provide some of the most authentic reflections of the
particular foibles of people and life in French -speaking Amer
ica. Deschamps has been a declared "separatist" for years,
but he's even better known in the province for his humanitarian activities on behalf of Oxfam.
Amongst the many established recording stars of Quebec
are Jean -Pierre Ferland (Trans World) who has gone through
changes in his dozen or so years on the scene as a chew sennier romantique: folk -pop singer'television star Tex Lecor
(Gamma). soft- voiced Renee Claude (Barclay), sophisticated
singer- pianist -composer Claude Leveilee (Barclay). pop
rocker Claude Dubois (Columbia), full- throated bilingual
songstress Ginette Reno. blues shouter Patsy Gallant (Colum.
bia), poet Gilles Vigneault ( Nordet). Pauline Julien, Louise
Forestier (Gamma), and others.
In specialized fields, Willie Lamothe (London) remains
with Stompin' Tom Conners at the top of Canada's country in.
dustry: Lamothe's albums sell in the vicinity of 25,000, and
he's further recognized on his own weekly television show
(drawing one million viewers) and in films.
Andre Gagnon (Columbia) remains the province's most
(Continued an page C -31)

3.

Moonquake.

4. Robert Charlebois.
6. Rene Simard.
7. Yvan Deschamps.
8. L'fn Ionie.
9. Ville Emard Blues Band.
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potatoes

There is fresh new growth in our wonderland.
The freshness is the result of restless searching for the seeds of real talent, seeds which can grow into hardy perennials.
The growth comes from the patient development of every aspect of that talent. The some careful cultivation that helped
give Anne Murray and Edward Bear their place in the sun is lavished on every one of Capitol's Canadians.
Now it is getting on towards harvest time. Not every artist will come to full flower this year. But our gardeners are in
this for keeps. That's why Canada's musical Garden of Eden will still be at Capitol next year
and for years to come.

...

At Capitol Canada-we CARE for our talent.
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s S.R.O. Productions; and Ubic International CorporaRecords;
tion Ltd. As well as those, London is also one of the biggest
distributors of French material in Canada handling such labels as Les Disques Able; Les Disques Beta; Les Disques Clic;
Les Disques Ealn Ltee; Les Productions Montrealaises Fusion;
Les Disques Gamma; Les Productions Manibelle Inc; Societe
Zoologique du Quebec; Les Disques Nobel; and Les Disques

Vibration.
The independent success story of the year comes from
Goldfish Records, formerly distributed by London and now
with A&M Records of Canada Ltd. The Vancouver -based label
headed up by singer /songwriter Terry Jacks and Ray Pet
finger, had one of the biggest selling singles of this year with
Jacques Brel and Rod McKuen's "Seasons In The Sun" sung
byJacks. Thus far the record has sold over eight million copies
around the world and his follow -up, "It You Go Away' has sò
far done over 500,000 units internationally. When you consider that "Seasons In The Sun" was the first release from the
new label you have to wonder how he is going to follow it up.
Jacks is no stranger to the international charts for in 1970,
he and his wife Susan, who is also signed to Goldfish as a solo
artist now, had a healthy international hit entitled "Which
Way You Going Billy" with their band the Poppy Family. Also
signed to the Goldfish label is a highly regarded west coast
group. Chilliwack who have just had their first album for the
label released; and the Hood, a band that Jacks put together
and sings lead vocals for.
Many of the labels are not as much full time record produc.
ers as managers and public relations agents for the acts on
the label. Mel Shaw, who heads up his own Music World Creations label and is the current president of the Canadian Independent Record Producers Association, has only one act the
Stampeders on his label. With the band's current worldwide
record deals and tours, Shaw is actually all things to the
band- record producer, manager, promotion man, business
administrator and all round guiding light. Shaw has his hands
full with the band who recently signed to Capital Records in
the U.S. and are now in the middle of a North American tour.
Terry Flood and Donald Tarlton who run the Montreal
based Aquarius label have April Wine as their main concern
and the band's constant string of hit singles and tours in this
country is enough to keep them busy. The band, which has
just completed a major cross country tour referred to as "The
Electric Adventure Tour 1974" promtoed by Tarlton's Donald
K. Donald Productions, has just had a live album released
which was recorded on selected dates of the tour, containing
their recent single "l'm On Fire For You Baby. ")
True North Records, distributed in Canada by Columbia
and run by Bernie Finklestein, has long been the home of two
of Canada's top folk artists, Murray McLauchlan and Bruce
Cockburn as well as John -Mills Cockle, who has been highly
acclaimed for his work with electronic music. McLauchlan this
-

One of the most exciting aspects in the development of
Canada as a viable international force within the music business thus far is the emergence of a great number of inde.
pendent record labels onto the record production scene in
a this country. There is no doubt that the future development of
the vast resources of recording talent in this country lies
â
pretty much in the hands of these producers who are daily set .5 ling their own rules for how artists are discovered and hits

p

ÿproduced.
It would be folly to suggest that all independents are completely autonomous from the major labels in Canada because
though they are given the title independents, they must rely
pretty much on the majors for their distribution and subsequent record sales.
London Records is one of the largest, if not the largest distributors of material from independent labels in Canada and
the secret of this majors success may lie within the type of
deal that the company offers independent labels. London's
President Frasier Jamieson explains their philosophy in deal.
ing with independents: "With our deal we actually pay the in
dependent labels based on the amount of records sold. In arrangements that some companies have, the independent
makes very little because all expenses are charged back.
Based on a IO percent lease deal, the independent usually
can't make enough money to do another recording session.
The way we have set it up, they use their own label and we act
as distributors. We don't make as much but it is an ongoing

thing,"
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Alice Koury, the vice president of London adds: "If it hadn't
been for London, many independents wouldn't have been
able to survive especially on the low fees that were being offered. Basically we became keepers of their inventory and we
place orders as though it were our own product. They don't
pay anything but the recording costs."
London's attitudes towards independent labels has obviously struck the right chord with many for the company currently distributes Attic Records: Boot Records Ltd.; Gamma
Records; Ice Records; Kilmarnock Records; Leo Records Inc.;
Maple Records: Philo Records Ltd.; Pumpkin Records; Rodeo
Records; September Productions: Smile Records; Spark

sin H
"Farmer's
year won three Juno A w an s for
o his hit single
Song" and excepted a fourth which had been awarded to Finklestein as independent label of the year. True North has four
albums which are due for release shortly. There will be one
each from McLaughlan and Cockbum and John Mills Cockle
Instrumental album that was recorded in Denmark, the Westminster Abbey in London and Toronto and used as the soundtrack on a TV series called the Third Testament. The fourth
album is by Paul Stoddard who will read poetry backed by
Bruce Cockburn's music.
In similar situations are the Downchild Blues Band, who
are the only act on Special Records run by David Bleakney.
The band, which had a Canadian hit with "Flip, Flop and Fly"
this year, have just had their third album released.
Frank Davies, who heads up Daffodil Records a subsidiary
of his Love Productions company, has had his share of ups
and downs in the record business. When he first opened up
his production and record company on arriving in Canada
from England he immediately signed Crowbar. one of the hottest Canadian acts of the day, and also featuring the King Biscuit Boy, Fludd; Christmas; and also managed to pick up the
Waldo de los Rios catalogue from Hispavox in Spain. As time
(Continued on page C20)
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Jonathan Edwards is an American who lust mooed to Nova Sentie and
has become a Canadian siriren.
2. flee Mollwalne is another ro -nee American now recording on Kot'ei
.

Records.
3. Jay Teltr, Axe artist.
4. Mahogany Rush, recordingon Rotai. distributed in Canada by UA andin
Me U.S. by 20th Century.
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DISTRIBUTED IN CANADA BY GRT

GRT RECORDING ARTISTS
IAN THOMAS

LIGHTHOUSE

Bang
Barnaby

JAMES LEROY

DOWNCHILD BLUES BAND
DR. MUSIC

ADAM MITCHELL

Ì/® M&

'OM

41,41110111111=11111131M

GREASEBALL BOOGIE BAND

MOE KOFFMAN
ARRONS & ACKLEY

6112/111111
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Hardcore
Increase

Beverly Hills
Brunswick
Cadet
Checker

Musidisc

Chess

Original Sounds

Dakar

Delite

Passport
Roulette

Eastbound

Sire

Fantasy (Tape
Festival

Special
20th Century

Granite

Jane

Janus

Westbound

The facts and figures you ought

to know about CAPAC,
Canada's first performing right society.

-

Canada is one of only two countries in the world with
two performing right organizations
and it's important that composers, lyricists, and publishers choose
the right one.
One test, of course, is how well a performing right
society does for its own members and the members
of affiliated societies it also serves. Another test is
whether it's prepared to share its facts and figures with
the industry at large.

1968

CAPAC licence
fees & interest(t)
Foreign income for
CAPAC members
What CAPAC
publishers received(2)
What CAPAC
writers received

CAPAC's overhead
(as % of receipts)
(0)

(2)

1969

-

The figures in this ad talk for themselves. They demonstrate two things
(1) the benefits that result
from the fact that CAPAC is the only performing
right organization owned and run, in Canada, by its
own members. And (2) that CAPAC is always pre pared to back up its claims with complete information.
If you want to know more about CAPAC, and how
we work with Canadian composers and publishers, all
you have to do is ask. We welcome your interest.

1970

1971

1972

1973

$5,242,000

$5,849,000

$6,163,000

S6,418,000

$7,032,000

$8,055,000

118,000

163,000

321,000

444,000

562,000

632,000

1,511,000

1,416,000

1,450,000

1,562,000

1,705,000

2,271,000

364,000

419,000

640,000

871,000

1,138,000

1,315,000

13.0%

13.9%

12.9%

12.8%

12.6%

14.3%

Interest is income earned by the investment of CAPAC receipts, and later distributed. In 1973, interest
distributed was $519,992.
Includes payments for CAPAC publishers who also act as agents for foreign publishers.

The Canadian performing right society

Publishers Association of Canada.
Composers, Authors and
L'Association des Compositeurs, Auteurs et Editeurs du Canada.

1240 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario M5R 2C2 416 -924 -4427
1245 Sherbrooke St. W., Montreal, Quebec H3B 1G2 514 -845 -3139
www.americanradiohistory.com
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Ross Reynolds, the president of GAT of Canada Ltd.. was
installed as the president of the Canadian Recording Industry
Association in the spring of this year. Reynolds who followed
Arnold Gosewich, the president of Capitol Records -EMI of
Canada Ltd., into the position discusses some of the challenges that the CRIA faces in the future.

How active has the CRIA been since its inception in dealing
with some of the problems that face the industry in this country?
Initially, the CRIA wasn't terribly active. They had meetings once or twice a year and made sporadic forays into differ.
ent areas. Within the past three years we have become particularly active in the area of tape piracy in Canada. The net
effect of that has been a moderate success in obtaining some
actions against pirates in this country. Of course, the problem
is still there and it's always going to be a continual battle but
think that the continued action of the CRIA against piracy has
certainly reduced the level to below that in the U.S. This is the
á major activity of the association in terns of expenditure of
dollars.
The CRIA has gotten involved in looking at revising the
copyright act trying to make it more representative of what is
happening in today's music industry rather than when it was
m drawn up initially. The copyright act will be revised over the
next couple of years and we have submitted a brief to the gov-

don't think that we are going to outdo the Academy
Awards so therefore think we should recognize that fact.
People want to be entertained and I think we would be a lot
better off to put an entertainment package together rather
than put up with a number of inane thank you speeches. You
can only say thank you so many ways.
Eventually it would be nice to think of our entertainment
I

I

ROSS REYNOLDS
CRIA Attack on The

Pilules Heralds New Vwor

I

ernment on this.
Et
As it turns out though our copyright act as it stands now
e gives us more protection against piracy than even the U.S.
copyright act.
The CRIA is trying at the moment to coordinate some activities against the organizations that are dumping delete
records into Canada from the U.S.
We are now in the middle of an active campaign to recruit
new blood into the CRIA so that it is not only representative of
the large branch operations.
Will there be any attempts by the CRIA in the future to
work a little more closely with some of the more regional associations including the Western Canada Record Manufacturers
Association, the new association just formed by a number of
record companies in Quebec and also the Canadian Independent Record Producer's Association?
There's a fair amount of overlapping now between CIRPA
and the CRIA. CIRPA think should exist as a separate entity
because there are slightly different goals: however, we are
o bringingan increasing number of CIRPA members into the
cc CRIA.
think that that is good because we then have some
people who are widely concerned about the Canadian industry
Oa
m rather than selling records in general.
fj
How do you feel that the CIRPA philosophies differ from
I

I

the CRIA?
n
They had a symposium last year, a, lot of which was run
from a very technical standpoint which the CRIA is not really
that concerned with. They share a lot of the problems that the
F3

package being sold to the U.S. stations.
Do you have any thoughts yet on how the awards would be
voted on?
This is under some discussion at the moment. The CRIA
feels strongly that the awards should be more representative
of sales rather than just having them voted for.
Where are you finding that you are still in contention with
the Juno awards currently being run by RPM Music Weekly?
The major area of debate at this point is whether we can
incorporate sales into the awards format. I'm sure that there
will be some categories about which there will be some minor
concern.
The time pressure is really on at the moment. It realty has
to be finalized now if this awards show is to become a reality
next spring. Budgets are being committed as well as the time
slots and the acts.
We had originally wanted to work with the RPM Juno
awards and together modify the awards. For a number of reasons communication seemed to break down and it appeared
as if there would be two separate awards which at this time
certainly would not be desirable.
What is your reaction to RPM's contention that the awards
should be kept as an in- industry awards presentation?
really must disagree totally with that because we're really
trying to sell records and promote talent. Telling each other
about it in the industry isn't really going todo it. Until the consumer that is going to have to plunk down his money on the
counter is enthused about it, we really haven't done what we
set out to do.
Even the nominations for the Academy Awards send a lot
of people out to the movies. I'm sure the industry doesn't just
do it to pat itself on the back. There are very mercenary reasons for putting on the awards program. haven't seen any
figures but think I'm pretty safe in assuming that the attend.
once for movies coincidental with all the hype surrounding the
Academy Awards goes up pretty significantly.
There is very little awareness now among the consumer of
any sort of national awards. We put stickers on the albums of
the artists that win the Juno awards and can't really imagine
that many people know what it's all about. TV and press coverage has really amounted to a shot on the evening news and
the squib in the newspaper which is gone in one day.
How does the CRIA view the star system that has been
created in Quebec?
would say with a lot of envy. There is a separate associ(Conrinued on page C -24)
I
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1. Ross Reynolds (right) accepting Juno Award presented to CRY of Can
ado, Ltd. as Canadian Content Company of the Year.
2. Anne Murray. Cathy Young and Burton Cummings of Guns Who m the
Juno Awards RPM Music Weekly run.

I

majors do but we're trying to make the CRIA more of a positive force. Rather than fighting any battles we are trying to enter into some activities which will be a positive force for promoting the sale of records in general and Canadian records
specifically.
There will he a televised awards program for Canadian artists next spring. It looks at this point as if it will not be a live
show of the awards presentation but it will incorporate the
awards into an entertainment package. The consumer will
then be aware of who some of the top artists are and who won
some of the awards.
Don't you think that the Academy Awards type of program
presented on television is becoming quite obsolete now?
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70 Croighurst Avenue.
Toronto, Condo (416) 425 -6237
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Canada's newest
most aggressive

independent
record and
publishing

complex
further information, contact
or
Tom Williams
Alexander Mair
New talent, new hits, from Canada's

new independent label. Attic Records
Limited. 350 Davenport Rd. Toronto,
Canada. (416) 922.4114. telex 06 219 815
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Murray McLauchlan won three Juno Awards and undertook a highly successful club tour of the V.S.
Gary &Dave made a brief appearance on the Billboard Hot
100 with "Could You Ever Love Me Again."
A Foot In Coldwater was signed to Elektra Records in the
U.S.

THINK

Billboard!

WHEN
PROMOTING
CANADA

Crowbar, Bearfoot and Murray McLauchlan were signed to
Epic in the U.S.
Rush and Nef Merriweather were signed to Mercury for

the U.S.
Montreal.band Mahogany Rush broke most standing at.
tendance records for concerts in Detroit and Montreal and
had their album "Child of the Novelty" picked up for distribu.
fion in the U.S. by 20th Century.
And of course names such as Bob Ezrin, Jack Richardson,
Joni Mitchell, Neil Young, Andy Kim, David Clayton Thomas,
Don Hunter, Paul Anka, Charlebois, Jean Pierre Ferland,
Hank Snow, Will Carter, Diane Dufresne, Michel Delpeches
and many others continued to make their presence felt in
both the creative and business side of the music scene do.
mestically and internationally during 1974.
Meanwhile, the industry has problems too.
Even with the CRTC legislation there is another major
problem yet to be solved in the Canadian music industry as
Martin Onrot, Canadian concert promoter and manager
points out: "With the CRTC ruling the radio stations must pro.
gram at least 30 percent Canadian content records, we have
yet to reach a point where 30 percent of all records sold are
Canadian. 75 to 80 percent of records sold in this country are
handled by rackjobbers who are loathe to invest time and
money on an unknown Canadian act. For them to add your
record, you have to have incredible sales action and a chart
number. To get that chart action you have to sell product and
to sell product you have to have your record on display, which
is where the rackjobbers come in. How do you create Canadian singles sales and radio play in a system based on such a
dicotomy? Possible further government intervention is the anAs in all things, there are two sides to the story and from
the broadcasters point of view there is a strong contention

that even now that record companies have got the 30 percent
ruling for radio that they are not producing enough good Ca.
nadian material for them to choose from. In a recent issue of
the "CHUM Report" the weekly newsletter from CHUM radio
in Toronto, probably the most influential Top 40 station in
Canada with the exception perhaps of CKLW, Windsor, CHUM
indicated that they don't believe that this situation will im.
prove in the next little while. Says the Report: "Rroadcasters
are wondering whether previous assumptions were right
whether the Canadian content regulations would provide a
powerful stimulant to record production in this country. Take
singles, so important because they influence most other sales
and often are the stimulant in the sale of albums and tapes
because of the ripple effect."
The Report goes on to show that 394 Canadian singles
wem released for a weekly average of 7.2. 1973 saw 455 Canadian records released for a weekly average of B.7.
"Look at the three year average," continues the Report.
"7.9 records per week compared to 150 foreign records released each week. Present Canadian output-looks puny. So,
the outlook ahead suggests no growth or so little growth as to
be a statistical phenomenon."
One of the most exciting developments in the Canadian
music industry in the last few years is the emergence of a
great number of independent labels that actually are having a
great success with many of the artists that they are developing. We need to look no further than Goldfish Records, the
Vancouver -based independent headed by Terry Jacks and
Ray Pettinger, to find an excellent example of the type of success that these labels can have with the right breaks. Jacks'
"Seasons In The Sun" has sold almost 8.5 million records
worldwide so far and his second effort "If You Go Away" has
just passed the 500,000 mark.
Because of the limited sales potential in Canada in the
English market and often the blatant disregard for Canadian
artists by most of the media, most of these independents as
well as the majors look to the U.S. as an area of expansion and
American companies who have become believers in the potential of the Canadian market through its successes in the past
are becoming very receptive to picking up product from this
country and giving it a run in the U.S.
Of course the goal for all artists in Canada is to get enough
chart activity going in Canada so that an approach can be
made to an American company. In Canada there are two sta.
tions that are considered vital if you are to have any chance at
all in entering the U.S. market: CHUM in Toronto and CKLW in
Windsor. Those are the stations that most people look to as a
gauge of a record's success in this country. Before getting
CHUM and CKLW though it is usually necessary to pick up the
other majors in the country such as CKGM in Montreal; CKLG
.
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Whereas CHUM's strength comes from the fact that it is
part of a chain of top radio stations in the major markets in
Canada and its Toronto location, CKLW packs its wallop by
being able to give a record exposure in the lucrative markets
south of the border including Detroit, Philadelphia and surrounding area.
The CKLW situation bears some explaining. Though it is
one of the biggest stations broadcasting into the Detroit
area-'LW is located just across the Canadian American borwww.americanradiohistory.com

der from Detroit in Windsor, Ontario
is licensed by the
CRTC and is subject to the 30 percent Canadian content ruling. In most cases. for Rosalie Trembley to add a Canadian
record to her playlist, it must be available in the Detroit market. Needless to say, this causes quite a conundrum tor Canadian record companies who then have to go and make an
American deal for the record before they can get airplay on
that station.
It has been said that CKLW imposes the Canadian content
legislation indirectly on the other American stations in their
listening area. 'LW has become such a powerhouse that there
have often been cases where other stations in the area have
been forced onto Canadian records due to the success they
enjoyed on the Windsor station. CKLW's influence is certainly
never underestimated by Canadian promotion people who
have in many cases recently found a strong ally to their cause
in the station's music director Rosalie Trembley.
Canada is a land of two cultures, the English and the
French and unfortunately the Quebec music market, which is
made up of predominantly French -speaking people. is fenced
off from the rest of the country and very little information ever
gets out on how well the music industry is doing there. When
you consider that almost 30 percent of all records sold in this
country are sold in the province of Quebec the amazing success of this market suddenly becomes clear. In Quebec it is
not unusual to sell over 110,000 copies of a single whereas in
the rest of Canada, to sell over 50,000 singles is cause for celebration. In Canada a single is certified gold when it reaches
sales of 75,000 copies and an album gets its gold status at
50,000. Acts in Quebec such as Robert Charlebois, Michel
Pagliaro and Rene Simard to name only a few have had singles that have had sales in excess of 300,000.
Unlike the rest of Canada, there is a star system in Quebec
created by the many forms of media that have constantly supported the talent in that province. In Quebec there are six tab bid newspapers and a number of magazines that deal exclu.
sively with French-Canadian artists; a number of television
shows devoted exclusively to showcasing local talent; and
French radio stations that have always supported to the fullest extent, recording of Quebec artists.
As most of the artists in Quebec speak both English and
French their market expansion is limitless and even though
the tendency is for them to aim for success in the French
speaking countries of Europe, artists such as Ginette Reno,
Robert Charlesbois and Michel Pagliaro to name a few have
had small successes in trying to break into the English-speaking markets of the rest of Canada. With the talent cache to be
found in that province. the potential fora major outpouring of
artists from that market in the near future is almost limitless
if that cultural barrier can be overcome.
Canada's artistic growth in the last few years has been
nothing less than phenomenal. New record companies seem
to emerge every day with new and talented artists on their rosters and slowly but surely the great cultural cover up that was
being perpetrated on Canada by many segments of the media
who refused to see any merit in reporting the comings and goings of the music culture -especially in the pop music field -is
starting to dissipate slightly and we are seeing the first fumbling efforts at presenting television programs, editorial copy
and radio shows that are even remotely pertinent to the culture as it stands today.
Recording studios across the country are thriving and foreign artists as well as domestic talent are utilizing them for
their production.
One of the most encouraging developments in the Canadian industry in the last year is the creation of a cross-Canada
concert market. Whereas most Canadian cities were once considered only secondary markets and not really worth a second
glance, they have developed to the point where an act can now
quite profitably tour across Canada from coast to coast.
Much of the credit for the development of the Canadian
concert market. which had at one time suffered from the
great distances between prime venues, must go to promoter
Donald Tarlton of the Montreal -based Donald K. Donald Productions; Tom Wilson, who heads up Concept 376, a Toronto based booking agency; and recently, Sergei Sawchyn, the
promoter that put together the summer Lighthouse crossCanada tour. Other promoters including Martin Onrot, Concert Productions International, Bernie Fiedler and SRO Productions in Toronto: Bruce Allan Associates and I.P.C. Ltd. in
Vancouver; and Radius 3000 Agency in Halifax have had more
than a passing influence on creating and building up regional
markets.
A recent cross -country tour by the Stamped ers for Donald
K. Donald Productions grossed close to $300,000. It is a
prime example of the tremendous growth of this market over
the last few years.
Stan Kulin, the president of United Artists in Canada.
sums up the general feeling of the industry these days when
he says "In Canada we all know what we aren't. We aren't
Americans. The philosophy we try to keep in mind when marketing a record is that music is universal. If a song is number
one in Germany then I think that it has potential anywhere in
the world. Rather then playing up the fact that any record produced in this country is Canadian we should just try to make
good records and think that that speaks for itself when you
take them to a music director."
The fervent nationalism that used to be a great part of the
workings of the Canadian music market has, in most cases,
become more moderate and an international perspective has
taken its place. For the Canadian music industry as a whole.
the advisability of this new attitude is already being demon.
strafed in the phenomenal successes that such Canadian acts
as Bachman -Tumer Overdrive, Tery Jacks. Rene Simard,
Anne Murray, Gordon Lightfoot and so many more have had
in the world market in the last year.
I
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Boot Records Ltd., presided over by Jury Krytiuk, has expanded its country operation in the past year, but Stompin'
Torn Connors, Boot's first artist remains the label's majar
seller. With an upcoming CBC Television show that can do
nothing but increase his popularity and sales, Stompin' Tom
has become the most successful Canadian country performer
ever to make it totally within his own country.
HERE'S WHAT SOME OF THE TOP CANADIAN COUNTRY
ACTS HAVE UNDERWAY FOR FALL AND WINTER:
Jim & Don Haggart, Arpeggio recording artists, have broken through with a single release in the U.S. on the UMI label.
The Haggart- written song 'HE' was a hit in Canada, and the
two Stellarton N.S. brothers have performed it on the WSM
Grand Ole Opry. Jim & Don have a new fall album upcoming in
Canada, and critics call it their best effort to date.
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top Canadian country group, present Juno ta Murray

McLauchlan for his "Farmer Song."

Tommy Hunter, well -liked and longtime CBC -TV performer with his own network show for many years, has returned to recording after a brig absence. He has a new album
from RCA and a single from the album titled SONG AND
DANCE MAN has been widely playlisted by country stations.
Roy MacCaull, Caull, one of Marathon's extensive stable of
artists, has released his second album titled BALLAD OF THE
HOTEL WAITRESS, and deejay response has been exception.
ally good. MacCaull, of Summerside P.E.I. combines raw
country appeal with exceptional singing ability and a deft
hand at songwriting. Several producers at CRC have taken
MacCaull under their wings, indicating he may have a solid future in television.
Jerry Warren, long -time country songwriter and sideman,
has released an album on U -A called FROM THE FALLS TO
THE COAST. The album, made up largely of Warren's own material, is receiving good response from programmers, and it's
another sign of the gradual maturing of the Canadian country
sound. The session is from Eastern Sound Ltd.
The Family Brown, an enormously talented family group
from Ottawa, Ont. have moved up syndication of their television show to markets served by CITY -TV Toronto, CFAC -TV
Calgary, Alta., CJOH -TV Ottawa. with several others due to be
announced. Headed by network country performer Joe
Brown, The Family is rated by many as Canada's most professional country act.
Dick Damron of Columbia Records has just finished savoring the successoi a hit single in Canada, and has plans for
a new album to be released shortly. Working from Edmonton,
Alta., Damron holds appeal for both country and contemporary audiences with long hair, beard, cowboy hat and highly
witty stage routine.
Gary Buck, well -known Canadian country singer and songwriter, continues to wear several hats successfully as both
performer and producer in Toronto. Buck was responsible for
overseeing several outstanding sessions resulting in albums
now coming on the fall market. Included are the Jim & Don
Haggart package, Tommy Hunter's single and album, and the
excellent George Hamilton IV album BACK TO DOWN EAST
COUNTRY. Buck continues to record for RCA, and his Broad land Music Ltd. is enjoying encouraging growth in the country
publishing field.
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After years of languishing as a distant and distinct second.
class cousin to the Nashville Sound, Canadian country music
is enjoying a whole new spectrum of sound, status and sales.
This past year has seen a sizeable growth in the programming
of Canadian country material. A good part of this growing acceptance must be attributed to the increasing expertise on
the part of studios in all parts of Canada, which have discovered more this past year about the requirements of good
country.
Leader in the Canadian country sound has been RCA Canada's Toronto studio operation, where almost 75% of all Canadian country is recorded. RCA's country a&r manager Barry
Haugen reports better and better response to Canadian product in Nashville, as veteran country producers there show
more interest in Canadian material. -taugen predicts a 'fantastic' year ahead for such artists as The Family Brown, Jim &
Don Haggart, Tommy Hunter and George Hamilton IV. The
last mentioned artist, although an American, made history
this year by signing with RCA Canada for his current and all
future releases.
While RCA itself releases much of the material cut at its
studios, the operation is alsoa production favorite of other labels, indicating that whatever Canadian country may have
been lacking in the past, RCA's Toronto technicians have
found at least in part.
Equally active in Canadian country is Toronto's Marathon
Music Incorporated, which began in 1971 as a budget country
and western line with a small stable of artists. Today, headed
by veteran country record men Jack Hosier and Jack Boswell,
Marathon is accounting for an increasingly impressive percentage of Canadian country album sales and has recently
signed U.S. dobro great Shot Jackson to the company's
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Jury TMiuk, Boot Roords president

2. George Hamilton Iv is now s gned directly to RCA Canada.
3. United Artists promo director Allan Matthews, country vocalist Mike
Graham, UA Canada president Stan Bolin, and UA Canada publishing-aar
division chief John Poder et Gr ham's signing.
4. Polydor's Evert Garroteen during promotion of Rubetles"'Sugar Baby

Low."
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Carroll Baker, a top country singer, is signed to Don Grestay's Monder
Bay. Ontario Gaiety Records.
6. ABM artist Lorene Hod (far right seated) with Nashville session musk
cans and producer Norbert Putnam (seated far lem).
7. Jesse Winchester and his newest protege.
A Jim and Don Haggart in Nashville.
9. Fludd.
5.
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SceneBurgeonzng
By ERNIE WELLING
With the double whammy of inflation and high prices one
would bet that non -essentials like hi-ti systems would be falling on hard times. Not so. Canada's audio equipment indus
try is booming and the biggest problem for suppliers is getting
the stuff. Music systems are, it seems, necessities and their
ó importance, for example, has catapulted one dealer here from
F one small store to a chain of 12 in just a few years. A headphone supplier passed his 1973 sales totals in the first quay
ter of '74 and a big multi-product distributor also beat last
' years totals early this year.
As much as it is booming, the industry is changing. Still
S having few domestic equipment manufacturers, what was
once an industry of small distributors has grown to include
large distributors, several of which are public companies, and
s subsidiaries of big -time Japanese and U.S. suppliers.
But big or small, everyone is enjoying the buoyant market
and continued optimism was the atmosphere last week at
Canada's national hi -fi show. Sponsored by the leading -hi -fi
magazine, AudioScene Canada, the annual show has been the
country's main audio marketplace for many years. It alternates between the major metropolitan areas of Toronto and
Montreal and this year's show, Stereo '75, was held at the
Constellation Hotel, close to Toronto's International Airport.
About one third of Canada's population is within striking
distance of the two cities. There are about 22 million people in
Canada -about the same as in New York State -but the way
they are distributed is one of the marketing challenges. Most
are located within 100 miles of the U.S. border, and almost

one third is located in a bunch of bustling centers along the
St. Lawrence River and Great Lakes. This 700-mile trip from
Quebec City to Windsor accounts for almost half of the nation's manufacturing output, almost half of the effective buy.
ing income, and almost half of the retail sales. The hubs of
this important concentration are the metropolitan centers of
Montreal and the "Golden Triangle" around the west end of
Lake Ontario embracing metropolitan Toronto and Hamilton.
Canada's not-so-large population has turned out to be a
very significant one in the audio business, with many international companies achieving their best per capita sales in
Canada; and there are even instances of Canadian reps being
the biggest single outlet for a manufacturer.
Why this is so remains a mystery, because Canadians, with
an average lower disposable income than the U.S., pay a stag.
gering30 to 50 percent more at retail for audio gear. There is
no single reason although a 12 percent federal sales tax is the
biggest. Other factors like small volume, federal duties, and
requirements to meet Canadian Standards Association specs
take their toll.
It might be expected the continued bullish market might
foster domestic manufacture. There is some but it is not yet
significant. Although there has been a rush to put imported
speakers in homemade boxes, the hardcore design and manufacturing of amplifiers, receivers and turntables has progressed very little with most of the domestic output showing
up only on obscure private labels as "medium -fi" merchan.
dise for chain stores. There area number of good quality Ca
nadian.made components but these promising items were all
but submerged in a sea of imported goods at Stereo '75.
All of this growth in recent years has had a big impact on
retail operations. The old -time store run by an audio enthusi.
ast has largely gone, and marketing-oriented merchandise
movers are the survivors in a highly competitive business.
Chains of audio retail stores have sprung up in most cities,
and department stores are busily putting in "audio salons."
Will they be in time? Will the growth and market size be maintained? Most observers believe so although everyone wonders
where it is all going.
While speakers and components for a basic system move
easily there seems to be little agreement on how four- channel

is going. It depends on who you

talk to although it's clearly
getting bogged down and the reason is obvious -lack of soft.
ware. Record companies have been strangely reluctant to get
into tour -channel and the CD-4 situation has been so acute
that Japan Victor Company have been importing Japanese
pressings to tide things over. WEA made their first Canadian
releases quite recently and the few RCA Quadradisc titles,
which are being imported, are far from being readily available.
Matrix discs are easier to get with a good supply of SQ. But
overall the fourchannel software picture is so dim that the
prospects for the vast array of hardware -much of it magnificent -is equally dim. Things may improve if Tour -channel FM
can get started. but the chances are not good for the immedi.
ate future. Until the FCC agrees to the recommendations of
the National Quadraphonic Radio Committee, which are not
due until the spring, it is unlikely that the Department of Com'
munications in Ottawa will agree to discrete four-channel
broadcasting. A smattering of matrix broadcasts are taking
place but not enough to influence the sales of equipment.
For many people, four.channel would be the icing on a
cake they do not yet have. FM has a long way to go because it
only reaches about 60 percent of the population at present.
Much of this coverage is in mono only and a large amount of
growth is expected by the audio industry as FM expands. It
has been static for some years because the regulatory body.
the Canadian Radio -Television Commission, has been looking
into FM, and, during that period no new FM licences have
been granted. This FM freeze is due to be over any time now
with the announcement of a new policy describing how the
Commission sees the future of FM, particularly from a pro.
gramming point of view.
The mainstay of the hi -fi market is still what it has always
been, phono records. This is a vintage year for new turntable
models, most of which appeared at Stereo '75 (including one
Canadian model), where exhibitors concentrated on the in
dustry's "meat and potatoes, " -turntable, amp (or receiver),
and speakers. Record production in Canada underlines the
strength of this mainstay; so tar this year's domestic produc.
bon has been running 30 percent over last year.
Everyone is hoping that whatever is causing it all doesn't
stop.
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LONDON CANADA HAS KNOW HOW AND DISTRIBUTION
(Billboard- August

10, 1974 -page 66)

We couldn't have said it
better ourselves!

MANUFACTURING- DISTRIBUTION
PUBLISHING
Head Office:

Graveline Street
St. Laurant, Quebec, Canada
(514) 735 -5551 Telex: 05- 826832
190

Distribution Centers Across Canada
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The people at Mushroom Records are
honoured to present to you an incredible
2 record set by one of the worlds most
renownd flautists. A 24 page booklet is
included in this remarkable package. We
wish to turn the world on to this beautiful
man and his music. We bring you with
pleasure, the amazing, PAUL HORN.
"A SPECIAL EDITION"

"LOVE WILL GET YOU"
Jaysons first single has had a warm
reception from Canadian programmers.
Being heard in every major market on
over 60 stations. its becoming a monster.
An October release is scheduled for his
first album. "Listen in late October"

etshrootning
around
world
the

AI,EXIS
ALEXIS is one of the most dynamic
female writer performers to be heard
from in a long while. Her first album
meeting with remarkable response, we
could fill a scrapbook with outstanding
reviews, but listen for yourself. Plug
into ALEXIS, one of the "powerful people:'

HELLROARING RECORDS brings

your ANGß

"DIRTY WORK" is SONGBIRD'S
follow up to their "I BELIEVE" single
which attracted more than 90 stations.
In the first week of release already 6
stations have picked it as a hit. The
band has just completed their first
album. Listen. SONGBIRD is not a
band you will forget, leaping up the
Canadian charts,. soon the world.

THE ROCKIN REBELS
Over 35,000 albums sold. Watch for their third album to be released soon. (WE'VE BEEN GREASED)
&

DISTRIBUTORS'
BRITISH COLUMBIA' EMERSON SALES 1599 WEST 4th AVE. VANCOUVER B.C. (604) 7333525
ALBERTA. TAYLOR PEARSON & CARSON 626 MANITOU RD. S.E. CALGARY ALTA. (403) 2433642
MANITOBA & SASKATCHEWAN LAUREL RECORDS BOX 1021 WINNIPEG MAN. (204) 7630436
ONTARIO, QUEBEC & THE MARITIMES MERIT MUSIC DISTRIBUTORS 1960 ELLESMERE RD. N0 lo SCARBOROUGH ONT. (416)4383232
MICHIGAN, OHIO & PENNSYLVANIA' MERIT MUSIC DISTRIBUTORS 15780 SCHAEFER, DETROIT MICH. 48227 (313) 2728390

CAN-BASE STUDIOS wishes to thank TERRY JACKS. CHILLIWACK, SUSAN JACKS. MARK LINDSAY, THE IRISH ROVERS,
TOM MIDDLETON and the many others that have recorded at our facility in the recent months.

MUSHROOM RECORDS. HELLROARING RECORDS & CANBASE STUDIOS ARE DIVISIONS OF CAN BASE IND. LTD.1234 W 6th AVE. VAN.
B.C. (604) 7367207 SHELLY SIEGEL, MICHEAL FLICKER, MILTON BRODEY, ROLF HENNEMANN.
G.A.
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Vancouver and its environs has long been little more than
a mythical quantity in the Canadian music industry-a promiced land that has been endlessly likened in potential and ambience to everything from the L.A. of the 50s and the San
Francisco of the 60s to the Paris of the 70s, but where the
reality never comes close to the rhetoric of the vision.
There is little. even now. to support a stand of possibilities
realized. Vancouver is taking its own slow time about things,
and it is more than difficult, out of its characteristic confusion
and fragmentation, to estimate whether the past years have
been a random process of ground -laying to support an industry when and if it does break open. or an indication of increasing inertia.
The problems of location. national communication and
distribution, lack of technical expertise, petty rivalry and a notable absence of far-seeing wizards.in- residenece are still the
same.
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Comes Slowly toAge
By JEAN! READ
album on Mercury in May of last year. Since then two more
albums have been released. All three are Canadian gold. BTO
has yet to be certified gold in the U.S., but BTO II reached
platinum status there this summer, and the third, Not Fragile,
sold $1 million within four days of its August 15 release. As
they follow their policy of rejecting most offers to play north of
the 49th parallel, their touring schedule in the U.S. is studded
with record- breaking appearances, exemplified most dramati.
cally perhaps by a date in the St. Louis Kiel Auditorium in the
spring where they broke the previous attendance record held
by the Rolling Stones. Typically enough, it was not until their
progress was well under way in the U.S. that the group started
to gain recognition at home.
Album sales in the U.S. are in excess of 2 million, and singles, progressively heavier from the jazzy "Blue Collar"
through "Let It Ride" and "Taking Care of Business" have
made proportionately greater inroads into national charts,
with "... Business" reaching w 12 on the Billboard Top 100.
Riding on the success of his first management venture, Allen, whose booking agency has dominated the Vancouver club
scene for several years, had closed a management agreement
with Painter, originally from Edmonton, who have also moved
to Vancouver and will shortly release their second album on
Electra Records, and has recently completed negotiations on
another management deal with the Bob Seger band out of DeI

other hand, there has been growing evidence of the
industry tilling up from within- increasing studio facilities, intraduction of management and entrenchment of booking
agencies, proliferation of record labels, a steady stable of stirdio musicians, even a burgeoning community of commercial
jinglers.
But it is a sideways growth rather than a perceptibly farward one, and things have moved only minimally in the direclion that Vancouver's spiritual promoters had anticipated.
In many ways the northwest is gradually becoming a focal
point of interest for much of the North American industry, but
this is as yet the result of sporadic individual efforts more
than of a sense of constructuve solidarity.
Basically there is still no Vancouver "music scene" as
such, no Vancouver sound, little inconsistent product quality
and consequently little recognition of the area as a production
center. or, for that matter, a reliable source of creativity. The
formidable amounts of hype and optimism that issue from
the offices of its busy bevy of insular record companies and
studios fall on increasingly disillusioned local ears. Lipservice
is obediently paid to co- operation in the ranks. with only a
traction of it being adhered to.
There is. admittedly, an impression of activity here, much
of it legitimate but unclear as to its actual constructive quality
in terms of general consolidation. This year it has centered
mainly in three areas.
First, supporters will point out that 197374 has been the
west coast's best year as regards its product receiving a relatively constant -if regionally pocketed- amount of airplay
across the country. Second, there has been a significant reshuffling of personnel and administrative structures within
the companies themselves. And finally, and most noticeably,
On the
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the two biggest Canadian success

stories of the past

12

m months. Terry Jacks and Bachman -Turner Overdrive, have
originated here -somewhat ironically, in the light of the absense of a solid matrix of supportive activity in the region as a
whole. They have engineered their own maverick triumphs to
- such an extent that the credit can hardly belong to Vancouver
at all.
CC
BTO overlooked not only Vancouver but Canada in its rap w
id rise to international recognition. In the Canadian public
w mind, perhaps, the extent of their success has not yet been
established since their initial acceptance was consciously de.

^

lu signed to develop below the border.
Q.'
Led by ex -Guess Who lead guitarist and founder Randy
Bachmaruhe quartet -the remaining members are Bobbie
BachmartioÑ drums, C. F. Turner on bass and Blair Thornton,
replacing Tim Bachman, on rhythm guitar -moved to Vancouver as Brave Belt two years ago to center their operations
near personal manager Bruce Allen, and released their first

troit.
Terry Jacks, who dissolved the Poppy Family simultaneous
to his breakup with wife Susan a year ago, hit with stunningly
unprecedented success with his first single release on his own
Goldfish label, "Seasons in the Sun," which earned him three
Juno awards and has racked up sales in excess of 300,000 in
Canada, a national sales record -the old record was for the
Beatles' "Hey Jude," which sold 238,000 units.
A partial Jacks rewrite of a sentimental Brel-McKuen ditty,
"Seasons" earned Jacks the first platinum single award over
received by a Canadian artist, and worldwide it has now sold in
excess of 8 million, making it one of the biggest commercial
successes of all time, and assuring Jacks' stature as Canada's
premier pop single producer.
The Goldfish label, under the administration of Jacks and
partner Ray Pettinger, is becoming a potentially powerful enclave of its own, now encompassing Chilliwack, Susan Jacks,
Barry Greenfield, and The Hood (a Jacks pseudonym) as well
as Jacks himself. Terry has been distributed by London in
Canada ever since his "Which Way You Gain' Billy" hit in
1971, but has abandoned them in favor of a Canadian distribution deal for Goldfish with A & M Records, which went into
effect August 26. Jacks is still distributed by Bell in the U. S.
BTO records at Seattle's Kaye -Smith Studios, while Jacks
remains in Vancouver for his studio work at Can -Base.
Chilliwack, whose contract with A & M was terminated 18
months ago find themselves, in Canada at least, back with the
label through their Goldfish affiliation. Probably the only west

coast band with what could be identified as a distinctively
west coast sound, they signed with Jacks in March after a year
of label- hunting, have released an album called "Ridin'
High," and are negotiating currently for American release.
Their first single, produced by Jacks and called "Something
Like About That," received strong playlisting across Canada.
Recently their touring has been restricted to western Canada, where they receive traditionally enthusiastic response
from traditionally large audiences. They are a regional favor.
ite, an exception that proves the rule in a business where
home-grown talent is more often rejected than embraced.
To date, their album sales in Canada have been impressive- 35,000 for their first album, 40,000 for their double
Chilliwack album. and 25,000 for "All Over You," their last release for their original A & M deal. First figures on "Ridin'
High," reports drummer and now manager Ross Turney, are
similarly optimistic.
The group's personnel remains unchanged since the replacement, years ago, of Claire Lawrence by Howard Frcese
on keyboards, guitar and vocals -Turney, Frcese, Bill Henderson on vocals and guitar and Glenn Miller on bass.
Lawrence remains within the Goldfish pool as musical arranger for Susan Jacks, with his second solo album (the first
was released on Haida) anticipated in November. Susan, who
since the Poppy Family's demise has only released one
single -"I Thought of You Again," which stiffed soundly
across Canada and never obtained an American release -has
been occupied with a touring schedule that has taken her
across the country and briefly into the U. S. to open the Bob
Hope Show at the Spokane World Fair. Several singles are on
tap -one, "Build Me a Tower," to be released shortly. She is
now being managed by Cliff Jones, previously affiliated with
Keith Lawrence's Haida Records out of Victoria.
Barry Greenfield, whose compositions "Sweet America"
and "New York's Closed Tonight" earned him some national
recognition and a little international notoriety a few years
back, signed with Goldfish in August.
Sweet America" was released several times. once by the
Cascades and once, in Canada, by Greenfield in a version recorded in England. His debut and swan song album for RCA,
"Blue Sky," was recorded in Los Angeles, and the single
pulled from that was again "Sweet America." Released the
same week as the troops were recalled from Viet Nam, this
ambiguous social comment tune was considered anti- Ameri.
can in many markets, banned and bombed. "Canada Sky,"
his first single on Goldfish. penned with partner Ken Lundgren, was scheduled for Canadian release September 15 and
is, among other things, an attempt to balance the American
identification his previous efforts have encouraged. As with all
Goldfish singles, "Canada Sky" was produced by Jacks. A new
album, "Rainbow," is scheduled for early November, and will
coincide with a stepping -up of Greenfield's hitherto very minor ventures into concert work.
Casualties of the scene as it stands are Tom Northcott,
whose deafening silence after years of regular production is
an unhappy loss; L. A.-based Skylark who, after last year's
gold -selling single. "Wildflower," broke up even before their
second album went on the market and, to all intents and purposes, Valdy, who has sequestered himself in Newfoundland,
taking the remaining firepower of Haida Records with him.
Haida has been dormant fora year. with Lawrence owning
and operating two Victoria cabarets.
A welcome revival is the Hans Staymer Band, whose first
album on GSF Records received much trade support and scat
tered airplay in the U. S. and Canada as the result of a single
release from the record, "Dig A Hole." The single died, ac
(Continued on page C -22)
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IF YOU'RE NOT REACHING

YOUR MARKET_.
Absecon. N.J.
Alley, Ga.
Akron, Ohio
Albany. Ga.

Carlsbad, N. Mec
Carlstadt. N.J.
Casper. Wyo.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Chamblee, Ge.
Champaign, III.
Charleston, S.C.
Charleston. W. Va.
CharI ttesvine, Va.
Chat. Ont.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Chaster, Pa.
Chicago, Ill.
Chico. Calif.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Albuquerque. N. Mee
Allenton, Pa
Alliance, Ohio
Alpine, T
Altoona. Pa.

Amarillo, Texas
Amsterdam, N.Y.
Anchorage, Aksts
Anderson, Ind.
Anderson, S.C.
Antigo. Wisc.
Appl.ton, Wisc
Arnprlor, Ont.
Asheville. N.C.
Atlanta. Ga.
Atlantic, lows
Auburn, N.Y.
Augusta. Ga.
Aurora. Ill.
Austin,
Baker, Oreg
Bakersfield, Calif.
Baltimore, Md.
Bangor. Maine
Batavia, N.Y.
B aton Rouge. La.
Battle Creek. Mich.
Bay City, Mich.
Bedford, N.N.

Fairbanks, Alaska
Fall River, Mass.
Fayetteville. Ark.
Fayetteville. N.C.
Findlay. Ohio

Hkuaton, Tes.

Hungtinton.
Hutchinson, Kans.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Ishpeming, Mich.

W. Va.

Fitchburg, Mass.
Flagstaff, Ariz.
Flint. Mich.
Florence, Ala.
Florence, S.C.
Fort Collins, Colo.
Fort Dodge. lova
Fort Smith. Ark.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Fort Worth. Tea.

Ithaca. N.Y.
Jackson, Mich.
Jackson. Miss.
Jackson, Tenn.

Jacksonville. Fla.
Jacksonville, Ill.
Jamestown. N.Y.
Janesville, Wisc
Jellerson City. Ma.
Jersey City, N.J.
Johnson City. Tenn.
Johnston Cl.
ty 111.
Joliet. ill.
Jonesboro. Ark.
Kansas City. Mo.'

Framingham, Mass.
Freeport,
Ill.
Clarksburg. W. Va.
Fresno,
Calif.
Ohio
Cleveland.
Gadsden, Ala.
Cocoa, Fia.
Colorado Springs, Colo. Galesburg. III.
Gallup, N. Mes.
Columbia. S.C.
Galveston, Tes.
Columbus. Ga.
Gardner, Mass.
Columbus, Ohio
Garrett. Ind.
Concord, N.H.
Coos Bay. Oreg.
Cornwall. Ont.

Corpus Christi, Tax.
Corvallis, Oreg.
Dallas, Tex.
Danville, M.
Danville. Va.
Davenport, Iowa
Dayton, Ohio
Darning, N. Max.
Denison. Tex.
Denton. Tea.
Denver. Colo.
Om Moines. Iowa
Detroit. Mich.
Dothan, Ale.
Dover, N.M.
Dubuque. Iowa
Dunkirk, N.Y.
Durango, Colo.
Durham, N.C.
E. Chicago. Ind.
E. Stroudsburg, Pa.

Rend, Oreg.

Bethlehem. Pa.
Billings, Mont.
Binghamton, N.Y.
Birmingham, Ala.
Bismark. N. Oak.
Bloomington. Ind.
Bloomington Ill.
Bluefield, W. Va.
Boston, Mass.
Boulder. Colo.
Bowling Green, Ky.

Brainerd. Minn.
Brantford, Ont.
Bridgeport. Conn.
Bristol. Tenn.
Brockton. Mass.
Brooklyn. N.Y.
Buffalo, N.Y.
B urbank, Calif.
Burlington. Iowa
Burlington, Vt.
Buller, Pa.
Cadillac. Mich.
Calgary. Alta.
Canton. Mass.
Canton. Ohio
Carle Place, N.Y.

Easton, Pa.
Eau Claire. Wisc.

Edmonton. Alta.
El Dorado. Ark.
El Paso. Tex.

Elizabeth City, N.C.
Elkhart, Ind.
Elmira Heights. N.Y.
Erie. Pa.
Escanaba, Mich.
Eugene. Oreg.
Eureka. Calif.
Evansville. Ind.
Everett Wash.

Key West. Fla.

Kingsport. Tenn.
Kingston, N.Y.
Kingston, Ont
Kirkland Lake, Ont.
Kirksville. Mo.
Kitchener. Ont.

Gary, Ind.
Geneva. N.Y.

Gettysburg. Pa.
Gilroy, Calif.
Glen Falls. N.Y.
Glendale, Aria.

Glenmont N.Y.

Gloucester. Mass.
Goleta. Calif.
Grand Forks, N. Dale.
Grand Island, Nebr.
Grand Junction. Colo.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Great Falls, Mont.
Green Bay. Wirt.
Greenfield. Mass.
Greenville. Miss.
Greenville. Miss.
Greenville, S.C.
Greensboro, N.C.
Hafleratown, Md.
Halifax. N.S.
Hamilton. Ohio
Hamilton, Ont.
Hammond, Ind.
Hancock, Mkh.
Harlingen, Tex.

Harrisburg, P
Hartford, Conn.
Hauppauge. N.Y.

Hskton,

Pa.

Haepsburg. Calif.
Holland, Mich.
Holly H.I. Fla.
Holyoke. Mass.
Honolulu. Hawaii
Hornell, N.Y.

Kleene. N.H.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Kokomo, ,d.
La Crosse, Wisc.
Lafeyette, Ind.
Lakeland. Fla.
Lancaster. Calif.
Lancaster. Pa.
Lansing, Mich.

Las Vegas, Nev.
Leavenworth, Kans.
Lebanon, Pa.
Leominster. Mass.

Lethbridge, Alta.
Lewiston, Me.
Lexington. Ky.
Liberal. Kans.
Lima, Ohio
Lincoln, Nebr.
Little Rock. Ark.
London, Ont
Long Island, N.Y.
Longview, Wash.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Louisville. Ky.
Lubbock, Tea.
Luddington. Mich.
Lufkin. Tex.
Lynchburg, Va.
Macomb. 111.
Macon, Ga.
Madison, Wisc.
Mankato. Minn.

Mansfield. Ohio
Marinette. Wisc.
Marian, Ind.
Ter.

MIll.

Marshfield. Wisc.
Wi.
McNees
ees Rocks, Pa.

Medford,, Pa.
Medford, O
Memphis, Ternnrin
Calif.
Miami. ow.
Middletown, Ohio
Midland, net.
Milton Juncoes, Wix.
Milwaukee. Wisc.
WI
Mishawaka,, Minn.
Mishawaka,Mont
Missoula. Mont
C.
Mobile.
Modesto, Calif.
Moncton. N.B.
Ala.
Montreal,
Montreal, Que.
Moorhead, Minn.
Morgantown. W. Va.
Mt. Pleasant.
Nt. Vernon. N.Y.
.Y.
Muscat, led.
Muscatine, Iowa
Muskegon, Mich.
Naples, Fla.
Nashua, N.H.

Olympia. wash.
Olympia. Was
Ontario, Calif.
Orlando, Fla.
Oshkosh, Wisc.
Ottawa, III.
Ottawa, Ont.
Paducah, Ky.
Paintavllle, Ky.
Panama City. Fla.
FParis,

Tex.

Parkersburg, W. Va.
Passa,, N.J.
Paterson. NJ.
Peekshill. N.Y.
Pekin, Ill.
Pensacola. Fla.
Peoria.
Petaluma, Va.
Petoskey,
Petoskey. Mich.
Pa.
Phoenix.
Ariz.
Pine
Pine as
Ark.
Park. Fla.
Pinellas Para,
Pittsburg, Pans.

Pittsfield, Pa.
Pittsfield, Mass.

Plainsu

ans.

rg, N.Y.
Plattsburg
Pocctello, Idaho
Pore City, Okla.

Portland,
Portland, h,a{{.
Portsmouth, Ohlo
Berns. Wisc.
Pottstown. Pa.
Bern. N.C.
Pottsville,
Castle.
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
Castle, Pa.
Prince dale, Ma.
Conn.
Heves,
Prince George ,B.C.
Kensington, o.
B.C.
Prince
London. Cann.
Providence,
Orleans, La.
Westminster, B.C. Pueblo, Colo.
e.
Quebec. Que.
Newark, N.J.
N.C.
Rapid
Newburgh, N.Y.
Dale.
Rapid City.
NewarryFpoort, Neu.
Regina,
Sask.
chlls,
N.Y.
Niagara
Niles, k. Va.
Rensselaer, Ind.
Norfolk, Va.
Richmond, Ind.
Nort Be,
Richmond. Va.
North Purge. N.J.
Roanoke.
North Warre, Near.
N.Y.
Rochester. N
North Warren. Pa.
III.
Rock
Island.
Calif.
Ocala. Fl
Gaunt.
N.C.
Fla.
Rocky
Ogle,
Utah
Ga.
Ogden,
Ruine,
Ogdensburg. N.Y.
Rutland. Vt.
Calif.
Oil City. a
Saginaw.
N. City,
City. DYta.
Saginaw. Mies.
Mich.
Oklahoma
St Catharines, Ont.
Olean. N.Y.

New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New

Berin,
Bedford.

One

Saint John, N.B.
St. Johns. Nfld.
St. Joseph. Mo.
St. Louis, Mo.
St. Marys, W. Va.
St. Paul. Minn.
Salamanca, N.Y.
Salem. Most
Salem, Oreg.
Salida. Colo.
Salisbury, Md.
Salt Lake City, Utah
San Antonio. Tex.
San Bernadine. Calif.
San Diego, Calif.
San Francisco, Calif.
San Jose, Calif.
San Mateo. Calif.
San Pedro. Calif.
Sandusky, Ohio
Santa Maria, Calif.
Saranac Lake. N.Y.
Sarasota. Fla.
Saskatoon, Sask.
Sault Ste Marie. Ont.
Savannah. Ga.
Schenectady. N.Y.
Scottsbluff, Nebr.
Scranton. Pa.
Seaside, Calif.
Seattle. Wash.
Sharon. Pa.
Sheboygan, Wisc.
Shelbyville, Tenn.
Sherbrooke, Que.
Shreve g, La.
Sioux Falls, B. Dale.
Sonora, Calif.
Sequel, Calif.

Spartanburg,

S.C.

Spokane, Wash.

Spring Valle), N.Y.
Springfield, Ill.
Springfield, Mau.
Springfield, Mo.
Stamford, Conn.
State College. Pa.
Staunton, Va.
Sterling, Ill.
Steubenville. Ohio
Streator, Ill.
Sturgeon Bay. Wisc.
Sudbury. Ont.
Sydney, NS.
Tallahassee, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
Taunton. Maas.
Taylorville, Ill.
as.
Temple, Tax.
Terre Haute, Ind.
Thunder Bay. Dot.

Tiffin. Ohio
Timmins, Ont.
Toledo, Ohio
Topeka, Kans.
Toronto. Ont.
Trail, B.C.
Trenton, NJ.
Trinidad, Coles.
Troy. N.Y.
Tucson, Aria.

Tucumuri,

Uniontown, Pa.
Utica, N.Y.
Vallejo, Calif.
Valparaiso. Ind.
Vancouver, B.C.
Ventura, Calif.
Vernon, B.C.
Victoria, B.C.
Victoria, Tex.
Vincennes, Intl.

Visalia, Calif.
Warsaw, Ind.
Washington, D.C.
Waterbury. Conn.

Watertown, N.Y.

Wausau, Wisc.
Waxahachie, Tex.
Waycross, Ga.
West Branch, Mich.
W.

Kittaning,

Williamsport, Pa.
Wilmington, N.C.
Wilmington, Ohio
Windsor, Ont.
Winnipeg, Man.
Winston -Salem, N.C.
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisc.
Woonsocket. R.I.
Worland, Wyo.
Yakima. Wash.
York. Pa.
Youngstown, Ohio
Yuma, Aria.
Zanesville, Ohio
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Pa.

West Lebanon, N.H.
West Palm Beach, Fla.
W. Reading. Pa.
Westminster, Calif.
Wheeling, III.
Whittier, Calif.
Wichita. Kans.
Wichita Falla, Tex.
Wilkes- Barre, Pa.

REACH FOR
Yes.

N. Mee.

Tulsa, Okla.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Twin Falls. Idaho
Tyler, Tea.
Union, S.C.
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TERRY JACKS
First Canadian Platinum
45 RPM Award For "Seasons In The Sun"
Winner Of Canadian Juno Award For:
Winner

Of

*

Male Vocalist

*

Best Contemporary Record
For "Seasons In The Sun"

*

Best M -O -R Record Of The Year
For "Seasons In The Sun"

Of

The Year
Of

The Year

CHILLIWACK
Group Continues To Be One Of Canada's
Top Groups Both In Concert And On Records
New Album "Ridin High" Headed For Gold
New Single Pulled From Album Is "Crazy Talk"

(Produced By Terry Jacks) To Be Released
In Canada In The Next Few Weeks

www.americanradiohistory.com

SPEAK FOR TIIEMS ELVES
BARRY GREENFIELD
Duo Hit It Big In Canada Recently With "New
York's Closed Tonight" and "Sweet America."

Just Signed With Goldfish Records With New
Single "Canada Sky" And New Album
"Rainbow" To Be Rush Released

SUSAN JACKS
Former Lead Vocalist Ai The Poppy Family
First Canadian Female Vocalist To Be Awarded
A Gold Record For "Which Way You Coin' Billy"
New Album Produced By Former Chilliwacker
Claire Lawrence To Be Released In November
New Single 'Build A Tower" To Be Rush Released

GOLDFISH RECORDS
P.O. BOX 94519

RICHMOND, B.C.
V6Y 2V6
(604) 278 -2094

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Look where Canadian music was a quarter of a century ago. Look hard It was tricky finding it
then. Broadcasters hardly knew of it. A recording scene was minuscule. Publishing practically nonexistent. And as for performing rights, well, that was a sluggish monopoly situation in those days.

Na MORE!
Along came BMI Canada to the rescue! While our reason for being is to administer the performing
rights fees for Canadian writers, composers and publishers, and through international agreements
for foreign music creators, we do much more:

We provide without charge the only Musical Theatre
Workshops for writers and composers in Canada.

We established a Station Relations Department where
our personnel are constantly in touch with broadcasters
in Canada

about affiliates' activities.

We sponsored Songwriters' Sessions across Canada,
giving writers, composers and music publishers a

chance to acquaint themselves thoroughly with the
"paperwork" of their business.
We operate a clipping service concerning our affiliates,

available to the press and researchers.

INDEPENDENTS
Continued from page C.6
went on Davies got more and more involved in the production
of local acts that he felt deserved a chance and he signed A
Foot In Coldwater, Cochrane and many others. There was also
a deal made for Davies to handle the prestigious Immediate
catalogue for Canada. However, the hits just did not come in
the quantities that were expected and Davies had to take a
long hard look at where he was going. A number of the acts
left the label, including Crowbar and King Biscuit Boy who
went over to Epic and Fludd, who was the first act signed to
the new independent set up by Al Mair and Tom Williams. A
Foot In Coldwater recently signed to Elektra for U.S. distribu.

tion.
New financing came into the company last year from Bill
Ballard, who ran Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto and also

headed up the concert promotion company, Concert Productions International and Myron Wolfe, whose family owned a
large food wholsalers and department store chain.
Current plans are for Love Productions' two labels. Daffodil and Strawberry to release ten albums by the end of this
year by newly acquired artists such as the Huggett Family, Oil linger, Cochrane, as well as product his old stalwarts A Foot In
Coldwater and Spirit of Christmas.
The Low Productions' labels, which were previously distributed by Capitol Records -EMI of Canada Ltd. are now being
handled by A&M Records of Canada.
A recent turn of events brought the Island label to Canada
and after lengthy negotiations with the label, Davies was given
the task of administrating it in Canada. Liam Mullan has been
given the task of handling national promotion for both Love
Productions and Island. Island is being distributed in this
country by Quality Records.
Greg Hambleton has built his Axe Records along with its
subsidiary publishing and production companies into one of
the most respected Canadian-owned recording enterprises in
this country. With a talent roster of four acts: Gary & Dave; Jay
Telfer, Thundermug and Doug Goodeve, Ham bleton seems to
have found himself a varied collection of performer /songwriters that have so far proved that they can produce hits.
Gary and Dave made quite an impact with their first Axe release "Could You Ever Love Me Again" and then followed up
with two strong singles: "I Fell in Love With You Sometime"
and "See You In September" plus two albums, the second of
which has just been released.
Thundermug, whose album " Thundermug Strikes" was
out for close to a year before critics actually discovered the potential of this Canadian hard rock band, have product out on
Epic in the U.S.; Decca in England; E.M.I. in Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, France and Venezuela; Ariola in the Benolux
countries; and RPM in South Africa. A new album is expected
from the band shortly. Jay Telfer, who wrote the song "Ten
Pound Note" that launched Canadian -band Steel River into
the international spotlight a number of years ago, is persuing
his own career on the Axe label and has had one album re.
leased and two singles. Doug Goodeve is Axe's latest acquisi-

tion.
The phrase "international record company based in Can-

And we grew and grew and grew until today we're the largest performing right organization in the
country, with more than 5,700 affiliated writers, composers and music publishers creating music
for films, for radio and television, for the concert stage, for live entertainment and for recording in
Canada and all over the world.
BMI Canada was established to be different. And we have made the difference. If you are a music
creator we want to hear from you.

ada" is one that is being heard frequently especially as more
and more independent labels open up in this country with
people who have had some sort of track record in the music
business before on a world -wide scale. Attic Records, formed
by Al Muir. Gordon Lightfoot's manager and general manager
of Early Morning Music and Tom Williams, the former national
promotion director of WEA Music of Canada, has already
made their impact felt on the Canadian market with initial
product from the labels first two signings, Fludd and Ron
Nigrini.
Bob Ezrin, one of the foremost rock record producers in
the world having produced Alice Cooper, Flo and Eddie, Mitch
Ryder and the Detroit Wheels, Lou Reed and many more has
opened Migration Records to be based in Toronto, with an in.
ternational outlook. Migration is signed to Atlantic Records
for distribution.
Ezrin in explaining his choice of Toronto as a base says:
"Regions are becoming more and more responsible for the
material being played on Top 40 radio at the moment and the
industry does not have its base in only the three major centres
of New York, Los Angeles and London. The Canadian region
happens to be one of the most successful of all. Specifically,
Toronto has been responsible for a sound that left quite a
while ago but think that it can be resurrected."
Migration's first signing is Gary Bonner who was a mew.
ber of the songwriting team of Bonner and Gordon that wrote
many of the big hits for the Turtles and material for artists
such as Three Dog Night and Petula Clark. Bonner's first
single for Migration is "Baby, Baby."
The most successful independent labels in Canada at the
moment -of course, with the exception of Goldfish Records in
Vancouver -are those located in the French Canadian market
of Quebec. Recently nine of these independents plus one major, London Records represented by Yvan Dufresne got together to form L'Association Quebecoises de Producteurs du
Disquex. Current members include Les Disques Nobel who
has Rene Simard, the winner of the Tokyo Song Festival this
year, Les bisques Gamma; Franco; Les bisques Campus: Barclay. who had a major hit this year with Michel Delpeche's
"Les Divorcees" among others; DSP; Sol 7; Option, and Sonogram. Initially the association would like to investigate the
possibility of a chart for the Quebec market other than the radio chars that exist now.
Also located in Montreal is Good Noise Records set up by
I
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Andre Perry one of the best known producers in Quebec.
Perry who is currently building a studio on the outskirts of
Montreal near Morin Heights has long been involved in the
French -Canadian market in Quebec but now has chosen to
broaden his horizons. He has had limited successes with his
first projects and label signings, the Hotel Orchestra and
Randy Bishop. Bishop's first single for Good Noise entitled
"Don't You Worry' got very heavy airplay in Canada. The Hotel Orchestra, which is an album of big band tunes done with
regular horns and brass as well as moog synthesizers, has picked up FM airplay both in Canada and on
U.S.

THE PARTNERS

off ices in Los Angeles and Toronto, has been opened by Andy Kim's brother
Joe. The initial release for the label this year "Rock Me
Gently" by Andy Kim had great chart success. The label's philosophy is quite simple and one that seems to be the current
credo of most independents in this country. Says Joe Kim: "I
don't intend to sign 100 artists tomorrow but intend to have
a select number of artists whereby we can have a personal
and profitable working relationship. Being in management
realize the need of the creative source of the industry, the artist and the producer, to feel comfortable and part of the dedSion- making process that decides the outcome of their product." An album is expected from Andy Kim in the near future
Ice Records. a Canadian company which

UNITY ARTIST MANAGEMENT I

1

I

Artist Management

as well as

Business Management
Management Consulting

Randy Bachman

-

PUBLISHER

R. Lloyd Allen
COMPOSER

PER FORMER

Kent Fiddy
COMPOSER

new single.

Robert Nickford's Kot'ai Records in Montreal has met with
remarkable success in the last year. Mahogany Rush, one of
the labels first signings, burst onto the concert scene last year
and found overwhelming audience acceptance not only their
hometown of Montreal but also in Detroit where they set new
box office records for many of the concert venues in the area.
The band has two albums on Kot'ai at the moment with the
second "Child of the Novelty" being distributed in the U.S. by
20th Century.
As well as signing highly acclaimed Montreal acts L'Infonie
and Morning Haze,Nickford scored somewhat of a coup
recently when he signed Ellen Mcllwaine, formerly on Polydor.
to the label. She has just finished a single and an album for
Kot'ai. The label is distributed in Canada by United Artists.
These independents are finding that it is not necessary to
be based in one of the major centres in the east such as Toronto and Montreal to find success. Vancouver -based labels
such as Mushroom and Hellroaring Records, divisions of Can
Base Industries Ltd.; Leo Records and Ubic Records headed
by Robert Johnston; Rada and Van-Los Records, labels run by
John Rodney, the current president of the Western Canada
Record Manufacturers Association; Sweetwater Records a division of Ralph Hardings Studio 3 Productions; Stan Cayer's
SGM Records and a number of others, all seem to be doing
respectably well.
Though Montreal is often thought of as a predominantly
French area a number of English labels have managed to fit in
quite well.
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cording to group manager David Graham. due to poor distribution and promotion. They signed a new deal with RCA Can.
ada August 29. A single, "Six Feet Under Water," is due for
release in September, with an album, subsidized by a healthy
RCA budget, soon to follow.
And maintaining as usual, the Irish Rovers continue to be
one of the most popular entertainment units out of Western
Canada. In their fourth CBC TV season, they are finally going
full network, prime time, whereas before their affiliation was
with Metronet, which placed them in only two -thirds of the potential CBC market, often at eccentric times, and took them
out of ratings competition in spite of the overwhelming response in the markets in which they were viewed.
The upcoming season includes seven shows taped in the
south of Ireland, the first four to be shown starting in mid September and the remainder saved for the St. Patrick's season in March. As of late summer the show was picked up by
ABC TV in Australia, a special taped two years ago in Northern
Ireland was brought by NZBC in New Zealand. and the series
will be shown in scattered U. S. markets starting in November.
Other Rovers product includes an album on their own Potato
label, "Emigrate! Immigrate!," released in January, a new album in the works, and a book by Will Millar, a Rovers biography called Children of the Unicorn, published early in the year.
Due for release in September is a K -Tel Rovers special album. The group also pursues a busy touring schedule of the
U. S. and Canada, with a possible Israel visit in the offing for
the spring.
Sounds of the World Promotion, which began in Calgary as
in -house bookers for the Rovers is now, as company head
Jerry Libbin likes to emphasize, the largest international
promoter operating in Canada, booking tours for acts like
Kreskin, Theodorakis. Susan Jacks, Ivan Rebroff, Lighthouse,
James last and of course the Rovers, in Canada, the U. S.,
New Zealand and England out of the Vancouver office he
shares with Will Millar Associates.
The studio picture in Vancouver is as unpredictable and
precarious as ever. If the casualty rate here is not outwardly
high, the constant re- organization and regrouping bespeaks
(Continued on page C -25)
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in Quebec and think that there really should be. They
different set of problems in that market. In terms of an
I

a

lot more mature.
Would you favor having a number of these companies in
Quebec on the board of the CRIA?
In essence, think that we could learn a lot from the input
of the Quebec market so obviously we would like to see that.
We are striving for increased communication but whether at
this point in time it makes an awful lot of sense to have one
association covering the English and French markets I don't
know. It would not be a practical idea at the moment, though
it could be a goal for the future. A more practical goal at the
moment is an incorporation of the western association into a
national association. We are faced with very much the same
problems across the nation and we really need the input from
the west so that we don't become too regionalized. It's easy to
sit in Toronto and think of Toronto as Canada. We need their
help. We have tried to make it easy financially for a representative of the WCRMA to became a member of the CRIA as an
initial step in incorporating them into meetings.
What are the fees for joining the CRIA and what other
membership categories are there?
There are two basic categories of membership in the CRIA.
One is a full- fledged membership which carries dues of $500
plus a percentage of sales-1/20 of 1 percent for those members under $5 million and 1/10 of 1 percent for those who are
over $5 million.
The second category which carries all the same benefits of
the other members, with the exception of voting privileges, is
dues of $100 and we have offered that specifically to attract
the independent producers.
Is it true that the CRIA is considering creating a national
chart for Canada and if so what is the philosophy behind this?
The CRIA is definitely interested in exploring the viability
of doing a national chart. The concept would be that it would
bean economically separate entity that would be seR- supporting and would be subscribed to by anyone who wanted to use
the chart in a publication recognizing that it is extremely dilli.
cult for a publication to come up with a truly national chart.
The amount of effort and scope of coverage is quite difficult.
Even though there is alreadya chart at RPM, the feeling is
that perhaps a chart done on a national basis by an independent body could still further improve on that particular chart.
Obviously RPM would be encouraged to utilize this chart so
they would either be able to compare notes or get involved in
other areas where they can contribute significantly. The effort
is not to do away with the viability of an RPM but rather to further enhance it.
how important are the regional radio charts in the major
centres in Canada?
In each major market in Canada there usually is one rocker
that is the chart and rockers will buy almost exclusively from
it. There are very few retailers that carry records that aren't
listed.
Our initial efforts would go into putting together an album
chart. There isn't any local chart that really would corer album
sales. Right now it appears that an album buyer for a racker
spendsa lot of his time looking at Billboard which is tine but it
isn't reflective of the Canadian market. For instance, the penetration of r&b in the Canadian market is nowhere near what
it is in the U.S. There are a lot of similarities in the Canadian
market and a lot of differences. A lot of Canadian albums may
never be released in the U.S. so obviously they are not going to
be reflected on the Billboard chart and yet are selling very well
in Canada and should be represented on a national chart. Initially it should improve sales and ease up the return situation.
How would you make a Canadian chart reflect the sales
that occur in the French.speaking Quebec market? If we were
to go by sales the top three records on the charts this week
would probably be from Quebec yet would not be available
elsewhere in Canada and would have no sales or airplay to
speak of in these other regions of the country.
This is something that we are still very much in the debating stage with at the moment and perhaps the only route that
we could go initially is with an English chart. It doesn't help
the buyer for a rack in Vancouver to be aware of what is happening in the Quebec market because it doesn't influence his
market at all. It should be helpful to the buyer to see what is
selling nationally in the way of English product so that he can
buy accordingly.
Are there any plans for closer ties with the industry in Que.
bec by the CRIA?
The invitiation has been extended to the new association
in Quebec to do just that. With whatever format that their association decides on we'd like to be helpful in setting it up.
They can see some of our bylaws and maybe explore some of
the trials and tribulations that we've had.
What are your feelings right now on the validity of the Canadian content regulations for radio in this country?
think the basic contribution -and a continuing contribution of the Canadian content regulations -has been the encouragement of programmers to listen to records. We don't
have the benefit of having Canadian records on the U.S. tip
sheets in most cases or the major trades so that we are at a
disadvantage.
The fact that Canadian radio stations now have to seriously look at finding good Canadian records is a real boon. Obviously if it's not in the grooves no amount of airplay is going
to significantly help the record. It's not going to sell.
think that the major benefit is that we are now coming up
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with a new breed of creative Canadian programmer that is ac.
tually out looking to make hits. If that continues to occur then
despite all the hassles think then the regulations have been
worthwhile.
What do you think of the suggestion by many radio stations that record companies in Canada are not supplying sutficient Canadian content product for them to program their
stations effectively?
If you take a look at the size of the market in this country
it's understandable why we have such a low release rate compared to other countries. It will continue this way. don't expect any enormous surge in the output. I think the change
that has occurred, which is more difficult to view, is the quality. It's becoming more and more diff icult to say: "That's a Canadian record" when you hear it on the air. think the viewpoint of producers in Canada at the moment is that records
have to be made for the international market. don't have figures for it, but the budgets for Canadian records has increased significantly. Money spent on a record and quality
don't necessarily relate but think that there is some relation
there. The Canadian sound is not an inferior sound now by
and large, where it used to be definitely.
How do you view the fact that though Canadian radio stations have to program 30 percent Canadian content records,
less than 10 percent of records arriving at Canadian radio stations in any given week are Canadian content?
Stations are becoming very adept at living with the problem, and of course it is a problem. There's no way around it. It
is a major problem for a programmer in this country to keep
his level of sound up and yet stick to the regulations.
don't think that programmers are knowingly playing
stiffs. In this area have to speak as president of GRT because
know within the organization there are many differing viewpoints about the regulations. think that the general consensus is that people are in favor of the legislation and if there
is going to be a change, it should not be an increase in quantity but rather within the rules themselves and in how you define a Canadian record.
Do you think that record companies might ever be legislated to put out a certain amount of Candian content product?
Who's to say what could happen? Legislating creativity
would have disastrous consequences. A lot more attractive
areas to look at are incentives for money spent in Canadian
record production. It could take the form of tax concessions
even income tax concessions or even federal sales tax concessions. Putting it strictly on a commercial basis where there
weren't decisions being made by a bureaucracy would be very
beneficial,
Where does the corporate responsibility of a record company that is a branch of a company that has its head office
outside of this country lie with regards to investing in the
growth of the Canadian market?
think the very fact that companies here are employing
Canadians and paying income tax means that money is going
into the Canadian coffers. First of all reject the concept that
no monies are ending up in Canada. would guess that the
average rate of return for the foreign companies investing in
the Canadian record industry is well below that they could be
earning now with just the current interest rates.
We are coming up with a younger breed of management
that are looking at investment in the Canadian business as a
potential money maker. It's a lot riskier but if it hits, you can
make a lot of money at it.
Why are deletes and cut -outs being brought into the Canadian market creating such a problem at the moment?
We are really looking at two separate areas here. One is the
area of U.S. product being imported where the copyright is
not held in Canada. Our legal position there is definitely not
clear. I'll address myself to that situation first. I think that
there will be a sorting out period before that market takes
care of itself. Already a lot of retailers are finding that they
have over bought on the delete records. It will be a continuing
problem but don't think that it will have any major impact in
the long run except the Canadian companies may have to do a
better job of deleting on a more current basis.
The problems arose because by and large the Canadian
companies are doing a better job of controlling returns. If you
keep on top of the situation, you have less dump product
building up in your warehouse, therefore the dump market
doesn't become as large. What has happened is that because
the market here was relatively clean, prices of dump records
were a little higher in Canada. The people in the U.S. spotted
this and felt they could get more for their product in Canada.
What will happen is, the price will equal out and there will be
less of a price advantage for selling into Canada.
Tie other aspect of the problem, which is very serious, is
the importation of U.S. records where the copyright is held in
'Canaria. The Stampeders, the Guess Who, Lighthouse and
other: are all involved. This problem really hits to the core because we are losing sales on Canadian artists and the artists
are not being paid any royalties and the Canadian company
isn't rnaking any money on it. We, at GRT, are in the middle of
taking action against at least one company. We are very confident of our legal position.
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WEST COAST
frantic subsistence.
level operations, a state of affairs that has plagued most of
them since their inception.
Can -Base Studios has undergone major administrative
changes in the past 12 months with director Jack Herschorn's
move to the U. S. and Steve Douglas severing ties with the
company and folding his own Britcol Productions early in the
year after a serious illness. Main figure in the company's
newly -established and busily productive Mushroom Label is
Can -Base producer Mike Flicker, who functions as engineer,

something of

an undercurrent of slightly

producer, studio head and head of a&r. Shelly Siegel, whose
Vancouver activities over the years have included his own SOS
(Continued on page C -28)

BACKGROUND
Continued from page C.3
group using Canadian musicians. Their names were Robbie
Robertson, Richard Manuel, Rick Danko and Garth Hudson
who collectively came to be known as the Hawks. They played
the bar circuit with Hawkins in Canada for five years before
they decided to chart another musical course. They went to
the U.S. where they met Bob Dylan and backed him up on his
"Like A Rolling Stone" single. When Dylan's accident forced
him to take a lengthy respite from the music world, the Hawks
changed their name to the Band and brought out an album
that they recorded in Woodstock, N.Y. called "Music From Big
Pink." The rest of the story is well -documented history.
In those years, a musical exodus was taking place and artists who found that they couldn't survive in the creative
vacuum that had been created in this country, started to
move to the U.S. in search of opportunities.
It was at that time that Canadian artists such as Neil
Young; Joni Mitchell; John Kay and the Sparrows, who were to
become Steppenwolf; David Clayton- Thomas, the former lead
singer of Blood Sweat and Tears; Andy Kim: and R. Dean Taylor to name a few. were leaving Canada in droves to see if the
grass really was brighter shade of green on the other side of
the border.
A number of the more notable pop acts of the sixties had
Canadian members including the Rascals, Mountain, the
Mamas and Papas, Three Dog Night, the Union Gap, the
Lovin' Spoonful, Rare Earth and recently. the James Gang.
The ironic thing about the whole situation is that everyone
talked constantly about "Canadian Music Explosion" and the
possibility of creating a viable music market in this country
and all the time it was going on under their very noses.
A lot of things can be blamed for the apparent Canadian
disinterest in domestic talent in those days. The cavalier atti.
tudeof radio and record executives, the apathy of the pressor
a great national inferiority complex were all partially to blame
for the situation as it stood then. It is hard to put the blame in
one place but really there was an almost total disinterest by
the media in Canada of furthering or even. exposing the careers of Canadian artists. No one would acknowledge success
unless that success had been achieved outside of Canada
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first.
By the end of the sixties the smell of cultural revolution
was in the air and criticisms of the system. rather than being

spoken about at press receptions and at camera meetings,
were being expressed openly. so much so in fact that the government actually started to listen to the music industry's

predicament.
In 1970, the Canadian Radio and Television Commission
headed by Chairman Pierre Juneau. hinted at legislation that
would make it mandatory for Canadian radio stations to play a
percentage of Canadian music on their stations. That some
year. whether it was because broadcasters were trying to
stave off legislation by playing more Canadian records than
they were used to as a show for government investigators or
whether the talent that was bubbling under the surface for so
long had been ready to erupt, the lid blew off the pot and in
the course of one year Canada went from being one of the
smallest contributors of pop music, to the third largest hit producing country in the world.
The Guess Who, who had ironically been given their name
by the president of their record company in the hope that ra.
dio people in Canada might mix them up with the Who in England and not be affected by the bias that greeted Canadian
records, had nine hits in 1969 and 1970 and tour top selling
albums.
1970 was the year that Anne Murray broke into the international market with her song "Snowbird" as did Gordon
Lightfoot with "If You Could Read My Mind." The Poppy Family with Susan and Terry Jacks had a big seller with "Which
Way You Goin' Billy ?"; Edward Bear had their first big hit with
"You, Me and Mexico "; as did Mashmakhan with "As The
Years Go By "; and The Original Caste with "One Tin Soldier"
just to name a few. The Stampeders followed with "Sweet City
Woman" and Ocean made it to the top of the international
charts with "Put Your Hand In The Hand."
On January 18. 1971, the government made the planned
legislation official. Radio stations in Canada were committed
to playing at least 20 percent Canadian content records during the day between six o'clock a.m. until midnight. To qualify
as Canadian content a record most meet two of the following
stipulations: music must be written by a Canadian; Lyrics
must be written by a Canadian; it must be a Canadian production; and the artist or artists performing on the record must
be Canadian.
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Cayer: don't really know -but do know that at least deejays look at your Canadian efforts now!
Tarlton /Flood: It has helped to establish a totally viable
I

I

Canadian star system which is exceptionally profitable in all
Canadian markets -except for Montreal, Winnipeg, Toronto
and Vancouver, where the international talent traffic makes
competition too tough!
Johnston: As a general proposition, our company is opposed to any sort of legislation which restricts or prohibits the
natural activities of all species of life existing. Therefore, we
believe that the 30 percent Canadian content legislation is
completely invalid. Our company feels that competition rather
than restriction will help to improve the lot of Canadian artists. If the CRTC wished to be of assistance to Canadian art.
ists, they should have provided financing (although we are
against this) in order to train technicians and build facilities
for the proper recording of Canadian artists. Canadians certainly possess more than enough artistic talent to be a major
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The following is a cross section of industry opinion on
some of the issues that now face the music community in
Canada. Replies come from AI Mair, president of Attic
Records; Frank Davies, president of Love Productions Ltd.;
Bill Gilliland, president of the Ahed Music Corporation; John
Driscoll, national promotion manager and a &r director of Am.
ipea of Canada Ltd. (Music Division); Stay Cayer, S.G.M.
Records Ltd.; Don Tarlton and Terry Flood, of Donald K. Don
ald Productions and Aquarius Records Ltd., respectively; Rob.
ert Johnston, Leo Records Inc.; Arnold Gosewich, president of
Capitol Records -EMI of Canada Ltd.; Ralph Harding, Studio 3
Productions; Brian Chafer, Much Productions Ltd.: and Shelly
Siegel, Mushroom and Hellroaring Records.
i. How valid is the 30 percent Canadian content legislation
imposed on radio stations in this country by the Canadian Ra.
dio-Television Commission at this point in time?
Moir: I think any discussion of the Canadian content ruling
is redundant. The rule is law, the CRTC has no intention of
changing it. therefore the dialogue should be about how to increase the quality and quantity of Canadian records rather
than diminish the content rules.
Much more investigation must be done in the area of government incentives. Whether these should take the form of a
government funding scheme (as has been done in the film industry) or tax incentives don't know, but something should
be done in this area. not only to stimulate more activity from
current record companies but also to make the recording in.
dustry more attractive as an investment for Canada's financial institutions.
Davies: The 30 percent Canadian content legislation is
valid only in that it does still bring to the attention of the programmer records that otherwise might get lost in the presentday myriad of releases presented to station music directors.
Further, as the quality of Canadian releases improves (which
it now seems to be doing at a significant rate) so does the validity Of the percentage amount of 30.
Gilliland: Not very valid.
Driscoll: The validity is serving approximately 50 percent
of the purpose for which it was intended.
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1. Roy Kenner end Dom Troiano (cap) split lames Gang for Trioano'a war
with Guess Who and Kenner's TV activity in Toronto. Others are Tommy
Bohn and lames Fox.

force in the world music market -all that is lacking is the requisite technology to properly expose such talent.
Gosewich: At this point in time the principle of the legistaton is valid as one ingredient only in assisting the exposure of
Canadian recording artists to the Canadian public. By itself
though, it has no validity in principle or in its mechanics when
viewed as the panacea to creating profitably successful Canadian recording artists, producers, record companies, etc.
Harding: Valid.
Choler: It is still one of the basic supports in helping to
build an industry.
Siegel: The ruling should definitely be retained. Most of
the majors that have the resources to use the 30 percent ruling do not. For most of the minor record companies, that own
their own publishing companies. it is one of the few financial
assets they have.
2. Do you favor retention of the rulings or do you feel that
they should be dropped? Is there a compromise?
Muir: (See answer to l.)
Davies: favor retention of the rulings but do feel that a

I
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compromise would help the programmer and therefore could
still be of help tome producers, artists and record companies.
Gilliland: Should be dropped. Maximum 25 percent as
compromise.
Driscoll: don't think the ruling should be dropped completely. understand there is some talk in the industry for a
lower percentage due to the fact that there are only approximately eight singles released in this country per week as opposed to some 150 foreign records.
Caner. Retention is a must!
Tarhon /Flood: Retention! Honorable intentions not withstanding, the Canadian programmer plays the majority of the'
product because of the legislation.
Johnston: We are not in favor of the rulings and we feel
that they should be dropped completely. In fact, we have detected a reaction by programmers against Canadian product
due to the imposition of this ruling.
Gosewich: The rulings ought to be modified and the CRTC
ought to, within a structured framework, obtain as much
data, opinion and ideas as is possible from valid representa.
(fines of the music and broadcasting industries to effect modifications that will improve on the existing rulings.
Harding: Retention.
Chuter: Generally in favor of retention.
Siegel: definitely favor retention. There should not be a
compromise because know people who would stop playing
the records altogether.
3. If the rulings were dropped tomorrow, what, in your
opinion, would be the consequences to the Canadian music industry?
Mair: It would be disastrous for Canadian publishers and
writers and would make it wiry difficult for the record companies. It would most assuredly cause a cutback in record production and also make producers and record companies alike
even more cautious about what they record and release.
Therefore there would be very few pure folk, jazz, MOR or
country records produced because basically these don't sell.
and if you can't count on some airplay and therefore the publishing revenues, there is no point in making these records.
Davies: feel that if the ruling were dropped now the consequences could be disastrous for the Canadian music indilstry, which is just now beginning to "snowball." The industry
would lose the only "ace" it holds in its own country, by which
to create attention to its product. And if it loses attention at
home how can it possibly get attention abroad?
Gilliland: The industry would survive but the vociferous no.
talents who feel they're entitled to a million dollar return for
every thousand they invest in a lousy record would probably
disappear.
Driscoll: There would be many stations who would not play
Canadian records just as there were in the past. There are
many stations who do not need the ruling as they have always
been strong supporters of Canadian product. Unfortunately
they are minimal.
Layer: Disastrous! All the radio stations would naturally
take the easy way out and just play American records again.
Tarlton/ Flood: Disastrous! Programmers would stick with
the proven U.S. hits. Canadian indie record producers would
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have to pack it in. Star system would cease to exist in the rural
markets.
Johnston: We Teel that if the ruling were dropped immediately, the Canadian music industry would benefit immediately. We also feel that the Canadian music industry is on the
threshold of making the rulings obsolete in any event. In other
words, we feel that there is enough good quality product that
programmers, in the not too distant future, will be playing
more than 30 percent Canadian content.
Gosewich: For those involved in record production who believe the rulings are the answer to gaining air play, there
would, no doubt, be a significant drop-off in record production by Canadian artists. For those who believe that quality of
production, song content, artistic performance and aggressive promotion are the main and most important ingredients
to creating successful recordings, there would not be, in my
opinion, any reduction in recordings, and over the medium
term production would continue to increase. Producers and
artists of merit would still find Canada a viable base from
which to operate domestically and internationally.
Harding: Backward step.
Chuter: Substantial lowering of airplay on Canadian

records.

industry, and
that goes for artists as well, would be erased because I'm sure
that their records would never get played.
4. Howeffective in dealing with the unique problems of the
Canadian music industry has the Canadian Recording Industry/Association l'lnduslrie canadienne de l'enregistrement
been? Please elaborate.
Moir: As a nonmember, can't really give a good critique
of the CRIA. They seem to have done a good job in checking
piracy in Canada. hope they will be effective in their dealing
Siegel: All the

efforts of the people
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with the government in certain very important tax matters but
except for matters of that nature !doubt that they collectively
will do much for the state of the recording industry.
Davis: As far as can gather the CRIA has really spent its
initial period since it was founded in establishing its credibility
within all industry circles and expect it to begin policy moves
and lobbying within the next 12 months.
Gilliland: The CRIA is just as effective as the RIAA.
Driscoll: CRIA has been very effective in dealing with the
problems of the Canadian music industry and has been suc.
cessful in solving most of the problems.
Caper: have never, ever been contacted or introduced to
their efforts-so....
Tarlton /Flood: Don't know.
Johnston: Since we are a new company, we are not a member of nor do we have any information with respect to the
I

I

I
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Gosewieh: In my opinion the CRIA is the only stable and
ongoing organization representing the industry at the manufacturing, production and distribution level at this time. Unfortunately, it is not sufficiently recognized as such and to a
certain extent, this has been caused by the association's low
profile image since inception. That has begun to change. Its
effectiveness in dealing with problems has to be viewed in this
context as well as the recognition that any association, including the CRIA, is made up of people or companies with their
own individual problems and self- interests. On this basis the
CRIA has, in the recent past, begun to attempt to deal effectively with industry problems, none necessarily unique to Canada, and believe will become a stronger voice and recognized
representative of the industry as it matures and its acceptance of responsibility increases.
Harding: Not effective with the unique Canadian problems. Effective in protection of major record companies' problems but not the producers of Canadian music.
Chater. Generally effective in such areas as tape piracy
and the problems of dumping but probably needs to be even
I

more vigilant in the future to curb further abuses.
Siegel: The CRIA at this point is just laying the groundwork
for itself. Once they have worked the bugs out and got the
right people in there think that they are going to come up
with some things that will shock some people.
5. Has the Canadian Independent Record Producers Association been effective in providing solutions to problems that
independents face in Canada? Please elaborate.
Mair: Having had the pleasure of attending last Fall's
CIRPA symposium can say that I'm quite impressed with this
organization. Through their committees, they too are sending
briefs to the government on various matters of concern to the
independent producer. It is my view that it's the indie producers who are the lifeblood of the Canadian industry and without
them we would be in a very bad state.
Davies: Yes believe that in so far as they are able CIRPA
have helped in creating talking and action points for the Canadian independent producer. As Canadian producers become
more powerful and influential so will the association's problems be given more attention by all facets of the industry.
Gilliland: What problems?
Driscoll: cannot comment on this question as do not belong to CIRPA.
Caper: Same answer as 4.
Tarlton /Flood: We don't know.
Johnston: Same answer as 4.
Gosewich: Based on information available, the CIRPA has
had difficulty in maintaining consistency in their activities
which may effect their organization's goals. But do feel the
independent producers needs in terms of an Association are
extremely important and that somehow there can be a
catalyst for effectively dealing with their problems.
Harding: Not effective. Not together. Not organized. Fighting the wrong fights.
Chafer: CIRPA has helped considerably in sponsoring
seminars and supplying information on the business of music
to producers but could do more feel in marking with major
companies to help solve promotion and distribution problems.
Siegel: am an independent and we have had our labels
going for about a year. I have never heard from CIRPA. There
is definitely a communication gap there. have never even received a letter from them.
6. What are the major problems facing the Canadian music industry at the moment?
Mair. have about 12 different answers to this question
ranging from the lack of managers to some basic tax problems. However, let's boil the whole thing down to a lack of optimism. We're in the most exciting business in the world in the
best country in the world. Our records enter the international
market with a huge advantage (because of the 30 percent ruling and its effects on all stations like CKLW). All we have to do
is have the confidence in our artists, our records and our-

n

selves and we'll have the world by the tail. If we don't have
that confidence we shouldn't be in the business in the first
place.
Davies: I think that the major problems facing the Canadian music industry have not changed much over the last few
years. As an industry we need a greater return on our invested
dollar to give confidence that profits are possible and think
that as soon as all sides of the industry have felt something of
I

the potential of international success, greater professionalism and credibility will be evident from all parties.
Gilliland: Lack of talent in all areas. think that Canada
does pretty well for its size of population though.
Driscoll: The same problems that exist everywhere, at least
in Canada and the U.S. Tight playlists and trying to produce
hit product.
Caper: Lack of true professionalism (in selling). This
means at the top (in Canada). Lack of the general bands and
acts understanding that it is a business (of advertising -buyI

ing and selling)!
Tarlton /Flood: Lack of financing! Lack of songwriters!
Johnston: We feel that the major problem facing the Canadian music industry at the moment is not really a problem but
more of a positive challenge and that is the development of a
better communication not only with what are called "Major
market stations" but every radio station in Canada no matter
how small.
The second major problem (once again a positive challenge) is in the area of distribution, particularly at the rack jobbing level. This challenge can be faced by rethinking and
reorganizing by the distribution people of the various distributors of product in Canada.
The third challenge seems to lie, once again, in the area of
technology with respect to the mastering and manufacture of
records. The answer to this challenge is obvious.
Gosewich: In terms of the successful development of Canadian recording artists, the major problems are primarily related to the adequacy of knowledgeable, experienced and
motivated personnel in almost all areas of the industry; the
financing capability for long term development; the capability
in financing, in operating attitude, and in personnel to strike
out for international development of Canadian recording artists; the need for more artistic development opportunities at a
professional level within Canada.
Harding: Lack of seeding money to produce more records.
Union rates way tao high. Population too low.
Chafer: Same old problems of lack of money due to the basically small domestic market to launch a major act and a major problem the tremendous lack of good material written by
Canadians. Ultimately the song is the hit and they are just not
being written in Canada.
Siegel: Most programmers in the major markets are still
just playing 31 or 32 percent Canadian content just enough to
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Balmur Ltd., Anne Murray's management company headed by Leonard
Rombeau.

get by when there is a lot of other Canadian content material
that is good. There are a lot of Canadian songs that can be
found that are as good as American songs that are being
played.
7. Has the development of Canadian artists been financially rewarding for your company?
Mair: Having only been in business for a couple of months
it's a bit too early for us to answer that question. However,
can say that Attic Records is well ahead of projections at this
point.
Davies: No, not yet, but we have a hope!
Gilliland: Yes.
Driscoll: It has been very rewarding -as you know we are
enjoying tremendous success with our group Wednesday.
Coyer: No! But one day soon....
Tarlton /Flood: Aquarius Records has a strong track
record and we have made all our profits on the sale of Canadian records. Donald K. Donald Productions now successfully
produce concerts with Canadian attractions from coast to
coast. This was impossible before legislated radio.
Johnston: Since we are such a new company (July, 1974),
it is too early to give figures with respect to financial rewards
in the development of Canadian artists. However, with the talent which we have so far enlisted, we feel confident that financial rewards will be shortly forthcoming.
Gosewich: Yes.
Harding: No.
Chuter: In some cases yes, in many cases no; in general it
is extremely difficult to make any real profit recording in Canada with costs and overheads being what they are. There has
to be the side benefits of publishing and management to
make it a profitable entity in Canada,
Siegel: No. But we are a very young company and we
wouldn't be in the position we are in now if we didn't feel that
it could be financially rewarding. It would be a real struggle
though if you just had to depend on Canada to sell product.
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Promotions and work with local promoter Roger Schiffer in his
Great Productions, now manages both company labels, Mushroom and Hell- Roarin', which is the label for the local rack and
roll revival group, Teen Angel and the Rockin' Rebels, whose
releases have racked up impressive regional sales.
Mushroom, whose Canadian distribution has been inde.
pendent, has just signed a distribution deal for Ontario, Que.
bec and the Maritimes with Merit Music, distributors of Mo.
town in Canada.
Their artist roster includes Jayson Hoover (a well- received
single, "Love Will Get You," was released over the summer,
and the label reports negotiations with Mercury Records for
American release), singer /songwriter Alexis (an album, pro.
duced last year by Steven Douglas, is meeting with some crib.
acclaim and will foster a single release shortly), Songbird,
4a cal
whose single, "I Believe," received limited play earlier in the
C year, and Paul Horn, whose close association with the corn.
S pony has resulted in a double album set due for release in the
early fall.
2
Artist management is handled by Milt Brodie with his
w
Amanita Management company. Brodie also administrates all
Can -Base companies. Liam Mullen has been appointed inde.
pendent promotion rep for Mushroom.
e
m
Ralph Harding's Studio 3 now includes three labels:
Stamp, Sweetwater and Natural Sounds, the first distributed
by Quality in Canada, the others through Studio 3's own distri.
butions network.
The country.oriented Stamp label's producer Stu Kuby
has been replaced by Jake Duell, with contemporary production now supervised by Mar-tin Shaer. Also gone form the studio is promotion manager Brian Cassidy, with the recent acquisition of Suzanne Fairley as rep for the three labels tillìn
the vacancy.
Stamp artists include Kenny Stoltz and Patti MacOonnell,
with Alan Moberg, Dale Baker, Michael Palmer and Ray
MacAuley on Sweetwater. Releases during the past year that
have received a modicum of regional success are "You Were
My Home" and "Come Autumn" by Stoltz, and "The One You
Got" by Palmer. Alan Moberg earned some response in Nova
p Scotia and British Columbia with his singles "Lady of the
Ix Northland" and "Long Left Hand of Life," while Ray
pMcAuley's "Late Night Lady" also obtained some regional air ID play. Quality has subsidized some Nashville session for Patti
A MacDonnell whose Stamp releases were "One Night Stand"
m and "Lovers and Friends." Dave Baker's "Now and Then" an
e "Endless Highway" also received minor regional response.
^o,
Sweetwater's Michael Palmer wrote and performed the
'" theme for the west-coast-filmed movie "The Inbreaker," and
Ñ recorded it at the Studio 3 facility, which this year installed a
cc new 16 -track Neve board.
The Hudson Brothers, who had recorded at Studio 3 while
marking time in local clubs a few years back. also taped sevW eral musical segments of their American network series in the
studio.
bf
A sizeable portion of Studio 3's regular studio time was
m
filled, up until last year, with work from commercial broadcast
company Griffiths. Gibson Productions. After that operation
moved into their own studio facilities in the summer of 1973,
Total Sounds West, a similar company administered in Vancouver by sales manager Steve Simpson, picked up some of
the slack. Total Sounds originated in Toronto 10 years ago
with Dolores Claman and Richard Morris, maintains an office
there as well as in England, and is opening a branch in San
Francisco. Their accounts include GM Canada, Bell Telephone, Kentucky Fried Chicken Canada and Xerox, as well as
film scores for radio and TV.
Griffiths -Gibson, the trio of commercial jingle writers who
started their company four years ago in Vancouver and rap.
idly became one of Canada's major producers of commercial
material (clients include Pontiac, Kellogg's, Pepsi and Kraft in
Canada, Boeing, Bank Americard and Hamm's Breweries in
the U.S.) began building their own studio for in -house qualitycontrolled production early last year.
The complex of three studios, called Little Mountain
Sound, is finally in the last stage of completion (one studio
has been in operation since late 1973) and will, says resident
producer and general manager Geoff Turner, be the largest
.

studio facility in Canada, with a price tag of $625,000. They
have a 32 -track capacity, but Turner says he finds no need to
implement it yet. The project was an ambitious one, and in
April, with only one studio completed, Griffiths-Gibson sold
half the Little Mountain stock to Western Broadcasting, facilitating the immediate construction of the remaining two studios. Both Griffiths- Gibson and Western Broadcasting now
use the studios for their own recording purposes. with the remainder of the time- Turner estimates at three studios will
soon operate on a 24 -hour basis -distributed among artists
within the Little Mountain stable. The company now has two
affiliated labels, Leo and Ubic Records owned by Robert Johnston, and its own Little Mountain label, which will operate under the guidance of Leo and consequently Johnston as well.
Leo and Ubic are currently signed with Larry Uttal's Private Stock Records for worldwide distribution except in Canada where distribution is independent. Little Mountain hopes
to follow suit.
Both "Carrie's Gone" by J. C. Stone on Leo and "Candy
Baby" by Strongheart on Ubic, released in late June, received
some national airplay and Little Mountain's first release, a
single by Mark Kahn, was slated for September.
Other artists singed to the label ar Victor Stewart. Joani
Taylor and Chilco.
Creative House Ltd., a total concept marketing operation
in Vancouver for over six years, also completed a 16 -track
recording facility, Creative Production Center, last year that
includes equipment for audio-visual programming as well. Although still nominally headed by president Lloyd Bray, the
production center is now operating under chief engineer
Roger Monk, a recent import from Toronto's Eastern Sound.
Monk reports, in addition to in -house productions, a sizeable
number of albums recorded in the gospel field and for independent labels, and an improving Hawn with commercial
jingle companies. Bob Brooks has also left the Creative organization, and the new creative director if Gary McCarty, one of
the originators of the CH concept.
Houka Records, which last year used the CH recording facilities in a kind of unofficial affiliation agreement instigated
by the machinations of Ross St. John of Ross Wolfe Productions. has since severed their connections with both outfits in
a flurry of administrative and legal entanglements.
Bill Phillips is now president of Houka, David Rocks
borough -Smith is managing director. Since April, says Rocks borough- Smith, the label has been in abeyance pending settlement of its affairs. In its year of existence, Houka released
five singles, and was the first in Canada to implement the Perception concept of pre -release commercial potential testing.
Problems with the company previously, says RocksboroughSmith, were marketing and promotional weakness. The biggest single success was Tim Williams' "Careful Mountain
Pony," penned by Marc Strange, which received excellent airplay but no sales, "My Country Lady" by Comox (which was
picked up by A&M for American distribution and died) and
Alta Gray's "Cotton Dreams."
One steady if modest light in the industry here is the indetatiguabte John Rodney, whose one -man with four hats act
has remained virtually unchanged since its inception. Rodney
heads Rada Records, a record company and pressing plant.
Stoney Productions studio, and Van -Los Music International,
three corporately independent but functionally related entities, as well as heading the WCRMA, an organization of Western independent record producers.
On Rada and associated labels he has released six singles
and three albums this year, and has begun a project of children's material called the Greek Myth Series, created by local
author Valerie McBain and recorded at Rodney's Stoney Productions. Another lengthy project is a ten -record dramatic set
called "Jesus: A Biography,' recorded in San Francisco by R.
Productions and pressed in Canada by Rada, who also holds
world distribution rights. Released in the U.S. and Australia as
well as in Canada, and due for release this spring in South
America, "Jesus" has sold in excess of 7,000 units to date.
Rodney has also released "Riverboat in the Rain" by Doug
Rutledge, a single that met with relative success here two
years ago, in Australia and New Zealand. He forms individual
distribution deals in each market with various record corn panies and distributors, either for lease or import.
Under his Van -Los Music International hat. Rodney has re.
leased three albums, and singles including "If You Would Understand" by Franco and Rina (released in English and Italian
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and readied for French), "I Want To Sing" byCasey Burke and
"Necessary Man" by Doug Rutledge, which is chalking up
some airplay across the country.
In September, in conjunction with its CBC showing, Stoney
Productions will release a two -record set of a rock mass,
"Maranatha," written by Vancouver composer Marek Norman. This and a recording of "Nights of Music" -a 1500.
strong co-operative effort by school bands in the area -are
particularly ambitious live recordings utilizing the Stoney/
Round Sound mobile recording unit. Stoney Productions does
mostly in-house recording for the Van -Los lable.
As head of the lately silent WCRMA, Rodney attests to its
continuing existence, its constant lobbying of government
agencies for taxation revisions beneficial to independent studios, and its encouragement of dialogue between these
agencies and the record producers, in spite of its low profile.
WCRMA is now relying on only a few members for the bulk of
the work, says Rodney, but he still feels the organization is
performing an important industry function, and has plans,
budget permitting, for a re -entry into public activity with a
newsletter to stimulate industry -government communication.
Another small but steady operation is Psi-Chord Studios,
originally Vancouver Recording, with John Plourde as presidend and Vancouver Recording engineer Robin Spurgeon as
part owner and engineer.
The company has been in operation for over 10 years on
what Spurgeon calls a quiet basis. its 4 -track studio recording
product for its own in-house Psi Records 'able as well as affiliated label Ramaphone.
Contracted artists for Psi Records are Peter Ebner and
Mickey Maìone. Jazz group Pacific Salt released an album on
Ramaphone. Spurgeon, who at one time or another has seen
almost every major Vancouver artist go through his studio,
says the bulk of the business now lies in audio -visual and commercial work.
Stan Cayer's SGM Productions last year released an album
by local singer /songwriter David Sinclair; the single picked
from this, "Take My Hand." was recorded by Moe Koffman
and picked up by Muzak in 26 countries in January. Sinclair is
now lead guitarist in Susan Jacks' group. Other artists handled by Gayer in a management capacity are Sun, Cameron
Molloy and Black Elk, and Bobby J. Bertrand, who are all releasing singles in the early fall, with albums to follow. Gayer
owns his own 8 -track studio, does free -lance and commercial
work as well as recording his own acts, and SGM has hvo publishing arms, Astral and Taurus Music.
With all other studios operating well within the greater
metropolitan area of Vancouver, plans are afoot to create at
Yellowpoint, 13 miles south of Nanaimo on Vancouver Island,
a studiocomplex that its backers say will put places like Honky
Chateau and Caribou to shame. Timbre Sound, a four -man
partnership that incorporates the know -how of Bill Snow and
engineer Henry Saskowski from Thunder Sound in Toronto
and the finances of two other wealthy investors, bought the
Yellowpoint property-97 acres with IY4 miles of waterfront
and a graceful 40 -year -old lodge complete with swimming
pool and tennis courts -two years ago. Having already invested $270,000, the public company is galvaniizing to build
the studio, which will involve an expenditure of $700.000. Fa.
cilities will include two MCI Superboards in two studios with
32.track capacities and complete dubbing facilities. Unique in
design, the architect's plans reveal a glass -walled studio and
control room for a view of ocean and 200 -foot cedars in a sub mediterranean climate that, freakishly, receives only 1/5 the
annual rainfall of the mainland.
A Harvey's Hamburgers mogul, Snow waxes very lyrical
about the climate and environment, and estimates the hourly
rate of the studio at $140, with, possibly, accommodation at
the lodge thrown in gratis. Yellowpoint itself will not have an
in -house label, he says, but Timbre Sound is in the process of
buying out one of the established Vancouver record companies, which will provide this for them.
He is enthusiastic about the pool of studio musicians and
engineers on the mainland. whom he hopes to utilize in the
studio, and aims for an international attraction of artists that
will concentrate on tapping Los Angeles and San Francisco
area talent; but the local consensus is that the egg Yellowpoint lays is not going to be golden, doubting the eagerness with which American artists will abandon established
studios.
One major aspect of the recording industry in Vancouver
that is often overlooked is the field of religious music, dominated by Word and Praise Records. Word. Canadian -owned
but affiliated with U.S. Word out of Waco, Texas, is the major
producer of religious product, with president Gerry Scott estimating sales up to $1,250,000 this year.
Word in Vancouver distributes primarily American eroded, mainly by mail-order across the country, but records and
distributes Canadian product as well, using Vancouver record
ingfacilities and Columbia and local IRC pressing plants. Artists recording for Word include Wanda Jackson. Ray Price.
Burl Ives, Anita Bryant, Pat Boone, Wayne Newton, Barry
McGuire and Roy Rogers and Dale Evans from south of the
border, and the Royal- Heirs. The Messengers and Jim Reese
from north of it. The major Canadian table is Image VII, on
which the Heritage Family, which Scott considers his biggest
Canadian group, records. On the U.S. Light label Scott will
soon release a Christmas album called Sunshine and Snowflakes, which he feels will be a crossover secular hit as well
from pre- release response. Word has released 75 albums this
year, says Scott, as well as 100 sacred paperbacks and some
sheet music, a comparatively minor function, from their publishing arms Granville Music and Janlo Publishers.
Praise Records' Paul Yaroshuk anticipates sales for this
year to approach $500,000. a healthy increase from last
year's figure of $350,000.

When one looks at the state of classics in this country, it
has to be viewed on two levels. On the first is the sales of traditional imports and on the second the development and the
recording of domestic talent in Canada. Unfortunately the latter is not progressing with the speed that many would like but
as Vas Pollakis, the head of the classical division of Polydor
Ltd. based in Montreal and the person responsible for the expansion of the Deutsche Grammophon catalog in Canada, indicates: The future of classics is a bright one in this country.
This form of music is becoming more relevant to this generation and in fact the pop and classical forms are narrowing
the chase that once separated them."
In his work with the Deutsche Grammophon catalog in
Canada. Pollakis has tried to subdue much of the snobbery
that traditionally is associated with the classics. to make it a
saleable commodity to the general buyer. Pollakis has in the
past packaged classics sets for the Canadian market that in
the international marketplace most seem quite experimental
in nature. He explains: "i view my work with Deutsche
Grammophon in this country in two specific sections. In the
first we have the imports that have very high standards both
technically and artistically with international appeal. In the
second, there is the product that you might call the swingers.
which we package and promote in this country. The "Festival
of Hits" was one of the most ambitious.
put releases together based on different themes such as composers or music styles. They come up with the artwork in Hamburg and
put the whole thing together for Canadian consumption. They
are basically concept releases and at the moment we are just
getting three such sets ready: "Midnight Reveille" subtitled
"Sensuous Night Music "; Solitude" subtitled "Music For Piano In A Solitary Mood "; and "Dances From the 16th Century" subtitled "Non -Stop Dancing 17" inspired by the success of the James Last Non -Stop Dancing series. The material
is programmed here and then pressed in Germany and represents approximately 30 percent of our turnover in the classics. There are about 40 Canadian originated releases in our
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catalogs."
And what of the development of classical music talent in
Canada? The federal government has been an avid supporter
of the classics in Canada and recently announced the establishment of a new division called Concerts Canada, within the
Canada Council, the body that offers subsidies for emerging
Canadian talent in the fine arts. It will act as a booking and
managing service for musicians with the emphasis on support
for artists beginning a professional concert career. For its first
year of operation the roster will include nine classical artists,
which are chosen each year by a selection committee. The CC
will make bookings and provide publicity material for the artists and will act on their behalf in Canada and abroad for a
period of three years, with an option for an additional year.
One of the biggest promoters of Canadian classical music
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manager in Canada.

both at home and abroad is the Canadian Music Centre, which
is subsidized by grants from the Ontario Arts Council and BMI
Canada among others. The Centre throughout the year undertakes promotional activities on behalf of the artists;
copying services; informational and consultative services;
cataloging; and most important, operates a music library in
Montreal.
For over 25 years, Radio Canada International the external
service of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., has been recording works by Canadian composers which have been distributed around the world and played by broadcasting organizations in dozens of countries. At the moment the catalog consists of 26 recordings featuring more than 30 of Canada's
best known composers and many Canadian soloists, groups
and orchestras. There in also a catalog of classical recordings
produced by the Music Department of the CBC's English Services Division.
Quite a bit of excitement was caused recently with the announcement that Boot Records, primarily a country label in
this country, was opening a classical division to be known as

the Boot Master Concert Series with Eleanor Sniderman, wife
of Canadian record retailer Sam "the Record Man" Sniderman, handling the artist and repertoire chores. The first signing to the label was the Canadian Brass, artists in residence
with the Hamilton Philharmonic and subsequently an album
was released that has become one of the hottest in this area.
Two of the highlights in the post few years have been the successful merging of the talents of Procol Harum and Rod
McKuen who both appeared with the ESO on separate occasions The album that came from the association with Procol
Hamm for A&M was one of the company's biggest selling albums at the time.
Recently Anne Murray performed with both the Toronto
Symphony and the Edmonton Symphony. and Ian Thomas
and his band performed with the Hamilton Philharmonic.
These are just highlights but there have been many other
cases of diverse music forms merging for successful concerts.
The Edmonton Symphony is in the midst of a production for
television by Tommy Banks which will have the orchestra perform with a number of major artists in the pop music field and
shown as syndicated television specials.
How are Canadian orchestras and the classics in general
faring financially? Andre Fortier of the Canada Council in an
address that he made under the title "Is there a future for the
Symphony Orchestra in Canada ?" to the Joint Conference of
the Association of Symphony Orchestras and the Ontario Federation of Symphony Orchestras, summed it up when he said:
"We all know how much work. idealism and determination
went into the creation and development in this country of a
number of major orchestras of international calibre. a network of good community orchestras and excellent contemporary and chamber music groups. These efforts have now
borne fruit and music in Canada now displays a vigor and
quantity which exceed the hopes of even the most optimistic
prophets of a generation ago."
Speaking on the economics of the orchestra in this country
Fortier adds: "In these days when inflation is a daily source of
pain in the pocketbook, you will not be surprised to learn that
the operating costs of 29 performing companies doubled over
the five -year period. The figure for orchestras studied is 106
percent. Ticket prices have increased more rapidly for orchestral concerts than for other performances, with the result that
ten orchestras have increased their receipts by 84 percent despite the fact that their audiences have increased by only
eight percent. The average receipt per customer rose from
$1.70 in 1967 to $2.90 in 1972."
"In 1972, the 10 orchestras which we studied were able to
cover half their costs from box office revenues and private donations, but at the speed with which the situation is evolving,
we can see the day when government support will predominate and the autonomy of the large orchestras will be in jeop-

ardy."
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The recording studio field has emerged as one of the larg.
areas of growth in the Canadian music industry since the
oest
inception of the Canadian Radio and Television Commission's
30 percent Canadian content legislation for radio has been ex.
perienced by recording studios in this country. As more and
more Canadian production was being done to take advantage
of government ruling studio activity was stimulated in all
areas of Canada and regions that once supported only one or
two studios suddenly saw more money injected into this
phase of the industry and the subsequent construction of
many sophisticated recording facilities.
There are many reasons that this growth actually took so
long. We can list such things asa limited state of creative consciousness, a lack of investment by Canadian businessmen
and an ingrained feeling that seemed to permeate the attitude of Canadians in those days that they couldn't possibly
compete with their southern neighbors.
There were studios in Canada prior to 1960, in fact RCA's
operation in Toronto had its beginnings quite a bit earlier
than that. When RCA Studios first opened in Toronto. it was
e located in the Royal York Hotel in an area which is now known
°5 asthe Roof Garden. That was just after the war. Later, the studio complex moved into its current location on Mutual Street
3 which used to be CHUM radio's offices.
61
In 1965, Eastern Sound opened in Toronto in competition
F with RCA and Hallmark, a studio that later folded. Murray
S Shields, who was the former studio manager of Eastern
m Sound before he left to work with Audio Designs and was re< placed by Ray Sachedina, remembers how things were when
Eastern first opened.
"When we built Eastern, we started out as a four track studio. In 1968 we expanded to eight track and were doing
mostly jingle and commercial work. At that time we were
doing a little work with Toronto bands like the Big Town Boys
and the Sparrow (who ultimately became Steppenwolf) and
we also worked with Felix Pappalardi and Bud Praeger of
Windfall Music when they were producing the Kensington

Market."
introduced the first operational 24 -track
system to Canada and a lot of enquiries started to come in
from outside of the country.
Eastern wasn't the only studio in the pop market in the
early sixties. Sound Canada, which was started as a basement
operation back in 1961 by Art Snider and moved to his larger
site in 1968. It attracted people such as Gordon Lightfoot and
Lighthouse before most of the studios in the area had even
oopened their doors for business.
4
If you had to put your finger on a specific date that hero aided the turning point for most of Canada's studios and for
that matter, potential studio builders, you would have to say
m Jan. 18. 1971 which saw the inception of the CRTC's Canadian content rulings. It was a license to print money for many,
In 1970, Eastern
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and the subsequent demand for more Canadian -made
records marked the beginning of the scramble for more time
in the country's recording studios. There are many who contend though that the boom would have been there even without the content rulings. The debate goes on.
One way or the other, major studios began to spring up
across Canada. In Toronto there was Toronto Sound Studios
headed by Terry Brown; IPS Recording Studios Ltd. run by
John de Nottbeck; Andy Hermant's Manta Sound Company;
Jeff Smith's Sounds Interchange; Thunder Sound run by
Moses Znaimer; and recently Jack Richardson's Nimbus Nine
Studios and Sound Stage facility.
Montreal as well as having another RCA studio managed
by Roger Belair, also had Chuck and Judy Grays Studio Six;
Son Quebec formerly known as the Andre Perry Studios;
Tempo Studios: and Monticana Studios.
In Vancouver there is Al Reusch's studio complex; Can
Base Studios now managed by Mike Flicker; PSI Chord
Recording John Rodney's Stoney Productions Ltd.; and
Ralph Hardings Studio 3 Productions.
Scattered around the rest of the country is the Damon
Sound Studios and Tommy Banks' Century II Studios in Edmonton; DMG Sound Studios in Thunder Bay, Ont. run by
Don Grashey, Fundy Recording Company Ltd. in Sackville,
N.B.; the Mercey Brothers Studio in Elmira, Ont.; and of
course many others which are now working on projects which
range from full scale record production to preparatory demo
tapes.
Recently Studio Six in Montreal began utilizing a computer
remix section in their newly installed console. Judy Gray explains: "Using a computerized Neve Console with 1081 equalizers and JBL 4350 Monitors, we can provide options which
are simply not available elsewhere. Our "Trackmaster" computer mixing system provides an instant individual memory

for each of the 32 faders. Therefore, during a conventional
multi -track mixdown, all level changes can be remembered,
recalled, or altered at will. Thus, one is free to build a mix artis.
ticaliy, white not being limited by the mechanical manipulabons of all faders during a single pass." Les Seguins; Jesse
Winchester; Jim and Bertrand; and Jacques Michel have so
far utilized the system.
On the outskirts Of Montreal in a little rural village known
as Morin Heights, Andre Perry, no stranger to the music and
studio scene in Quebec is building a studio on a wooded hill
overlooking his home and own private lake which will have the
first Trident Triad board in North America. Perry will be the
exclusive distributor for the board in North America and artists such as Cat Stevens have already indicated their interest
in using the facilities.
In Vancouver, a new studio complex devoted to record production has made an appearance. The complex known as
Little Mountain Sounds is run by Western Broadcasting and a
local ad agency, Griffiths-Gibson. The studio which was pretty
much into jingles production a couple of months ago have
turned to the record market which is expanding rapidly in that
city. The studio which is now 16 -track is expected to move up
to 32 -track shortly.
Jack Richardson's Nimbus Nine studios have been completed in Toronto and artists from around the world including
David Bowie, Black Oak Arkansas and Jett Beck have shown
interest in using the facilities. Alice Cooper has just finished
sessions there with producer Bob Ezrin.
With all the successes that the recording scene has had in
the last few years, there have been some problems that have
yet to be reconciled. The major problem is the crippling excise
tax that is imposed on all recording equipment that is brought
into Canada. As there are no companies in this country that
actually manufacture recording studio equipment which
means that everything has to be imported. All equipment is
subject to 171 percent duty and an additional 12 percent federal tax. This same tax was removed from the film industry approximately 13 years ago in Canada.
Many studio owners also feel that there is a need fora revision of tax laws that deal with recording sessions and production. At the moment in Canada there is a 12 percent federal
tax and 7 percent provincial tax levied on recording sessions
and production. These are problems currently being looked
into by the Canadian Independent Record Producer's Association and also the Western Canada Record Manufacturers Association.
With the current activity in the creative community, especially in the area of music, the demand for Canadian records
that can match the product that is on the market internationally has put the pressure on Canadian production facilities to provide the expertise and class of equipment to compete.
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EDMONTON
Stakes

Claim to Music Success
America. Procol Hamm is booked to return to Edmonton to
perform with the orchestra in May as part of the syndicated
TV series.
In 1967 Banks opened a broadcast production house

Doug Hutton

Defraud Tommy

Banks.

Capad prou

haul from Toronto to Vancouver, some 3,000
miles across prairies and mountains punctuated here and
there by large pockets of population that are big enough to
have a thriving music scene. Of course, there is Winnipeg,
which spawned such acts as the Guess Who, Bachman -Turner
Overdrive and Scrubbaloe Caine; Calgary. which was the starting out point for the Stampeders; and lately, Edmonton has
become quite a hub of activity in the music industry in this
country.
Much of the credit for this particular surge of activity in Edmonton must go to Tommy Banks who has worn many hats in
the music business including that of conductor. musician, arranger, talk -show host, record company president, club owner
and organizer of a new independent Edmonton television sta.
tion, ITV which will carry the new version of the Tommy Banks
Show, returning to its regular one hour format.
Also included in programming plans for ITV is the production of six pop- oriented concerts which will feature various big.
name artists in concert with the Edmonton Symphony Or.
chestra and will make use of Banks' other skill in the areas of
conducting and arranging.
Edmonton has one of the most progressive orchestras in
the world in the ESO. In the past many artists have been in.
vited to perform with the orchestra not only from the jazz and
classical fields but from the pop and folk amas as well. One of
the most successful of these collaborations was with Procol
Hamm whose record company, A&M, recorded the live concert as an album which consequently went gold in North
It is a long

Coar(naed from page C -4
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prestigious popular composer (he has recorded with the Lon.
don Symphony for years), while L'Infonie (Kot'ai) heads the
avant-garde jazz-rock scene.
Then there's the local "quickie" Top 30 market, tilled
with local lights who "cover" a U.S. hit or invent a similar one.
among the most durable of whom are Pierre Lalonde (Capitol), Michel Pagliaro (RCA, Much), Donald Lautrec (C.E.L.). All
are familiar with television and press, which is prerequisite for
staying on top in Quebec. Currently on the charts with Rechne
English-Montrealer. such as Andy Kim (Capitol), and Jesse
Winchester (Bearsvitle), internationally acclaimed singer songwriter.
Despite the preponderance of solo acts. the biggest noise
made over the past year has been from the local rock scene,
which has begun to awake after years of economic nonviabil.
Cy. Montreal is endowed with a rabid and particular rock music audience; curiously, the young French -speaking fan will fill
the Montreal Forum (cap. 18,000) for such groups as Pink
Floyd; Emerson, Lake & Palmer; Led Zeppelin. British heavy
progressive rock is the main influence, while Montreal and
Quebec City tans have supported such left- Fielders as Shawn
Phillips (who "broke" first in Montreal). Babe Ruth (whose
lirst album sold as much as McCartny's Band on the Run),
Frank Zappa (who, in his last visit to Montreal, produced a
single for Charlebois), Richie Havens, Genesis, and others.
The current enthusiasm for high energy rock has spilled over
on the local band scene, which is sprouting fine new talent.
The enthusiasm is further sustained by the fact that one
of their own, Mahogany Rush (Notai). has broken through to
the U.S. charts, the first Montreal heavy rock outfit to do so.
No matter what musical persuasion they hold, Montreal
rock fans concede that the psychedelic electronic wizardry of
Mahogany Rush's 19- year -old guitarist Frank Marino has
boosted the possibilities for all kinds of local bands. It's a role
the young "Child of the Novelty" has handily assumed; when
not appearing in Detroit and other major U.S. urban areas,
Marino and cohorts are often to be found jamming afterhours around town. Language barriers are practically nonex.
istent in the Montreal rock scene, which is a melange of
Quebecets, English and American styles rife with unique directions.
The most ambitious, and downright revolutionary, of
these groups has been the 18- musician "cooperative" Ville
Emard Blues Band, which in the space of the past year has
created an inspirational atmosphere for home -grown rock
music. Ville Emard is a collection of former session men re
sponsible for the instrumental tracks on records by Quebec's
leading solo stars. Over the years, the musicians developed

un

der the name Century 11 which was used for all sorts of things
including record production and during the early years of
CRT's involvement in Canada, the Edmonton -based company
had a short but successful association with them. About two
years ago, Century II became a full -fledged record label and a
deal was made for distribution with Capitol Records -EMI of
Canada Ltd.
One of the first projects and certainly the most ambitious
for the label was "Cantata Canada" one of the most expen.
sive albums ever to be made in this country. It received one of
the largest promotional pushes ever put behind a Canadian
product by Capitol Records.EMI of Canada and Century II.
The album was conceived by fellow Edmontonian, Doug
Hutton, who commissioned writers from across Canada to
write songs about a particular aspect of Canadian history.
Once the songs had been written and the best chosen they
were given to local band Privilege to perform on the album
with orchestra and chorus. Unfortunately the record did not
catch the public's ear and sold only 16,()00 copies.
Hutton, who later formed his own label, Danali Records, is
not one to tackle record production on a small scale. His latest
project is an extravaganza entitled "Scarlet and Gold" which
commemorates the Albertan centennial with more than a
passing reference to the 100th anniversary of the founding of
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. The production features
the Edmonton Symphony Orchestra conducted by Tommy
Banks; the poetry of Bill Meilen; Blackfoot Indians performing
with the symphony; chanting by priests representing the corn.
ing of christianity; Barry Allan; San Francisco folk singer John
Antra, who was signed recently to Denali; Audet Dit La Pointe;
and the Original Caste featuring Dixie Lee Irises, the band
that had a hit with "One Tin Soldier" a few years ago.
A special edition of the album has been packaged with a W
inch walnut case with an inscribed square leather plate which
has a brass plate inset that bears the Alberta centennial logo.
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A commemorative single released from the set entitled
"WildroseCountry" with "The Brave Man" as the clip side has
already sold well over 20.000 copies in the Alberta area.
Also on the Danali label are singer /songwriters Mark Jor
dan, who Hutton met while setting up the "Cantata Canada"
project and John Antle, from San Francisco. Hutton's next
major project will be an American cantata based on the history of the United States.
An indication that Edmonton is a growing music center in
Canada is the fact that it can support two major recording stu'
dios; Tommy Banks' Century II studios and Damon Produo
bons Ltd. Century II is located in the country and has utilized a
solid, concrete building abandoned by the army after World
War II and artists such as Donna Warner. Russell Thornberry,
Terry McManus, Privilege and the Original Caste signed to the
subsidiary label have recorded there.
So impressed was Jury Krytiuk. the president of Boot
Records with the Damon studio complex, that he has indi'
cated that most of the production for his country acts will be
done them from now an.
Damon's publishing wing Pet -Mac has been having much
success with material by singer /songwriter Bob Ruzicka
whose "Dirty Old Man" recorded by George Hamilton IV made
quite an impact on the country charts this year.
Though Edmonton is in a rather isolated location with resped to the rest of Canada and the U.S. it seems that this soli.
tilde has bred a very tight industry within itself and one which
will bear some watching in the years ahead.
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friendships and jammed frequently, finally "going public" as
a unit in June of last year. Since then, the ensemble has
burned a fast and furious trail, climbing the highest mountains ever for a Quebec rock group as well as experiencing
frustrations. VEBB's critics maintain the concept of such a
large and diversified band is economically unworkable, and
they may be partially correct. Nevertheless, the group's first
album, Live a Montreal (London), owns the distinction of
being the first two-record set by a local rock group to amass
over 30,000 sales.
The live album was the most ambitious remote production
ever attempted in the province. The St. Denis theatre was
overflowing for two snowy nights last January, and on stage
58 microphones were used by the Fedco (N.Y.) mobile unit,
whose engineers were reported to have claimed these musi.
cians as amongthe finest they'd worked with. Ville Emard producer Bill Gagnon (also an exciting innovative electric bassist)
mixed the tracks in quick course and the set was released
(within 7 weeks of recording) to coincide with the group's 26town cross- Quebec tour, the largest ever by a local rock band.
The venture was sponsored in part by the Imperial Tobacco
Co. (Player's), whose promo campaigns utilized multi -color
posters. stickers and media advertising unprecedented in the
local industry. Yamaha (Winnipeg) also donated a sound system. Fans have embraced them as the leaders of Quebec's

Dionysos, a popular heavy -loud group (on Jupiter records) FJ
who once, oddly enough. appeared at the Montreux Jazz festival; April Wine (Aquarius) whose new album has sparked big m
sales, Moonquake, whose Gamma. released first album was
picked for U.S. distribution by Fantasy; The Wackers (Pol.
Ó
ydor), reformed again; and Harmonium, a soft- rocking trio
whose debut album (on Quality Records Canada Ltd.) has regW
istered amazing sales of 75.000 by appealing to both mainstream rock and audiences and MOR markets.
The music scene is bubbling in Montreal because local
concerns have constantly shown competitive ingenuity. Independent labels have been the backbone of the Quebec industry, and they were given a boost when the local indio Kot'ai
succeeding in selling U.S. rights for Mahogany Rush to Detroit's Westbound label and a major American campaign on
Child of the Novelty (distributed by 20th Century in U.S.) has
already paid dividends. Kot'ai scored another coup by signing
the critically hailed former Polydor artist, Ellen Mcllwaine, to
an exclusive contract. The prodigiously talented, bluesy
singer. guitarist has spent much time in Montreal recently and
is currently recording a forthcoming album (produced by Bill
Gagnon of Ville Emard). Kot'ai's recent distribution pact with
United Artists Canada also guaranteed the support of a growing national label; as UA Canada head Stan Kuhlin said
"There's plenty happening in Quebec today, and UA has got

new rock wave.

to be there"

Musically the Ville Emard band has spurred astounding
changes, from which the band has not gone unscathed. Per
sonnet shifts have reduced their number slightly, while the
thundering sound has remained as original as ever. Various
sub -groups have evolved within Ville Emard (all planning their
own albums), such as the ¡azz.rock wing led by Gagnon and
keyboardist Pierre Nadeau (and composer for Chadebois'
most famous hit, Ordinaire). The group boasts a powerful
three -man drum section (one of which, Christian St. Roch,
has recorded a solo album in which he plays all instruments),
as well as a couple of thoughtful, singing guitarists in Bob
"Pixie" Stanley and Rawn Bankley. The latter also sings his
own stone.earth songs Welted, while rocking vocalist Carlyle
Miller (a veteran of vintage Stevie Wonder road groups) "gets
down." effectively adding saxophone motifs.
Contractions. which was a self- contained group with an album (on Columbia) before gaining exposure with VEBB, has
departed to concentrate on the release of a second album.
Their sound is complex, deeply structured cerebral -rock,
paced by the spacey vocalese of singer Christiane Robichaud
(widely regarded as the province's most original stylist). Low
production budgets and infrequent gigs have held back the
group, but their one album (issued in both French and English
versions) has become of local classic.
Other rock bands to emerge from the current outburst include Octobre, a tough intense group with a style of their own;

Good Noise, another local independent founded by veteran producer Andre Perry (who did Lennon's goldie Give
Peace AChance)and distributed by Polydor, has made a large
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impression on the national scene. The label garnered a national summer hit with ex- Wacker Randy Bishop's breezy
Don't You Worry, which was penned to evoke "teenage'love"
by former pioneer CHOM -FM d.j. Doug Pringle (who is cur renty being produced in London by Marc Bolan), Bishop has
found a much wider appeal with his gentle, moving solo work
than during his days as a Wacker, and he is hoping to develop
a strong enough hold in Canada to be recognised in his native
U.S. Another unique contribution by Good Noise is the Hotel
Orchestra album. electronic recreations of big band and
swing classics as produced by Perry and John Lissaur (more
recently working in New York with Leonard Cohen); the album
was remixed to attain a more "synthesized" sound after comments that the electric orcheatra sounded too much like the
originals!
The rise of independents has coincided with a search for
new markets, and many indics maintain contacts with Euro.
pean, Japanese and American labels. Dan Lazare's long.
standing Gamma label is the most experienced in leasing local
artists internationally, as well as handling foreign pop -sellers
here. Barclay, with Chariebois. Dufresue, et al, has natural
ties with Europe.

Mel Shaw, the head of his own Music World Creations label
in Canada and the manager of the Stampeders, one of Can
aria's fastest rising rock groups, was recently elected to the
position of president within the Canadian Independent
Record Producers Association. The former president was
Jack Richardson of Nimbus Nine Productions.
In the Association's documented aims and objectives it
states: "CIRPA is a national democratic, non -profit Association, the purpose of which is to aid and support the Canadian
independent producer and the Canadian recording industry

ñ
a

through

measures."
CIRPA's arms are to (1) act as a forum for the gathering,
discussion, and dissemination of information relating to the
business of independent record production; (2) to corporately
strive for a higher standard of production quality in Canada
resulting in greater rewards for the entire Canadian music industry; (3)collectively support the growth of the Canadian talent community; (4) make available to the independent pro.
ducers an organization within which they can combine their
talents, reputations, real and potential financial political
forces and direct them towards the solution of problems
faced independent producers as a group; (5) help define and
protect the ethicsof the profession; (6) represent its membership to the recording industry, press and public of Canada
and the world in a forceful and impressive manner; and (7)
protect the interests and rights of the Canadian independent
2 record producer.
ei
In this candid interview with Billboard, CIRPA President
S Mel Shaw gives an insight into some of the concerns and
S achievements of the Association to date.
;p What are your feelings on the 30 percent Canadian content
-2 rulings in effect in this country and do you think that they are
8 effective at this point in time?
Physically the rulings have to work in the area of percentage of
broadcasting. It exists and its a law and the broadcasters are
living up to it, therefore that amount of programming is being
heard. It stands as a fact today in broadcasting, 1974.
Do you favor retention of the rulings?
An artist was being interviewed a while back and this was one
of the primary questions. He indicated that he wasted up with
talking about it. He had been making good music and was
successful and felt that the whole question was besides the
point.
The wholething is like a rule change in football. The games
o are going on but they don't talk about the rule change all of
the time. Like: "What do you think about having to punt ten
oyards before the first half ?" They have been playing the game
to of music now for four years and the broadcasters have
changed their programming formats to fit. understand that
gp the ratings are up, their revenue from advertising is up, the
success is up and the sales of foreign product is just as high. I
^o, can't think of the exact figure -I was at the Billboard radio
programming convention -but they said out of 100 percent of
g. the sale of records, five percent of the artists are responsible.
A handful of artists are carrying the record business.
w
In Canada most of the artists aren't making any money
which is not unusual. It's the same in California or anywhere.
tu In Canada the broadcasting business is booming and the
a. record business is a success and there are a handful of Cana.
dian artists that have made it big internationally.
If the rulings were suspended tomorrow what in your opinion
would be the consequences to the Canadian music industry?
That's a hypothetical question so I'll give a doable-sided hypothetical answer. If it changed tomorrow, within the broadcasting industry in Canada, think that there would be a
whiplash against playing Canadian material just as an experiment. They would say: "Have we been programming too
much Canadian? Let's back off and see." These people who
resented it would say: "Let's not program any for a couple of
months." They might find out that the phone calls for some of
the other Canadian artists would be on the increase. think
that there would be this complete backlash of radio stations
completely pulling away from Canadian product. On the other
hand there are programmers who felt an enthusiasm and desire as well as recognizing the great value in exposing new Ca.
nadian artists.
How effective in dealing with the unique problems of the Canadian music industry has the Canadian Recording Industry
Association been?
believe they are starting to have an effect on tape pirates,
and the other barnacles and thieves of our business. They're
acting as a knife scraper, scraping those people out of the
business. It seems to be a continual job. They're like cock.
roaches. They're around during the night but when the light
goes on they run away. They sit with their little tape duplieating machines and grind out these illegal tapes and seem to
thrive on it. CRIA is becoming as effective as organizations in
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bers?
Over the summer we haven't sent out a newsletter but we
have in the past sent out information on the meetings which
would include portions about either problems we are going to
cover or different specific topics.
What are the requirements for a membership to CIRPA?
You have to be a producer of records and have records on the
market. It's loose because what we have is a general member.
ship of people who are involved in producing records that we
want to get together to understand the problems of the indus.
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the U.S. to wipe out this problem, which is a very expensive
one because of legal tees and so on.
What about the American deletes of albums by Canadian artists whose copyrights are held in Canada?
That particular situation is unique in Canada in one respect.
The problem with money-hungry delete sellers who sit around
Canada is that they by up deleted albums by Canadian artists
who are still selling in this country at regular price from the
U.S. They buy the albums for 50c and sell them for $3.00 here
without the artist and publishing company making any
money. They are doing nothing less than jumping onto the
backs of Canadian artists like a leech or a barnacle sucking
out any profits that the artist might otherwise derive from the
records. In many cases tbeyeffect their name value by putting
them in a schlock category. It's a disgrace and obviously they
have no moral concern for the rims of artists and in essence
they are robbing the artists of any stature and ability to make
a profit from his art in this country.
Has CIRPA been effective in providing solutions to problems
that independents face in Canada?
They're self made problems in many cases. For instance, one
producer may not be able to afford the rent on his office.
That's a problem. Another might have gone overbudget on a
session and found himself financially strapped. That's also a
problem. They are individual in nature and countless. It is not
a finance association and we're not there to get people out of
trouble in that way. It is a group of people who produce
records who are in the same business. We don't tackle prob.
lems on an individual basis.
There are tax problems where we need to be together to offer
a

voice in Ottawa.
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whose just signed Garry Bonne 0ther credits: Alice Cooper, Lou Reed,
Flo and Eddie.
4. Paul Gross. producing Abraham's Children.
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try more.
What is the feeling towards CIRPA members also being members of the Canadian Recording Industry Association?
The CRIA opened their membership because they felt that
there were too many people not involved. It was just a man u.
facturer's association betore. They've now opened it up to be
an industry association now so there are several independents who have their own record companies who will be joining
and who have joined and I think that it's a good idea. It's good
to understand all facets of the industry and its problems.
There are some producers who strictly want to produce an artist on a singular level and don't understand the businesswhich is not necessarily the best way to be -and have no feeling towards joining CRIA and have no idea what the initials
stand for although they win benefit from solutions that CRIA
came up with. The more business-oriented producers lean
towards joining CRIA.
It's a non -voting membership isn't it?
beleine it's called an associate membership and costs $500.
It is a non -voting position not necessarily a nonvoice participation. An associate member can bring up at meetings the
things that they consider problems and am sure if they're
valid they will get a voice through the people who vote.
What sort of projects has CIRPA undertaken in the fast few
months?
An area in which we were extremely successful last year was a
symposium of producers spearheaded by Greg Hambleton,
Terry Brown, Bob Ezrin, Jack Richardson and many more. It
was a jewel in the crown of CIRPA because it was so successful
last year when we had lawyers, record executives, album design people, recording engineers. and production people
come up to Canada for a two -week period to impart some of
their knowledge to all the other members. It was a most re.
warding experience. We have made plans for another symposium later this year with many more important executives
and talented engineers from Canada and the U.S. The symposium is considered the high point of our year.
Another project that we are happy with is an arrangement
that we worked out with K -Tel International who approached
CIRPA on the idea of putting out a Canadian album of hits because a number of Canadian records were selling so well. They
thought they'd zero in on Canadian hit records and package
them for sale. Ray Kevis of K.Tel thought that it would be a
very good idea to have CIRPA coordinate a lot of the product
and use that as a point of contact so they could have as many
producers as possible represented. It was good for CIRPA because we could get all the producers together in a room with
the Kevis brothers and a couple of other people to explain
what K -Tel was all about. We didn't act as a clearing house. We
told the producers to contact K -Tel directly. What we were
doing was gathering the talent together so they could actually
meet these people and do business. CIRPA is going to share
outside of the profits that go to the artist, the producer and
the publishers -in a royalty from the album that will help build
up the CIRPA bank account.
I

Mel Shaw, CIRPA president, head of Musk World Creations, a Cana
dian label distributed by Quality Records, and manager of the Stampeders
2. Bachman -Turner awards party (from talk) Allan Katz, promotion a
drertining manager of Potydor: C. F. Turner: Blair Thornton; Randy
Bachman; Robbie Bachman; Charlie Fach of !Monogram.
.

ri.:

3. Bob Karin, Toronto-based Migration Records (Atlantic

What are some of the specific tax problems that you have to
face in Canada?
There's a duty on recording and the equipment that you bring
in and there's a 7 percent Ontario tax on sessions, not only on
the tape but the studio time and the musicians. If you have a
budget of $10,000 you find out that you owe another $1,000
that you hadn't planned on. On top of that you are taxed on
the royalties that come in. We try to align ourselves with something like that which effects everybody.
What are some of the other problems that CIRPA regularly
tackles?
Trying to get a better understanding with record companies
on their production of records. Of course, we try to get them to
produce more as well as letting them know that there are good
producers available. We keep members informed on which
record companies are open for production so that they don't
spend their days wandering around to all the record com.
panies. In this way we don't have forty producers wasting
money on making demos or zeroing in on a company that has
cut its production budget.
Is there a newsletter for CIRPA that is circulated to the mem
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John Stockfish, producer.
6. Keith Elshaw, independent producer.
7. Greg Hambleton. heed of Toronto Axe Records label (London diet.)
producing Gary 6 Dare, Thundertnug. Jay Teller and Doug Goodeve.
S.

I
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a. Gene Martyres, producing Kensington Merkel, Bruce Cochburn and
Edward Bear.
9. Hi ley Leopolp. producing Brussel Sprout end Southrote.
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The Little Mountain Sound Company Ltd.
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Canadians Impartit
and Love it
By PETER GODDARD
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Canada's relationship to jazz these past few years has
been rather similiar to the relationship between London. England in the 18th century, and Italian opera; as London imported Italian opera and its most influential composers and
performers, so do we import jazz, give it a setting and home it
otherwise might not have had. "What first noticed about
Canada," explained Gene Di Novi, the veteran accompanist
and arranger now living in Toronto. "is that you actually feel
that jazz is liked up here. You can hear jazz. good jazz, on radio. There's always something happening in the clubs. And
the media is using jazz musicians as jazz musicians." Indeed.
this past summer Do Novi had his own show, with singer Jodi
Drake on the CBC-TV network while, running opposite to him,
was pianist Oscar Peterson and his summer series on the CTV
network. Both shows were of a kind you might normally only
find on the NET stations in the U.S. And, in the case of Peterson's presentation of Count Basie and Joe Turner. there was
the spark of original ideas too often missing on TV these days.
Moreover, these two shows served to indicate something es.
sential in the way Canadians -particularly those in the media
and behind clubs -view jazz. Canadians take jazz seriously.
They tend to view it as something more than just an entertainment.
As Paul Grosney, veteran trumpet player and now booker
for the tine Toronto club. Bourbon St. (which is far less tacky
than its name) recently said, "I look for people who have

been -and are -important to jazz. But. don't care how well
this person might have played. I'm concerned about how well
he plays now." So Grosney has booked in the likes of Bill
Evans, Jim Hall. Zoot Sims (one of the biggest attractions).
Bucky Pizzarelli, Kai Winding. Phil Woods, and Sweets Edison.
a And, more often than not, when people arrive at the club they
G actually listen. "You see," said one patron one night, "despite
m
the tact don't personally like everything hear, feel should
still hear it. These guys won't be around all that long. you
I

I

I

know."
This kind of seriousness is perhaps more typical of To-

ronto than it is to either Montreal (which has a strong predilec'
tion to the blues) or to Vancouver (the club scene in which is
just beginning its development). And it's an attitude that has
filtered down to the best of the new Canadian players them.
selves. Musicians as good as bassist Michel Donato. drummer
Jerry Fuller, pianist Bernie Senensky, bassist-pianist Don
Thompson. drummers Terry Clarke and Claude Ranger,
trumpeter Freddie Stone. saxophonist Gary Morgan and Eugene Amaro. trombonist Russ Little. or saxophonist Alvinn
Pall, all take their work seriously.
This informs much of their work, which, still. is well within
the outer limits of the completely experimental. Their's is honest playing, totally competent, and marvellously adaptable, as
they might have to back up a traditional player one night. do a
jingle the next morning, and two days later in a place like the
Toronto centre for the Arts, present one of their own concerts.
There are, of course, exceptions to this Trombonist Rob
McConnell's Boss Brass (we Canadians have trouble with
names: the Boss Brass utilizes a romping reed section) is a
joyous maverick outfit, along the lines of the Thad Jones -Mel
Lewis aggregation. Made up of Toronto-based musicians who
participate in it for the big band experience, not the money,
the Boss Brass is probably the most relaxed big band in the
business, as it features people like trumpeter Guido Basso
and flute -saxophonist Moe Koff man. Then, too, with To.
rontó s apparently unending need for big bands -Maynard
Ferguson, Buddy Rich, Stan Kenton, Count Basie, Duke El.
lington's band, Woody Herman among others all make regular swings though town -whenever someone like Charlie
Barnett shows up for a one-nighter, as he did recently, it is in
effect the Boss Brass that backs him up.
Central to all of this is a highly individual miniconglomer.
ate centered around one man, John Norris. With photogra.
phenmusician Bill Smith, Norris runs the Jazz and Blues
Record Store, publishes Canada's only jazz magazine. Coda.
and operates Sackville Records. In each of these activities
Norris and Smith are highly selective. Unlike many jazz maga

tines, Coda has remained unimpressed by much in rock, and
instead, features lengthy articles on people like tenor man
Kenny Holton. who played with people like Chick Webb.
Claude Hopkins. Fletcher Henderson, and Buddy Johnson.
and yet, outside the walls of Coda, remains rather unknown.
The record store, too, is selective. importing hard.to-get items
from Europe and. in general. acting as a center for all the jazz
men and women who pass through Toronto. Sackville. too,
takes it time and care. It release of sides by people like Dollar
Brand show an infinite amount of care. Recently, the Coda record store- Sackville complex has been expanding into con.
cert production. This activity, may in the end, be its most valuable contribution. For it has provided almost ideal settings
small rooms, in -tune pianos, good audiences -for little -heard
artists like Dollar Brand. More than anything, however. Norris
and Smith and their friends act as a sort of conscience for jazz
in Canada, promoting players like John Tank, Sadik Hakim,
and Stuart Broomer when no one else will, chastizing the
media for ignoring jazz.
Toronto, it seems, is the center for much of the jazz acti
in
ity
Canada, as it is for rock, the blues and almost everything
short of the speaking of French. Yet, it is the new jazz, its practitioners and fans, that are decentralizing things away from
Toronto. In Alberta, for instance, the Edmonton Jazz Society
has scheduled concerts by people like Elvin Jones, Keith Jar.
rett (who also appeared in Toronto) and Larry Coryell. while in
late March the Society offered concerts by drummer Norman
Connors and group and by The Sam Rivers Trio. While, in
Montreal, L'Atelier de Musique Experimentale, a collective ensemble is active with its own concerts and in the promotion of
those by others, such as Karl Berger. It's the new jazz, as
much as jazz in general. that's being heard all across Canada.
And it's the musicians of the new jazz who are most likely to
provide this country with its own jazz identity. Without them,
Canada, like London in the 18th century. would remain only
an important center, and. as an import center, would not feel
the need to develop its own.
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Presented

BEE GEE'S CANADIAN DATES
Aug. 26 -Ottawa
National Arts Center
(2 Shows, 4,600 SRO)
Aug.

28- Hamilton

McMaster University
(3,200)

Aug. 30,

Sept. 1- Winnipeg
(5 Shows, 11,500 SRO)

31 &

Sept.

2- Saskatoon
(2,100 SRO)

Sept. 3- Regina
(2 Shows, 4,200 SRO)

Sept. 5, 6- Calgary
(3 Shows, 8,400 SRO)
Sept. 7- Edmonton
(2 Shows, 4,500)

ALMOST 40,000 PEOPLE

Thank you, William Morris, Mike Farrell, Hal Ray, Dick Ashby, Robert Stigwood,
Hughie Barry, Maurice, Robin & Maury.
For all your Canadian tour needs, promotion, production & advance work call:

CONCERT PRODUCTIONS INTERNATIONAL
2400 Eglinton Avenue West, West Side Mall, Toronto, Canada M6M1S6
(416) 653 -8603 (416) 653 -8604 (416) 653 -8607
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JUST COMPLETED:

the "April Wine Live" album
half way to gold
in just two weeks.
This album captures
all the exitement of their
summer tour.

the "Electric A venture Tour"
experienced by 1/4 million
April Wine rock fans
from coast to coast.
Produced by
Donald K. Donald.

AQUARIUS RECORDS OF CANADA LIMITED
Terry Flood management
ü4 YOUVILLE

STREET, MONTREAL, QUEBEC
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C

arty Bro

Linda Brown
Keith Hampshire

Lorence Hud
Bruce Miller
Savannah

featuring Bolt Upright
Ian Tyson
Valdy

Gino Vannelli
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ing sangs with any particular regards toward what the big AM rockers in Chicago are playing.
Sophisticated rock is what our station will be all about. We are located
just northwest of Chicago and can
be heard well into the metropolitan
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years."

Rock Format; Junks

Tefe

at down to eanu

salt Be nnwood Ave.,

a.m., Kent Lacy 10 a.m.-3 p.m -,
Mark Daniels 3 -7 p.m.. Bill McKay
7- midnight, and Ronnie Garret mid night-6 a.m. KAFY -AM used to be a
big factor in rock radio; good to see
the station coming back alive. ..
Pad Ward, operations director of
KFZS -FM in Sacramento, CA, reports that the new country sound is
coming along fine and "come the
OcL /Nov. ARB, I am hoping that

WJKL-FM Moves to
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Lee Pnrymae WMLS- AM -FM,
P.O. Boa 538, Sylacauga, AL, complains about record service. "Sometimes we eventually get a record,
sometimes we never do, and sometimes we get so desperate we sing it
ourselves. If we never get it on the
air, stores in our area never get
enough action to determine an order." And he mentions several la-

Rates: "POSITION WANTED" is S15-in advance -for two
times, 2" maximum- Additional space or variation from
regular ad style is $25 per inch, no maximum. No charge
for Box numbers.

BE
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t

In Fresno, CA, is the new program
director at KAFY -AM in Bakersfield, CA. And the lineup there
now includes Greg Roberts 6-10

12
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had a promising career as a deejay.
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band out there on the road.
"Then, after we left, here comes
Woody Herman with the 'Four
Brothers' thing, doing one -half of
what we did and getting all the
credit. Same thing with Stan
Kenton, and the stuff he was doing.
My band had to break up because
we were too far ahead. And when
these albums are finished everybody
will hear what I'm talking about,"
promises Eckstine.
Next week more about "Me. B's"
big band and his thoughts about the
music industry.

beb. Then adds: "We do get quite
good service from Steve McCormick
at Munn in Loo Angeles, Chip Alexander from WEA in Dallas, 201h
Century in Los Angeles. Bill Davis at
Elekra /Asylum in Marietta and
Columbia in Atlanta. We never get
A &M or London, and every time
call any promotional office, I'm either instructed to call another regional office or I'm told that the
acute vinyl shortage is putting too
much of a vinyl pinch on them to get
us on a regular list." The Top 40 format station plays 30 records and six
extra and indicates what records arc
selling among the 30 list. Lineup includes Perryman. Dave Brandon,
Chris Weber, Dale McKee, and Tony
Redd and I have a feeling that Perryman would be glad to send the play list to any label sending him singles.
1

t

t

t

For those of you who attended the
International Radio Programming
Forum in New York recently. Gary
Allyn, program director of WMYQFM, 825 41 St., Miami Beach, FL
33140, has devised a questionnaire.)
was going to send one out, but his is
so much better that I've given up all
hope of anything approaching sanity. Question No. 7 (circle the correct
answer) had: The cost of a cup of
coffee and danish at the Plaza was
A. $42.50 with coat and tie; B. $52.50
without coat or tie; C. $62.50 with
long hair and radio station T-shirt:
D. You don't care, a record guy
picked up the tab. If you didn't get
the questionnaire, I'd call up and demand one. It's obvious that Allyn is
secretly named Electric Adams or
Tom Weenie. The questionnaire is
one of the funniest (and awfully
damned close to being true) things
I've read.

-
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Jay Harper, program director of

KAND -AM in Corsicana, Tex.,
writes: "1 have to take issue with
Hob McCord of CKLW -AM in a
recent Billboard when he says he's
reluctant to edit a record. My opinion is that a record in a radio station
is like a phonograph in an art department of a magazine. If the photo
needs retouching to make it more
appealing, less offensive, or fit the
format of the magazine better, it is
done. The same should be done with
a record. Though I don't edit records
because of length, I would like to see
the average time go back to about
2:40. A station, especially a small
market station, cant afford listener
tune out because of certain offive
parts in a record. For example, I
took the talk out of 'Don't You
Worry Bout A Thing' and I took out
the fuzz guitar bridge of 'Goodbye
To Lone for a good music FM statical know it's been done before on
other stations. I've heard it. A lot of
stations took the work 'crap' out of
'Kodachrome.' It really comes down
to how much the programmer thinks
his listeners can stand"
t

t

A

Byron J. Holden Jr, reports that
he's now news director and midday
personality at W WKE-AM in Ocala,
FL. "I would like to thank all my
friends at Don Martin School,
KGOE -AM, and WWKE -AM for
helping me get here. Our lineup is:
Program director Rick James 6 -10
a.m., me until 3 p.m., and Dave
Jddhnsnn 3- signoff. We're looking
forward to the future, especially the
proposed FM. Gene Hester is our
hard -working general manager." ...
Mike (Wayne Michaels) McQuery is
now. doing the 7- midnight show at
KTICN -AM in Ketchikan, Alaska.
Bob Kern does 6.10 a.m., Greg
Dailey 10 a.m.-3 p.m., and program
director Neil Gray 3 -7 p.m. Manager
Bob Dorn still handles the afternoon
talk show and Daryll Rehkoph and
Gloria Mortis do weekends.
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Japan Bow
For UD-4;

AES Exhibs Down to 67 In N.Y.
NEW YORK -Although relatively few really "new" products
were shown at the Audio Engineering Society's second installment of

CD-4 Push
Continued from page 3

adoption of their UD -4 system

se

m

m

á
or
min
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among the world's leading record
manufacturers, audio equipment
makers and FM radio broadcasters,
it requires a noncompatible demodulator, expected to retail for
50,000 yen or over $160 in Japan,
besides an RM (Nippon Columbia
QX) decoder.
The UDA -1000 demodulator,
about 15- inches wide, 12 deep and
514 high, will be marketed overseas
under Nippon Columbia's Denon
brand, says Takayasu Yoshida, deputy general manager, international
trade division. Johnson's of Hendon,
Ltd., will be U.K. distributor, but no
U.S. marketing plans are firmed.
By comparison, current list prices
in Japan of CD-4 demodulators
from the Victor Co. of Japan (NC/
Niviro) are 33,000 yen ($110) and
52,000 yen ($173). Sony's new variable blend SQ full logic decoder is
tagged at 69,800 yen ($232), while
list prices of other Sony models are
21,800 yen ($72) and 49,800 yen
($166).
Retail prices of Nippon Columbia
home stereo sets with built -in UD-4
Cdemodulator and QX (RM) decoder
will range from 180,000 yen (3600)
to 300,000 yen ($1,000), says Yoshiaki Hosogai, manager, product
planning and market research. The
high -end model, which also has a
built -in CD-4 demodulator and SQ
decoder, was shown to the Japanese
industry Sept. 2 and is scheduled for
marketing by year -end in Japan
only.
In the meantime, Hitachi is mantrfactoring the UD-4 ICs and is believed to be working on an export
model record player with built -in
UD-4 demodulator. Hitachi /Maxell, manufacturer /exporter of UD
(ultra dynamic) blank loaded cas-

its 49th convention, there was some

vital feedback from equipment
shown at the May AES in Las Angeles

Although

firms exhibited at the
Sept. 9-12 Waldorf- Astoria show,
Billboard photo by Steve Traiman

UD -4

TEAM- Takayasu Yoshida,

tuft, and AES silver medal winner
Takeo Shiga demonstrated new
quad.

out with a UD-4
demonstration tape. Nippon Columbia manufactures prerecorded
music cassettes besides blank loaded
sertes, may come

tape.
Since the UD-4 system is new and
non -standard, Japanese retailers assume that a free "demonstration"
disk will come with every UD-4
stereo set from Nippon Columbia
and Hitachi, although the manufacturers haven't said so.
Nippon Columbia will release at
least 10 UD-4 albums by year -end,
says Shigeru Watanabe, general
manager, planning, record division.
Six are scheduled for release on the
(Nippon) Columbia label and four
on Denon, starting next month with

"Les Trois Concertos Brande bourgeois /J. S. Bach" as locally recorded by l'Orchestre de Chambre
Joan -Francois Paillard. The 10th
UD-4 album is "Yesterday Once
More /Mieko Hicota" according to
the record jackets displayed by the
Japanese manufacturer. Each will
retail for 2,500 yen or about $8.30,
Watanabe says, the same price as a
CD-4 quadradsk with music of in-

ternational origin.
In Japan, King Records is about
to join the CD-4 group. Scheduled
for release here Sept. 25 are eight
stereo-compatible discrete 4 -chan(Continued on page 37)

BASF `Unisette'
Still Developing
By RADCLIFFE JOE

-

NEW YORK
Development
work on BASF's new Unisette audio
cassette system (Billboard, June 22)
is continuing on schedule, according
to Klaus Goetz, BASF's engineer
based in Mannheim, West Ger-

many.
Goetz, who presented a revised
paper on the system at the recent
AES meet here, says that supporting
hardware systems for the Unisette
were already being marketed by
Aiwa in Japan.
Development work on a European system by Studer of Switzerland also remains on schedule and
should be available for marketing
by the end of this year.
Further, a team of German broadcasters is taking a hard -nosed look at
Unisette for possible applications in
automated broadcasting, one of the
fields in which BASF is pushing its
use.

According to BASF engineers at
the firm's Mannheim, Germany, offices, the German broadcasters will
launch extensive experiments with
the system sometime next year. If
positive, the results of the experiments could be the launching pad
for the proliferation of Unisette's use

67

in broadcasting not only in Europe,
but also in the U.S., Japan, and
other major countries of the world.
Meanwhile, BASF officials are
stressing that every major equipment manufacturer is interested in
Unisette, and that an impressive list
of manufacturers who will build the
system for consumer use will be released by year's end.
Markets to 'which Unisette is
being geared include language laboratories, talking books for the blind,
professional portable recorders,
high quality amateur recorders as
well as automated radio programming and the high end consumer
market.
Unisette, first reported exclusively
in Billboard, is a cassette -type system that has no working parts, depends entirely on the hardware for
all transports, utilizes a Vs-inch wide
tape of recording studio quality. and
can be made to travel at speeds ranging from 71 ips down to 1Ya ips.
So far BASF has come to no firm
decision about the software and is
still debating the feasibility of being
the sole producer, or licensing other
software manufacturers to produce
the cassette.

Sansui QS

'Discrete'
Claimed
NEW YORK -The newly- developed Sansui QS vario matrix 4channel system can be used to create
a synthesized discrete quadrasonic
sound field through utilization of
the IC chip decoders.
According to a theory expounded
by Sansui engineers Ryosuke Ito
and Susumu Takahashi, at the recent AES Convention here, the
state -of-the an QS vario matrix system utilizes three IC chips. One discriminates the phase relationship of
input- encoded signals to establish
the direction of the predominant
sound sources, while the other two
control the decoding matrix.
This controlling technique, according to Ito and Takahashi, helps
sharpen the directionality of predominant sound sóurces while
broadening those of lower -level
sound sources.
The end result is that insufficient
channel separation is either reduced
or removed entirely, and inter -channel separation improved to a point
where it is perceived by the human
ear as being on par with discrete 4channel playback, they claim.
The Sansui engineers stress that
the new technology is essentially different from the gain control logic
technique which increases the
apparent interchannel separation by
suppressing the gain in those channels where lower -level signals are
present. "The reproduced 4- channel
sound field is natural and musical,'
they claim
Ito and Takahashi also told their
audience that the new IC chips were
designed with full attention to their
application to sophisticated audio
equipment, and consequently provide superior characteristics in terms
of distortion, noise and dynamic
range.

By STEPHEN TRAIMAN
equal to the fall 1973 total, a definite
cutback in space was noted by the
absence of such major firms as 3M,

Electro- Sound, Infonits and Cetek
(repped by one unit in the Martin
Audio suite). One factor cited by
several other key exhibitors who are
reviewing future two-show participation is the short four -month period between the West Coast (May
7 -11) and East Coast AES meetings.
While traffic did pick up, a cross
section of company reps indicated a
definite falloff from last September.
However, most were pleased with reception to tape duplicator, cassette/
cartridge labeler, and accessory lines
shown for the first time to the East
Coast AES attendees.
Pentagon, Chicago, showed the
first units in its new low -priced AVSeries of tape duplicators featuring
4 -times speed for 31/2 and 71/2-ips
masters versus the 8- and 12 -times
speeds for its higher priced ProSeries. Tom Horton reports about a
dozen shipped to date in the new
line, which includes a th -inch reel to
4 cassette slaves, or to 3 cassette
slaves and cassette master, each at
$2,295. Also on view for the first

time was a yet -unnamed 8-track
mastering recorder (a, modified Revox AV unit), with a $2,000 suggested list, In the Pro -Series, in the
pipeline since January, most popular unit has been the combination
system with 1/2-inch master and cassette master, each to 3 cassette slaves,
ranging in price from $4,985 for a 2-

track, 8 -times mono unit to $6,585
for a 4 -track, 12 -times stereo model.
LPomrty /UA began delivery of its
new LT1600 line of 'H- and 1/2-inch
bin loop master cassette and 8 -track
duplicators in May reports John Ka-

zin of International Audio, Inc Chicago, who had the first units out as
the Grin's Midwest rep. He reports
excellent response to what is claimed
as "one of the lowest cost bin loop
open met duplicating systems in the
marketplace, particularly for a firm
just starting in the business." Prices
in the LTI600 line range from
$6,262 for either A or 1/2-inch 2channel unit, to $6,661 for either size
in 4- channel mode, and $8,170 for
the 8- channel'/: -inch duplicator.
Retorter, Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.,
had both the new model CDS cas(Continued on page 35)

Fool's Gold, Says Discrete
Engineer of Matrix System
(EDITORS NOTE: The following
excerpts are from a paper on discrete
4- channel sound by Rex Isom, RCA
Records chiefengineer, at the Sept. 12
AES quad session. Also given were
highly technical presentations on the
competitive matrix modes -for SQ by

three Sony of Japan engineers, and
two on QS by R. Ito and S. Takahashi of Sansui, including a description of a new quad synthesizer
claimed to obtain 360- degree sound
dispersion with over 24 dB inter.
channel separation.)

NEW YORK -Matrix 4- channel
sound systems have been described
as being "reminiscent of the glittering solidifications from the cauldrons of medieval alchemists," by
Warren Rex Isom, chief engineer,
RCA Records.
Speaking on "Discrete 4- Channel
Records: A Quest for Artistic Freedon" at the 49th Convention of The
Audio Engineering Society here,
Isom said that "although the electronic, engineering and mathematical skills, abilities and achievements
of the people connected with matrix

have been outstanding, the develop-

ment of matrix 4- channel technology amounted to no more than
the lumps of fool's gold bagged by
the bearded, burrowing prospector
of the early American West."
Isom continued, "At one time
there was much fanciful thinking
that, given desire, the matrix system
could be mated in the stereo baseband and the carrier modulation of
the discrete system to produce a
single standard system for the industry.
"However, there were some in the
record industry that knew, from
farm -related experience. that when
a jackass is mated with a mare, no
matter how beautiful, the hybrid
offspring resembles more completely, the lesser developed of the
parents."
Isom told his audience that the
theory of matrix technology to use
two equations to solve four unknowns cannot realistically be done
except in special cases where values
are assigned to two of the unknowns.
"When this is done the solution is
(Continued on page 38)

MARKET HEALTHY -DOYLE

Promo Backup as Vital as
Product, Pioneer Pres. Says
By BOB KIRSCH

-If

LOS ANGELES
a firm is going to be successful in the car stereo
business the product obviously has
to be good, says Pioneer Electronics
of America president Jack Doyle.
But more and more, backup in the
way of display, ad programs and
education is becoming just as important.

"The market itself is a healthy
one," Doyle says. "It's picked way
up since the gas shortage. But we're
at a point now where the product,
not just ours but a lot of firms, is
pretty good. So what doyou do to attract attention?'
www.americanradiohistory.com

One thing Pioneer did was come
up with an 8 -track series in which
the cartridge door is taken away
from the front and the whole front
panel is available for design.
In other words, make the product
more decorative as well as more me-

chanically efficient. Another thing is
to open up new markets, which Pioneer did in the past year by going
into department stores and a number of other areas where it had not
previously been strong, such as audio
dealers, independent appliance-TV
stores and installation dealers.
"Car stereos now a product quite

capable of standing on its own,"
Doyle says. "A few years ago, nobody gave the configuration any display space. Now dealers are not only
open to display, they want it. Car
stereo is a high ticket item and the
profit margin may be higher than
that of some components. A Dolby
car unit sells at $190 without the
speakers. The configuration is finding a niche everywhere."
As a result of growing volume and
quality, Doyle reiterates that display
and advertising is of extreme importance. "We have a six -unit display,"
(Continued on page 40)
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PRATT- SPECTOR model PS-97 cassette labeler is demonstrated by Andy
Barr, as Stan Gilman talks to another prospect in background.

SUPERSCOPE "superfast" 360 -ips
auto tape winder is shown to Klaus
Goetz, BASF Unisette developer, left,
by firm's Ron Newswander.

TUCK Industries automatic labeler gets once-over from Karat SRhi, center,
Buntic Corp., as firm's Phil Marchese, right, Midwest rep John Kozin dem-

onstrate.

AES
HIGHLITES
Bmboard photos by
Stephen Traiman

STANTON Magnetics' George Petetin, left, shows off display of cartridges to WOR Radio's (NYC) Orville Sather, audio broadcasting session chairman.

RECORTEC veep Eldon Corl demon.
strates new dual master transpon

PENTAGON low.priced A -V duplicator line is interest of Pete Thac,
left, and Ed Helvey Jr., Audio Video Concepts (D.C.); firm's Joe
Briezis.

SANSUI QS gets push from Jack
Moroi, head of 4-channel project.

DBX noise reduction decoders (Au g. 10 issue) are keeping president
Dave Blackmer, right, marketing manager Larry Blakely busy with
prospects.

system.

BGW SYSTEMS president Brian
Wachner shows one of four new
power amps.

AES Visitors See New Duplicators, Labelers, Accessories
Continued from page 34

duplicator system with a 50:1
ratio, and its dual master transport
system that it says eliminates the
need for the bin loop system (Billboard, Sept. 14). Vice president Elsette

don Cori reports high interest in the
floor demonstrations of the dual
master transport, which is basically
two high speed tape drives, available
in IA -, 1/2 and I -inch versions. Program manager Bill Lawless was
keeping busy with lest cuttings.
knocking off 5 -30 cassettes at 33/4 ips
in 31'seconda, and at 754 ips in 41
seconds. It will be "priced competitively" when production begins later
this year. he says.

Otari Corp., San Carlos, Calif.,
began August shipments of its DP4050 professional 8:1 in- cassette duplicator systems shown at the May
AES, with sales manager Brian
Trankle noting purchases for both

the 56,500 open- rabto-t cassette slave, and the $5,530 cassette -to-5cassette-slave models. He also notes
much interest in the new MX -5050

"Mini -Pro" professional recorder

(Billboard, Sept. 14) offered in land 4- channel models at 51,345 and
$1,945 respectively.

Pratt- Spector Corp., Rockville
Centre, N.Y., had its new model PS97 cassette labeler with 8 -track attachment going strong. General
manager Andy Barr notes that the
unit shown at the May AES was sold
off the floor, with three more of the
$4,000-plus model purchased since
then. Basically a slowed -down version of a machine used for the last 12
years in the cosmetics and pharmaceutical industries, the PS-97 can label 35-38 cassettes a minute manually, or 60-62 with an optional
hopper.
Turk Industries, New Rochelle,
N.Y., was showing its automatic
labeler for the first time at AES, represented by International Audio. In
use about four years. the 54.000 unit
(with $200 8 -track adapter) labels
25 -30 cassettes on both sides per
minute with manual operation, or
about 25 single -label 8 -track cartridges, according to the firm's Phil

Marchese. Unit features a patented
vacuum plunger principle that grips
the label until it contacts the product
surface.
Superscope tape duplicating division, San Fernando, Calif., had an
improved version of its model 1300
automatic tape winder on display
for the first time to get industry reaction to its 360 -ips speed, special
products manager Jeff Volkaerts reports. Response to the $5,000 model
1300etlith 120 -ips wind speed. introduced earlier this year. has been better than expected, according to marketing manager Ron Newswander,
with sales aboard noted for Hong
Kong. Australia, New Zealand and
Canada. ff the high -speed version
gets the industry nod, it could be in
production by year-end with some
simple modifications, he emphasizes.

Audimation,

Inc.,

Chicago,

showed the improved version

of

its

742 automatic cartridge winder that

debuted at the February international Tape Assn. seminar at Tucson. The firm's Norm Deletzke Jr.,

sharing Tapemaker Sales' booth, re.
ports more than 30 sold since last
spring, with its claims of 400 platforms per hour per unit at speeds up
to 690 ips. Exact footage price is
$1,995, or $2,150 with cue tone.
Revox, Syosset, N.Y., was showing
its new dual purpose tape recorder
and delay -echo unit, basically the
standard A77 recorder with an endless loop cassette. Marketing director
Peter Giddings notes it is available
as a $187 conversion kit for an existing unit, or in three models ranging
from $1,229 for 33-754 ips to $1,504

for

15 -30

ips speeds.
In the accessory area, Stanton

Magnetics, Plainview, N.Y., reports
good response to its model 68 IEEE
stereo cartridge at $82 since it hit the
pipeline three months ago. George
Petetin, professional products sales
manager, points out its success is a
solid example of how the company's
investment in quad development
will pay off for years in stereo-enhancing cartridges -an analogy
similar to the basic selling emphasis
in quad today.

Shure Brothers notes excellent
sales for its highly acclaimed SM7
unidirectional microphones, in the
pipeline for about five months at approximately $200. A paper on appli-

cations and design considerations
for the unit was a feature of the AES
transducers, loudspeakers and microphones session, with input from
the firm's Bob Schaletn, CE. Seeter
and A.D. Smith.
Koss Corp., Milwaukee was demonstrating its HV /1LC lightweight
stereophone with its "hear all 10 octaves" bannerline, and reports solid
sales of the unit that incorporates
Shure's new Decilite driver element
with a state- of-the-art transducer.
BGW Systems, Beverly Hills,
Calif., which recently became a QS
licensee (Billboard, Aug. 17), provided one of the few 4- channel highlights at AES. President Brian
Wachner announced that the 4XPA
quad pre -amp would be available
by year -end at $849 suggested list,
plus plug -in CD-4 and SQ-QS matrix decoders at $99 each, with a
number of orders "in the house."

opyiru!r:cammartl
www.americanradiohistory.com
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BASF to

Tape Duplicator

License
Device

By ANNE DUSTON

corded music industry to promote
the 8 -track cartridge concept. Our
market research shows, also, that initial users of cassette will switch to Strack stereo or quadraphonic cartridge systems." ne noted.

"Senior management in the recorded tape industry tends to veer
from extreme optimism to abject de-

pression with frightening rapidity."
Bill Dalglish, Capitol Audio Devices
European director, said during an address to a meeting of Midwestern
duplicator managers in Jacksonville.
III., recently.
In reviewing the growth of the
record and unrecorded magnetic
tape markets in Europe over the last
five years. he noted that "in the U.K.
during the first quarter of '74, private motoring underwent severe
shrinkage due to the ail crisis. This
affected the volume of sales of 8track recorded product, at a time of
fairly quiet retailing. Management
interpreted this to mean that the 8track pre -recorded cartridge was on
the way out and that cassette product would reign supreme and alone.
We know this is not the rase."
He noted that sales of S-track cartridge players in the U.K. are over
one and a half million, producing a
continuing market for pre -recorded
8 -track tapes: Sales of 8 -track to cassette are three to live.
"There are some people who
maintain that the blank 8 -track is
more time -consuming to record than
the cassette product. This alone
should bean incentive to the prere-

The lint major shareholder communications in videotape form has
been produced by Advanced Systems. Inc., Elk Grove Village, 111.
The 25- minute video report features
excerpts from the company's financial statements and president's letter
to shareholders, along with an interview with Mitchell E. Morris. president. by Larry Buller. Chicago radio-TV business news reporter.

The International Tape Assn. (ITA)
is seeking nominations for the ITA
Audio Achievement Award and the

ITA Video Achievement Award, to
be presented at the March 2-6. 1975
LTA Fifth Annual Seminar in Tucson.
Nominations, listing the name of

the company or individual and
background reason for the nomination can be sent to the Board of
Directors. ITA. World Tape Center.
Tucson International Airport 85734.
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needle uide
gives yóu more
More set model numbers ... More hard -to -find
needle types ... Mme cross reference information.
More of everything you need to make the sale.
Become a PFANSTIEHL DEALER and you'll be able
to sell more LONG PROFIT Replacement Needles.
WRITE TODAY Ene INFORMATION
ON soase LETTERHEAD

3300 WASHINGTON ST.

/

SOH 698 / WAUKEGAN, ILL. aunes

Don't monkey
around
with tapes...
Sell 'em !
Brovasers become

buyers because...
ßUICK -VUE" was designed with the
idea to make each tape completely
to the buyer in a good Crisible
ooking, pilfer -proof display case.
R's like reading pages in a book, see
ozens of pictures and titles at a
lance, through the easy viewing,
lip -thru tape holders.

,

CAPITOL SEMINAR -Tape duplicators from Europe learned firsthand about
manufacturing, design, reliability and marketing of U.S. blank tape during recent visit to Capitol Magnetic Products, Glenbrook, Conn. Clockwise from left
are M. Papaleukas, Mood Music, Paris; E. Buchegger and B. Moschim, Werner Weber, Zurich; Frank Diaz. Capitol research director; R. Watts, Trident
Tapes, London; Mrs. J. Bushenhagen, I.T.P., Berlin; M. Toney, Precision
Tape Ltd., London, and F. Brooks, EMI Records, London.

Pioneer Starts Delivery
Of Receiver & Headphones
NEW YORK -U.S. Pioneer ElectroniesCorp. has begun deliveries of

cuit, as well as provisions for the
connection of Iwo sets of speaker

its SX-434 stereo receiver. and its
SE -L201 stereo headphones, previewed at the firm's 1974 -75 product
demonstration held here last spring.
The SX -434, with a list price of
$239.95 has been described as "ideal
for use with medium to high efficiency speaker systems." It delivers
15 watts of continuous power RMS
per channel with less than 0.8 percent harmonic distortion.
The unit also boasts separate bass
and treble controls of the "click
stop" type for ease of resetting and
establishment of true flat response.
There is also a full tape monitor cir-

systems.

Levitz Selling
Components In
Furniture Shops
CHICAGO -An audio components department has been added to
two new Levitz Furniture Co. shops
opened here in suburban Calumet
City and Hillside over Labor Day
weekend, as part of a national plan
to implement a home centers concept, also including appliance and
TV departments.
The 2,000 sq. foot area, with 4channel demonstration rooms at either end, is dramatically furnished
with red shag carpeting, bean bag
chairs, and spotlights hanging from
a black painted ceiling.
Components in the high and

middle price range, including
brands such as Masterworks, JBX,
BSR, Sylvania, EPI, Fisher,
Marantz, Garrard, Dual, Koss headphones, private label Kenco, and
Pioneer, are arranged in pre -packaged sets, with package and individual prices marked. Each package
can be activated by the customer.
The top offered 4- channel set includes a Marantz 4300 receiver, four
EPI MT3 speakers, Dual 1229 turntable with Pickering 2400Q cartridge, discounted by Levitz to

The headphones reportedly offer
excellent wide range tonal response,
power handling capability and transient response. The nine -ounce units
are list priced at $29.95.

The company is still reluctant to
discuss this turnabout in its policy,
but sources close to BASF in Germany say that fellow European
manufacturers, Gmndig and Telefunken, will be among the first to receive official sanction. Philips is also
among the licensees pending for the
use of this patented product.
So far no names have been men-'
boned among U.S. manufacturers,
but it is understood that there are
some major companies under con-

sideration.
BASF was the first to develop a
jam -proof cassette which it released
commercially more than two years
ago when the jamming of software
in equipment was one of the biggest
(Comineed on pone 37)
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TO BRING PEOPLE INTO YOUR
STORE
-THIS LS ITK 5" AND T' REELS OF FINE yr"
RECORDING TAPE, (MUCH IS LOW NOISE), AT BELOW COST.
OVER 50,000 REELS OF THIS QUALITY TAPE ARE IN STOCK,
BUT WHEN THEY ARE GONE, THAT'S R!
IF YOU NEED A LEADER ITEM

--

WHAT'S WRONG?

- --

NOTHING SERIOUS
SCRATCHED OR CRACKED REELS,
LOOSE OR UNEVEN WINDS, OR AN OCCATIONAL SPLICE.
7" REELS ARE MIXED LENGT1-15- 1200'- 1800' -2400'///
5" REELS ARE MIXED LENGTHS -600' -800'- 12007//
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REELS SOLD N INCREMENTS OF 500 ONLY PER REF-1. SEE.
500 LOT INCREMENTS OF EACH SEE MAY BE MIXED FOR MAXIMUM encases.
CHECK MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER. PRICE NCLUOES ALL SHIPPING N UNITED STATES.
ALL REELS SOLD ONANAS rs BASIS. OFFER LIMITED.
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The world's most popular cartridge/
cassette winder, with instantaneous
changeover

$1,798 from a $2,144 list.

A third Levitz store will opda in
Rolling Meadows in the next few

Our business is Cartridge and
Cassette Displayers. We don't
monkey around, neither should you.

months.

Mobile Display
For Jensen Sound

you are at all Interested in
'ncreasing tape sales, send for
'REE 12 page brochure.
T

CHICAGO -Jensen Sound Labs

cammge a cassette

QUICK-VUE" o1sPLArLCRs
.0. Boo 933, Tease, Texas 75160
erran (214) 583.5869 / Del /as (214) 226.7248

-

Nt.
-rar
Capitol Magnetics photo

NEW YORK -After more than
two years of balking at the prospect,
BASF will license the right to manufacture its "Special Mechanism" for
jam -proof cassettes to other manu-

mm

now has available a new mobile
point -of- purchase display for its
main selling mobile speakers. The
unit is wired with a speaker selector
switch, and comes with an 8 -track
tape player and power supply. The
display can be either counter top or
floor standing with stock set up at
the base.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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UD -4 In Japan Bow; More CD -4, SQ Disks
Continued from page

.14

nel albums manufactured by King
from master recordings owned by
A&M, Barclay, CTI and Project 3.
The titles are: "Now and Then /The

Carpenters," 'Tapestry /Carole
King," "The Six Wives of Henry the
VIIIth /Rick Wakeman, "Bad Girl/
Quincy Jones," "Raymond Lefevre
in Concert," "Deodato/Rhapsody
In Blue, `Joan Baez' Greatest Hits"
and "The Spectacular Brass Menagerie" (Enoch Light).
Also, five more CD-4 albums are
scheduled for release here Oct. 25
and six more Nov. 25 by Nippon
Phonogram on the Philips label,
while the first two CD-4 albums
manufactured by Victor Musical Industries from Eterna master recordings owned by Deutsche Schallplatten (VEB) are scheduled for release
OcL 25, too. Also. Teichiku, another
member of the Matsushita group, is
preparing to mount a CD -4 sales
campaign from Oct. 21 through
Christmas Day for its over 50 discrete quadradisk releases.
In another development, TDKFairchild is preparing to market its
CD-4 linear IC in Japan at an average price of 700 yen ($2.30) and, the
joint developer says, samples have
already been delivered to JVC, Matsushita and Pioneer. The 16 -pin IC
will be manufactured in the U.S. by
the American partner at the rate of
100,000 units a month, starting next
January, TDK- Fairchild says. Unit
price will range from 400 yen ($ 130)
to 1,000 yen ($3.30) depending on
order volume, the joint venture
adds.

Four more SQ albums are scheduled for release next month in Japan, and six more in November by
CBS /Sony.
In terms of combined gross sales,

Ampex Bows
Quality Pro
Audio Tape
NEW YORK -Ampex has introduced a new magnetic audio tape of
studio mastering quality utilizing
what John Porter, vice president and
general manager, magnetic tape division, calls "super oxide formulation."
The lape, designated "Grand
Master." was previewed at the May
AES in Los Angeles, and is said to
achieve the 'lowest level of distortion, plus the maximum in saw ration
capacity and output capability."
Grand Master, which initially is
being made available only for professional applications, was specifically formulated for creative recording applications where the ultimate
in sound quality is required, according to Porter.
The tape, on demonstration at the
AES Show held here last week, was
being used in conjunction with -the

Matsushita /JVC has annually outmatched Hitachi /Nippon Columbia
by a ratio of about five to four. Hitachi openly committed itself to the
UD-4 system for the first time in Ja-

pan Sept. 2. Nippon Columbia, now
under Hitachi's wing, is expected to
start advertising the UD -4 system in
the U.S. and Europe next month.
Hitachi, which is manufacturing the

QS " Vario- Matrix" IC for Sansui,
says the UD-4 system was developed

by Nippon Columbia in cooperation
with Hitachi's Central Research
Laboratory.

Nippon /Columbia photo

UD-4 UNIT -Model
demodulator will sell
$160.

UDA -1000
in Japan for

If the
tolerance is off,
Allison
becomes intolerable.
Our suppliers never give
us anything even one
percent less than perfect.
They know they'd no
longer be our suppliers.
That's the reputation we
have. And we aim to
maintain it,
In only five years, we've
become the largest independent duplicator in the
business. And we got
thereby doing the best
we know how to get the
finest quality in tape,
cartridges and cassette
parts. The best we know
how happens to be
considerably more than
most people know.
If you have a duplicating job to do, see us. Our
sound technicians know
their job. They're satisfying the most discriminating professionals in the
world because they work
in the most professional
facilities in the business.
We'd be pleased to
have you tour our plant.
We're rather proud of it.
We have 55,000 square
feet housing the most

Ampex AG -440C studio audio
recorder, also new to the Ampex
family of products, and an advanced
model of the 440 and 440B series of
professional audio equipment

BASF Device
Continued front page 36

modem equipment:
mastering; duplicating;
quality control; labeling;
packaging: warehousing
and shipping.
And we want you to

'

meet the tough professionals who make it all work.
We give our suppliers
a hard time. That's what
keeps our customers
coming back.

AT TA

bugaboos the then fledgling industry had to face.
Since then a number of other
companies have laid claim to the development of jam-proof cassettes. although the interior design and the
name "Special Mechanism" remain
heavily guarded patents of BASF.

T. TAT

'son

ALLISON AUDIO PRODUCTS. INC.
1290 MOTOR PARKWAY
HAUPPAUGE. NEW YORK 11787
516 234- 2010/212 895-6449
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Rep Rap
Chrion Corp. of America has added 12 rep
firms to service their 78 distributors of car
stereo equipment, executive vice president
Clark Yamaab reports. Key additions in the
Western stales include 1.M Marketing lac, Box

40,

Medina,

Wash.

98039,

with

Charles Gainey, 10502 39165cc

,

salesmen

S.W., Seattle

98146 Goo Papedni, 8188.E 214th, Gresham,
Ore. 97030, and kern RTar1.6, 72168.6. 128th,
Vancouver, Wash. 98665; Rif Hmdrke, Box 43,

DAM

Foiroaks, Calif. 95628; The

Co.,

Box

28338, Dallas 75238, with salesmen Did Mmn,
Box 66524, Houston, and Paul kcanemax, 1055
St. Paul Are., New Orleans.

In the Midwest and South:

Ho8iogseMh

A

SOW.,

with reps

K. P.

Item,

1611 Perimeter

Center East, Atlanta 30346; Perry

Raker,

Box

25344, Charlotte, X.C. 28215, and 1k. Slade,
Box 20622, Orlando, Fla. 32314; lamas tae Co,

Ira, Dew Ott;

6121 Excelsior Bled., St.

Lais

Minn. 55416; Bear Martens 3623
Brecksville, Rd., Rihlieo, Ohio 44286; Amex
Wadable, Perry Maeda, 1649 Evergreen SI.,
Park,

Chicago 60822;

2419

E.

MMrhtes Corp, Myrna Selby,

56th St. Indanapolis 46220.

In the Eastern stales: ferry Miner

821, Syracuse, N.Y. 13201;

lean

5äo1,

50

E.

Sale,

Same Low.

Box

Inc-,

Wynnewood Rd.. Wynne

wood, Pa 19196; Mehra

Amdarm, Nut Beer

1r, Box 274, Evan Valley, Pa. 16120; Shadard
Enterprise, Inc, 110 Resell, 94 Brown St.,
Hartlord, Cann. 06114.
it

Roben

it

w

Winker, Wiliam Studley,

Frank

Weeks and Moque Cook at IUngstan-SMrkey A
Assoc., Indianapolis, will provide audio distrihu.
tor and dealer coverage for Aadie-Techoir U.S.,

Inc., for the stales of Ind. and Ay.

Fidelitone
Moves Into
Disc Care

CHICAGO -In announcing e
new line of record care products,
Craig J. Hudson, Fidelitone, goo's
new products manager, notes that
the farm is branching out from its basic phonograph needle product into
other related audio products, including record and tape care and possibly replacement phonograph car-

Being the best in dopt" äting
ísrit easy.

eú

That's why we at Electro Sound
design our professional tape duplicating system to be both durable
and versatile. Long lasting hardware.

Sure we use state- of- the-art
techniques. A unique servo constant
tension system, electronic cue tone
injector and a 2,000' capacity vertical loop bin that guards against tape
edge curl are examples of our skills.
Plug -in heads let operators
change tape width or formats in
seconds. Speeds of 120, 240 or 60
ips means production flexibility.
Endless loop or auto rewind handles
any duplicating job. But on what?
It's the ability to efficiently produce a finished tape of unquestioned high quality that pays off in
operating profits for our customers.

But that's not all. We are the
only single source manufacturer of
duplicators, loading racks, quality
control reproducers, mastering recorders. cartridge and casette
winders and splicers. And we provide on -site engineers for equipment installation and employee
training.
Whether you duplicate retell
music, broadcast syndications or
"spoken word" formals, Electro
Sound has a system for you. After
all, the giants who pioneered the industry, as well as those just joining
it, are using Electro Sound systems.

ELECTRO SOUND®
manone ola.wmron nx

ELECTRO SOUND, INC.
725 Neer Road, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 2458600 Telex: 3440324 LECTROSND SUVL

AUDIOMATIC CORPORATION
1290 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10019
12121682 -4970. Cable: AUDIOMATIC. Telex: 12 -8419
European Office and Showroom
4, rue Moeller, 92100 Courbevoie. France (Perla).
333.30.90 Cable: AUDIOMATIC. Telex: 62282

tridges.
The new Fidelicare line was developed for high line stereo, and will
be marketed through a two-step distributor program as well as one -step
to stereo hi-fi chains.
The complete line includes a
cleaner arm called the Disc Jockey
that attaches to the turntable and
cleans the record while it is spinning
($5.99 list); plush brush. $3.99;
stylus cleaner; cleaning fluid; antistatic fluid; fuzz record cleaner. Two
kits combining some of the above
products are also available: the Intensive Cere Kit, at $10.99 list, and
the Fideacare Kit, at $5.49 list.
Fidelitone has also introduced
two tape cleaning products: the Pinball, for 8 -track cartridges at $5.95
list; and the Pinwheel, for cassette, at
$6.98. Hudson indicated that these
products have a four -function efficiency, rather than the conventional
one -function cleaning action.

Isom on `Q'
Continued from page 34

only instantaneously correct, while
the assigned values correspond to
the actual value," he said.
Isom explained that what is done
in

a

case like this is that the assigned

values are used to fix the location of
certain key instruments at critical
times during the recording session.
"At other times there is a 'fill -in'
by electronically determined directional variations based upon frequency, level, phase, dominance
and other nuances of musical content that produce an onslaught of
changing sound parameters in the
listening area," Isom said.
The RCA engineer added that
these and other considerations were
among those basic to the RCA decision to produce a discrete 4- channel
system. 'The practice of solid fundamentals is the some of the game.
"This is especially we for those professionals with consistent performance records sparked with ramiedazzle accomplishments.
He continued, "In the record business it is the performing artists who
are the professionals. The role of
electronics and recording engineering is to capture and reproduce their
.

performance, not constrain and limit
it, and certainly not to capture the
performance from them."
www.americanradiohistory.com
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The October 5th, 1974 issue of BILLBOARD will be a gala affair in honor
of the Blank Tape Industry.
Everyone you know will be there: the Tapes, the Cassettes, the
Cartridges and the Reel-to-Reels -not to mention the Television
Cartridges and the Video Cassettes!
And, the conversation won't be dull, unless you find the latest in blank
tape product marketing techniques and distribution methods boring.
In fact, all the VIP's who make your industry competitive and exciting
are awaiting your appearance at our bash -people involved in professional duplicating systems and accessories /services. Manufacturers
of carrying cases. Mass merchandisers. Manufacturers of raw tape
and the components used in producing blank tape.
We need you to help us celebrate in style, so don't make any other
plans for October 5th, 1974!
To participate in BILLBOARD'S Blank Tape Celebration Issue simply
contact your nearest BILLBOARD sales representative today.
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Don't let the party start without you -the price of admission is well
worth the notoriety you'll gain by appearing.
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Akai Sets Retail $ Reduction

LUpdate From Europe
By NICK ROBERTSHAW
Music Week Stall Writer

LONDON -Two big back -toback shows drew leading hi ti equipment manufacturers and expected
over 30,000 trade and public visitors
from Aug. 30 -Sept. 3.... Organized
by Exhibition Conference Services
for the fifth year, the Harrogate Intentational Audio Show led off for
three days with a record 94 exhibitors at the Majestic Hotel, largest in
Northern England. Among exhibitors were Wharfedale, Sony, Saner,

Tandberg, National Panasonic,
Eagle, Trio, JVC, J.B.L., Revox,
Cambridge Audio, Tenney, Toshiba
and Sharp. Show was open to trade
only the first day.. . May of
Churchgate, a leading audio store in
Leicester, promoted its own three day HiFi Show Sept. 3 -5, featuring
such manufacturers as Hitachi,
Aiwa, JVC, ITT, BASF, TEAC and
Sony at the Grand Hotel.

The audio industry in the U.K. is
still reverberating from the recent
cutback of 600 employees- one -fifth
of its workforce-by Garrard at its
Swindon plant. Triggered by what
officials for the major world turntable manufacturer termed "extensive cancellations of orders by customers both in the U.S. and
England," the layoff is also due to
the effect of global inflationary
trends that have led to review and
control of large inventories by the
(Continued on page 46)

COMPTON, Calif -Akai America Ltd., bucking the inflationary
price spiral, announced suggested
retail cuts of 5 to 15 percent in five of
its seven cassette decks and two of its
new 1O1/2-inch open reel decks.

In announcing the reductions.
marketing director Jay Menduke
cited three major reasons:
A substantial increase in overall manufacturing efficiency due to
improved and innovative procedures at parent Akai Electric facilities in Tokyo.
Restructuring of the U.S.
dealer organization and start of a
distributor network, about four

ing, two noise reduction circuits
(Dolby and Akai), line/microphone
mixing and vertical head block design, the GXC -510D will retail for

months ago (Billboard, June 1), resulted in added savings.
Elimination of bad credit risk
accounts.
"We want to pass these savings on
to the dealers and consumers," he
said. "We feel that these retail price
decreases will be particularly welcome, especially at this time with inflationary spirals threatening all of

$349.95.

Examples of price cuts include the
GXC -38D, from $269.95 to $229.95;
GXC -65D from $349.95 to $319.95;
CS -30D from $169.95 to $149.95;
and the GX -60eDB open reel deck
with Dolby from $725 to $699.95.

u.,

Menduke made the announcement at special dealer /distributor
meetings in New York and Los Angeles, where Akai also introduced
the first in a completely new line of
cassette decks. Featuring front load-

When Answering Ads
,
Say You Saw It in Billboard
.

.

Doyle Sees
Promo Vital
Continued from page 34
he says, "a one -unit display, a display for in -dash and a display for

under -dash models.

cc

"In addition," he says, "we can
make it easier for the dealer with a
display. We can help with the location, such as placing it in a high vat.
fic area where the unit sells itself.
Despite the cost, car stereo is still an
a large degree. Most
people know what they want, and if
they pass a display that is essentially
a self-service center they arc more
likely to stop, look and buy.
"There are other areas we can
help in," Doyle continues. "Take isstallation as an example. Over 75
percent of the car stereo consumers
install their own units. So we use
Steve Tillback, the head of our Los
Angeles installation center, in our
ads. He tells the consumer that if
they have a problem, we will send
him a book on installation. Steve
wrote the book."
The firm is also running ads in
such diverse magazines as Playboy,
Penthouse, Rolling Stone, the National Lampoon, Hot Rod, Motor
Trend and New Times and has
sponsored the National Lampoon
Radio Hour in some 180 markets.
"The whole thing adds yp to our
biggest campaign ever," Doyle says.
"We've got an accepted consumer
product with more sophisticated
merchandise than ever before going
to that market. Dealers want to know
more so we've got more information
on the package and more tags for
dealers on our radio spots. It's an industry that's growing, and the methods of reaching consumers and dealers must grow with the product."
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Intensive Care
For Records...
complete line of effective
record care products, plus... a
whole new approach to significant
sales volume that you may now
be missing.
A new,

You get it all with

Top Quality

Altec Publishes
Speaker Booklet

Merchandising Delivery

Get the full story on the special introductory
offer on becoming a Fidelitone Record Care
specialist...it's limited ...so clip and send in the
coupon below today... or call... 13121359 -0600.

NEW YORK -The Sound Products Div. of Altec Corp. has issued a
Gee 12 -page booklet titled, "Loudspeaker Power Ratings," and designed to help the consumer in extending the life of his speakers.
The booklet, sub -titled, "How To
Interpret The Ambiguous," deals.
through charts and simple language,
with such common problems as
over-driving a speaker. causes and
prevention of speaker failure, input
vs. output, and the subject of fuses.
Officials at Altec say that since
there is no industry standard for determining the power capacity of a
speaker, confusion and misuse is often the result. Copies of the booklet
are available from any Altec dealer,
or directly from the Alice Corp.

Fidelitone...

I-TO: Fidelitone.
I am

Name

The Touch of Magic in
Needles and Audio Accessories
207 N. Woodwork Lane, Palatine.

It

00007

ln7/1 207 N.

interested

Woodwork Lane, Palatine,

Il

llnais 80067.

Fidelitone's Intensive Careful Records!
Tine

Company

Address

LCity

State

Zip

Gopyngh!cd m:;cual
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Stress Management
At NEW /COM Meet

Retailing Spotlight
By RAY BRACK

How aggressive merchandisers
large and small are "Doing Their
Thing" in pricing and promoting lines
and models in blank rape and audio
hardware across the country is the
subject of this column.
UNuaral PROMOTION: Midwest Hi Fii, audio retailing specialists
with seven Chicago-area outlets, tied
in with the familiar 7 -Up "promotit" to run a late- August "Factory
Unauthorized Sale." The well -advertised promotion featured punchy
copy like this: "All of Audiodom is
divided into three parts -the manufacturer (them), the customers (you)
and the retailers (us). Now they want
you to pay high prices for the privilege of owning their equipment.
You, naturally, want the best price
you can get. Frankly, we are on your
side, but when our prices get this
low, we can't let them know about
it -hence the "Factory Unauthor-

speakers, Garrard 42M turntable
with Shure M75ECS cartridge. A
system consisting of Sony STR -7065
stereo receiver, Electro-Voice EVC312 speakers and Garrard 74M turntable with Shure M91ED cartridge.
TEACs 250 stereo cassette deck
was advertised at $199.50, one of the
few sale prices described as "factory
authorized." Kenwood's KR -6340
stereo /quad receiver was offered at
$271, Analytic Acoustic model 46
speakers were promoted at $49 each
and Pioneer 100B speakers went for
$79 each.

ized Sale."
Ads were laced with blanks and
question marks where brand names

August audio promotions by retailers around the country were plentiful and full of surprises. In Miami
(among other markets), J.C. Penney
put its own -brand 4-channel component system on sale for $99. Concurrently, Penneÿ s auto department
offered a 20-watt 8 -track tape deck
with burglar alarm for $74.95, while
K-Mart in Miami (and elsewhere)
had the Tenn "mini-stereo" car
players on sale for $59.96.... In another major quad promotion, Fed eral's in Detroit (18 locations) offered a Masterwork 4- channel
system at $269.88 and sweetened the
deal with $100 worth of records
and /or tapes for $27.85 to each
buyer (premium value based on list
prices).... To mark the addition of
Sansei in its seven Columbus, Ohio,
locations, Sun Television & Appliance Co. offered two different San sui systems at $199 (BSR changer)
and $499 (Garrard changer). They
also advertised the Toyo 8 -track
play /record unit with BSR 3l0
changer at $199.
Several major Richmond. Va.,
outlets wem locked in competition
for the audio dollar during the last

normally would appear, but Midwest wasn't a bit bashful about offering at $359 a component system
comprised of the Sherwood 5 -7100A
receiver, Electro-Voice EVC -210

do you
need 8 -track lubricated tape,
cassette tape. C-O 's qr loaded

cassettes?
Get in touch with EMPIRE

MAGNETIC INDUSTRIES
the one stop for all your
duplication or blank loading
requirements at LOWEST

-

PRICES.

H.

MANN

EMPIRE MAGNETIC INDUSTRIES
555 Alton Rd., Woodmere, N.Y. 11598
Phone (518) 42041558
Miami. Florida- Fragrer Plaza Bag.
4100 W. Floor Street
Phone (305) 446.9038

CHICAGO -Board chairmanships for NEW /COM '75 have been
announced by show corporation
president Gene Hill for the May 6-8
electronic distributor trade show at

the Las Vegas Convention Center.
In addition, seminar sessions have
been changed to emphasize management, marketing and purchasing
rather than being market oriented.
The management sessions will include topics such as financial man-

An unidentified brand of blank
reel -to-reel tape was advertised at
$3.39 per 1800 ft reel, and "??? C90" blank cassettes were offered at
$1.82.
Customers received free UNcola
if they vowed to keep sales details

"UNder their hats."
MARKET -TO- MARKET: Late
ANTISHOPUFT- Turner's Record
Shop, Charleston, W. Va. (Billboard,
Aug. 3), uses rail to separate kids,
singles bin; also has intercom buzz
code system to alert clerks on floor,
operated from above back part of
store (inset).
week of August. Sight 'n' Sound, a

discounter with three locations,
pushed Toyo (8 -track portable 317
at $42), Marlin (8-track /turntable
MPX 700C at $97). Olympic
(RTC900 AM /FM 8- track /record
deck at $197). Sony (HP168 compact
8 -track for $239.50). TEAC (220
stereo cassette deck, $157) and Technics (4- channel 8 -track recorder/

player, $399.95). Richmond's Careusel stores, with a wide inventory of
name -brand audio equipment of
fared an Olympic 8 -track player/
recorder at S59 and a Sony stereo
cassette deck at $73. Harvey's Warehouse, another mass merchandiser
of recreational electronics in Richmond, promoted auto 8 -track players heavily.... "Sanyo will pay you
$20" was the promo tag line, and the
interstate Olson's chain gave it
heavy ad support in Boston. Cleveland. Columbus and elsewhere. The
Sanyo FT-867 8 -track stereo car
player was advertised at $139.95 and
the Sanyo Fr -403 cassette stereo
player at $129.95.

BLANK TAPE gives the audio retailer a highly -promotable back -to.

1440444/

It's what's inside

that counts!

Cassettes and cartridges with good components are
what count in delivering true fidelity. Spring pads,
foam pads, full or flat shields, pins, windows and
rollers are precision engineered for top performance.
Overland Products...Quality Components For True Fidelity
In Cartridge And Cassette.
SPECIAL DESIGNS ON REQUEST

OVERLAND PRODUCTS
rjP.O.

800

6 FREMONT, NEBRASKA 66025

U

SA.

school item, and merchandisers are
taking advantage of this inventory
reality. Sight 're Sound stores in
Richmond have been selling Ampex 350 -C60 cassette blanks at 19e each.
Ampex 381 -42 8 -track blank cartridges at 79c each and Ampex 04115 blank 7 -inch reels at 59c each.
TDK DC -90 blank cassettes are
priced at $1.99 by the chain and
Scotch CLC -60 cassette blanks are
being promoted at $2.17.... In the
same town. Carousel stores are advertising a "2 for 1 sale" on Ampex,
Memorex and TDK tapes, and Harvey's Warehouse is moving Memorex MRXL60 at $1.66, Memorex
MRX90 at $2.69. Capitol C -60 at
60c, Capitol C -90 at $1.06. Capitol
64-min. 8 -track at $1.39 and Capitol
100 -min. 8 -track at $1.65.... Cleveland's Gold Circle Stores are advertising 3 -pack 60- minute cassettes at
99e in conjunction with a pre -recorded tape and record sale (oldie
45's are going 5/51.00).... Olson's
storm in various cities have blank
45 -min. cassettes priced at $1.29, 60min. at $1.39, 90-mm. at 51.99 and
120 -min. at $2.29.

www.americanradiohistory.com

agement, time management and
business planning and growth planning. Marketing sessions will cover
marketing planning and direction,
why people buy, recruiting, training
and motivating sales personnel. Purchasing topics will include the art of
buying right, negotiating, and inventory management.
Heading the educational planning is Bernard Schnob, Industrial
Devices, who will be assisted by
marketing division vice presidents
Don Yates, Radio Distributing Co.,
South Bend; Thomas Surber, Howard W. Sams; Alfred Cowles, Jr.,
Bluff City Distributing, Memphis;
and Jack A. Bennan, Jack Berman
Co., Inglewood, Calif.
Housing chairman is Steve Barr.

Electronics, Burlington,
Mass. Chairman of space and ar-

Arrow

rangements is A. N. Haas, Bud Radio. Chairman of registration and
attendance is John Fabian, Wilshire
Electronics, Clifton, NJ. Hospitality
chairman is C. W. Mangels, Radon lcs Electronics, St. Louis. Publicity
chairman is Edward M. Rothenstein, Philmore Manufacturing;
chairman of the finance committee
is Jack Berman, and working with
him are Mr. Rothenstein, Mr. Surber, Mr. Haas, and immediate past
president James S. Silverman, Electronic Expeditors, Milwaukee.
Fee schedule set for the conference includes $600 for 10' x 10'
booth; $700 for 20' executive suite
conference units; and $1.50 per
square foot for arena space.
The 1975 show will be held on
Tuesday through Thursday in order
to allow setting up and dismantling
of exhibits on straight time.
The NEW/COM show has grown
from one exhibit hall at the Sahara
in 1969, to a 1974 strength of 261
companies in 384 booths, 31 conference units and 6.500 square feet of
arena space.

White's Glass
Cone Speakers
`Superstrong'
CHICAGO -A

REGIONAL

SALES MANAGER

trend

toward
more rigid speaker cones for high
power amplifiers has reached an ultimate with White Electronics' introduction of a glass cone speaker with
a flexural strength of 35,000 lbs. per
square inch.
The cone, according to Stan

One of the world's largest magneto tape manufacturers has
immediateopening fora Regional
Sales Manager living in Chicago
area. Consumer product, consumer electronics, or magnetic
tape knowledge and sales background desirable.

White, owner of the infant company
started in 1973, is actually a glass
fiber and plastic lamination. White
claims that the patented formulation
allows sound to travel three times as
fast as through paper cones, and
gives a clearer sound.
The cone is teamed with a 12 oz.
ceramic magnet, with four cones and
a tweeter contained in the firm's
Shotglass model speaker column
measuring 28 inches high and 8
inches square, and retailing at

Replies held In strict confidence.
Semi resume with salary history

$149.50. The system response is 50

to:

Respensibillties include working
closely with factory representatives and calling on major national accounts. Territory covers
Midwest. Outstanding compensation package.

watts per channel, with low distor-

C. Peet

tion.
The product is marketed through
reps to hi 0 dealers mainly east of
the Mississippi.

Audio Magnetics Corp.
14808 5. Broadway
Gardena, California 50248
An Equal Opportunity Employer

(Continued on page 46)
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That's right, that's what a letter
costs to find out how you can save
HUNDREDS, even THOUSANDS
of DOLLARS off Prices you are
now paying!
Don't wait, write today!

NHUL-8

Cuslom

Mfg. (o., Inc.

Case
#C-30
6232 Bragg Blvd., P.O. Box 5866, Fayetteville, N.C. 28303
Phonic Arse Cede 919 -3674111
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Country
MARATHON IN KANSAS CITY

Bluegrass Combos Await Bash
At Uncle Penn's Pickin' Palace
KANSAS CITY -This year's popularity rise of old time bluegrass
music will culminate in an unprecedented I4 -hour marathon

Proceeds

will

go to Children's

Mercy Hospital.
The remarkable boom in American rural music is exemplified in the
two -state Kansas and Missouri area
where about 40 bluegrass festivals,
virtually all of them held outdoors in
defiance of chiggers and mosquitoes, have been successfully

showcasing 32 bluegrass combos at
Uncle Penns Pickin' Palace here
Nov. 9.

Moeller Booking
Jennings Again

presented since April.
A good example of the craze was
last week's Herman Smith Fourth
Annual Bluegrass Festival at Knob
Nosier, Mo., on U. S. 50, in which
1,500 persons participated.
Smith, who operates Jamboree
Park, estimates he spent about
57,500 for an entire weekend on talent.
"It's good clean family fun," he
says. "Why, I read where a lot of
rock bands get $60,000 to $50,000 a
night. And we draw nicer, better behaved crowds."

NASHVILLE Lucky Moeller,
one of the people instrumental in
launching the career of Waylon Jennings, has been reunited with the
artist in a booking agreement.
An agreement has been worked
out whereby Moeller Talent Inc. will
set personal appearances and other
activities for Jennings. Moeller also
will work closley with Johns Yurcie, who heads up Waylon Jennings
Enterprises.

Dominating the scene at the festivals this year are fiddles, banjos,
mandolins and flat pick guitars.

"No Alcohol" signs are posted at
most festivals but law officers overlook patrons sprawled on the grass
sipping beer. Rarely is marijuana

encountered, Charles Norman,
Knob Noster chief of police reports.
Music sets, many featuring family
units, are interspersed with picnic
lunches and suppers. And it is obvious that a music fest is one place
where three generations of musicians and music lovers can mingle
together harmoniously.
One of the more publicized festivals coming up is the Third Annual
Walnut Valley Bluegrass Festival
and National Flat Pickin' Contest
Sept. 20 at Winfield, Kan.
Veteran musicians, not all of them
professional, have often said that no
two persons pick the same. As a result, everyone upon the stand has a
novel riff to play for the Kansans
and Missourians who loll about eating jonathan apples, tapping their
feet to the bluegrass beat and giving
the anceover to attractive members
of the opposite sex.
It will all come together at Uncle
Penn's Pickin' Palace six weeks from
now. By that time the hard cider will
be drinkable.

Director Nominees for CMA
Listed; Election Is Oct. 17
NASHVILLE- Nominations for
election to the board of directors of
the Country Music Assn. have been
listed, with winners to be named at
the annual membership meeting
here Oct 17.
One director will be elected in
each of 12 categories, as well as three
directors-at- large. Each is for a twoyear term. Nominations, as usual,
also may be made from the floor.
By category, those nominated are:
Advertising Agency: Billy Davis,

cast

Wednesday, with 10 speakers lauding the man who spent some45 years

with RCA.
With Jerry Clower acting as host,
Wallace heard tributes from
NARAS president Bill Lowery,
writer Mae Axton, CMA executive

Cancel Gala

For Williams
GUNTHERSVILLE, Ala-The
much publicized Hank Williams
Memorial Festival, scheduled for
here last week, has been postponed
and perhaps even cancelled.

"SMOKEY, TRUCKS,
& C.B. RADIOS"
#

NR 4709

BOOKING BY:
Joe Taylor Artist Agency
2401 Granny White Pike

DISTRIBUTION BY:

Nashville, Tenn. 37204

Nationwide Sound Dist.
207 12th Ave., So.
Nashville, Tenn. 37202

(615) 385 -0035

(615) 242 -2471

Exclusively on BROKUN RECORDS
#64 in Cashbox

&

climbing!

More than 20 artists had been
booked for the three -day occasion at
Cathedral Caverns Park, virtually
all of them big names, Sam Stephens, project coordinator for the
event, blamed the change of plans
on the "extremely tight money conditions" He made it clear there was
a lack of money for adequate promotional funding.
Plans called for using profits from
the event to build a Hank Williams
Memorial Museum in Montgomery.
Advance ticket money is being refunded.
The promoters have set only tentative dates for such a show in the future, late next June.

Widow Will Manage
Peter Faith Agency
LOS ANGELES -The Peter Faith
Agency here is continuing operations under the direction of Mrs.
Carol Faith, widow of Peter Faith
who died last month. Faith was the
son of longtime conductor- arranger
Percy Faith.
www.americanradiohistory.com

Composer: Joe Allison; Kenny

O'Dell.

dianapolis

International: Shoo Kusano,
Tokyo; Mervyn Conn, London;

of

"Country Music USA" headed by
Ernie Ford and Sandi Burnett departed for the Soviet Union this
week on a tour which will cover five
Russian cities (Billboard, Aug. 17).
The troupe, most of whom are
from Opryland USA, will return
home Oct. 13.A final dress rehearsal
was held at the Opry House. From
there the performers flew to New
York and, by charter, to Moscow.
Performances in Russia will be
filmed for an NBC -TV special next
year. The tour is jointly sponsored
by the State Dept, Opryland and the
slate of Tennessee.

Ten Speakers Laud RCA's
Wallace; $10,000 Raised
ATLANTA -A massive Sam
Wallace Night was held here

Wash.

Disk Jockey: Lee Arnold, WHN,
New York; Larry Soon, KLAC, Los
Angeles; Bill Robinson, WIRE, In-

Ford, Burnett
Are In Russia
On 5 -City Trek
NASHVILLE -The

McCann- Erickson, New York, and
Bob Wolfe, J. Walter Thompson,
Chicago.
Artist- Musician: Hank Williams
Jr., Lynn Anderson, Johnny Bond.
Artist Manager or Agent: Buddy
Lee, Jimmy Jay, Jim Halsey.
Talent Buyer or Promoter: Bob
Eubanks, Encino, Cal.; Betty Kaye,
Sacramento; Jack Roberts, Bothell,

director Jo Walker, publisher Wesley Rose, RCA's Chet Atkins,
George Beverly Shea, Elmo Ellis of
WSB, and Paul Jones of the Atlanta
Journal.
Nearly $10,000 was raised
through the event for a permanent Sam Wallace Scholarship at
Georgia State University.
Coordinator for the affair was
Dave Mack of GRT Records.
The Wallace story is legend. He
helped promote such artists as Eddy
Arnold, Porter Wagoner, Johnny &
Jack, Ferlin Husky, Elvis Presley
and Gene Austin. He once toured
the South with Colonel Tom Parker.
Wallace brought Hank Snow's
records out of Canada when they
were on the Bluebird label.
A native of Gadsden, Ala., he became known as "Mr. Sam" among
his many friends in the industry. A
special taped message from Eddy
Arnold also was played at the event.

Eubanks In New
Haggard Binder
ENCINO, Cal. -Concert Express
and Merle Haggard Enterprises
have reached an agreement whereby
all of Haggard's concerts for next
year are purchased by the firm here.
The announcement was made by
Bob Eubanks, president of Concert
Express. This continues an arrangement which was begun earlier this
year.
Capitol Records also announced
it has designated September as
Merle Haggard Month. The announcement was made by Frank
Jones, vice president and general
manager of country product for the
label.
A full market campaign is being
planned on behalf of a just -released
album by Haggard, tided "Merle
Haggard and the Strangers Present
His 30th Album."

Robert Cook, Ontario, Can.; and
Dennis Brown, New Zealand.
Publication: Bob Austin, Record
World; Sid Davis, Music Retailer;
Jack Killion, Country Music Magazine.
Publisher: Wesley Rose, AcuffRose; Sam Trust, ATV; Norm
Weiser, Chapped.

Radio-W: BarbaraJohn, WAKC,
Normal, Ill.; Ric Libby, KENR,
Houston; Sam Lovulo, Yongestreet
Productions; Don Sabuske, WLKE,
Waupun, Wis.
Record Company: Don Gant,
ABC /Dunhill; George Souvall, Alta
Distribution; Jay Jacobs, Knox
Record Rack; Hugh West, One Stop
Record House.
Directorat Large: Mike Maitland,
MCA; Frank Jones, Capitol; Frank
Mancini, RCA; Janet Gavin, Bill
Gavin Record Report; Paul Tannen,
Screen Gems -Columbia; Charlie
Scully, SESAC; Jerry Tiefer, ABC
Music; Rex Allen, Rex Allen Enterprises; Bobby Brenner, Bobby Brenner Assoc.; Harry Jenkins, Shannon
Records.
Those not in attendance at the
membership meeting may vote by

proxy.

Six Country
Artists Hit by
Atlantic's Fold
NASHVILLE -The closing of the
Atlantic offices here (Billboard,
Sept 14) has left six major artists
without a label, and another seeking
release from his contract.
The closing of the doors, after a 23
month effort to make it in country,
did not come as a complete surprise.
There had been rumors to this effect
for some time.
Several changes also have been
made at both Elektra and Warner
Bros. since their moves here. As
things stand now, Nick Hunter has
moved, at least temporarily, from
Atlantic to Warner Bros. Earlier,
Dave Mack moved from Elektra to
GRC. Rick Sanjcek departed from
Atlantic after heading that office
briefly, and John Fisher moved in.
The musical chairs continued as
Mike Shepard left Warner Bros.,
and now Hunter is in that spot.
Chips Moman was brought in to
head the Warner Bras. office, and
Mike Suttie was placed in charge at
Elektra. Still later, John Fricke was
brought into the Warner Bros operation, and Jack Grady left the company.
The Atlantic product was built
primarily around Willie Nelson and
David Rogers. Now Rogers is gone,
along with others, and Nelson is said
to be seeking a release from his contract.

Through it all, no veterans of the
music industry here have been utilized in the total operation.
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1,200 Join
Bluegrass
Association
WIND GAP,

Billboard
.

Hot C.4:luntru

Pa. -With a mem-

bership that has grown to more than
1200 in less than a year, the Appalachian Fiddle and Bluegrass Assn.
continua to envelop fans in this
Eastern Pennsylvania area.
The group, started by Lawrence,
Leslie and Robert Seiner, three local
bluegrass musicians, was started last
Oct. 2. Two months later, the first
300 members were signed at the first

"Shindig."
result of several
such "Shindigs," has quadrupled
the original membership.
The festivals staged by the Association attract enthusiasts from Massachusetts to Delaware, according to
George Cram, a long -time musician
The Assn., as

Billboard SPECIAL SURVEY for Week Ending 9/21/74

a

here.

When the Assn. stages a "Shindig," it lasts all day long, and is
much like one big jam session.
The Association's Setzer Brothers
feel there shouldn't be loo much
trouble keeping bluegrass alive, "because there is no in- between to it.
You either love it or don't, and most
people love it."

m

Fr

Truckers

oa

WHEELING, W. Va. Plans al-

ready are being formulated for the
m
1975 Labor Day Weekend and an-other WWVA Truckers Jamboree
2 Expo, following the success of this
W year's event.

a3Glenn Reeves,

w "Jamboree,"

director of the

.n
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1

7

truckers and their families visited
w the show and exhibition at Wheeling
W
Downs last week despite more than
two inches of rain.
Displays included Detroit Diesel
Allison, a firm which sponsored a
cross -country tour of the special
Power Parade Caravan, and wound
up here alter visiting 27 truck stops
in 24 states.
The Buck Owens Show performed
first. That night, at Capitol Music
Hall, the entertainment included
Dave Dudley, Dick Curless, Red Sovine, Moe Bandy and the Heckels,
along with Country Roads, the
"Jamboree" staff band.

RCA Country Promo
Kicks Off Sept. 15
NEW YORK -RCA Records has
set a fall "Country Cookin' " promolion patterned after its spring campaign with a similar tag. The drive
will center around new releases and
55 best-selling country catalog albums. It begins Sunday (1S) and
runs through Oct. 15.
Among the features of the campaign are saturation TV buys, print
advertising, and special order forms
and in -store displays for dealers.
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Anka, Goldsboro In
U.A. Promotion Film

Goldsboro's current product for
worldwide TV placement.
UA international vice president
Lee Mendell notes that similar promotional films were instrumental in
breaking overseas the last hit singles
by Anka, Goldsboro and Ike & Tina
Turner.
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LOS ANGELES- United Artists
Records international department
has completed new promotional
films on Paul Anka and Bobby
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That Johnson girl is back with
a hit thats headed for the top ten!

Lois Johnson

'COME ON IN
AND LET ME
LOVE YOUC21O6
sr
,Arroo

exclusively on 20th Century Records
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Nashville Scene
BILL WILLIAMS
Ford. ... Life Magazine, which
plans some periodic special issues, is
By

Billy Walker of MGM joins the
list of those hospitalized for nervous
exhaustion.... Leona Williams has
cut her first session for RCA, even
before signing a contract with the

...

Jimmy Dickens, still
working 300 days a year on the road,
says he wouldn't have it any other
way. ... When Jerry Glower performed at the Martha White sales
convention, a standing ovation for
him was led by Tennessee Ernie

company.

Ms. Hofer Back
To Bill Hudson
NASHVILLE -Two of the more
powerful forced in the advertising
and public relations field were reunited here when Betty Hofer, president of the Open Door Agency, resigned her post to rejoin Bill Hudson
& Associates.
Prior to founding Open Door in
1972, Miss Hofer had worked for
Bill Hudson and then for Noble
Duty Public Relations, Her clients
have included Danny Davis and the
Nashville Brass, Dot Records, Ray
tariff, The Oaks, The Samulsons and
others.

Bill Hudson, president of his own
firm, also handles many music accounts and has been closely identiG
with the music industry for
Qfled
many years. The Hudson Agency
ID
music industry clients include Mega
Records, Tree International, Randy
Wood, the Country Music Hall of
Fame, Kitty Wells, Johnny Wright,
a^
and Audio Designers.
Miss Hafer will make her move
OeL
cc

to

y

1.

doing a picture feature on Sam and
Kirk McGee, the 49 -year veterans of
country music show business...
Connie Smith is expecting her next
baby at the end of March or first of

April.
While working a fair at Roanoke,
Va., Ray Pillow entered the tobacco
spitting contest and finished runner "Opry" general manager
Bud Wendell notes that customers
have taken to the new Opry House
as they did the old Ryman Auditorium. He checked under the seats
and found plenty of gum stuck there
already. The removal of tops of gum
used to be an annual activity at the
old place. For that reason, gum isn't
even sold in the concession stands at
the new structure.... Enron Young
made his first visit to the "Opry" in

up....

Update
From

_Europe
Cominued from page 40
leading OEMs for which Garrard
supplies its units.
Precision Tapes is no longer distributing Lear Jet tape equipment
alter an amicable agreement to terminate the arrangement, termed "an
experiment to see what reaction

would be," according to Walter

NARAS, Horses
Put On a Show
NASHVILLE -The Nashville
chapter of NARAS and the American Saddle Horse Assn. of Tennessee are joining forces for the

First Annual Music City Horse
Show to be held here Sept. 28.
It is billed as the richest one -night
show in Tennessee, as some of the
finest horses in this pan of the nation wiU vie. They will be joined by
top music business personalities
from the area.

JACKI LE'S
feThe Best
Dressed Girl
in Town"
is becoming

High Country Fashion
Royal American 101 -A

Woyda, Precision's managing director. "We had problems getting the
equipment from America, and of
course the market is not as buoyant
now as it has been in the past." he
explained. Lear Jet hardware will
now be directly distributed from
company headquarters in Coln brook, Bucks, with sales manager
Joe Bede responsible for re- establishing the system used before the
Precision distribution arrangement.
Among those firms showing at
Harrogate was Pyse, recently appointed U.K. distributor of the wide
range of Superscope audio equipment. The line reportedly was
showed privately to dealers. with the
aim of signing a limited number as
franchisees.... Diamond Stylus Co.,
with a factory in Colwyn Bay,
Wales, was appointed to import and
distribute the high -end audio line of
Voxson, an Italian company owned
by EMI, and also is looking for a
small number of franchise dealers in
the U.K.... Decca Radio de TV, opting out of the normal trade shows
this year, took its new line introductions on the road, including several
record /tape audio systems and a
new cassette /radio in -car stereo
unit. Hotel stops were scheduled for
two days each with one day between,
from Aug. 29 -Sept. 10 in Harrogate
(overlapping Audio Show), Bristol,
Coventry and London.

Cone Speakers
Continued from page

41

White formerly manufactured the
first electronic cross -over amplifier,
multiple flare horn cabinets and a
loudspeaker with a 15 -inch diameter
voice coil, as well as other products
back in the early SD's, before the
advent of stereo put him temporarily
on the sidelines.

many years, but it was as a spectator.
He brought his family.... George
Jones and Tammy Wynette sing the
tide song in the movie. "We're Not
the Jet Set." Also, Tammy is screen testing for a role in "Ruby Red." ...
Patsy Sledd's next single for Mega
will be the old pop bit, "See Saw."
... Roger Talent Enterprises has
moved into a new Music Row location at 1024 16th Avenue South.
Back in 1937, Lola Love was playing in the Ziegfeld Follies. She did
many of the old Warners movies,
and understudied Eve Arden. Then
she settled down in Florida, until
losing her husband. Now she is trying a comeback as a singer and
writer of country music.... Conway
Twitty, Cal Smith and a few others
timed their western tour so they'd be
in Idaho to witness the Ertl Rachel
jump. ... The Duke of Paducah,
Whitey Ford, has become a platform
lecturer for Top Billing and the
agency's Speaker's Bureau. He's
now 73 years old and going strong.
.. Del Reeves has just done his first
UA session with Larry Butler, ...
Jean Shepard goes to Toronto to
tape the Blake Emmons CBC television show... It's homecoming for
Jim Ed Brown at the Arkansas State
Fair in Little Rock at the end of this
month.
Corky Mayberry has moved from
KFOX to KLAC -AM in Los Angeles.... Freddy Weller set to do a
guest appearance on "Serendipity
Discovery," a new syndicated TV
show. taped at Linville, N.C. ..
Dolly Parton and her Traveling
Family Band have been added to the
Sieben's National Convention show
in Litte Rock Oct 4.... Bobby Bare
will perform at WJJD's Clambake
Celebration and Picnic Oct. 13...
The ChaHey Pride Show now is
made up entirely of RCA acts: Gay
Stewart, The Four Guys, The Prklesmen, Ronnie Milsap, and Charley,
Charlie Lonnie has moved to the
Holland Talent Agency.
The three- year -old daughter of
Lynn Anderson and Glenn Sutton
will make her national television debut, doing commercials for Armour
Star in Los Angeles.... Mother and
daughter also will do magazine layouts and in -store promotion for the
firm.... Loma and Oscar are off on
a big swing through the midwest....
Moelys Roe has cut a new single in
Nashville, produced by Nell Wilburn.... Dot's Ray Griff has finalized his agreement with the Jim Halsey Agency and will be returning to
his work on the road at once- He will
appear both with his band and as a
solo act.... Roy Clark will guest host
the "Tonight Show" again tonight,
his third time this year.
Rkhey, in his new LP, turns
to country rock. It was produced by
Nero Wltnar.... O,B. McClinton
headlined his first coliseum show in
Jackson, Tenn., with more than
10,000 on hand. ... Johnny Paycheck has purchased one of the former homes of George Jones and
Tammy Wynette in Nashville....
Comte Eatoo has recovered from a
bout with laryngitis.
ESCMI president Mickey Barnett
has come up with something of a
coup. During October, which is
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Country Music Month, Times
Square in New York City will be
changed to Country Music Square.

... Working with Michael Molinari
of SESAC, there'll be a ceremony on
Oct. I, and the Mayor will issue a
proclamation. David Allen Coe has
bought an 85 -acre mountain at
Sewanee, Tenn., which includes a
stone castle, a chalet, two swimming
pools and even a lake, The Sorry
www.americanradiohistory.com
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James appearance on the "Mike
Douglas Show" was delayed a day
because a chimpanzee went wild
and destroyed several thousands of
dollars worth of equipment on the
set.... Tanya Tucker missed some
excitement, fortunately, in Des
Moines. Right after leaving the
lobby, the motel at which she was
staying was robbed and two people
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were killed. Johnny Cash has been

awarded a certificate of commendation by the American Legion in
Washington State for "inspiring a
resurgence of patriotism among
young people." Another studio wedding in Nashville. This time it was
CBS employee Ed Grizzard aed
Mettle Van Lau, at Columbia, of
course.
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33,500+ ABC Audited Circulation
(More Than Twice That of the Nearest
Trade Magazine). Offers Vast Exposure To
Radio Stations, Talent Buyers,
Record & Tape Distributors & Retailers,
Rack Jobbers, One Stops, Coin Machine
Operators and the Music Industry
in General. Bonus Distribution To:
Those Attending the Country Music
Convention. Bonus Distribution To:
Major Fairs, Auditoriums, Fun Parks,
Colleges and Promoters.
Separate Supplement (Not Part
of a Regular Issue).
International Exposure.
Up -To Date Informative Listings.

t

WORLD
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IT ALL ADDS UP. BILLBOARD STANDS OUT

FROM THE CROWD MORE THAN EVER!
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InternaLiona
ABC, Anchor Deal In U.K.

f

By ADAM WHITE
Work W k St Writer)

LONDON -Anchor Records. the
company formed by Ian Railiini and
the American Broadcasting Co. leisure group, officially weighs into the
British market Oct. I. Keying the
launch are 50 albums from the U.S.
ABC /Dunhill group which have
previously been available on Probe.
Stateside and HMV. They will now
appear on the ABC label, as part of
an agreement between Anchor and
EMI. The present U.K. licensing
deal between ABC /Dunhill and
EMI ends Sept. 30, although the two
companies' deal for the rest of the
world -excluding the U.S. and Canada- remains unchanged. Distribution, however. remains with EMI.
Ralfini told Billboard, "I am delighted that Anchor Records will be
representing the ABC /Dunhill
group of labels in the U.K., because
it gives us the strength and the volume of turnover to sustain a full
marketing and sales force. With the
ever -growing necessity in the U.K.
to give a concentrated promotional
and marketing service to the dealer,
I feit it necessary for an to try and
achieve this situation. Now, with
EMI's co-operation, we have been
able to do it."
Anchor has recruited its own 12strong sales force which will sell the

BILLBOARD
IS BIG

INTERNATIONALLY

with
through

company's product from Oct.

distribution

available

1,

EMI's Hayes operation. All existing
EMI stock originating from ABC/
Dunhill will be overstock during the
last week of September with the new
ABC catalog numbers. At the same
time, the company plans a major
promotional -cum -explanatory mailing to the trade -5,750 retail outlets
will each receive an Anchor package
containing full details of the company and its activities, release supplement, price list, singles release
sheet and window stickers. Other
dealer support plans include the
provision of in -store material such
as posters and tri- stands. Retailers

will also receive

percent discount on all orders from the back catalog, 50 -album launch.
As well as this back -catalog material, Anchor is pitching in on Oct.
with what it considers a strong new
release LP supplement, which takes
in albums from Rufus (an American
act currently breaking in the U.K.
with a single "Tell Me Something
Good "), Freda Payne, B.B. King,
Three Dog Night, Jimmy Buffett
and Richard Harris.
Anchor, which has been in the
making since Ian Ralfini left WEA
in the autumn of last year, brought
its full team together for the first
time last week at the Riverside Hotel, Burcott -on- Thames, and combined its primary sales meeting with
a company familiarization program
for new personnel. Anchor actually
embraces four labels at present, Ralfhni told staff in an outline of the
a
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company structure. As well as its licensing deal with ABC /Dunhill, it
will develop and issue British product on Anchor as a label in its own
right. Slated for release in the next
few months are LPs and singles from
such acts as Charlie and the Wide
Boys, Sam Lena, Philip and Venessa
and Ace. Ralfini sees alkr as the top
priority far Anchor, as it bids to capture a substantial slice of the market
for home -grown talent.
The other labels Anchor will
handle are Impulse and Konk (the
new venture by Kink leader Ray
Davies). The company will also represent the artists from the newly acquired Famous Music catalogs, including Paramount, Dot and Blue
Thumb. when their current licensing
agreements expire in the U.K., Europe and Scandinavia.

Photo: London Photo Agency
of CBS, U.K., presents

MOTT AWARDS -Dick Asher, managing director
awards to Mott The Hoopla for sales in the U.K. -a silver single for "Roll
Away The Stone," a gold disk for "The Hoople" and a silver disk for "Mott."
(Left to right are Ariel Bender, Overend Watts, Ian Hunter, Asher, Dale "Boffin" Griff in and Morgan Fisher.

Pye Group Continues Profit Rise
-Up 30 Percent Since March
By RICHARD ROBSON
(Music Week Staff Writer)

LONDON -Following the staggering increase in Pye Group profits
and turnover during the 12 months
ending March, 1974 (Billboard,
Sept. 7), turnover was again up-by
30 per cent -at the end of the first
five months of the current fiscal
year, chairman Louis Benjamin told
the sales conference.

Welcoming to the conference licensees and licensors from 20 countries, he said: "The spectacular
achievement last year as the best ever in the history of the company."
Benjamin made special mention
of Precision which "played such an
integral part in our rapid financial
development in the last fiscal year
and therefore developed from being
a small subsidiary of Pye Records to
a major contributor to the parent
company."
However, it was the success of the
group over -all, Benjamin continued,
that had encouraged "the management to invest for the future by way
of expansion in all areas."
One of the first has been on the
overseas side, with the setting up
earlier this year of its awn American
operation and a joint company in
Holland with Disque Vogue.
Referring to the new American
operation, to be headed by Peter Siegel, be said that the setting up of a
company in a country as big as the
U.S. could be enormously costly if
not handled properly- "and some of
our competitors have found this out
to their detriment."
He continued: "Equally, the point
of opening Pye Records in the States
is in order to fulfill artists obligations
and also to expose general catalog
wherever possible.
"When negotiating for an artist, it
is a major issue as to whether we can
market their product in the States
and therefore to achieve this object
without a terrible financial risk, we
had to plan an extremely careful
policy."
Benjamin went on to explain that
the decision to release U.K.- originated product in the U.S. will be
taken jointly by Siegel and Pye man agement in London.
"However, in order to protect our
artists' interests, if there is any third
party in the U.S. specializing in a
certain field, which wants product
which would otherwise remain unissued, then the American company
will sub -license this product, thus
giving more exposure to the catalog."
www.americanradiohistory.com

Referring to the joint Dutch company with Vogue, headed by Hans
Kellerman, Benjamin noted that it
had already had its first hit with
"Lady," a single by Brotherhood of
Man.
Commenting on the many new labels Pye has acquired during the
past 12 months, Benjamin observed:
"An interesting point in regard to
the various new deals is that they are
all licensing deals as against the

more complicated type of distribution deal, and this has been a noticeable tendency with American labels
for the past six months at least.
"What we like about licensing
deals is that although the initial risk
may be somewhat higher than a distribution deal, it does within its concept, display a total confidence in
the record company, and happily we
appear to have the results to justify
the confidence."

CBS to Invest $20 Mil
In U.K., Asher Claims
By REX ANDERSON
(Music Werk Staff Writer)

LONDON -CBS Inc. will invest
$20 million in the U.K., Dick Asher,
managing director of CBS U.K.,
said at the company's sales conference in Eastbourne and said that the
U.S. company had committed itself
to a program of expansion and
growth for CBS U.K.
The $20 million was earmarked
for rentals and capital expenditure,
he says. "There is more to come.
Some in long -term rentals that we
will still be paying in 10 years time,"
he adds.

Most of the money will be absorbed in CBS expansion at the
Aylesbury factory, the new depot in
Barlby Road, London, and head office in Soho Square. Apart from rent
and capital expenditure it would be
needed for equipment and furnishings for these buildings, as well as
the CBS studios, new accounting
machines and some staff expansion,
Asher explains.
He says that the finance was normal corporate practice. "You can't
spend large amounts without corporate approval." He said that finance
required to expand the artist roster
was not included in this figure.
He says: "For two years running
now we have been recouping the
money we have spent on artists in
advances against royalties." Consequently CBS did not need to be
subsidized to acquire new artists.
Asher admits that although he
could not discuss actual figures, the
U.S. parent had taken very little
money out of the U.K. in recent
years.

Concerning staff he says that in
many respects CBS was undermanned and there were possibilities

of

more sophisticated staffing
structure in the future and CBS
would probably become more selfcontained and establish its own departments to perform functions that
were presently being done outside.
He says that the CBS factory footage had doubled, the new warehouse in Barlby Road was 80 percent larger than the present
warehouse and all on one floor and
the new offices offered 55 percent
more space. Further, a very sizable
yard surrounding the warehouse
building gave ample room for future
expansion.
In his speech to the conference he
said that domestic sales of CBS owned or licensed records and tapes
for the first nine months of this fiscal
year were nearly 50 percent up on
the same period last year. Net profit
for the same period was 30 percent
a

up.

Stewart Tiff
Near Break
LONDON -The legal wrangle
between Phonogram and Wamer
Bros. over which company has the
rights to Rod Stewart solo recordings looks to be in prospect of a settlement. A statement released this
week by Phonogram discloses that
there is "good hope of agreement
that Rod Stewart's long -awaited album 'Smiler' will soon be rush -released worldwide by Phonogram."
In May, Warner Bros. secured a
High Court injunction against Stewart restraining him from parting
(Continued on page 49)
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International

EMI Holds Intl Confab; Oord:
'74 Year of Transformation
-

BEAULIEU, England
The
country seat of Lord Montagu of
Beaulieu in this picturesque beauty
spot in the New Forest was the setting of EMI's international promotion and sales conference on Sept. 3.
It was the first occasion that the
conference had been held outside
London, and it was attended by 150
delegates, including sales representatives from France, Germany.

Italy. Spain. Holland, Belgium,
Greece, Norway, Sweden, Finland,
Eire, Austria, Denmark, Portugal,
Canada, Japan, New Zealand,
South Africa, Singapore and Nigeria.

EMI Records managing director
Gerry Oord tagged his opening address "Looking Ahead With Confidence." He described 1974 as "a year
of transformation" with music
changing and extending its frontiers.
There was a rock 'n' roll revival, a
mixture of old standards and new
trends, "a year of contradictions and
contrasts, and for EMI a year of
reorganization, reassessment and

resolution."
Oord paid tribute to EMI chairman Sir Joseph Lockwood in the
year of his retirement by tracing the
expansion and achievements of the
company during the period since Sir
Joseph took over in 1954, a period
which had witnessed the Beatles, the
acquisition of Capitol and many
other major moves and attainments.
"He seta tempo. a rhythm. and his
own achievements have given as
something to live up to," declared
Oord. "His successor John Read is
building no Sir Joseph's founda-

By NIGEL HUNTER
(Muro Wok Soff Wrier.)

lions, making EMI forward -looking,
multi- national and professional, diversifying into TV, cinemas and ho-

lds."
Oord also saluted the succession
of "outstanding managing directors" of EMI Recordsover the last 20
years. The company was now predominant in the pop field, and had
the finest classical catalog in the
world.
The seventies constitute "the decade of the young, who have dictated
the music of the times and the times
themselves." The decade is beset by
many problems, including drugs
which have taken the lives of a number of stars and disillusioned their
audiences.
EMI has become a company attractive to the younger artists and
public. and has divested itself of the
image of being "the Civil Service of
the record business." Highly successful acts such as Marc Bolan, the
Mickie Most superstars, Paul
McCartney, Cockney Rebel and
Queen liked what was and is happening at EMI, and Olivia Newton John and Labi Siffre had now joined
their fellow artist Cliff Richard in
the EMI family.
"No other company has reached
such heights." Oord stated. "EMI is
No. 1, Period. It didn't happen overnight, but through determination,
dedicated efforts, and hard work, for
which there is no substitute.
"The key to a record company's
success is the development of new
artists. We must make sure that others follow Cockney Rebel and Pilot
We are the complete No.
record
1

BPI: 500,000 Pirate
Tapes Sold In U.K.
Continued from page

1

of about

317,500. This, explained Bridge, was due to the BPI
taking civil action rather than criminal against offenders. The latter
course might have incurred costs of
up to $60,000.
"By taking civil action we were
able to recoup large sums from the
offenders by way of costs and damages. If we were to take criminal proceedings, the offenders if proved
guilty would be fined only nominal
sums and proceeds would go to the
Crown and we would be left to pay
our own costs," he comments.
Bridge notes that the BPI had two
counselors under permanent retention, but the speedy and active cooperation of all member companies
was required in preparing anti-piracy cases.
Another area of BPI activity in
which full co-operation of members
is not always forthcoming is in the
preparation of industry sales figures.
"It remains a source of sorrow and
frustration that only about half the
companies invited to participate in
fees,

this statistical exercise do submit returns,"said Bridge, pointing out that
details from major companies meant
that about 90 percent of the market
was covered.
With industry sales on records
and tapes in excess of $250 million
last year for the first time, Bridge expressed surprise that the Department of Trade figures for the first
quarter of 1974 showed LP sales
seven

million copies ahead of

1973

in view of the raw materials and
energy problems. "I must confess
that I find it hard to believe that
1974 is likely to outstrip 1973, but I
hope I may still be proved to be

wrong," he says.
Referring to the number of custom- pressed records imported by
manufacturers, Bridge says this
amounted to 15 million albums and
5.5 million singles. In the light of
these figures, Bridge said that agree,
ment reached with Customs & Excise to increase the duty allowance
from 34 percent to 40 percent of the

MILAN -Two months after introducing a bill to put records and tapes
into the luxury 30 percent VAT rate gory (Billboard, July 27), the Italian
government has re- drafted the legislation and returned sound carriers to
their former category of 12 percent.
Value added tax on masters, acetates, scampers and on record and
tape players and recorders, however,
has been confirmed at the 30 percent

dealer price on sleeved records and
from 34 percent to 47.5 percent on
unsleeved records had probably
saved manufacturers £I50. 000 -"or
nearly seven times the total cost of
running the BPI for one year."
In a comment on the charts.
Bridge states, "We are disappointed
that the music publishers who we
contend derive as much benefit from
the charts as the record companies
should contribute so little to the
cost," He says that negotiations with
the MPA are under way to obtain a
contribution which could help reduce the sum of 555,000 which the
record companies are having to

level.

bear.

VAT Bill Is Eased

company in this country, youthful
yet mature, bold but with a sense of
tradition. We are committed in every
sense to music."
Barry Green. head of EMI's U.K.
tape marketing division, began his
part of the program by referring to
the "severe setback" suffered by
tape and everything else early this
year because of the energy crisis.
Cassette sales had dropped, and the
8-track cartridge bad been predicted
to be out altogether. The situation
had improved considerably, however, and sales were now generally
healthy with a two -to-one ratio of
cassette over cartridge. A new EMI
tape plant is under construction
which will have a production capacity of over 200,000 units per week.
Green introduced the new Your
Kind Of Music tape series to the
conference, explaining that its target
was "the vast middle market." The
series had attracted an encouraging
advance order of 50,000, and was
being promoted during peak time
advertising spots on London independent television.
Green admitted that in the past
there had been some delays and difficulties in supplying tapes
promptly, but now the main aim of
his division was "to make sure that
any top hit material is simultaneously available on tape,"
EMI U.K. division's Bob Mercer
told the conference that the key
strategies in terms of A&R were the

planned development of a refined
artist roster and artist signing based
on specific "gap analysis" and
search.

"We've spent our money in signing new acts and now we must earn
il" he said. "By refining we mean
getting rid of the dross from our roster. Every company has some rubbish. Gap analysis means determining where there are gaps and
opportunities in the market."
New classical repertoire was
presented to the conference by general manager John Whittle and his
deputy John Pattrick, and included
Elgar's oratorio The Apostles conducted by Sir Adrian Boul6 Shostakovich and Sibelius works by the
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Paavo Berglund, and
recordings by the King's College
Choir, Cambridge, under their former conductor David Willcocks and
his successor Philip Ledger.
Easy listening product was intro-

duced by Vic Lanza with extracts
from forthcoming recordings by
John Keating, Paddy Kingsland
(both electronic synthesizer specialists), the RKO soundtracks of "Top
Hat" and "Shall We Dance" starring
Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers, a
20 -track compilation called "The
Very Best Of Shirley Bassey," and
material derived from a new children's series on TV called "Jungle
Ted" and "The Lazy Button Poppers" to be networked with heavy
back -up promotion in the form of
books, toys and posters.

U.K. pap marketing manager
Paul Watts and international artist
promotion manager Hilary Walker
compered the pop presentation,
highlighting new releases coming
from Pilot, Gonzalez, Fogg, Giggles,
Queen, Cliff Richard, Olivia Newton -John and Labi Siffre, plus repertoire on the third party labels Rak
and Apple.

After the conference, delegates
toured Lord Montagu's Motor Museum and his Palace House residence, and the final event was a medieval banquet in the ancient
Montagu banqueting hall.
www.americanradiohistory.com

John McKenzie photo

SINGERS UNLIMITED -The Chicago -based vocal group directed by Gene
Paneling, in Europe earlier this month, recorded an album with Canadian arranger /conductor Bob Farnon for the MPS label. During the group's stay in
London, BASF, distributor of MPS records world -wide, hosted a reception at
Ronnie Scott's Club. At the reception are, standing, left to right, MPS producer Willi Fruth and MPS chief Hans Georg Brunner Schwer; sitting, left to
right, Len Dressler and Don Shelton of Singers Unlimited; British pianist and
composer Roy Budd; Bonnie Herman and Gene Pueding of Singers Unlim.
lied, and Bob Farnon.

Precision Relaunches Tape
Catalogs; Bows New Series
LONDON -The relaunch on tape
in the U.K. of the newly -acquired
Stan, Buddah and Walt Disney cala'
lags, the launch of a new series of
tape-only releases and details of several new autumn marketing campaigns were unveiled by Precision at
the Pye sales conference last week.
The Stay, Buddah and Disney
catalogs. which came into the Pye/
Precision fold earlier this year, are to
be relaunched on cassette and cartridge with many releases later this
month from all three labels.
The Stax issue will be spearheaded by eight Isaac Hayes tapes,
including "Shaft." while the initial
release from Buddah and its associated Kama Sutra label will comprise
20 items. Among the 20 tapes will be

material from Gladys Knight & The
Pips, Melanie, Curtis Mayfield, Osibisa and Sha Na Na.
The Disney relaunch will comprise 11 titles including material
from such Disney classics as "Mary

Poppins," "Sleeping Beauty,"
"Snow White And The Seven
Dwarfs." "Pinocchio," "Jungle
Book" and "Winnie The Pooh."
The tapes will all be mid -price
items and will be specially packaged.

The releases from all three labels
will be backed with extensive trade
and consumer promotion.
The new tape -only series is being
launched, again later this month,
with an Elton John compilation titled "Lady Samantha." Besides the
title track, the tape also includes
such earlier John recordings as

"Rock And Roll Madonna," "Skyline Pidgeon,' "Grey Seal" and
"Honey Roll."
The issue will be extensively promooed with advertising in the national trade and consumer music
press, full -color posters and other
point -of-sale material.
Precision's catalogs of Black music, including the new Stan and Buddab material, classical product,
easy -listening

material.

Golden

Hour product plus its range of accessories will each be the subject of a
special marketing campaign during
the autumn. Special sales brochures
have been produced for each cam-

paign.
The Black music promotion will
cover a wide selection of soul, reggae, blues and jazz tapes from the
Precision catalog and will include
advertising in specialist media.
The classical campaign will also
be backed with advertising as will

the easy -listening promotion, for
which space has been booked in the
national press. A range of in -store
display material will complete the
easy- listening push.

The accessories campaign will
cover Precision's entire range of cassette and cartridge head cleaners.
blank tapes, carry cases, etc.
Meanwhile, Precision has taken
over and relaunched Music On
Tape, the monthly controlled circulation cassette and cartridge newspaper published by Anglia Echo
Newspapers up until the beginning
of this year.
Under the control of Precision, the
newspaper will now be published
quarterly and although it will obviously only be used to publicize
Precision product, it will be distributed to tape buyers through dealers
as if it was a normal publication.
An initial stock of 1,000 copies of
Music On Tape is being given to every Pye and Precision rep for passing
on to their accounts. The newspaper
carries a cover price of 3p but dealers are being urged to give the magazine away free.
In a letter to both the Precision
and Pye sales forces, Precision marketing manager Richard Jakubowski W. J reps: "Because of the inherent difficulties we have in
promoting the widest tape catalog
available because of the sheer volume of releases, this is an ideal way
for both your dealers and the customers to catch up on the range of

product available."

Rod Stewart
Continued front page 48
with the tapes of his new album. Previous Stewart LPs have been released on Mercury.
The Phonogram statement, however, refers only to the "Smiler" album and notes that the broader issue
of future solo recordings from Stewart is still the subject of a lawsuit.
due to be heard in November.
Phonogram managing director
Tony Morris, said, "We have high
hopes that Phonogram Inc. is going
to be able to release the album Friday (27). I expect there will be a
single before that."
Al presstime, there was nobody
available at WB to comment on the
Phonogram statement.
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Canada
CRIA Scored as Ignoring
Regional, Trade Problems
VANCOUV ER -"There

Sales, Merchandising Program
Tie With
Col
of
Canada
Meet
-In

are
many problems facing the Canadian
music industry. Because of geographical problems, the industry is
still very fragmented and this fragmentation is still felt at the lowest
level." This is the opinion of John
Rodney, the president of the Western Canada Record Manufacturers
Assn. and head of Rada Record
Pressings and the Van -Los and
Rada Record labels.

modification, perhaps, should be
made to encourage more self-criticism in the Canadian industry. If the
rulings were dropped. I feel that a set
back would occur. Only the very fttnancially sound companies would
be able to continue production with

Rodney feels that there area number of reasons for this "fragmentation." He explains: "The Canadian
Recording Industry Assn. has not
been the least bit effective in dealing
with the unique problems of the Canadian music industry. It has not
taken into account the regional disparities which exist in this country, it
has not been a cohesive force to
draw the industry together nor has it
done anything to encourage the development of independent members
of the music industry. It does not appear to have done anything in the
field of taxation, which would benefit the industry at large. It has done
nothing to assist in the dissemination of information about the industry to the public at large or to develop members and aspiring artists
and producers. It has done nothing
to assist the industry during this time
of material difficulties and it has
done nothing to stop the farcical approach to 'delete' merchandising or
to improve the ethics of the indus-

How much success has Rodney
had in the recording of Canadian
artists despite the number of set
backs that he states are besetting the
industry these days? Says Rodney:
"The development of Canadian artists has been positive for our company. We have not lost money in the
over -all picture and we are totally
dependent on Canadian product at
the moment. We are hoping to con-

Hollies. Titanic, Edgar Winter. King
Biscuit Boy, Charlie Rich. Ray Price,
Tanya Tucker, Billy Paul, the
O'Jays, Maynard Ferguson, Duke

tinue expanding our Canadian

The program, designed to maximize the effectiveness of one of the
largest and most varied product
catalogs in the record industry and
to insure its proper spread in the
marketplace. will give in addition to
the special dealer incentive plans,
extensive multimedia support to all
participating accounts. This support

"What we need in Canada is a
truly Canadian organisation made
up of Canadians who are able to
think in terms of the creative and financial needs of Canadians in the
music industry, to bring the industry
up to international standards. This

Major. entitled "Major Progression," will be expanded and pro-

would not mean a detente between
Canadians and foreign industries.
The Canadian Independent Record
Producers Assn. to date does not appear to have been very effective,
particularly when seen from a western viewpoint. Much the same as
with CRIA. It is still my personal
opinion that we require one Canadian organization along with regional associations working within
the over -all group."

Continues Rodney: "Because of
this fragmentation, our levels of success are much lower than they
should be. and this in turn, means
that it is very difficult to attract risk
capital to the industry. It is easier to
sell stock of non -existent mining
companies in Canada than to raise
money for the music industry. This.
of course- is the industry's fault because it has no track record, but the
trail of losses left by "get rich quick"
speculators is still evident to the financial world."
One of the continuing discussions
in the Canadian music industry is
the 30 percent Canadian content
rulings imposed by the Canadian
Radio and Television Commission.
Rodney gives a western view: "The
I0 percent Canadian content is still a
very valid piece of legislation. Canada still hasn't built a solid base in
music production to guarantee a
continuity of product, and still requires this incentive to encourage
developing artists, producers, etc.
Statistics with regard to public performance payments prove that since
inception of the content regulations,
more Canadian writers and companies are being paid substantially
more money than prior to the regulation. This means that more money
is being injected for new productions, from some of the earnings.
favor retention of the rulings. Some

already accepted artists. Playlists
would again become largely foreign
dominated, and Canadian writer/
publisher earnings would drop sub-

stantially."

product line by bringing in more Canadian artists or leasing more Canadian product. One of our difficulties,
however. being a small manufacturer of records, is in the material
shortage area, particularly vinyl.
This may curtail some of our activities."

TORONTO
conjunction with
their annual fall convention to be
held this year at the Regency Hyatt
Hotel in Vancouver Thursday (19)
and Friday (20), Columbia Records
of Canada has a month -long sales

and merchandising program accent ing eight separate product categories
comprised of rock, classical, country,
MOR, greatest hits, jazz, soul and
folk. Artists featured in the campaign include Chicago, Santana, the

Ellington, Murray McLauchlan,
Bruce Cockburn, Bob Dylan, Leonard Bernstein, Vladimir Horowitz
and E. Power Biggs. Over 200 titles
are represented both in disk and
tape format The program begins
Thursday
and
n d endssOc t. 24.

`Progression ' Progresses
WINNIPEG -A show that has
been broadcast throughout the Canadian west on the CBC network
and hosted by Jim Millican and Lee

duced on a national level by Dave
Bird. The first program will be aired
on Oct. 4 from 10:30 p.m. to midnight.
Millican calls the concept behind
the show "radio -rock journalism"
and explains: "The show will have a
rainbow of features covering almost
every aspect of the music scene. For
example, each of the first five programs of the new series will feature a
commentary on various aspects of
the music industry: record companies and publishers: royalty structures used within the industry for
artists and composers; how a record
is promoted to hit status: and
probeems created in the industry due
to outdated copyright laws. The
show will revolve around a high degree of music not heard on AM radio
with Canadian artists being placed
in a prominent position if they are

internationally competitive."
Millican continues: "There'll be a
weekly listing of musical events
across the country with information
on all major concerts from coast to
coast."

Millican will review new album
product as well as host interviews
with musical personalities. Initial
programs will feature Dr. John,
Steely Dan, Chilliwack, Edgar Winter, John McLaughlin and Burton
Cummings.
Another music program "Jazz Radio-Canada." which will atan be 90
minutes, will originate from CBC
Winnipeg and will be hosted by Lee
Major and co-hosted by Mary Nelson. Ms. Nelson is an ex -jazz singer
who manages the music Explosion
and Mothers retail record storm in
Winnipeg. Dave Bird will also produce this program. which will debut
on Oct. 3.

The purpose of the show is "to reflect as accurately as possible what is
happening in the jazz world today
with particular emphasis on the Canadian viewpoint and Canadian
performers and composers. The major component of the program will

from jazz studio or
concert productions (probably two
half-hour segments per program)
from across the country."
Other components of the program
will include a national jazz calendar
of events; interviews with Canadian
and international jazz personalities;
mini -documentaries from time to
time dealing with some aspect of the
jazz music industry; new record features and reviews; contributions
from the "Jazz en Liberte" series
from FSD Montreal and the European Broadcasting Union; and profiles on significant Canadian jazz
artists and composers.
be excerpts taken

Sellout for
Guess Who
WINNIPEG -The Guess Who
completed an extensive North
American touron Sept. 1 in Anchorage. Alaska, and played to sellout
houses. They sold out their allotted
13,000 grandstand seats of the California State Fair in Sacramento on
Aug. 23, grossing $85.000. At that
engagement, promoters Richard Pap -

azian and Gary Smith of Papa Productions in Fresno spent many
hours with officials trying to get an
extra 7000 seats but to no avail. The
grandstand area normally seats
20.000 for State Fair horse racing.
Jerry Heller of the Heller- Fischel
Agency, the band's booking agency.
reports that they also sold out
McCormick Place in Chicago for
promoter Frank Fried as well as the
Salt Palace in Salt Lake City, one
week in advance, and strong advance sales were reported for their
Canadian National Exhibition date
on Aug. 29.
The band broke an indoor pop
concert record by drawing over
22,000 fans to the St. Paul Civic
Centre Arena and then set a house
record at the El Paso Civic Centre
earlier in the tour.
The band with new guitar player
Dom Troiano, will be back on tour
at the beginning of November and
will be a self-contained unit for the
first time, according to manager
Don Hunter.
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includes special illustrated dealer
announcements. multiproduct radio
spots, tagable 60- second TV commercials, wall posters, retail ad layouts- modular in -store displays,
multi -artist T- shirts, customized
newspaper supplements, header
cards and mobiles as well as extensive national print support.
Says Julian Rice the national mer-

Lundvall of CBS, as well

chandising director of Columbia:
"By virlueof this segmented product
approach our field force will not be
restricted in having to offer the same
program to all accounts in a common trading area. If one account's
.expénise lies in the marketing of
MOR product. there would be no interference with the activities of another account in the same city tied
into a classical program. A more uniform spread of merchandise would
result with the consumer reaping the
benefits through a much wider
choice of product presentation."
"What we are doing here;" continues Rice. "by zeroing in on new
forms of support- is helping in moving out the product at the dealer

Myles and Lenny, Murray
McLauchlan. Bruce Cockburn, Paul
Stoddard and John Mills Cockle.
The last four artists are on the True
North label headed by Bernie Finkelstein and distributed by Columbia.
At the close of the second day and

level.

Of course,

we are interested in
getting product into the stores but
we are also concerned with helping

move it out."
With the utilization of more and
more media advertising. is Columbia satisfied with the results? States
Rice: "We are already beginning to
see some response from our television ads. We advertise three segments within one half -hour period
on the rock shows such as "In Concert" or "Midnight Special" mainly
coming in from American border
city stations such as Seattle. Buffalo
and New England cities. The pull is
there and they are quite inexpensive
advertising vehicles for us. We are
beginning to do newspaper supplements and will continue W use them
this coming year.''

Another direction for Columbia
this coming year will be the establishment of more customized merchandising campaigns with specific
accounts. "We are kicking one off
now with Munn incorporating all of
its stores throughout Canada,' explains Rice. 'This consists of customizing advertising and merchandising support for a particular account. In other words. it is very hard

If

they can deliver us so
much billing, we will give them in
support so much customized advertising and merchandising. This
seems to be working well. We hope
to tie in with at least one of two major accounts within each of the provinces this coming year."
and cold.

A relatively new area for Columbia is the repackaging of hits for domestic consumption in Canada.
"This is an area I feel that we've

business
meetings on the first day. On the second day there will be a product presentation of US. product with a special Canadian segment that will
show product and marketing plans.
The presentation will be artist -oriented and will highlight Canadian
artists Patsy Gallant, Bond, Lickin'
Stick, Cliff Edwards, Aut' Choses,
as

finale to the convention, many
of those Canadian artists will perform in a show.
as a

From the

Music

Capitals
of theWorld
TORONTO
Tony Bennett and Lena }tonne
will appear in concert at the O'Keefe
Centre in Toronto from Oct. 14 to
19. ... CFRB, Toronto news announcer Charles Doering subbed for
Gordon Sinclair ro perform a readlug of Sinclair s "The Americans" at
the U.S. Air Force 27th anniversary
dinner -dance at the Sheraton Park
Hotel in Washington, D.C. Donald
Hartford, the president of CFRB,
also attended dinner.... An agree -

In

m
m

ro

°

rment between United Artists
G
Records of Canada and American gs
Universal Productions of Montreal
G
has resulted in the release of a single
by George E. Bowes entitled "Barbara."
The new single by Songbird on
Mushroom Records, a remake of the
Steely Dan song "Dirty Work," has
already been playlisted on CFQC,
Saskatoon: CHLO, St. Thomas;
CKFH, Toronto; CJCH, Halifax;
CHED, Edmonton: and CKXL,
Calgary.... Pablo recording artist
Joe Pass will appear at the University of Alberta, Edmonton on Sept
29 and the University of Calgary on
Sept. 30.... Keith Jarrett will appear at the In Concert club, Montreal from Oct. 22 to 26. ... Paul
Anka appeared with Don Goodwin
at the National Ans Centre in Ottawa from Sept. 9 to IS.... Initial
single release from Island Records in
Canada is Prelude's version of "After The Gold Rush."

been weak in and where we can
really begin to show progress," says

Rice. "Anytime the opportunity
arises to repackage something here
we should do it. In fact, we will be
coming out with a new series at the
end of the year. We'll start off with n
greatest hits series and utilize Canadian hits as well as American hits
where we can get clearances. There
will likely be a new price structure
involved. I feel that we will be accomplishing a lot of things by doing
this. Primarily. we'll be getting back
some of the space that seems to have
gone to a lot of K -Tel packages. for
instance."
The two-day Vancouver convention will comprise of welcoming and
keynote speeches by Terry Lind,
vice president and managing director of Columbia Records of Canada,
and Goddard Liebcrson and Bruce

ni

WHAT
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CG
SEND $1.00 FOR
SAMPLE COPY
$7.50 FOR 1 YEAR
SUBSCRIPTION.
Beetle Publications.
Post Office Box 5696,
Station "A ",
Toronto, Ontario,
Canada.
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Lost week

lengthy and one has to have

Spotlight

d

FWE- Dancing Machine, Motown M6'780SI.
One of America's most popular and skillful groups returns
with their usual fine mix of tunes, including some great rakers that seem ideal fa the disco market and some fine ballads. The highlight, of course, is the remarkably skillful inter.
change between the voices, no matter who the lead may be.
Michael's vocals are maturing yet remain distinctive while
the others are equally adept at handling singing chores. Speck) congratulations to producer Hal Davis who also oawrote
many of the songs. This group can not be limited to any one

ategay.

Rather. over the past five years they have developed into total entertainers who appeal to every market seg.

ment and let one and all know that Motown has certainly not
lost the feeling for finding the hits.

Bat tuts: 'Whatever You Got, Want IL" "Dancing Ma.
chine." 'What You Don't Know, "The Life Of The Party," "It
I

All Begins and Ends With Love."

soul and reek sections.

RICHIE HAVENS -Mixed Bag II, Stormy Forest IFS 6201.

o

j

( Polydeo). When Richie Havens first burst upon the pop scene

almost

a

decade ago, it was with an LP like this one -a

m brilliant collection of
IÓ

e

m

w

g

tend. Here Nchie

better with each LP. The heated intensity of its playing, the
fiery interchanges between its members recalls all the best
ingredients of jazz groups which came before these talented

far

young men. This band translates its razz heritage into a
modern collage of swirling colors, of blazing guitar runs, of

pithy drum breaks, of exploding bass not.. The beauty is
it all weaves together, changing course from hot to cod,
from dramatic to easygoing Much of the interesting propul-

that

sion isa result of some inventive drumming by Lenny White

superb interpretations and original ma.

uses his unique vocal style, simple yet

which gives keybeardist Corea
build his explorations.

CAROLS

insome ways, the good old days can be recaptured, and this LP

I-

ú one a( them.

U)

Best eats "Sad Eyed Lady (Of The Lowlands), "Someone
Suite, ""Band On The Run, "The Makings Of You, 'The In-

SP 77024 (ABM),

vaalist/writers of our time

is back

with her firs) effort in nearly a year, and it adds up to another
collage of simply beautiful munis. Several of the cuts are a bit
more on the rock side than what we are used to hearing Iran

King yet they are done

tastefully and skillfully as are
her sorter things. The appeal of this set. however, is what
seems to be a return to the exceptionally strong malaìal that
characterized her first solo efforts after ecareer as one of the
finest rah writers of all time. There's more variety in tempo
of songs, types of materiel, vocal styles and some excellent
vocal backups from Nightingale. Some good rock, some line
ballads. Ids of possible hit singles and some certain standards. Not one had cut on the set, and one that should spend
many weeks an the charts.
Best cuts: "Nightingale." "Jazzman." "You Go Your Way.
I'll Go Mine," "Wrap Around Joy," "Sweet Adonis. "e "My
Ms.

Laid

as

Eyes."

Dealers Fine cola corer portrait. Also. hit singe will at.

saes

can be handled in an acoustic, simplistic manner. In

KING-Wrap Around Joy, Ode

One of the most popular

talk poetry) and Paula Linda McCartney. We also get a fine
original tune, the works of William Buller Yeats and some
work from newer writers. A simply beautiful work which

bun-

even more buyers.

by superstars, but it is Rush's voice

a

a

decade of tans. Play this in store

The

TIM MOORE- Asylum 7E1019 (Elektm). Rerelease of LP
a

on

A

Small Record Label (that's the name) should

lot more nomemtum than the first time around for

several reasons. For one, both Moores and Garfunkel's ver-

chart.

kicky Chinn, some interesting Qualm aria.

come through best on the ballads. If this is any indication of

nals and some great lock standards. Ms. Quatro may not have
the greatest voice in the world, hut she has a feeling far the

typical work from this young man, he should be around for a
long while.
Bat Ws: "A Fool Like You, "Second Avenue." "Charm-

everyone and lots of potential singles.
Best tuts "Devil Gale Drive." "Mae IL"

other, the talented singer/songwriter just took

and soft

tint

For an-

place at

seals are the real strong points, however, and they

er." "Love Enough," "I'll

Be

Your Time."

Dealers Good corer portrait. And remember, Moore is
writing hits and winning prizes.

The Road

CLAIRE HAMILL -Stage Door Johnnie% Ronk Ronk -101,

Jack" "Cat Size, "Kladyke Kate"
Dealers: Colorful cover of Ms. Quatro in action makes for
good display, and inalare play will stir up store.

(ABC). Ms. Hamill hm released several wen received LPs in

JOHNNY NASN- Celebrate Ute

"Hit

Epic PE 32828 (C.B.S.)

Nash scores very heavily with this record. It was recorded in

his house and lakes on that relaxed mead. There are several
potential singles on this album and Nash sums destined la
the top of the charts again. The reggae sand is still very
prevalent in his style, but he also has developed his own way

distinctive sound.
Best eats: "Everybody's Got An Aura," "You Can't Go Halt
way, "Celebrate Life," "Good Vibrations, "'For Your Lore,"

Dealers Play this record over and over

in

the past, but under the guidance of Ray Davies' production
she appears to have reached her hue potential. With an abso-

lutely stunning voice and superb instrumental backup, she
sings a variety of songs ranging from sane of the best d the
'60's British rock to original, almost vaudvillian tunes to
country-oriented materal to beautiful ballads. Commercial,
yet uncompromising. Highlight, still, is Ms. Hammill's mar

MAML -Me'

moved into yet another direction. On this effort he gets hear.
ily into reggae and also touches

on cajun soul. He realty

went

the sound here. One of the lunes was produced by
Bob Marley of the legendary Wailers.
Bat cuts "Johnny Tao Bad," "Blackjack Davey, "Slave

all-out

on

Driver," "Desperate Lava."
Dube: Display the cover and play the music sporadically.
TOM RUSH -Ladies Love Outlaws, Cdumhia KC 33054.
This is the hest and most commercial record that Rush has
ever released. The material

captures

a

is

all very fitting and each song

different mad. There are several guest appear-

very nice vocal work. Ubiquity has been trying to crack the

market for some Owe and this could well be their golden

break

&st

This lyrical quartet could well be one
modern Saviours d contemporary razz.
Best arts: "A.I.B., "Witchi'TatTO, "Desireless."

d the

Dealers Hurry of European jazz activity should help.
BEMNIE MAUPIN -The Jewel in the late%

Polydo

ECM

1043ST. Reed player supreme Bennie Maupin. one el the mu-

sical forces of Herbie Hancock's ensemble

is

featured here on

his own package. He finally gets to play his own things in.
stead of his commercial style currently lectured with Han-

cock. Also playing on the

retad

are Hancock, Buster Wit

Hams, Freddie Waits, Billy Hart, Bill Summers and Charles
Sullivan, and with a lineup like mat, what more can one say.

Bell cuts: "kappa." "Exnamien," "The

Jewel

In The

as

Mae

Grave, "Sensitize, "Don't
You Worry About A Thing." "When Is Real, Realr
Dealers: Ayes is known in jazz circles and instore play
will sell some records.
THE STLYERS

-III,

MGM M3G4940. Soul family is back

with another fine effort, mixing in

a

variety of styles from tra-

ditional soul rakers to smooth ballads to songs that could
have come straight from a Broadway show to disco dance
style cuts. Most of the writing handled by family members
and top production from Niched Vino and Perry Eetkin. Jr.
Material should have no trouble moving from the soul ranks
into pop, particularly on some of the ballads, all of which are
done with perfect taste and are short enough for all types of
AM programming. Generally excellent.
Best cuts "Could Be You," "Don't Give Up The Good Life,"
"Love Over Mind," "What's II All About," "Be My Lae."
Dealers: Silver toned cover goes with the name and makes
for good showcase.

lent voice, she has come up with her hest effort yet. The ma.
'laical ranges from the totally serious to whimsical to exceptionally humorous -the styles from the straightest singing

colors built around

Ibis Rase, "&mime's
Now,
"Luck
The
Draw,"
"Stage Dour tohnCadillac," "Go
Of
Best cuts. "We Gotta Get Out Of

"

nies

Dealers: Cover makes far good display.

-But

possible to purposely overstated. This is one LP where the
something for everybody adage holds true. Should she pick
up some radio play and get some promotional help, and con-

cert exposure, this set could turn the singer into one of our
newest stars.
Best cud: "Home Away From Home." "Ballad 01 A Weird

Romeo, ""Jelly Under Parafin, "Ram Service."
Dales: Good cower shot la display. Play this one in the
store. It will draw inquiries.

First Time Around

etas: "Change Up The

Around The Bush, RCA CPLI'
0671. Ms. Kesnochan has released several sets before, but
here, with a wide vanety of material, all fronted by an excel.

vetoes vocals.

stet.

Rases, Columbia KC 33051. Mahal has

arcatching

Grume. Pulydor
6032. This album has very good crossover possibilities

MANDRILL- Mandrilland, Pdydor P02-9002. Usual net of
outstanding dance music and sacral line ballads from thú
always exciting soul conglomerate. Good deal of Latin flavor
on this double set as well as strong influence from the recent
influx of disco style disks. The surprise, hoe, however. is a
group of unusually pretty songs, rather uncharacteristic of
the reputation the band has garnered in the past. What they
manage to do here is combine the best of both worlds of music and cane up with a not that should gather plenty ol new
fans as well as retaining all the ob.
Sing" "El
Best guts "Positive Thing," 'The Reason
Funko." "Drill In The Bush," "After The Race."
Dealers: Group has strong following. May in store.

SARAH KERNOCHAN

TAJ

should help break them into the U.S. market. They perform
material by Carla Bley, Jim Pepper and Don Cherry with e
special touch and all of the soloing by the group leaders is

into pop, and jazz. Most et the album is funky jazz featuring
Ayers' soulful vibes wag, but ce several tunes, these is some

the American Song Festival. Mare sings sensitise, pretty bah
lads without sounding like every other "laid back" singer and
can also put together some interesting rock licks. His Non

la

GARORERBOBO STINSON QUARTET- Witchi.Tai.To,
Polydse ECM 1041 ST. This Norwegian musical unit has been
making waves around Europe for several years and thá elkrt
JAN

ROY AVERS UBIQUITY -Chang Up The

PD

best. Her LPs are not only good solid example of rock 'n' roll
tilled with frenetic yet controlled singing and tine playing,
they are tun -e quality sadly lacking in much of today's music. Hem we find a fine assortment of original lunes Isom

music she sings that comes through here and works well. Already a giant commercial success in England and certainly a
cult heroine here, this sel could easily propel her sound to
the U.S. masses. A lee ballads among the rockers, something

the store and watch

Soul

appealing cover should be displayed and all

sions of "Second Avenue" are heading up the

A

\k'\\`0lri,

Lowe

come our way in the most recent British invasion. Mx Quatro
(Britain by the way of Detroit) must surely rank as one of the

Mike Chaprone

in

Lotus," "Song For Tracie Dixon Summers."
Dealers: Place this in the Hancock section as well
pin's.

that immediately

of the lunes should be played.

garner
SUB QUATRO- Quatro, Bell 1313. Of all the rakers to

lett

Regrets."

first issued

and let them all know he's back.

Max

Outlaws, "Hobo's Mamdolin;'
"Indian Woman From Wichita," "Black Magic Gun," "No

Degas

Havens has

"

is an

Bat cuts "Laden

/Island 7E.1020

(Elektm). Over the years, Traffic have developed from the
group that it was "hip" to like into a genuine supergroup,
with no sacrifice in the quiff of the material. Now, after
nearly two years without a new LP, they are hack with a
strong mix of rock/blues and jazz instrumentals all butted
against the interesting, to say the least. lyrics of Jim Capaldi.
Present of course is the strong blues voice of Steve Wìnwood
along with his masterful keyboard and guitar work, the always
fine sax and flute work of Chris Wood and, to the joy of all
Traffic tans, Jim Capeldi again playing Ammo as well as sing.
inn. Traffic waste no notes, their material is the kind that can
hit almost all pop fans and they have come up with their best
and at the same time most commercial mixes songs in three
years. As always, the long instrumental sales contribute as
much as the weals. A superb return.
Best ads: "Something New," 'Walking In The Wind,"
"When The Eagle Flies, "Memories Of A Pock 'N' Rolla."
Traffic is a super group. Just put the LP on the

exceptionally good chance, that he
successful single or two from this album.

takes control. There
could have

TRAFFIC -When The Eagle Ries, Asylum

atlas.

dian Prayer."

Dales:

moving platform on which to

Dealers Try playing "Earth Juice"
heads turn in curiosity.

`sect

makes one realize just how much can be done and how

a

Best rats: " Earth Juice,"""Vulcan Worlds."

strong guitar work and an altsten lineup of musicians to sing
me wads of the likes of Bob Dylan, Dave Mason, Curtis May.
held (tuming this man's already masterful work into sheer

tifully it

can pull

CHUCK COREA B RETURN TO FOREVER -Where Haw t
Kneen Tau &fora, Palydor PD 6509. This band keeps getting

JACKSON

Ie

as the band

CPL1-0611. This could

quite possibly he Reed's biggest record to date. With produc
lion by Reed and Steve Katz. it features some outstanding
tunes in several widely different styles. Reed has become
more laid back and his lyrics area story in themselves. With
the push this label is mounting behind this record, it could be
a monster.
Best cuts: "Animal Language, "Kill Yaw Sons, "Billy,"
"Sally Can't Dance."
Dealers: The cover art should be displayed heavily in the
store. RCA is going all out on this record.

Dealers: Place

order to sit

"Bultedly," "Palm Grease," "Spank-A-Lee."

Dealers Display in jaso and pop areas
customers from both situations.
RCA

in

reeds in an engaging fashion.

Best ands:

Can't Dana,

patient soul

patiently through the material. Benjie Maupin playse num.
bee

LOU REED -Daly

a

1

HERNE HAKCOCK -Thrust, Columbia
a way

low

bau line

PC

open

32 %5. Brown

he first tut,

"Palm Grease" and the mood then leads into a melange of
synthesized sounds and jagged drum breaks. Ifs today, man,
wall all the free, open, light touched keyboard sounds and
carefully placed horn parts. Thá modernist jazz musk, so
popular with young people, is kept on a line course by the
leader who keeps the blues and downhome look always in
mind. Hancock plays seven kinds of keyboard instrument%

thrusting role in the quintet. His
playing melds perfectly with the other players. The cuts are
none of which

www.americanradiohistory.com

is

given

a

WAYNE BERRY-Home At Last, RCA CPL1.0003. Without

even having a record on the market, Berry has become some-

thing of an underground legend for his great songw cling. This
album will change all that and help introduce him as a very
good performer as well. The album was produced by Norbert
Putnam in Muscle Shoals Nashville and Hollywood and on all
the sessions, the playing is very complementary.
Best arts: "Indian Woman From Wichita," "Snowbound,"
"Welcome Home." "Blatt Magic Gun," "Dixie's Pride."
Dealers: Watch out lot this one. lroslore play will help turn
heads around.
BIS SUR CHOIR -Peaceable Peaceame

1.

From the group

Judy Collins once chose to back her comes one of the most

beautifully refreshing LPs of the year. This acoustic set lea.
luring the clear, lovely voices of Tom Carvey, Rita Gatti, Paul
Johnson, Ruth Stevens and Glenda Bickell, shows that music
minus electricity is still very much alive and well Not the
kind of set where one can say "this is a single." Rather. this is
the kind of album that deserves to be listened In all the way
through. Do yourself a favor and don't pass this one up because you are unfamiliar with the group's name. Again, beau.
liful isthe only appropriate word for the truly peaceable lyrics
and music contained here.
Best eels: "Timber Rose Yellow," "Silva On The Water."
"Gladiola," "Good House," "Summer Season."
Dealers: Stunning cover shot of Big Sur.
SUSAN

M

MCHARD THOMAS -A Burst 01 UM, Blue Hour,

31017. Very pretty lobby set, with the harmonizing of this
talented pair standing out strongest. Music and lyrics both
very well done, highlighted by strong acoustic guitar work.
BH

Don't let the fad that the duo are on a small label frighten
you off. There á a good solid market for material with folk
quality, and them are some cues on here that do come closer
Is rock.

Best arts: "Might Be A Fountain," "Never In Your Life,"
"The Heart, The Desperado, "Great Waters Elegy."

"

Dealers Place

in

folk and rock sections.

(Continued on page 54)
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At 12:30 AM on September 3rd with seven tons of equipment &
light show NEKTAR slipped into this country from Germany as
would be headliners on their first U.S. Tour. Their first album
"REMEMBER THE FUTURE" had already reached 'q 02 in Billboard (this week -91 and they had pre -sold out four shows
at the Ambassador Theatre in St. Louis to an estimated 12,000
people & a gate of $ 65,000.

)

NEKTAR

AMERICAN TOUR
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

6
7

Fort Wayne, Indiana

Detroit, Michigan
8
Indianapolis, Indiana
10
Minneapolis, Minnesota
11
Kansas City, Missouri
13
Chicago, Illinois
14 -15 St. Louis, Missouri
16
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
18
Los Angeles, California
19
Los Angeles, California

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

20 -11 Atlanta, Georgia
23
Washington, D.C.

24
26
27
28
29
30

Oct.
Oct.

Sire Records
marketed

by

Rll'OIYlti

www.americanradiohistory.com

5
6

e

Baltimore, Maryland
Allentown, Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
New York, New York
Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Arlington, Texas
Houston, Texas
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Terry Cashman and

the Caner (311); producers:
Tommy Wes& write: Rod Clements; pub.

worth; writers:

licher Sweet City,

ASCAP. ABM 1613.

sic City (ASCAP). Capitol

Green Music. BMI. Hi 5N-2274. (London). With his

first

BUCK OAK ARKANSAS -Hey Tall (3:00); produce: Tom
Dowd. writers: Black Oak khaesas; publisher Farfetched,
ASCAP. Atlantic 45-7003.

a more pap oriented vein with his distinctive singing style and the superb
Willie Mitchel production backing him up. Title makes for

bide

54253F. (Motown). Taken from his live LP, this
tune captures all the excitement found on the album as well
as giving Gaye a chance to showcase the voice that has kept

ASCAP.

him on lop of the charm

fora decade. Highlight

here is the

excellent singing Should hit AM airwaves immediately. Flip:
Trouble Man (4:15); producer: not fated; writer: M.
publisher: 2111h Century & lobette, ASCAP.

I

(258);

producers: Gamble-Hull; writers: K. Gambled. Huff; pub.
lashes: Mighty Three, BML Philadelphia International ZS8
3550 (CBS). Pretty. string Idled ballad from this talented trio.
Title serve as good intro and hook, while lead vocals work
well against the vocal backup. Should move from sal to pop

with little trouble.

GARRY BOMMER- Baby,Baby

Rat-

ner; writers: D. Hall -l. Oates; Publisher: Unichappell, BMI.
Bell 45608. One of the truly magnificent song stySsls of our

time comes up with his most commercial entry in years. Top
singing reminiscent of the great sand of "Dead End Street"

Bob

Eerie;

writers:

(Low IsWeHeII(2:41); pro-

Hoflman.Galdstein-BOnneaRu'

DEODATO -Soper Strut (3:30); producer: Eumir Deodato;

writer: Eumir Deodato; publisher: Kenya. ASCAP. MCA
I 40302. Most commercial item from talented jan pianist in
m some time. and this easy instrumental could place him back
on the pop charts. Highlights are the tasteful solos.
Nip

-

from soul to Pup with little difficulty.

recommended
ducer: W. Henderson; writers: W. Henderson-L. Simon.A.l.
Trihele.L. Brownlee-T: Takayoshi; publishers: Eight-Nine /La
Cindy, BMI. Playboy 6011.

lisher. Sherlyn. OMI. Cat 1994.

W

a)

2
Ñ

a

Dunhill 15011. The man who scored well with "Came Monday shows us his more humorous side here, with this bouncy
tale of the benefits of hawing

pencil thin mustache. Very
well done and quite funny, with a few lines that most of us
can daydream along with.

recommended

3958. This super singer who has

MEL TI WS B THE STATESIDE$ -Memory Maker (250);
produce: lier Yienneau; writers: Mef Tillis, Kent Weslheny;
Cedarwood (BMI); MGM 14744. Consistently, Mel comes up

with his own great material, and adds his touch of excellence
for a hit. This is no exception. Flip: No into available.

SUE THOMPSON -And

Law Me (3:13); producer Wesley
writer. John Salisbury: Acuff-Rose (BMU: Hickory 330.
The tiny, yet lovely voice puts it all together here, and comes
up with a beautiful rendition al a line song It's her time for a
hit Hip: Trains(2:28); producer: same; writers: Eddy Raven,
Keisuke Hama: Milene (ASCAP).
Rose;

CARL

DOUGLAS -Kung

write:

in pop.

country and

HgM6rg (3:18);

Fu

producer:

Douglas: publisher: Chappell. ASCAP.
201h Century 2140. Strong rocker has been major British hit
Carl

BIWE

SPEARS-5m The Funny LAIN Gown (2:59);
producer: Larry Butler; write: Bobby Goldsboro; Unad (UNII
United Artists 549. Here is a great latent latent, with an for
many years. who should have a monster on her hands. It's a
great song, and a Larry Butler production, and she does a
marvelous job accompanied by a suing arrangement of Bill
Antis. It has everything going for it. Flip: no info available.
JO

recommended

EDDIE NOMN -You've A Lovely lady In My Eyes (3:28);
producer: Hadley Murrell; writers: Eddie Hman.Hadley Murrell; publish: Eye of Medley, ASCAP. MGM 14751. fielty,

soulful ballad with good use of title

sal

as hook.

TERRY HOUSE -Mary Go

Dom

To The

Mver(2:39); producer:

Mel Tiflis: writer: Jeny House: Sawgrass (BMII; MGM 14743.

Should start in

but could easily move to pop.

MACK WHITE -Nn't

H

MI Werth Living For (2:57); producer:

writer: Sammy King; Milene (ASCAP); Commer-

(2:59); producer

5.

Alaimo,

Finch, H.W. Casey; writers: N.W. Casey-S. Alaimo: pubMARTY ROBBINS -Two Gun Daddy

Robbins;

Easy Listening

HAROLD ALEUNDER- Sandy's Love (3:21); producer: Jimmy
Douglass; writer H. Alexander; publishers: Harald Alexander.

Walden, ASCAP. Atlantic 45-3212.

MLSON MCKETT -Isn't ThatSo(3:12); producers: &n Shapiro and Wilson Pickett: writer: Jesse Winchester; publsher:
Fourth Floor, ASCAP. RCA 1H- 10067.

(2:44); producer: Marty
Marty Robbins; Mariposa (BAD; MCA

writer:

40296.

(2:37); producer: Cad Strube:
Heider; Critique (BMI); BASF

GARY MEISTER -Take Me Back

HENRY

MANCINI,

HIS

CHORUS -Ter Sex Symbol

writer:

Lai;

PIANO,

(216);

AND
produur: loe Reisman:
ORCHESTRA

publisher: Cnlgems. ASCAP.

Theme from the controversial

TV

RCA

writers;
15347.

Bouchard. Gass

1H- 10060.

movie that will finally ail

the week features the characteristic fine Mancini arrangements backed by lush chorus. Powerfully constructed tune.

ROB STONER -Instant Forget (2:50); producer: Tom Werman
8 Rob Stoner; write: Rob Stoner: Stoner (ASCAP); Epic 8.

50028.
PAT

TRAFFIC -Walking hr

Me Baby

a

en

Morrison; Combine (BMII /Mu'

cial 1316.

-Mae

m
Fr

B.

cent album, and it's the different sort of thing the public has
been listening for. A super job by all. Hip: No info available.

Don Powell;

R.

JIMMY BUFFETT -Pend Thin Mustache (2:47); producer:
Don Gant; writer: I. Buffett; publisher: ABC /Dunhill, ABC/

Anthony,

been singing about super things grabs a winner from her re.

and should hit the MA airwaves here.

d

7.

Country Havered lune which could pull

ings. Good lore song and another that should he able to move

GWEN MoCRAE

r

MARY McCUFFREY
Believe In) Happy Endings (3:16);
producers: Bill Stahl and Sal DiTroia; miters: Gene Pistilli
Tom Anthony; publisher Don Eugenio. ASCAP. Playboy 6006.

Bidder;

WILLIE HENOERSON- Gangster Boogie Bump (3:20); pro.

Q
Q

play.

rin: publisher: Hudson Bay, BMI. Atlantic 453208.Optempo
tut with good story line of some of the nicer things to be
found in life despite what might be less than ideal surround.

appeal to Rawls' many tans and put him sight back on top of
the charts.

B.

WHhfh (3:19); pre

ducer NorberiPelnam: writer W. Berry; publishers: WB Music/Brawn's Mill, ASCAP. RC 1X.10058. Goad, soft rock cut
with some country influence. A bit reminiscent of "Indian
Reservation," but with a stronger instrumental backup. Berry
has a line voice and this could also pull into easy listening

MDR play.

backed bye line chorus with excellent instrumentals. Should

m,

-0

Gayye;

(3:15); producer: Norman

DANTE- Charmer (3:15); producer: Ron Dante and
writer Tim Moore: publisher: Burlington,

WAYNE BERRY-Indian Woman From

See You Again

eo

Meadow;

version of the song could garner heavy Top 40 play.

Soul

THE THREE DEGREES -When Will

ducer:
LOU RAWLS-She's Gene

RON

this
version al Tim Moore's American Song Festival grand mire
winning song is the first under his own name. Fine, uplemeo

*r

this soft rocker should be just the
right vehicle to move Al back la the top al the pop charm.
good AM radio hook and

MARYIN GATE- Distnt Laver (3:15); producer: not listed;
writers: M. Caye -G. Fuqua -S. Greene; publisher: lobule,

FirstTimel4rouruJ
ASCAP. Bell 45610. Dante has had records before, but

lease in some time, Green moves back into

e

CONNIE CATO- linminAutry 12:40); producer: Auden Ash-

Barry

re-

...

o:',ne

o

HENRY GROSS -Meet Me On

AL GREEN- Skedsla (Makes Ma Happy) (2:50); pro.
ducer: Willie Mitchell: writer: Al Green: publishers: lee & Al

mw auupeas

(4:32); producers: Chris
Blackwell and Traffic; writers Winwood-Capaldi: publisher
Ackee. ASCAP, Asylum /Island E. 45207.
The Mind

P.

THE BLENDERS -Hard

Merlin' Mn (2:30); producers:

Lore To You (2:19); producer:
Joe Missed: writers: H. Nation-M. 'Joined. publishers: Bleu

CONY-Something

Think About (3:29); pro.
Newman; publisher: Pattern,

To

duce,: Herb Newman: writer:

licher Mighty Three, BMI. ISOP 238 4157. (Columbia).

ASCAP. Era 112. Strong ballad with

MIAMI featuring ROBERT MOORE =Party Freaks 12:51); proFLO & EDDIE -Let Me Mahe

BERT

Terry. Lile and Conway; writers: P. Gadon.P. Derry; pub.

dusers.

Reid-Clarke-Finch:

H.

interesting talking introduction. Cony's been getting lots of exposure with his own
quiashow and lots of guest shots, so watch this one closely.

writers: Willie Cladie-Clarence

(3:29); producer: Eddie
Kilroy; writers: Ed Penny. Ron Oates Acoustic (BM!): Playboy

BARBI BENTHM- Welcome Stranger

6008.

ROT ACUFF

Reid; publisher. Sherlyn, BMI. Drive 6234.

-Dn't

Wary 'Bout the Mule (2:18); producer:

Wesley Rose; writer: Glen Barber: Assit Roso (EMU: Hickory

Disque /LiccieniAi. ASCAP. Columbia 310028.

331.

Country,

RHYTHM MANERS -You're Never Too Old (To Get Down)

BOISCHGGS -Slaw Dancer (3:12); producer: Johnny Bristol;
writers: G. Daty.W.R. Suggs; publishers: Redlealher Yet.

(3:32); producers: Mr.

Wee &

Richard Shade: writer: Richard

Shade: publisher. Vignette. BMI. Vigor 1714.

lawleather, SMI /Blue Street, ASCAP. Columbia 3.10027.

CHOCK PRICE-SIaw Seme (2:43)', producers: Eddie Fes, Earl

Owens;

writer Kris Knstollerson; Combine (BMI): Playboy

6010.
BMAN SHAW -Nero We Go Again (3/39); producer: Ray

MARVIN HAMUSCH -Maple

kit Rag (3:07); produces:

SOUL SUTWIVMS -City Of Brotherly Law (3:24); producers:
Fred

Salem; writer Scott Joplin: publisher: Red Bellet, ASCAP.
MCA 40307.

Gambe.Hulf and The Soul Survives; writers: R. Ingui'C.
Ingot publisher Rose Tree. ASCAP.(SOP 258 4756. (Colum-

Pennington; writer Sonny Throtkmorton; Reaclion/Unart
(BMI); RCA 10071. This one starts slowly. and build up to an
incredibly strong finish. It's well sung exceptionally well pro.

ebbs -+ ten A awl teat in the earn el the resin panel which
rated for lee selections WMimed this week; rerommeededd-

bia).

duced, and it's good material. Flip: No info available.

Reels editor-Bah Kirsch.

a

tune

articled

will

Land

on the Het

la

between 20 cod

a.

Billboard's Recommended LPs
from page 52

day. Bed

cuts "All

In Love Is Fair,"

'Trey Needed Each

"Soulful Football," "Harlem"

Other," "The Summer Knows.'

poP

-lone Kaubnen With Tom

Hobson, Grunt BFLI -0209
(RCA). Exceptionally pretty acoustic LP Iron Airplane member Naukonen and Hobson. Kind of material that should pull
FM.sed even easy listening play. Highlight here s the brillsnt
acoustic guitar work of Kau konen and Hobson. mixing blues,

JOHN LEE HOOKER -Free Beer And Chicken, ABC ARCS-534.

traditional tunes and talky originals. Bed tuts: "I'll Be All
Right" "Another Her Oone Gone;' "Police Dog Blues."

"Make It Funky, "SeOin' On Top Of The World, "'Collage (A
Fortutitous Concatenation 01 Evens)" with a helper who
sounds suspiciously like be Cocker.

QOAH

MERU SAUNDERS- Fantasy F.9460. Keyhoadist/vualisl
Saunders built himself quite a following after he LP with
Jerry Garcia of the Grateful Dead and this strong soulful set
should keep that following growing. Fine piano, organ. else

Ire

Iris piano and clay inet
artist.' Bed euse
eousness, "Ain't No Woman Like The One Got."

"Right.

I

One of greatest urban bluesmen of our time and one cl the

strongest inl luences on rook music as we wow it today shouts
he has lost none of his ships over the yarn Still a superb.
expressive vocalist and an outstanding guitarist. Best tuts:

TGCHER- Beautiful ... Beautiful, United Art.
Ú316G. The twin pianos of one at the longest lasting
and most popular acts in the woad score again here with their
interpretations of some of the major hits of recent times. Best
cats: "The Entertainer, "You Are The Sunshine of My Life."
FERRAMTE &

ids

cuts are strong soul tunes. all highly danceable. Best cum:

SA-

most brilliant and exciting song stylists of our lime canes up
with another superb set, highlighted by a voice which is al.
most music itself. An absolute

by

to listen to. and after 15

years in the business, Ms. Leine is

still gaining tans every

soul
WILUE HENDERSON -Dance With The Master, Brunswick, BL

754202. Some early cuts from the man who is now scoring
high on another label with his "Dance Master." Still, these

shat pop tunes

oft party.
style on the flip side. Splendid sound and sudases.
he tosses

LOVE SONGS FOR MADRIGALS AND MAORIGUYS- Swingle II

classical

(Ward Swingle), Columbia M33013. A departure from the in-

THE ENTERTAINER-Virgil Poe, organ, RCA ARLI -6666. Fox

temporarily abandons his electronic Rodgers fer the Mighty
Wudlter that once was housed in Gotham's Paramount Theater. Md except for one short piece, the "Jig Fugue," Bach is
also put aside or a potpourri mix of such as "The Star.
Spangled Banner;' some Joplin. etc.. with Ives' "Variations
on America" the major piece. Comments to the live audience
are in the familiar Foe vein, but some of the excitement of
earlier "Heavy Organ' albums is absent. Strong cover art is a
solid commercial plus.

GERMAN MATS
C110 IMNE -A Beautiful Thing RCA CPL1.5059. One of the

pears to be on the eight

RHAPSODY IN BLUE,

Klavier NS.124.

a 1925 Aeolian piano 'dimity performance by the
then 27.yeanold composer. Klavier issues two versions of this
13:30 reading. One is in conventional stereo: the other is Ohs

strumental use of voices that brought Swingle to fame. Here
the 8-voice group sings an attractive clutch of English, French
and German madrigals, including some well known to CO'
theeiasts of the genre. But addition of bass guitar, light percussion and keyboard (including ARP synthesizer) adds a new
pop dimension. It's all tastefully done and will be enjoyed by
many traditionalists, while attracting novice listeners to the
Isom.

BACH: THE WELL.TEMPERED CLAVIER, BOOK

2- Anthony

Plowman, Columbia Al2-32875. While harpsichord is used
mostly, occasional preludes and /or fugues are played on orOr clavichord. The approach adds varieties of cola and
weight that often refreshes attention, but occasionally H se-

Taped from

gan

encoded, requiring

quentially japing. Newman's expected efficiency is evident
and the recording excellent. despite the economical grouping
of the "24" on two rather than the normal three disks.

the composer

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Caravan. They've had four highly -successful
albums in America already... "IF I COULD
DO IT ALL OVER AGAIN, I'D DO IT ALL
OVER YOU;' "IN THE LAND OF GREY
AND PINK;' "WATERLOO LILY,' and
"FOR GIRLS WHO GO PLUMP IN THE
NIGHT." Now, in conjunction with the release of album number five, Caravan is
coming to America for the first time ever.
You'll feel the impact.
THE NEW SYMPHONIA
The new album. (Recorded
live in London.)
On London Records.
CARAVAN
-4,

=PS h9)

Producedd by David Hiichatck for Gruggy Woof.

CARAVAN.
THE FIRST-TIME -EVER
SEIT
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Agora
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3-5._. ATLANTA
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MONMOUTH. NJ. .MonmrwthSt:tcTeachersCnllege
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4LLENTOWN
Rory
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WarMemori:il
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Iona Prep
IS
CLEVELAND
Case Western University
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Farleieh Dickinson University
NcwarkStiicCullge
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NEWARK
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Princeionllniversity
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¡
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Sk ntclairSmteColiege

OhioStaicUniversity
TheCorprvmion
Lewis University
ótkhr okForum
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ST. LOUIS

MINNJST. PAUL
6-7
PHILADELPHIA
9
NEWYORKCITY
11- 13...DENVER
4

.

.

Michigan Palace
Ambassador Theatre
CivicCenter
Tower Theatre

AcndentyofMusic
EhbeasField

BRITISH TALENT MANAGERS. LTD.
Miles Copeland

Contact: Richard Halem
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Gladys Knight & The Pips
GOLD, NATURALLY

From their soon to be released album "I Feel A Song"
on Buddah Records & Ampex Tapes

Family of Sian
SIDNEY A. SEIDENBERG, INC.
Dirsclion Manage.menl
1414 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10019

®1974 Buddah Records Inc..
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General News
20 YEARS BEHIND"

Bassist Montgomery Hopes
To Break Vegas Jazz Bias
LAS VEGAS, Nev. -Bass player

Mont Montgomery has consistently
had hotel doors slammed in his face
in his quest to book jazz artists on
the Strip.
Montgomery's dream is to see
name jazz artists such as Herbie
Mann, Quincy Jones and Cal Tjader
play Las Vegas.
Unfortunately the only encouragensent he received was from the
lam Dave Victorson whom Montgomery approached shortly before
his death.

"When 1 spoke to him about
booking jazz artists he agreed with
me. He said Las Vegas was 20 years
behind. He said he personally liked
jazz, but that it was never properly
promoted here. The town hasn't
been educated to jazz;" observes
Montgomery.
The Blue Room of the Tropicana
was the room for jazz buffs. Times
have changed. Montgomery approached Larry Lee who assists his
father, Tropicana entertainment
chief Alan Lee. According to Montgomery the elder Lee's reply was:
"We won't fool with it. You'd only
draw musicians."
Undaunted, Montgomery then
went to Bill D'Angeles of the MGM
Grand. "He likes the idea," says
Montgomery. "He offered to make a
presentation to Bernie Rothkoph the
entertainment chief. Then he came
back and said Rothkoph wasn't interested and didn't want to talk
about it."
Montgomery is currently appearing in the lounge of the MGM
Grand backing singer Don Cherry.
The bass player is also forming his
own group and has just recorded an
album on the Philly label. He also

stresses that jazz has sparked interest
in the Tahoe area. While appearing
at the Sahara-Tahoe a jazz club was
formed.
"I'm talking about bringing big
jazz names to town," he stresses.
"This town is built on spectacular.

Local jazz musicians wouldn't stand
a chance, but there is a place for local jazz musicians, too," he feels.
If the hotel buyers aren't inspired
the suns are. Montgomery has enlisted and received support from
Jackie Gayle, Tony Bennett, Quincy
Jones, Count Basin, Bill Cosby and
Redd Fora. Both Cosby and Foxx
have expressed interest in backing
such a jazz project with the possibility of taping a jazz television special in Las Vegas should a Strip hotel
decide to book some jazz names.

-

CHICAGO Phonogram / Mercury sales in August set a new
monthy record for the firm, surpassing the previous monthly high, experienced in August, 1972, by more
than 13 percent.
Irwin Steinberg, Phonogram president, viewed the achievement as
"only a starting point." He said it
marks "the beginning of a powerful
growth" for the company.
Steinberg attributed much of
Phonogram's strong current showing to heavy sales by such acts as
Bachman -Tamer Overdrive, Paper
Lace, the Ohio Players, Tom T. Hall
and Johnny Rodriguez, as well as
the entire line of Mercury Golden

And Inventor, Dies at 73
pop or classical but
that another Harry
Partch won't come down the pike for
a long time into the future.
his music was
they all agree

Patch, 73, died Sept.

of a heart
attack in San Diego. As a boy he
traveled the nation in box cars, relishing his hobo role and intriguing
his fellow itinerants with weird
sounds he coaxed from rusty bowls.
soup cans and light bulbs.
3

Self-taught, Partch later "invented" a scale made up of 43 tones.
He designed his own novel instruments, shaping them from metal,
glass and wood. Over the years he attracted intemational attention, ap-

peering in concerts and lecturing
throughout the world.
In 1966, Parch was awarded the
Marjorie Peabody and the National
Institute of Arts and Letters awards
for his contributions to music. Yet
all too frequently only the young
music students on college campuses
applauded his talents. Conventional
concert audiences found his music
tormented, turbulent and violent,
but never turgid.
His music was more popular in
Europe than in the U.S. Among his
recorded works are "And On The
Seventh Day Petals Fell In Petaluma," "Hitchhiker," "Daphne Of
The Dunes," "Inscriptions From A
Highway Railing At Barstow" and
"Castor & Pollux"

Riverboat In Final Cruise
ST. LOUIS -The final

crise of

the season and possibly the last
cruise ever on the Mississippi River
was made Saturday (14) by the

RCA to Make, Then

Market Thiele Disks
NEW YORK -RCA Records and
Flying Dutchman Records have expanded their distribution agreement
to include RCA's manufacturing
and marketing of Flying Dutchman
product.
The new agreement also brings to
RCA Bob Thiele's Amsterdam and
Blues Time labels for distribution in
the U.S. and Canada, and his Signature and Bob Thiele music labels on
a world wide basis.

Strekfus paddlewheel steamer Admiral with four jazz bands aboard.
Several members of the Storyville
Kings in the season's finale played
on Strekfus boats 40 years ago. The
other bands included Sammy Gardner and Don Gumpert with the
Mound City Six, the Ray Kennedy
Trio and the SL Louis Saints.
Suckfnss officials said they would
sail the Admiral downriver to New
Orleans late in September and that
another paddlewheeler, the Presi-

dent, probably would replace the
Admiral in St Louis in 1975. Sumer jazz cruises here have been
sponsored the last four years by
Downtown St. Louis Inc., and the St
Louis Jazz Club with ducats selling
at S3 per dancer.

Hits of the Woild.

Philly Retailer
Shoos Patrons

rC,50-asr

Royer Smith Ca, one of the first
shops to be located in center city, is
telling customers to stay out of the
store. The mailman and the ringing
of the telephone alone have created
no much volume that the store has to
keep customers away two days a
week.
The stare is keeping its doori shut
on Mondays and Tuesdays to better
handle mounting mail and telephone orders. One of the best known
sources for classical music records,
the Smith store is now open only on
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays for retail sales. And while Saturday is one of the biggest salesdays
for all other center city record shops,
H. Royer Smith Co. keeps closed on
that day as well.

Imports. The latter is a line of classical reissues.
Significant contributions were
also made by newer artists, said
Steinberg, among them Rush, Neil
Merrvweather and the Joneses.

-

NEW YORK
Crystal Ball
Records, newly formed label based
in Salem, Mass., has released its first
single and has set up initial distribution deals.
The single. "Evil Woman" by
Bobby Hebb, head of the label, is
being given an initial promotion
drive in Baltimore, Washington,
Cleveland and Detroit.
Distributors set include Malveme,
New York; All South, New Orleans;
Heilicher Bros., Miami; Disc
Records, Boston; David Rosen Co.,
Philadelphia. London Records will
handle Crystal Ball in Cleveland,
Chicago, Los Angeles and San Francisco.

An album, "Bobby Hebb on the
Rocks," is being prepared for release

later this year.

Bogart Signs 25
Casablanca Distribs
LOS ANGELES -Neil Bogart's
Casablanca Records has completed

line -up of 25 independent distributors and will set overseas distribution within two weeks.
Aside from distributors announced in Billboard 9 -14, the former Warner Bros. custom label now
is being handled by London
Records, New York and New Jersey;
Record Sales, Denver and Memphis; Supreme, Cincinnati; Action
Music, Cleveland; Seaboard, Hartford; Music City, Nashville; All
South, New Orleans; Associated,
Phoenix; ABC, Seattle.

RITAIN
(G,.sme Musk
mu

Last

Weak

WW

1

I

LOS ANGELES -United Artists
Records landed two major -market
easy listening stations from New

York's WNEW -AM to San Francisco's KNBK -AM, for extensive
airplay of a special Shirley Bassey
sampler LP.
Promotion is part of UA's push for
the new Bassey album, "Nobody
Does It Like Me," with two-foothigh in -store displays and extensive
national advertising for the full Bas sey catalog.
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warner Bros. photo

TALKING AIRPLAY -Ron Wood, lead guitarist of the Faces chats with WNEWFM's Alison Steele during a Warner Bros. reception promoting Wood's sob
album effort, "I've Got My Own Album To Do."

NARM Execs Gather
To Plan '75 Parley
NEW
Assn.

YORK -The

National

of Recording Merchandisers

(NARM) has set

a

series

of meetings

to be held Saturday (28) through
Oct. I at La Costa, a resort in South-

em California.

The meetings will focus on plan ning the 1975 convention to be held
March 2 -6 in Los Angeles, review of

Rannual NARM

awards, and a sesC sion with representatives of record
m companies. In attendance will be the
.NARM board of directors, the manufanurers' advisory committee, the
á 1975 convention committee and the
e- past presidents executive committee.

The convention committee will
c.; meet Saturday (28) and Sept 29.
Agenda for the meeting includes disw
cussion of convention theme, the
`I keynote speaker, business sessions
uJ
and social events. A special awards
committee has been set up for the
W
to

first time to review the association's
annual awards for best selling prod uct and artists.

The NARM board of directors
will meet Sept. 30 and later will meet

with the manufacturers' advisory
committee. In attendance, too, will
be 23 record company representarives. Also meeting with the group

will be the NARM past presidents
executive committee, a newly
created unit.

The advisory committee will meet
Oct. 1 with the board of directors
and the past presidents unit A wrap up session by the ÑARM board and
the past presidents group will miminate the seriesofineetings.Theadvisory committee meeting with the
NARM board will focus on current
industry problems, particularly on
the relationship between merehandiser and manufacturer.

Grange Harrison kicks off a U.S. tour the last week of
October, making him the tint ex -Beatle to actually bring
to fruition a solo American tour. No announcements
made of Harrison jaunt yet, but we know because Hamson ordered Billboards delivered to a 40- passenger charter jet.
Bill Withers' Troubadour set tamed out to be a Stevie
Wonder- Withers duet as Stevie got onstage to join in
"Lean On Me" and other Withers hits.
It's funny how fast people forget department: When
Polygram announced last Wednesday at a press luncheon in New York that it was naming Bill Fart president
of Polydor, Inc. there was no reference to the man being
moved out, Gil Beltran. Beltran's name was completely
omitted from the press release given to the writers, but a
Billboard staffer contacted Beltran who indicated he had
a lot to say but couldn't because he had worked out his
official statement with PR man Norm Ober. But that secand release was late in coming. Then Beltran left Thursday for Los Angeles.
It depends on which band you're talking about deportent: Billy Eekstine was quoted in last week's issue
as indicating he was about to finally release on disk his
noted all -star jazz band of the mid-40s. Billy said that
this band had never been issued on records because all
his music was always vocal oriented.
The story brought comments from two persons who
said they had Billy Eckstine band LPs in their colterlions, "Billy Eckstine and His All -Star Band" on Deluxe
(distributed by King) and "Blues For Sale" cut for National and distributed later by EmArcy. The Deluxe LP
was cut in 1944; the National title in late 1945 -early
1946. This puzzled us so Billy was contacted in Chicago
and he clarifies the situation. The band he is talking
about is not the same one that played on those singing
dates. "This band was never recorded," he claims. Its
personnel is different from those on these two albums.
This band was Kenny Gorham, Fats Navarre, John Maloch', Linton Gamer and Sarah Vaughan, among others.
And the only copies of its performances are on air checks
made from ballrooms.
Freddie Hart's copyrights will remain with Blue Book
Music, owned by Beck Owens as part of an out of court
settlement made in a suit Hart filed against Owens. His
old disk masters will revert to him. Hart's future copyrights will go through his own Hartline Music. An earlier
slosy had indicated that his old copyrights would revers
to him.
Reunited Steppemrolfinet the Hollywood music press
at Chasen's fete.... Elvis missed a couple of dates with
pneumonia bout that swept through his hand and crew.
He resumed to work although still fevered and audience

ladies ignored warnings, to seek those front -row kisses.
Lorene Lynn co-writing her autobiography for spring
'75 publication by Bernard Geis.... Elton John's first
U.S. press conference goes next Monday (23) at Beverly
Wilshire.... "Midnight Special" taping at NBC Butbank again after five-week hiatus with Al Green and Derid Steinberg hosting first shows.
"Pardon Me" ...and I'll make you V.P." is title line of
Keith Green single on the Checkmates' Rustic label.
Tune was written the day after President's amnesty announcement, recorded within 24 hours and played on
Los Angeles newscasts in 48 hours.
Della Reese switches from singing to concert promoLion with "First Denverboogie& Blues Festival" Nov.9 10 with a galaxy of veteran bluesmen.
Charles Amoneste opens a U.S. tour with a two-week
engagement al New York's Mishkoff Theatre on Broadway Oct. 13- 27.... Look for a new label affiliation for
National Lampoon's recording interests.... ASCAP
holds its semi -annual West Coast membership meeting
at the Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, Thursday
(19).
Count Bask will be honored for bis contributions to
music industry with fete at the Waldorf- Astoria in New
York Sunday (21). The occasion will also mark Basin's
70th birthday.... Winner of ASCAP's Nathan Batten
Memorial Copyright Competition Award is Samuel A.
Wilson, Jr. of Macon, Ga.... The Independents have
joined Marvin Gaye's tour.
A second FMer has announced plans to broadcast the
Monterey Jazz Festival live. KXTC in Phoenix joins
KBCA in Los Angeles in beaming the Friday through
Sunday (20 -22) concerts. KBCA does it in stereo.
Gary Glitter undergoes throat operation in Landon.
.. Allman Brothers and Eagles netted 5105,000 for
North American Indian Foundation with two shows at
Boston Gardens.... Black Caucus campaign congressional fund -raiser played by War, Curtis Mayfield, Rent
& the Gang, First Choice, Independents and Jimmy With erspoon.
Gene Harris taped message for Seattle KYAC -AM
"Stay In School" public service.. Ray Manmrek's new
drummer is Gary Malleber. Guitarist Dick Wegner completes the trio with Manzarek doubling keyboards with
organ and synthesizer basses.
Henry Mancini gets a whole chapter is sew movie ma'
sic history tome.... Las Vegas Entertainment Awards Show will be emceed by Bob Hope as TV special.
Randy Edelman scoring Liz Taylor film "Blue Bird."
.. Johnny Mathis touring Europe six weeks.... Albert
Hammond touring South Africa... Blg.Joe Tamer soaring Scandinavia.
;
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Move to Improve Single Disk Has a Long Way to Go
-If

NEW YORK
two meetings
held during the recent Audio Engisearing Society convention are any
indication, the joint effort of all leyets of the recording industry in upgrading manufacturing standards of
long8wY
way to go.
8
Some progress was noted, but the
big problem that bars any noticeable
action is the very mat distinction between standards and quality control.
This was emphaized by both
Harry Jarrett of General Electric,
of the Electronic Industries triesAssn.
Assn. (EIA) P8.2 ad hoc committee, and Henry Brief, executive
secretary of the Recording Industry
Assn. of America, who released the
statement of the RIAA's engineering
committee.
Meeting Tuesday (10), the EIA
group fighting for new 45 rpm manufactunng standards discussed the
survey sent to members of the P8.2
and RIAA groups and the Music
Operators of America (MOA). CovBred were center -hole characteristics, thickness standards, warp prevention, stacked record drive force,
label adhesiveness and outer diemter set -down dimensions.
Key input came from Bill Finley
of Rock -Ola, speaking for his firm,
AMI and Seeburg. Among his cammests, reported by Jarrett:
Jukebox operators want a large
hole versus a small; two of three are
more concerned aboutstiffnes than
thickness; they are interested in a
temperature /humidity cycle that
would insure a label's adhering up
to 130 degrees; they want a warp
singles
has
b

a

spec and a method for measuring; the set -down range spec
should agree with what's being sold
in the marketplace, and then suggest
a 1/16 -inch bowing tolerance for

jukebox sleeves.

The RIAA engineering tommince, chaired by Rex Isom, RCA
Records chief engineer, meeting the
next day,
y said it had "considered
complaints of slippage on 7 -inch 45
rpm's and is studying the feasibility
of using serrated label edges, aleady listed as an option in current

By STEPHEN TRAIMAN
RIAA standards, to ameliorate the
problem.

"Since the International Electrotechnical Commission (ICE) is currenlly re- examining its standards
along these lines," the statement
continues, "RIAA's engineering
committee will await completion of
this study before deciding to =coinmend any revisions for adoption.

"Furthermore, the committee has
re- examined the dimensional standarcs (center hole, thickness. outer
diameter set -down) for phonograph

records contained in its Bulletin E-4
and concluded that no revision is
warranted inasmuch as adherence to
the present standards will insure interchangeabilily and proper funsboning of all product."

RIAA, who "are the people who
have to solve this thing."

Jarrett emphasizes that the ad hoc
committee's basic idea is to encourage dialogue between hardware and
software interests, and acknowledges the big push from the May
1973 Billboard Jukebox Operators
Forum. He says they will continue to
work toward a common ground with

Others on hand for the ad hoc commltee were Roland Wittenberg and
George Fetetin, Pickering & Co.;
Han Teiance Polygram; Jim Bar
Bar-rick, Alliance Manufacturing: Brent

Attending both meetings was
Ralph Cousin, Capitol Records en
ginemingdirector, who will draft the
proposed new 45 rpm standard.

,

Albright, MCA Records; John

Virna, Admiral Corp.; Vic Gob and
M. Fujimoto. JVC: Frank Barth and
Jerry Lebow. for Sansai.

FORE Tees `Affirmative Action' Minorities Stance
By RADCLIFFE JOE

NEW YORK -The Fraternity of
Recording Executives (FORÉ) wiR
launch what it calls an affirmative
action program in response to ajoint
call by the Slate Human Rights
Commission and the Federal Office
of Equal Employment Opponunity
for such projects in the leisure time
industries.
The project will be launched at a
special all day symposium Oct 2, at
the Stoller Hilton Hotel here, and
will be preceded by its award banquet which will be attended by FCC
Commissioner Benjamin Hooks,
and key executives of both the Human Rights Commission and the Offire of Equal Employment Opportu-

nity.
According to James Tyrrell, president of FORE, and vice president,
national sales, for Epic and custom

label product at CBS. the symposium will outline plans for a Community Action Awareness Program
(CAAP) which FORE will undertake in conjunction with other organizations such as NATRA with
which it has formed a loose alliance,
and radio station WWRL-FM.
Tyrrell explains that this program
will take FORE officials into innercity neighborhoods where they will
meet and talk with minority groups
explaining to them the vast potential
of the music industry in areas other
than perforating.
The FORE executive also says
that the program will bring to the attendon of the people the existence of
a recently formed FORE job bank,
from which minorities are drawn for
available job openings in the music
industry.

www.americanradiohistory.com

FORE's CAAP is also working
closely with music industry cornpanies on the formation of youth
training programs that will take unskilled minorities into apprenticeship -type programs and prepare
them for responsible positions

within the business.
To insure diversification and Iongevity of the program, FORE has
structured a special board of trustees
which, through a series of sub -comminces, will develop new programs
designed to perpetuate the CAAP
concept.
The organization recently created
an I t- member board of trustees to
direct and help oversee the organination's future growth and planning.
Nominated to the board are such
industry figures as Henery Allen,
Atlantic Records; Esmond Edwards,

Chess /Janus

Records;

radio station

Bob

Law,

WWRL; Melvin

Moore, Brunswick Records; Ron
Mosely, Sussex Records; Worthy
Patterson, Warner Bros. Records;
Fred Russell, London Records;
Chuck Smiley, attorney; Hank Talbot, Buddah Records; Logan West brooks, CBS Records; and Rick

Willard, WEA Distributing.

Bell Up to $6.98
NEW YORK -Bell Records has
raised the suggested list price on all
its$4.98 and 55.98 album product to
56.98, effective immediately, according to Gordon Bassin, Bell mar keting vice president. The new list
applies to all Bell distributed labels
as well.
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William E. McEuen presents

A documentary of American Music
by the

The word "live" does not appear anywhere on
the jacket but this is in fact perhaps the most
elaborately packaged live LP ever issued,
complete with a huge poster montage of the
Dirt Band in action. The music ranges from
NGDB's good -timey energetic treatments of
country -bluegrass which has always been
their staple, to their handful of hit singles and
some fine rock oldies satire. Some informative
talk cuts too. Best cuts: "Cosmic Cowboy :'
"Honky Tonkin'." Dealers: Group went gold
with a three -disk set last time out due to long
and steady sales. Expect history to repeat.

-BILLBOARD
"F.m,,he.iu Added"

'William E. McEuen presents' once again
becomes an honored phrase as the Nitty Gritty
Dirt Band bows their latest album, a live two
record set containing an incredible selection
of tunes ranging from "Jambalaya (On The
Bayou) "Mr. Bojangles :' "Honky Tonkin',"
and "Oh Boy" to interviews with the Dirt
Band and Vassar Clements, "Cripple Creek :'
"Battle of New Orleans :' "House at Pooh
Corner :' and "The Mountain Whippor-will:'
Throughout the album, the wit, humor and
musical dedication that have been hallmarks
of the group shine through exquisiterL
-CASH BOX

:'

Produced by William E. McEuen
for the Aspen Recording Society, Colorado

www.americanradiohistory.com

Long- standing countrified rock band comes
forth with a long -awaited compilation of

vibrant live performances interspersed with

documentary -styled interviews. An unpretentious ambience stays afloat throughout the
mellow two- record set, highlighted by their
hit version of "Mr. Bojangles"
UA- LA184 -J2 (9.98) -RECORD WORLD
L.P. UA-LA114-J2
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